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Abstract
Edge detection is important in image processing. Extracting edge features
is the main and necessary process in edge detection. Since features in edge
detection are implicit, most of the existing edge features only work well
on specific images. Using a moving window has a trade-off between noise
rejection and localisation accuracy. Genetic Programming (GP) has been
widely applied to image processing, and GP has potential for extracting
edge features, although there is little work in GP for edge detection. The
overall goal of this thesis is to investigate GP for automatic edge feature
extraction using different amounts of existing knowledge from only using
raw pixel intensities and ground truth to more advanced domain knowl-
edge such as Gaussian filters.
First of all, this thesis conducts an investigation on fundamental low-
level edge detector construction with very little prior edge knowledge.
Search operators based on a single raw pixel, a block of pixels, and two
blocks of pixels are proposed to construct edge detectors. Unlike most
existing methods, this GP system automatically searches neighbours and
avoids manually predefining a window size. The results show that the
evolved edge detectors outperform some existing edge detectors, such as
the Sobel edge detector.
Secondly, from the pixel and image views, localisation of detected edges,
and observations of GP programs, new fitness functions are suggested in
this thesis. It is found that the pixel view is better than the image view
to design fitness functions without allowing a distance from predictions
to ground truth. However, in terms of edge localisation, the pixel view is
worse than the image view to design fitness functions. A new fitness func-
tion combining detection accuracy and localisation effectively improves
the performance of evolved edge detectors. When utilising observations
of GP programs to construct soft edge maps, two new fitness functions in-
cluding a restriction on the range of observations are proposed to evolve
edge detectors with good soft edge maps on test images.
Thirdly, pixels implicitly selected by the GP system based on full im-
ages are analysed. A set of pixels are extracted from the evolved programs
and used to construct edge filters. A merge operation is proposed to ex-
tract six pixels to construct second-order edge filters. The results show
that a rich but compact set of pixels can be extracted from the evolved
edge detectors.
Fourthly, GP is utilised to evolve edge detectors based on the Gaussian-
based technique. These GP evolved edge detectors are significantly bet-
ter than the Gaussian gradient and the surround suppression technique.
An efficient and effective sampling technique is proposed for evolving
Gaussian-based edge detectors. From the results, there are no significant
differences between the Gaussian-based edge detectors evolved by a full
set of images and by the sampling technique on the training set.
Fifthly, GP is employed to construct features using an existing set of ba-
sic features. The distribution of observations of GP programs is estimated.
Evolved composite features are proposed using known distribution mod-
els to indicate the probability of pixels being discriminated as edge points.
It is found that the composite features effectively combine advantages of
basic features and can richly indicate edge responses.
Finally, a Bayesian-based GP system is proposed to construct high-
level edge features via employing two general algebraic operators and a
function developed from a simple Bayesian model. The simple Bayesian
model utilises a general multivariate normal density to combine basic fea-
tures. Experiments show that the GP evolved programs perform better
than the simple Bayesian model to obtain composite features.
Overall, this thesis shows that GP has the capability to effectively ex-
tract edge features using different degrees of prior knowledge about edges.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Automatic interpretation of the content of an image is a significant goal
in computer vision and image analysis. Over the last five decades, in-
terpretation of image contents by computers has received a lot of atten-
tion [7, 8, 10, 50, 80, 114, 152, 173, 194]. In order to extract information
from an object, an essential job is to distinguish the object from its back-
ground. Edge detection is a process of detecting discontinuities in the
photometrical, geometrical and physical characteristics of regions (or seg-
ments) in an image [8, 152, 194]. In general, the edges extracted from an
image can be simplified to describe the image content. Edge detection
benefits a wide range of applications, such as image compression [166],
image enhancement [103], object recognition [137], object tracking [175],
and image retrieval [90].
In edge detection, there are typically three stages: pre-processing, fea-
ture extraction, and post-processing [140]. Since pre-processing and post-
processing techniques can be easily and effectively applied to different
edge detection algorithms, feature extraction is considered as amajor com-
ponent in edge detection [131]. Features in edge detection are functions
of raw pixel values in an image relative to a local point and are used to
discriminate pixels as edge points or non-edge points. A feature can be
discrete (binary) or continuous (numeric). A binary feature uses one value
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Figure 1.1: Example of edge features of an image from the Gaussian gradi-
ent [28], histogram gradient [123] and normalised standard deviation [55].
to represent an edge point and the other value to represent a non-edge
point. A continuous feature is usually used to discriminate edge points by
threshold techniques [28]. In general, a continuous feature is represented
by a soft edge map. In grayscale levels, high grayscale levels (strong re-
sponses) are normally indicated by bright points. Usually, a “low-level”
edge feature is directly extracted from raw pixels and a “high-level” edge
feature is constructed from a set of basic low-level features using a combi-
nation method.
The notion of edges is the result of common human experience rather
than a formal mathematical definition [124, 140]. Therefore, edge detection
is a subjective task and the desired detection result for one image is de-
pendent on human observations [123]. Many different edge features have
been used to detect edges, and all these edge features have both strengths
and weaknesses [140]. Figure 1.1 shows three different edge features ap-
plied to an image from the Berkeley Image Dataset (BSD) [123]. The three
edge features are the Gaussian gradient [28], histogram gradient [123] and
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normalised standard deviation [55]. Figure 1.1 (b) has problems in area
1 where it gives inappropriately strong responses on non-edge points and
weak responses on edge points, area 2 where there is a lot of noise interfer-
ence, and area 3 where edge points are not detected. Figure 1.1 (c) shows
better responses on the edges in area 1 than Figure 1.1 (b), but has a prob-
lem in area 2 of noise interference, and only includes a few edge points in
area 3 with many false alarms. Figure 1.1 (d) also has a problem in area 1
where it gives too weak responses to the edge points, but is only weakly
affected by noise in area 2, and includes partial edges in area 3. In order to
obtain suitable edge features for desired edge outputs, a method to extract
good edge features efficiently and effectively is required.
To satisfy different tasks based on desired edge maps, automatic fea-
ture extraction techniques should be employed. Genetic Programming
(GP) is an Evolutionary Computation algorithm that has been applied
to many fields with considerable success [95]. GP can evolve programs
to solve or perform a given task without knowing the details of how to
achieve it and these programs are often human competitive [96]. GP has
been employed to design or approximate edge detectors [41, 62, 71, 150].
Most of the existing methods consider a GP edge detector as a black box,
aiming at obtaining edge maps based on different requirements. To under-
stand how to efficiently and effectively use GP in edge detection, analysis
of edge detectors evolved by GP is required. The existing work in GP has
very limited contribution on edge feature extraction. Since feature extrac-
tion is a very important step in edge detection, it is necessary to further
develop GP for evolving new edge features, with ground truth as desired
outputs, to improve detection performance.
1.1 Motivation
The subjective nature of edge detection (without unique solutions) requires
flexible methods to extract edge features to satisfy different edge detection
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tasks. An edge detector designed by a human usually only works un-
der some given conditions, such as step edges without texture or noise in
images [140]. Based on the known conditions, formulae/models are gen-
erally designed by image processing experts. However, designing such
formulae is very time consuming, and the designed specific formulae do
not generalise well on other (different) tasks. Since edge features are im-
plicit, automatic feature extraction approaches using a computer are much
cheaper than human design, and they have potential to work on different
edge detection tasks under good design.
In edge detection, machine learning algorithms can be used to combine
existing basic features into composite features [123]. A composite feature
can be learned from ground truth. However, there are two problems for
most machine learning algorithms. Firstly, in most machine learning algo-
rithms, the fixed basic input variables (neighbours of discriminated pixels
or existing basic features) must be given. It is challenging to construct edge
features for a machine learning algorithm when only the original images
and their ground truth are known without any other prior knowledge.
Secondly, in many machine learning algorithms, a fixed model typically
needs to be given in advance. A fixed model offers only a limited solution
space within which new composite features can be generated.
To address the problem of only using original images and their ground
truth, GP is a good candidate technique since it can automatically and im-
plicitly search pixels (neighbours) to construct edge features. Although
GP has been used to search neighbours to construct edge detectors typ-
ically in single images, the evolved edge detectors had limited ability to
extract edge features of natural images [150]. How to efficiently and ef-
fectively search pixels still needs to be investigated. Since GP has flexible
descriptions for constructing features, the solution space for constructed
features is naturally larger than the range of possible combinations from
most other common machine learning algorithms.
Since most of the existing edge features only work well on some sim-
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ple images, automatic edge feature extraction techniques need to be de-
veloped for complex natural images. For instance, the Gaussian gradient
works well on simple images without textures, but does not work well
on texture images. The task of automatic feature construction might use
different degrees of prior knowledge. However, when GP employs differ-
ent degrees of prior knowledge to automatically extract edge features, the
following issues should be addressed.
1. When only a set of natural images and their ground truth (as very lit-
tle prior knowledge) are given, how to effectively construct edge fea-
tures needs to be addressed. Since the prior knowledge only gives a
set of full images, the intensity value of a single pixel is not sufficient
to discriminate that pixel as an edge point or a non-edge point. The
relationship between a pixel and its neighbours needs to be found.
When GP is employed to evolve edge features, it is necessary to
design efficient and effective search operators for searching suitable
neighbours of each discriminated pixel.
2. When evaluating evolved features, different tasks require different
suitable criteria. When an edge detection task requires evolved edge
detectors with high detection accuracy on a test image dataset across
all pixels (from pixel view), whether these evolved edge detectors
have a high detection accuracy on each test image (from the image
view) is not clear, and vice versa. In other words, how to suitably
evaluate the goodness of edge detectors created by GP should be ad-
dressed. In order to effectively obtain good edge detectors evolved
by GP for different tasks, it is necessary to develop new fitness func-
tions.
3. Whether the edge detectors evolved by GP can be reasonably ex-
plained is another issue that should be examined. In order to further
understand how GP evolves edge detectors, the evolved edge de-
tectors should be analysed. For example, whether pixels implicitly
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selected by GP are good for construction of edge detectors should be
investigated.
4. When prior knowledge from Gaussian-based edge detection is used,
how to efficiently and effectively utilise this prior knowledge in GP
to evolve edge detectors should be addressed. Gaussian-based edge
detection has problems of how to combine different types of Gaus-
sian filters and how to set filter parameters [14]. In order to address
the problems in Gaussian-based edge detection, it is necessary to de-
velop and test a Gaussian-based GP system.
5. When basic features extracted by a set of given techniques (as prior
knowledge) are available, how to efficiently and effectively combine
these basic features needs to be investigated. When a set of basic
edge features is combined into composite features by GP, whether the
composite features can combine the strengths of the basic features
and reduce the weaknesses of the basic features should be investi-
gated. Also, how to use the composite features evolved by GP to
suitably indicate edge responses should be addressed.
6. When prior knowledge involves a particular combination technique
(to combine basic features), GP could utilise this technique (of com-
bining basic features, not extracting basic features) to construct high-
level features. For example, when a Bayesian model [40] is utilised in
GP for combining basic features as high-level features, whether the
Bayesian model is used to evolve effective high-level features should
be investigated.
1.2 Goals
The overall goal of this thesis is to develop a new GP approach to auto-
matic feature extraction in edge detection incorporating different degrees
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of prior domain knowledge. To achieve this goal, this investigation is con-
ducted based on the following six research objectives.
1. Develop a new method for automatic construction of low-level edge
detectors based on single pixels and blocks of pixels when only a set
images and their ground truth are provided.
2. Investigate newfitness functions from the pixel view and the full image
view, incorporating accuracy, localisation of detected edges, and the
range of the observations of evolved programs.
3. Analyse the pixels implicitly selected by GP via extracting a suitable
set of neighbours of discriminated pixels from GP evolved low-level
edge detectors to construct edge filters.
4. Develop a new GP system to efficiently and effectively construct
Gaussian-based edge features.
5. Develop a new GP system to construct composite features using a
set of basic features in order to combine the strengths of these basic
features, reduce the weaknesses of these basic features, and indicate
different edge responses by probabilistic techniques.
6. Develop a new GP system incorporating a Bayesian model to con-
struct high-level (higher than in objective 5) edge features using a set
of basic features.
1.3 Major Contributions
This thesis investigates a range of GPmethods for extracting edge features
when different degrees of prior knowledge are given. The prior knowl-
edge ranges from very little prior domain knowledge on edge feature ex-
traction, through to the Gaussian-based edge detection technique, differ-
ent edge feature extraction techniques, and a Bayesian technique (combin-
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ing basic features). The major contributions of this thesis are summarised
as follows.
1. This thesis shows how GP can be used to develop low-level edge
detectors based on full images via using search operators to automat-
ically select raw pixels as inputs, rather than commonly using prede-
fined local regions (windows) in the literature. This thesis proposes
a GP method directly using a set of full images to evolve edge de-
tectors. This method evolves low-level edge detectors and compares
the evolved edge detectors with some methods using windows in
the literature on a benchmark natural image dataset, namely the BSD
image dataset [123]. The edge detectors evolved by GP with the pro-
posed search operators have higher detection accuracy and faster de-
tection speed than the edge detectors evolved by GP with windows.
Also, the evolved edge detectors based on full images have higher
detection accuracy than some existing methods, such as the Sobel
edge detector [57] and the Gaussian gradient [14]. The search opera-
tors proposed in the GPmethod can be used to evolve edge detectors
with fast detection speed and some texture suppression ability. Part
of this work was published as follows.
(1) Wenlong Fu, Mark Johnston, Mengjie Zhang. “Genetic Pro-
gramming for Edge Detection: a Global Approach”. Proceed-
ings of the 2011 IEEE Congress on Evolutionary Computation.
IEEE Press. New Orleans, USA. June 5–8, 2011. pp. 254–261.
(2) Wenlong Fu, Mark Johnston, Mengjie Zhang. “Genetic Pro-
gramming for EdgeDetection Using Blocks to Extract Features”.
Proceedings of the 2012 Genetic and Evolutionary Computation
Conference. ACMPress. Philadelphia, USA. 7–11 July 2012. pp.
855–862.
2. This thesis shows how to evolve good low-level edge detectors based
on the evaluation criteria using the accuracies of all pixels and the
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accuracies of individual full images, localisation, and the range of
observations of programs, rather than considering the detection ac-
curacy of all pixels only. Different evaluation criteria are used to
propose new fitness functions in the GP method based on full im-
ages. These new fitness functions test evolved low-level edge detec-
tors and compare these evolved edge detectors over the BSD image
dataset. It is found that for the fitness function based on detection
accuracy, it is better to perform the evaluation from the pixel view
than from the full image view. However, for the fitness function
based on localisation, it is better for making the evaluation from the
full image view than from the pixel view. If we consider maximising
the accuracy over individual full images, the corresponding accuracy
over all pixels (across all images) may be worse. A proposed fitness
function (combining detection accuracy and localisation of detected
edges) improves the test performance of the evolved edge detectors,
in terms of detection accuracy and localisation. Also, two proposed
fitness functions based on the range of observations of programs are
used to evolve edge detectors to obtain soft edge maps. Three differ-
ent transformation approaches are introduced to transform observa-
tions of evolved edge detectors to grayscale levels. In order to obtain
rich and suitable contrast of soft edges, a restriction on the range of
observations of programs is suggested. Additionally, another pop-
ular image dataset, namely the ETHZ dataset [47] is used to show
the generalisation ability of the evolved edge detectors. Part of this
work was published as follows.
(3) Wenlong Fu, Mark Johnston, Mengjie Zhang. “Genetic Pro-
gramming for Edge Detection Based on Accuracy of Each Train-
ing Image”. Proceedings of the 24th Australasian Joint Confer-
ence on Artificial Intelligence. Lecture Notes in Artificial Intel-
ligence. Vol. 7106. Springer. Perth, Australia, December 5–8,
2011. pp. 301–310.
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(4) Wenlong Fu, Mark Johnston, Mengjie Zhang. “Soft Edge Maps
From Edge Detectors Evolved by Genetic Programming”. Pro-
ceedings of the 2012 IEEE Congress on Evolutionary Computa-
tion. IEEE Press. 2012. pp. 24–31.
(5) Wenlong Fu, Mark Johnston, Mengjie Zhang. “Genetic Pro-
gramming for EdgeDetection via Balancing Individual Training
Images”. Proceedings of the 2012 IEEE Congress on Evolution-
ary Computation. IEEE Press. 2012. pp. 2597–2604.
(6) Wenlong Fu, Mark Johnston, Mengjie Zhang. “Genetic Pro-
gramming for Edge Detection Based on Figure of Merit”. Pro-
ceedings of the 2012 Genetic and Evolutionary Computation
Conference (GECCO (Companion) 2012). ACM Press. Philadel-
phia, USA. 7–11 July 2012. pp. 1483–1484.
(7) Wenlong Fu, Mark Johnston, Mengjie Zhang. “Figure of Merit
Based Fitness Functions in Genetic Programming for Edge De-
tection”. Proceedings of the Ninth International Conference on
Simulated Evolution and Learning. Springer, Hanoi, Vietnam,
December 16–19, 2012. pp 22–31.
3. This thesis shows that valuable information can be extracted from
the evolved low-level edge detectors by analysing low-level edge
detectors. Neighbours of a discriminated pixel, which are extracted
from GP evolved edge detectors by two proposed selection methods,
are not uniformly located around that discriminated pixel. How-
ever, existingmethods from the literature normally employ all neigh-
bours of a discriminated pixel from a fixed window. In order to vali-
date whether the neighbours implicitly selected by GP are sufficient
to find edges, an optimisation based technique is proposed to use
raw pixels to construct edge filters. This method tests the resulting
edge filters which use the extracted neighbours, and compares those
constructed edge filters with the edge filters constructed using only
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neighbours from a fixed window. The edge filters constructed by GP
extracted neighbours have higher detection accuracy than the edge
filters constructed by the fixed windows. This thesis shows that pix-
els extracted from GP low-level edge detectors are rich but compact
to construct edge filters. Part of this work was published as follows.
(8) Wenlong Fu, Mark Johnston, Mengjie Zhang. “Analysis of Di-
agonal Derivatives in Edge Detectors Evolved by Genetic Pro-
gramming”. Proceedings of the Twenty-sixth International Con-
ference on Image and Vision Computing New Zealand. Auck-
land. 29 Nov–1 Dec 2011. pp. 345–350.
4. This thesis shows howGP can be used to developGaussian-based edge
detectors by using self-tuning Gaussian filter parameters and auto-
matically combining different types of Gaussian filters, rather than
empirically setting parameters and combining Gaussian filters as in
the existing literature. This thesis proposes a GP method directly us-
ing a set of full natural images to evolve Gaussian-based edge detec-
tors. This method tests the evolved Gaussian-based edge detectors
and compares the evolved edge detectors with two Gaussian-based
methods in the literature on the BSD image dataset. The Gaussian-
based edge detectors evolved by GP have higher detection accuracy
than the Gaussian gradient and the surround suppressionmethod [66].
An efficient and effective sampling technique is proposed to reduce
computational cost for evolving edge detectors, and the detection ac-
curacy of the evolved edge detectors is kept. The evolved Gaussian-
based edge detectors are analysed, and it is suggested that a good
combination is to choose different types of Gaussian filters to achieve
high detection performance. Part of this work was published as fol-
lows.
(9) Wenlong Fu, Mark Johnston, Mengjie Zhang. “Automatic Con-
struction of Gaussian-Based Edge Detectors Using Genetic Pro-
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gramming”. Proceedings of the 16th European Conference on
Applications of Evolutionary Computation. Lecture Notes in
Computer Science. Vol. 7835. Vienna, Austria, April 3-5, 2013.
pp. 365–375. (Nominated for Best Paper Award)
5. This thesis shows how GP can be used to effectively construct com-
posite features from a set of basic features. This thesis proposes a GP
method with estimated distributions to effectively construct com-
posite features with rich edge responses. Rather than using a com-
bination from a fixed model as in the existing literature, this GP
method automatically combines basic features. Instead of directly
using observations of evolved programs as edge responses, this GP
method utilises estimated distributions of observations of programs
to indicate edge responses. This method tests the evolved composite
(invariant and variant) features and compares the evolved features
with all employed basic features and two combination techniques in
the existing literature on the BSD image dataset. The evolved fea-
tures have higher detection accuracy and richer edge responses than
the combination from a Bayesian model [40] and the combination
from a linear Support Vector Machine [27]. Part of this work was
published as follows.
(10) Wenlong Fu, Mark Johnston, Mengjie Zhang. “Automatic Con-
struction of Invariant Features Using Genetic Programming for
Edge Detection”. Proceedings of the 25th Australasian Joint
Conference on Artificial Intelligence. Lecture Notes in Artifi-
cial Intelligence. Springer. Sydney, Australia, December 2012.
pp 144–155.
(11) Wenlong Fu, Mark Johnston, Mengjie Zhang. “Genetic Pro-
gramming for Automatic Construction of Variant Features in
Edge Detection”. Proceedings of the 16th European Conference
on Applications of Evolutionary Computation. Lecture Notes
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in Computer Science. Vol. 7835. Vienna, Austria, April 3–5,
2013. pp. 354–364.
(12) Wenlong Fu, Mark Johnston, Mengjie Zhang. “Triangular-Distribution-
Based Feature Construction UsingGenetic Programming for Edge
Detection”. Proceedings of the 2013 IEEE Congress on Evolu-
tionary Computation. IEEE Press. June 20–23, Cacun, Mexico,
2013. pp. 1732–1739.
6. This thesis shows how GP can be used to develop Bayesian-based pro-
grams to construct high-level features via utilising a Bayesian model
to select and combine basic features, rather than directly combin-
ing all basic features in the Bayesian model. This thesis proposes a
Bayesian-basedGPmethod utilising the Bayesianmodel. Thismethod
tests the evolved high-level features and compares the high-level fea-
tures with all employed basic features and the combination of the
Bayesian model on the BSD image dataset. The evolved high-level
features have higher detection accuracy than the basic features and
the combination of the Bayesian model. The evolved Bayesian-based
programs are analysed, and it is suggested that the Bayesian tech-
nique works quite well with GP. Also, it shows that GP could fur-
ther develop the Bayesian technique, such as selecting features and
designing model structures. Part of this work was published as fol-
lows.
(13) Wenlong Fu, Mark Johnston, Mengjie Zhang. “Genetic Pro-
gramming for EdgeDetection usingMultivariate Density”. Pro-
ceedings of the 2013 Genetic and Evolutionary Computation
Conference. Amsterdam, The Netherlands. July 6–10, 2013. pp.
917–924. (Nominated for Best Paper Award)
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Figure 1.2: Major contribution chapters of this thesis.
1.4 Organisation
The main contribution chapters of this thesis are Chapters 3 to 8. Each
of thesis chapters correspondingly addresses a major research goal from
Section 1.2.
From the degrees of prior knowledge given in an edge detection task,
these chapters range from very little prior knowledge to rich prior knowl-
edge. Figure 1.2 shows the connection among these chapters. Chapters 3, 4,
and 5 investigate low-level feature extraction with very little prior knowl-
edge. Chapter 6 investigates evolving Gaussian-based edge detectors. Chap-
ters 7 and 8 investigate combining basic features when different prior knowl-
edge is given. The outline of this thesis is as follows.
• Chapter 2: Literature Review
This chapter reviews popular edge detection techniques and existing
work in GP for edge detection. Their strengths and limitations are
discussed. Also, two benchmark image datasets for edge detection
are described.
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• Chapter 3: New Search Operators for Low-level Feature Construction
This chapter proposes three search operators to select pixels to con-
struct low-level features. A GP system is developed based on full
images with very little prior knowledge. The evolved edge detectors
from different search operators are analysed to further understand
how GP evolves effective low-level edge features.
• Chapter 4: New Fitness Functions for Low-level Feature Construction
The fitness function in the GP system (in Chapter 3) is investigated
further. New fitness functions based on the pixel and image views,
accuracy, localisation of detected edges, and range of the observa-
tions of evolved programs are proposed and tested.
• Chapter 5: Pixels Implicitly Selected by GP
This chapter analyses pixels implicitly selected by the GP system in
Chapters 3 and 4. Pixels extracted from GP evolved low-level edge
detectors are used to construct edge filters.
• Chapter 6: Gaussian-based Feature Construction
A Gaussian-based GP system is developed to effectively utilise the
Gaussian-based technique to evolve edge detectors. The influence of
using single images and combinations of images, respectively, as the
training data is investigated.
• Chapter 7: Distribution-based Feature Construction
A GP system is developed to construct invariant and variant (to im-
age rotation) composite features when a set of basic features is given.
In contrast to Chapter 6, more prior knowledge (not only the Gaussian-
based technique, but also other edge feature extraction techniques) is
provided for further development. Composite GP features based on
estimated distributions are investigated for indicating different edge
responses.
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Figure 1.3: Connection of the Major contribution chapters of this thesis.
• Chapter 8: High-level Feature Construction
This chapter proposes a Bayesian-based GP system to evolve pro-
grams to construct high-level features. A simple Bayesian model is
introduced to construct programs for combining basic features. Dif-
ferent from Chapter 7, the Bayesian technique of combining basic
features is provided for constructing composite features. The devel-
opment of the Bayesian technique is addressed in this chapter.
• Chapter 9: Conclusions and Future Work
The overall conclusion is drawn in this chapter. Future research di-
rections are also suggested in this chapter.
Figure 1.3 shows the connection of the major contribution chapters of
this thesis. The GP system based on full images employs the proposed
search operators in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 investigates different evaluation
criteria in the GP system based on full images. The programs evolved by
the GP system are analysed in Chapter 5. After the investigation of GP
evolved low-level edge detectors, Chapter 6 introduces Gaussian-based
edge detection technique in the GP system. Chapter 7 further investigates
the combinations of different feature extraction techniques in GP by using
common mathematical functions. Instead of using common mathematical
functions, Chapter 8 develops a Bayesian-based combination technique in
GP for combining a set of predefined features.
Chapter 2
Literature Review
This chapter begins with background of edge detection, mainly including
methods for extracting edge features and the performance evaluation for
edge detection. The limitations of existing extraction methods for edge de-
tection are discussed, which supports the motivation of this thesis. Also,
background of evolutionary computation and genetic programming is in-
troduced. It is assumed that the reader is familiar with basic concepts in
image processing, such as filters and convolution operators as described
in [152].
2.1 Overview of Edge Detection
Edge detection usually contains three stages: pre-processing, feature ex-
traction and post-processing [131, 140]. Figure 2.1 shows a general edge
detection process flow. For an image I , an intermediate result I ′ will be
obtained after pre-processing. The pre-processing stage mainly focuses
on noise reduction and texture suppression while preserving edges and
not blurring boundaries between different areas [140]. The feature extrac-
tion stage is divided into two phases, namely response computation and
feature manipulation. In the response phase, the computation can come
from gradients [28] or statistics [111], and a set of features R is obtained.
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Figure 2.1: General edge detection flow.
In the feature manipulation phase, feature selection [38] and further fea-
ture construction [66, 123] are included, and the output is a set of features
M . The feature extraction stage is the main and necessary stage in edge
detection [14, 140]. The purpose of extracting features is to use them to
classify pixels as edge points or non-edge points. After post-processing, a
final edge map B is obtained. Post-processing mainly focuses on marking
edge points, thinning edges [106], removing stand-alone edge points and
linking broken edge points [140, 152].
In general, a normal pre-processing technique, such as Gaussian fil-
tering [14], or a popular post-processing technique, such as thinning op-
erations [106], can generally collaborate with different feature extraction
methods [140]. This survey mainly covers the stage of extracting features.
2.1.1 Basic Concepts in Edge detection
This section describes the concept of edge type, and discusses features for
edges.
Edge Types
Features for marking pixels in images as edge points or non-edge points
are typically extracted based on edge types [152, 140]. Assuming that
an edge exists between two different regions, the type of the edge can
be modelled as ramp edge, stair edge or texture edge. These edge types
commonly consider both regions to be wide enough. When one region is
very narrow, the special (edge) type is called line edge. Figure 2.2 shows
the four edge types in a one-dimensional model. The top of Figure 2.2
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(a) ramp (b) stair (c) texture (d) line
Figure 2.2: Different edge types in one dimensional description.
(a) ideal step edge (b) ramp edge
Figure 2.3: Two example edges in 7 × 7 window from a two-dimensional
graylevel image.
(a) shows an ideal step edge, which is considered as a special case of the
ramp edge at the bottom. When more than two regions meet together, a
junction edge is used to describe this situation. However, most features are
extracted based on two different regions, and a junction edge is considered
as a simple combination of edges and separated as different boundaries.
Figure 2.3 shows two example edges for an ideal step edge and a nor-
mal ramp edge in a 7×7window. The values in the window are grayscale
levels. Figure 2.3 (a) describes an ideal step edge at the middle column of
the window (or the column to the right of the middle column). In general,
the location of the ramp edge in Figure 2.3 (b) is the second column or the
sixth column, but some mark the middle column with grayscale level 30
as the true edge.
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Figure 2.4: A 5×5window extracted from an image I at the centre position.
Features and Edges
Edge features are normally employed to mark pixels as edge points when
their values are larger than a threshold. Figure 2.4 describes a 5×5window
extracted from an image I relative to the centre position I0,0, where the
subscript indices (x, y) of Ix,y are the relative positions around I0,0. Gen-
erally, features are extracted from a local area. To obtain a feature value
for the pixel I0,0, its neighbours, such as I0,−1, I0,1, I0,2, etc., are used in
calculations, such as the mean of the intensities of these pixels.
From the image rotation point of view, features are categorised as in-
variant features and variant features. Variant features are used to extract
directional edges. For instance, in order to extract a vertical step edge (Fig-
ure 2.2(a)), the neighbours Ix,y (x < 0, see Figure 2.4) are considered as one
area, and the neighbours Ix,y (x > 0) are considered as the other area. If
the difference of the intensities of both areas (x < 0 and x > 0) (as an edge
feature) is large than a threshold, I0,0 will be marked as an edge point.
Variant features are affected by image rotation, but the invariant features
are not affected by image rotation.
2.1.2 Taxonomy of Feature Extraction for Edge Detection
In early research on edge detection, there is very little knowledge about
edges incorporated into the methods, and the main work was on step
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edges [50, 57]. The early work mainly focused on low-level feature ex-
traction (based on pixels) via investigating step edges. Considering noise
in images, Gaussian-based techniques [28, 14] have been developed to
extract edges. To date, there have been many approaches to extracting
edge features [140]. This subsection describes differentiation [57], statis-
tics [24], mathematical morphology [157], machine learning and optimisa-
tion [63], phase congruency and local energy [132], multiresolution [162],
and a combination of local features [123].
Differentiation
High gradient magnitudes of pixels are often used to indicate disconti-
nuities of the input luminance profile, such as step edges [140]. The first-
order derivative and the second-order derivative have been used to extract
edge features [152]. A fixed window is used to approximate the derivative
of the intensity value of a discriminated pixel. First-order derivative edge
detection fundamentally contains methods based on two orthogonal di-
rections or a set of directional derivatives. Methods using two orthogonal
directions includes the Sobel detector, the Prewitt detector [153], and oth-
ers [118, 152]. For calculating derivatives, weight masks are simply used
for computation. Two general masks with a 3 × 3 window are used to
approximate pixel (intensity) gradient by edge detectors with two orthog-
onal directions. Figure 2.5 shows the two masks, where a = 2 for the 3× 3
Sobel detector, a = 1 for the Prewitt detector, and a =
√
2 for the Frei-Chen
edge detector [49]. To calculate the response of the horizontal derivative
Rx in Figure 2.5, Equation (2.1) gives the definition, where ⊛ is the convo-
lution operator.
Rx =


1 0 −1
a 0 −a
1 0 −1

⊛ I (2.1)
However, these edge detectors using first-order derivatives have lim-
ited power for removing noise. In order to remove noise, Gaussian filters
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(a) Mask for Rx (b) Mask for Ry
Figure 2.5: General masks with 3× 3window for gradient edge operators.
have been integrated into masks by weighting functions [5, 119]. Canny
further studied Gaussian filters and proposed the well-known Canny de-
tector [28]. The Canny detector [28] is derived from an optimal filter based
on the local maxima resulting from the convolution of a filter with the sig-
nal affected bywhite noise in one dimension. The optimal filter is approxi-
mated by the derivative of a Gaussian function gσ(x)with scale parameter
σ (see Equation (2.2)) [14]. Canny edge detectors use adaptive hystere-
sis thresholding (double thresholds to filter noise and connect edge points
with weak responses to edge points with strong responses) to eliminate
breaking of edge contours, but they are sensitive to weak edges and sus-
ceptible to spurious and unstable boundaries with non-significant change
in intensity [14, 140].
∂gσ(x)
∂x
≈ − x
σ2
exp
(
−x
2
σ2
)
(2.2)
Other approaches compute gradients in several directions by convo-
lution of an image with a set of template masks. Prewitt suggested eight
gain-normalised compass gradient masks [152]. Some multiple direction
gradient detectors with 45◦ difference are the Kirsh detector [88] andRobin-
son detector [158].
Second-order differentiation can be used to accentuate edges. Some
researchers have indicated that significant changes (such as intensities) in
the second-order derivative occur at edges [152]. Invariant and variant (to
image rotation) second-order differentiation are employed to detect edges.
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One invariant method is a set of Laplacian detectors. In the 3 × 3 Lapla-
cian detector Rlap (Equation (2.3)), the differentiation is between the centre
pixel and its four neighbours in different directions (0◦, 90◦, 180◦, 270◦).
Zero crossing of the second-order derivative in the gradient direction in-
dicates the presence of edges [68].
Rlap =


0 −1 0
−1 4 −1
0 −1 0

⊛ I (2.3)
In order to smooth images, Gaussian filters are also utilised for the
second-order derivative detector. Marr and Hildrith [122] have proposed
the Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG) detector in which a Gaussian filter is
used to smooth images. The Difference of Gaussians (DoG) is a second-
order derivative filter, approximating LoG well [14]. In second-order di-
rectional derivative techniques, after the edge direction is estimated, the
one-dimensional second-order derivative relative to the estimated edge
direction is calculated. Details about comparison of accuracy of the second-
order directional derivative can be found in [182]. More details about
Gaussian-based edge detection will be described in Chapter 6. A com-
mon computational framework for the derivative detectors via using dif-
ferent parameters in a fixed window has been presented by Ganesan and
Bhattacharyya [57]. The framework suggests that a set of parameters or a
general equation (outer product of two basis operators) could be generally
employed to calculate derivatives for differentiation-based edge detectors.
Figure 2.6 shows one image from the Berkeley Segmentation Dataset
(BSD) [124] detected by the Canny detector and the LoG detector. Here
a low threshold is used. The Canny detector has connected edges at the
boundary of the hill reflection, but the LoG detector has broken edges on
the reflection.
The computation of the derivatives of a digital image is an ill-posed
problem [17] because there are no unique solutions for derivatives (dif-
ferent numerical approximations of the discrete to the continuous). To
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(a) 143090 (b) Ground Truth
(c) Canny (d) LoG
Figure 2.6: Results for an image detected by Canny and LoG.
compute derivatives of a pixel based on “continuous” areas, a function
was employed to fit a local area around the pixel, then the derivative
is calculated from the fitting function [133, 178, 179, 186]. Laligant and
Truchetet [105], considering edge detection as a signal processing problem,
proposed a non-linear derivative schema by splitting a “signal” into a pos-
itive signal and a negative signal. The non-linear derivative schema indi-
cated that the detected results had good localisation. Boolean derivatives
have been introduced to identify edge localisation in binary images [1].
A limitation in edge detectors based on differentiation is that they can-
not distinguish between texture edges on one hand and region boundaries
and object contours on the other hand [140]. These edge detectors also
have difficulty to detect edges in low contrast area [128, 145]. However,
edge detectors based on differentiation are fast to extract edge features.
Statistics
Unlike differentiation, statistical edge detection is data driven (processed
by data) to extract edge features. Typically, all pixels in a local area are
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divided into two groups based on an assumed edge through the centre
pixel in the area. The difference between the two groups are used to
discriminate the centre pixel as an edge point or a non-edge point. Sev-
eral two-sample techniques have been developed for finding edges. Non-
parametric statistical techniques for extracting edge features include a lin-
ear rank test [24], theWilcoxon test [111], the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test [111],
the Mann-Whitney test and the squared ranks test for variances [59], and
other rank tests [24, 110]. Also, the likelihood ratio [78], χ2 [33], and the
t-test [111] have been employed to extract edge features. Taking the t-test
as an example, the p-value can be used for comparing the intensities of
the pixels in the divided two groups. A low p-value indicates the pixel
as an edge point. Other approaches focus on the distribution of the gra-
dient on a neighbourhood around each pixel. Statistical analysis of the
co-occurrence matrix (occurrences of one graylevel to another graylevel
with an offset in an image) [142, 168], covariance matrix (of gradients) [3],
and joint probability density of neighbouring pixels (with intensities) [181]
have been used to detect contours and lines. Wavelet coefficients corre-
spond to hidden states in wavelet-domain hidden Markov models, and
they are utilised for edge detection [34, 176].
Statistical approaches based on a fixed neighbourhood are better than
differentiation-based methods for detecting textures edges, such as us-
ing the co-occurrence matrix [142] to extract edge features. Statistical ap-
proaches can detect contours and lines, but they need large computation
times and their performance does not significantly outperform the other
edge detectors [140].
Mathematical Morphology
Morphological image processing aims to modify the spatial form or struc-
ture of objects in an image [169]. The three operations of dilation, ero-
sion and thinning are normally used in edge detection. With dilation, an
object grows uniformly in spatial extent; with erosion, an object shrinks
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uniformly; and with thinning, an object transfers to a simplified topolog-
ical equivalence. Morphological gradient uses the difference between the
maximum and the minimum value of the image on a fixed neighbour-
hood [157]. The opening top-hat transformation and closing top-hat trans-
formation have also been utilised to detect edges [113, 199]. The opening
top-hat transformation (THc(I)) of image I is shown in Equation (2.4),
where I ◦ se means the opening operation and se is the structuring ele-
ment. A pseudo top-hat mathematical morphological approach has been
proposed to detect and preserve thin edges in dark areas [31]. The top-hat
transformation has been used to enhance details in the presence of shad-
ing [199].
THc(I) = I − (I ◦ se) (2.4)
The morphological detectors, by means of computing value ranks, are
generally more computationally expensive than methods based on differ-
entiation. The operations opening and closing are similar to filters using
statistical ranking techniques, but are usually faster than detectors based
on statistics and not robust to the outliers.
Phase Congruency and Local Energy
Methods based on the Fourier transform or other transforms in a fixed
windowmainly look at phase and local energy. Oppenheim and Lim [138]
indicated the importance of phase for human perception of images. Mor-
rone and Owens [132] introduced phase congruency and showed that the
maxima of the energy function with quadrature pairs occurs at points of
maximum phase congruency. Here, a quadrature pair is a set of two linear
operators with the same amplitude response but phase responses shifted
by 90 degrees. For instance, a combination of two filters, which are differ-
ent directional outputs of phase in the Gabor filter, is formed as a quadra-
ture pair. Instead of the analytic signal, the quantity of local energy is com-
puted. Quadrature pair filters, such as Gabor, log-Gabor, Gaussian and
Cauchy functions, have also been studied [22]. Kovesi [94] extended the
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theory behind the calculation of phase congruency in a number of ways.
Kovesi addressed the localisation of features, and indicated that the choice
of scale in high-pass filtering only affected the related significance of fea-
tures without degrading their localisation by the proposed approaches.
Xiao and Hou employed symmetry phase congruency to detect the fea-
tures (in Mach bands and in sinusoidal grating) which cannot simply find
the local maxima [187]. Mach bands are perceived by the human visual
system because of an illusion of stripes next to the boundary between dark
and light regions of an image. Also, a multi-direction shear transform ad-
dressed the edge information captured from different directions [189].
Approaches based on phase congruency and local energy are appro-
priate for step and impulse discontinuities as well as for ramps and other
luminance profiles [147]. Some can predict features, such as Mach bands.
However, local energy methods perform similarly to the faster and con-
ceptually simpler differentiation-based methods in natural images [123].
Machine Learning and Optimisation
Using only weak knowledge about edges, machine learning methods clas-
sify each individual pixel by extracting features from a fixed neighbour-
hood. Fuzzy classifiers have been utilized to find the maximum hesitation
degree of different templates [29, 109] based on a fixedwindow. A Support
Vector Machine (SVM) used a 3× 3 window as input to classify the centre
pixel as an edge point or a non-edge point [63]. A cellular neural network
with a 3 × 3 window was optimised by a differential evolution algorithm
for edge detection [13]. Ten edge patterns based on a 6 × 6 window were
classified by a fuzzy neural network with adaptive fuzzification on pat-
terns [117]. The parameters of a 3 × 3 filter for designing edge detectors
were optimised by Particle Swarm Optimisation (PSO) [2] and Genetic Al-
gorithms [108]. For other optimisation basedmethods, SVMswere utilised
to approximate derivatives based on the least mean square [200], and the
Canny detector was approximated by GP [41] and a Neural Network [101]
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based on a small window.
Methods based on machine learning can detect edges without the lim-
itation of edge types but are dependent on the training datasets. These
methods can be adaptive to different image datasets, but their perfor-
mances are affected by the way used to extract features and the training
data. Ground truth is required for most machine learning methods and
the training time is long because an image dataset generally is very large.
Multiresolution
In general, fine scale detection is affected by noise, and coarse scale detec-
tion can be tolerant to noise in a range but with some loss of detail [14].
Using different scales to extract edge features aims to find fine edges and
avoid noise. Multi-scale methods are generally based on Gaussian filters.
The basic premise of using multiple Gaussian filters (multi-scale edge de-
tectors) is that different subregions of an image have varying noise and
edge types; therefore a special filter is used to smooth a relevant subregion
of the image. Schunck [162] chose the width of the smallest Gaussian filter,
and then utilised two different filters whose window sizes are related to
the parameter scale. How to set the number of filters was not discussed
and too larger scales for the smallest filter may lose important details [14].
Lindeberg [112] proposed obtaining a local scale from a generalization of
the non-maxima suppression performed in the scale space, but a new pa-
rameter γ related to edge strength at different scales was needed.
There are three common directions for using the multi-scale technique.
The first direction proceeds from a coarse solution to a fine solution, namely
edge focusing [16]. In this method, a large scale (high σ) Gaussian filter is
used to detect edges, and then the next smaller scale is used to find the
locations of edges. The Sobel operators and coarse-to-fine edge tracking
were introduced in [116]. The Gaussian filters with different scales are em-
ployed to smooth images, and the gradients for the smoothed images are
extracted by the Sobel edge detector. Multi-scale Gaussian filters are used
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to reverse the effect of the blurring caused by large scale Gaussian filters.
However, how to set the scale at each level and choose the threshold at
each level is hard. The threshold at the coarsest level determines the de-
tected edge quality. The second direction is from fine to coarse [104]. When
coarse solutions are used to detect edges, the localisation error needs to be
addressed. Again, how to choose scales is not clear. The third direction
is to use adaptive Gaussian filters to detect edges [15]. Assuming that
noise follows a Gaussian distribution with a known variance, this method
smooths areas using a large scale to filter out noise. For real images, the
noise variance has to be estimated.
Wavelet theory provides a general framework for multiresolution anal-
ysis [35, 120]. In particular, the multi-scale wavelet representation avoids
the problem of finding an appropriate scale, and normally produces an
improved detection of the Canny detector. However, isotropic (e.g., cir-
cularly symmetric) Gaussian filters have poor angular accuracy and have
difficulty in distinguishing edges close together [201]. A family of steer-
able and scalable anisotropic Gaussian filters replaces isotropic Gaussian
filters for addressing these problems [58, 146, 191].
Inmultiresolution approaches, methods from a coarse solution to a fine
solution can achieve both noise rejection and good edge localisation [16,
116], but the complex topological structure with different scale filters makes
these methods computationally unattractive [139]. How to effectively tune
scales of (Gaussian) filters and combine (Gaussian) filters in multiresolu-
tion approaches needs to be addressed.
Combination of Local Features
Different feature extraction methods based on fixed neighbourhoods pro-
vide different features. Based on different features extracted from a fixed
window, Martin, Fowlkes and Malik [123] used density estimation, classi-
fication trees, logistic regression, hierarchical mixtures of experts [83] and
SVM as classifiers, and showed that these methods have similar accuracy
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but different time for training and evaluating the relevant models. The lo-
gistic regression model is suggested as the preferred choice because it re-
quires less time for training and evaluating. Features can be extracted by
different filters, such as Netzberg filter, in which a set of orientation-tuned
pairs of symmetric (even) and antisymmetric (odd) filters are combined
as a joint distribution to evaluate pixels on or off an edge [93]. A Boosted
Edge Learning algorithm [38] using approximately 50000 features for nat-
ural images only has similar evaluation performance to a contour detector
proposed in [123] with nine local features.
Biological knowledge has been employed to combine gradients for edge
detection. To improve detection of object contours and region boundaries
in natural scenes, surround suppression, inspired by the mechanism of
non-classical receptive field inhibition, has been proposed [65, 66]. Sur-
round suppression is used to suppress edges that are due to texture. In
surround suppression, an operation, called inhibition, is used to suppress
texture responses. One proposed approach used computation of the gra-
dient at different resolutions, followed by Bayesian denoising of the edge
image, and then a surround inhibition step was applied [139]. In general,
the response from a DoG is used in the inhibited term, and the response
on the gradient of a Gaussian filter is the inhibited context. In surround
suppression, different filters have been used, such as Gabor filters [66] and
steerable filters [141].
Summary
Features for edge detection are normally extracted from fixed windows.
The early research of edge feature extraction mainly focused on the differ-
entiation of intensity values of raw pixels. Including some limited knowl-
edge about edges, different techniques have been applied to extract edge
features over the recent two decades, such as Gaussian-based filtering,
statistics, and machine learning. Since fixed windows are employed and
the window size is a trade-off between noise rejection and localisation,
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there are still problems of how to set appropriate window sizes to extract
features.
2.1.3 Other Edge Detection Techniques
In general, features are extracted for each pixel via moving fixed size win-
dows. In reality, edge points on edges are connected. So a combination of
the values of one feature from a set of connected pixels could be utilised
to detect these pixels as edge points together. Also, since different edges
exist in an image, a way of extracting edge features might utilise different
local windows.
Methods based on Groups of Edge Points
Based on the connection of curves, some approaches look for partial con-
tinuous curves (sets of connected pixels). These approaches are oftenmod-
elled as minimum cost optimisation problems [154]. Active contours [86]
have been used to evolve a curve by the minimisation of an energy func-
tion, which normally contains an external part and an internal part. The
external part concerns the gradient (extracted based on the selected pix-
els). The internal part addresses the smoothness of the curve (selected
pixels). Various cost functions have been proposed, including geometri-
cal, probabilistic and psychophysical models [140]. A detector for detect-
ing multiple face contours adaptively estimated mean intensities for each
separated region and used a single curve to capture multiple regions with
different intensities based on the curve evolution approach [77]. Recently,
the active contour algorithm as a post-processing technique was used to
group edges for edge detection [184]. Particle Swarm Optimisation has
been used to find optimal short curves [163]. Algorithms for finding short
curves mainly focus on a local region, which are different from active con-
tour methods based on a full image.
Methods based onminimum cost optimisation often need a large amount
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of computation to search for the optima. Active contour approaches are
good for searching object boundaries but face the problem of initialisa-
tion and local optima caused by noise [140]. Methods for searching short
curves in a local region may lose the global information andmay not work
well for texture images.
Adaptive neighbourhood processing
Adaptive neighbourhood processing aims at applying different features
for different edge points. From the view of a single pixel, a feature dis-
criminates it as an edge point, but another feature might discriminate it as
a non-edge point.
The idea of using an adaptive neighbourhood based on a single pixel
was proposed by Gordon and Rangayyan [64]. For contrast enhancement,
optima will be chosen based on results from different size windows. An
adaptive window was used for filtering noise but preserving edges [172].
To adaptively choose the window size, a signal activity index was intro-
duced [172], which reflects the degree of local roughness of the signal
within the window. When the signal activity index is sufficiently large,
the window size should be reduced to suppress the blurring neighbour-
hood effect. If the index is smaller than a threshold, the window size will
be increased to suppress noise.
Adaptive morphology [20, 21, 121] is an another method for adaptive
neighbourhood processing. Adaptive structuring elements (e.g., variant
size and different shapes) [20, 21, 121] might be used to detect edges, but
they have been seldom used for detecting edges of natural images.
Context for neighbourhood processing considers different information
(such as gradient) around a discriminated pixel. A gradient-adjusted pre-
dictionmethod [193] calculated a pixel’s gradient using the current context
of the pixel. The context includes information from patterns such as sharp
horizontal edge, sharp vertical edge, smooth area, horizontal edge, weak
horizontal edge, vertical edge and weak vertical edge.
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Generally, adaptive neighbourhood processing [36, 37], combining ab-
stract algebra and adaptive structuring elements or structuring elements,
has been suggested for image processing, such as image enhancement. Al-
though generally adaptive neighbourhood processing can work for edge
detection, experiments and comparison with other methods need to be
done.
These existing methods based on adaptive neighbourhood processing
choose different settings to extract features, which can suppress the noise
and improve the localisation accuracy. However, these settings are based
on fixed assumed edge information andmay not extract features which do
not exist in the assumed information. Another problem is how to define
criteria to adaptively change ways of extracting different edges.
2.1.4 Performance Evaluation
Evaluating the performance of edge detectors is difficult because of the
subjective characteristic of an edge [115]. There is no generic and accurate
model describing edges in an image. Even the ground truth is subjective
since it is combined from several human observers. Canny [28] suggested
three important general principles for error measurement: good detection,
good localisation and single response. Good detection means that a detec-
tor should have low probability of failing to detect an edge and incorrectly
mark a pixel (not on an edge) as an edge point. Good localisation means
that a detected edge point should be as close as possible to the true edge
point. Single response requires that only one side of a boundary is la-
belled. In practice, if using a non-maximum suppression [28] or morpho-
logical thinning operation [106], the problem of thick responses is easily
solved [115].
Evaluation from human observers is dependent on the objects of inter-
est to the observers; it is expensive and cannot be performed automatically.
Since the qualitative measures usually involve interaction with humans,
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this thesis mainly focuses on the quantitative measures, assigning one or
more numerical values to edge maps. Various evaluation methods from
quantitative measures exist [115]. They have been developed for detection
accuracy (statistics), edge localisation and cost computation (such as ac-
tive contours [86]). Methods from cost computation do not need ground
truth [69, 89], but they usually make use of a larger amount of information
from the images [115], such as image derivatives [86] and the regularity
in the internal and external regions of the contour [30]. Since they are
heavily computational and only focus on how good a result looks (such
as a minimum cost), and the details of detected edges are not indicated,
these methods are employed only for certain stages [115]. Since it is hard
to directly evaluate a detector, ground truth is popular to use for detector
performance evaluation [69, 123].
Ground truth is the desired output for a given input image. Ground
truth can be obtained from artificial images [69], natural images using ob-
server evaluation [123] or a combination of different detectors [46]. Natu-
ral images with ground truth have datasets only using a single observer,
such as the Sowerby dataset [93], and usingmultiple observers, such as the
Berkeley Segmentation dataset [123]. Since ground truth comes from hu-
man observations, it is subjective. Normally, the quantitative measures for
edge detection are objective. Therefore, the quantitative measures using
ground truth are a good compromise between completely subjective per-
formance evaluation approaches and completely objective performance
evaluation approaches [140].
Probability
From the detection view, probability is utilised to evaluate edge detectors.
Edge detection can be considered as a binary classification problem and
the counts of the outputs can be described as in Table 2.1. To evaluate a
detector for an image I ,NI is the total number of pixels,NTP is the number
of pixels which are on the actual edges and marked as edge points, NP is
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Table 2.1: Outputs of binary classification problemswith confusion matrix.
True Edge (True) Background (False) Total
Positive NTP NFP (Type I errors) NP
Negative NFN (Type II errors) NTN NN
Total NT NF NI
the total number of pixels being predicted as edge points (Positive), NN is
the total number of pixels being predicted as non-edge points (Negative),
and the others have similar meanings with related information.
The measure accuracy is defined as in Equation (2.5), precision in Equa-
tion (2.6), recall (sensitivity) in Equation (2.7), specificity in Equation (2.8),
false positive (false alarm rate, type I error rate) in Equation (2.9), and false
negative (type II error rate) in Equation (2.10). Here, accuracy describes
the detection result for correctly marking pixels as edge points or non-
edge points, precision indicates the confidence of marking edge points,
and recall indicates the ability of finding all true edge points. For non-
edge points, specificity is similar to sensitivity. For error marking, there
are false alarm and false negative.
pacc =
NTP +NTN
NI
(2.5)
ppre =
NTP
NP
(2.6)
prec =
NTP
NT
(2.7)
pspe =
NTN
NF
(2.8)
pfp =
NFP
NF
(2.9)
pfn =
NFN
NT
(2.10)
Statistical measures for detection performance have phi coefficient rφ
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(Equation (2.11), also known as Matthews correlation coefficient in machine
learning [125]), binary noise-to-signal ratio fNSR (Equation (2.12)) [9] and
log-likelihood ratio (see Bhattacharyya bound [92]). The F-measure tech-
nique (Equation (2.13)) takes into account the recall and precision with a
weight factor α (0 < α < 1) [123]. The weight factor α can adjust be-
tween recall and precision, and it is normally set to 0.5 for balancing recall
and precision [81, 91, 123]. For the different objectives, such as sensitiv-
ity versus precision, or sensitivity versus specificity, the receiver operating
characteristic curve (ROC) has been employed to evaluate their perfor-
mance [25, 123, 192]. The area under the curve (AUC) is one metric for
comparing the related performance based on the ROC curves [25]. These
metrics consider different objectives and are useful for binary classifica-
tion problems [18]. However, statistical measures are a poor measure of
detected shapes in edge detection.
rφ =
NTPNTN −NFPNFN√
NPNNNTNF
(2.11)
fNSR =
NFP
NTN
(2.12)
fα =
precppre
αprec + (1− α)ppre (2.13)
Localisation
Localisation is another problem in edge detection. For example, the F -
measure technique only allows a small offset for edge points and a true
edge point is onlymatched to a single predicted edge point [123]. Pratt [152]
proposed the figure of merit (FOM) to evaluate an edge detector with the
focus on localisation. FOM (fFOM ) is described in Equation (2.14), where
dt1(i) is the distance from one predicted edge point to the nearest true edge
point, SetNP is the set of pixels predicted as edge points, and αd is a weight
factor on the distance. FOM evaluates edge detectors from the viewpoint
of localisation accuracy, and is sensitive to false positive ( type I errors), but
not false negative (type II errors). The Hausdorff distance [79] utilised the
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maximum distance from a point in one set to the nearest point in the other
set, which has an appropriate topological property [9] but is sensitive to
noise. Ametric inspired by the Hausdorff distance takes into account both
distance between ground truth and predicted edges [9].
fFOM =
1
max{NT , NP}
∑
i∈SetNP
1
1 + αddt1(i)2
(2.14)
Also, the average of point-to-set distances [144, 180], and other meth-
ods have been investigated for indicating false positives [115]. Localisation-
based methods consider offsets and the matching directions between pre-
dictions and ground truth, but most of them are too sensitive to false pos-
itives [115].
A new methodology for evaluating edge detectors has been proposed
based on completeness, discriminability, precision and robustness [131].
Completeness aims at evaluating the ability of detecting all possible edges
in noiseless images, discriminability is used to discriminate the important
and non-important edges, precision focuses on the ability to detect edges
as close to the ideal edges as possible, and robustness measures the abil-
ity to detect edges in noisy images. The four quality measurements can
be seen as generalisations of FOM, the F-measure technique, ROC, etc.
This methodology also suggests evaluating detectors based on extracted
features, rather than final binary edge maps, in order to avoid possible
bias introduced by the application-dependent process of generating bi-
nary edge maps from soft edge maps [131].
To summarise, methods for evaluation of edge detectors employ a sin-
gle indicator, such as Hausdorff distance, or multiple metrics, such as re-
call and precision. There is neither theoretical basis nor empirical evidence
to prefer a specific performance indicator [115, 140].
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2.2 Overview of Genetic Programming
This section presents background on Evolutionary Computation and Ge-
netic Programming.
2.2.1 Evolutionary Computation
Evolutionary Computation (EC) is one of branch of Computational Intel-
ligence (CI), inspired by the modern principles of biological evolution and
Darwin’s theories on natural selection [97, 190]. As a subfield of artificial
intelligence, EC has been used to optimise problems in different domains
using only weak background knowledge [43, 87]. The main model in EC is
to employ the natural phenomena of genetic inheritance and selection for
survival. Therefore, approaches in ECmainly employ a population of can-
didate solutions, updating the population and outputting the best one(s)
as the final solution(s). Each candidate solution is called an individual.
An individual is encoded to contain information of problem solutions. To
determine whether an individual is a good solution or a bad solution, ob-
jective functions from users are used to evaluate the individual, and the
score is called fitness. Such objective functions are called fitness functions.
The fitness determines the goodness of an individual.
The general algorithm flow for EC is shown in Figure 2.7. More candi-
dates will be found generation by generation after operating individuals
(in “Population Operation”). In a generation (iteration), some individuals
will create offspring, and old and new individuals will compete to survive
to the next generation.
Popular algorithms in EC include Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs), Swarm
Intelligence and Learning Classifier Systems [42]. Evolutionary algorithms
were firstly introduced in EC, containing Genetic Algorithms (GAs), Ge-
netic Programming (GP), Evolution Strategy (ES) and Evolutionary Pro-
gramming (EP) [42]. Each of these algorithms evolves a population via ge-
netic variation from two genetic operators: crossover andmutation. Crossover
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Figure 2.7: General algorithm flow for EC
Figure 2.8: One binary chromosome with eight bits in GA.
exchanges information (genetic material) existing in individuals. Muta-
tion changes information existing in an individual. A selectionmechanism
is used to choose individuals for creating new individuals via the opera-
tors crossover and mutation.
GA is one of the most popular algorithms in EC [61, 143], and was
first proposed by Holland [73]. An individual in GA is encoded as a fixed
length string or numerical list, called a chromosome. Figure 2.8 shows an
eight bit binary chromosome. A method for decoding is used to interpret
the chromosome, and a fitness function will assign a fitness for it. How-
ever, the fixed string is limited in length for the processes of encoding and
decoding based on problems.
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2.2.2 Genetic Programming
GP inherits properties from EC (GAs) and automatic programming, and
aims to find programs using flexible encoding methods. GP supports to
use varied length chromosome to encode a program and a fitness func-
tion to evaluate the outputs that the program generates. The operator
crossover needs syntactically correct operation, and the operator muta-
tion is a random rearrangement of statements. Automatically learning a
set of computer programs for a particular task is very helpful for solving
different problems [95, 96].
Compared with the standard GA [73] using fixed length strings to rep-
resent solutions, GP uses trees or other flexible structures. GP trees can
vary in length. Candidate solutions in GP are randomly constructed from
a set of primitive functions and terminals. Tree-based GP can use com-
puter programming languages, such as Lisp [95, 97], to represent individ-
uals.
Representations in Genetic Programming
A terminal set and a function set are used to construct one chromosome
in GP. A terminal usually contains input variables and constants. A func-
tion set contains primitive functions. For example, “x ∗ x + 3 ∗ sin(x)”,
for encoding one chromosome in GP, the terminal set must contain the in-
put variable x. A constant, such as 3, may exist in the terminal set. The
function set here contains “∗”, “sin” and “+”.
How to represent a chromosome is dependent on the representation.
The tree-based structure is themost popular representation in GP [96, 98]. A
tree structure typically contains internal nodes and leaves. In a tree-based
GP system, an internal node is a function, and a leaf is a terminal [97].
All possible functions form the function set. The terminal set typically
includes input variables and constants. The arguments of a function are
the children of the node storing the function. If each node is randomly
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Figure 2.9: An example of the expression “x ∗ x+3x” in the tree-based GP.
generated, it is possible that different (such as numerical and logical) types
of values are incorrectly manipulated together. The strongly typed Genetic
Programming (STGP) [129] restricts that the type of value from each child
of an internal node must be the same as the type of value of the relative
argument of the function in the internal node.
Figure 2.9 gives an example of the expression “x ∗ x + 3 ∗ x” in the
tree-based GP. Here the terminal set includes {x, 3}, and the function set
includes {∗,+}.
Other common representations include Linear Genetic Programming
(LGP) [26, 136], Cartesian Genetic Programming (CGP) [127, 130], and
Grammar-based Genetic Programming [126, 185]. As the tree-based GP is
the most commonly used representation [107] and the operations are rela-
tively simple, this thesis uses the tree-based GP. In the rest of this section,
we describe the important aspects of the tree-based GP. For representation
convenience, we simply call this representation GP in the rest of this thesis.
Initialisation in Genetic Programming
Like other EC algorithms, an initial population is required in GP. There
are three typical ways of randomly generating the initial population: the
full method, the grow method, and the ramped half-and-half method (the
combination of the full and grow methods) [11, 151].
In a GP system, the initialisation of an individual starts from the root
(randomly selecting a function from the function set). The children of the
root will be randomly generated as function nodes or termina
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(a) Parents (b) Children
Figure 2.10: Example for the crossover operation in GP.
function node is created, the initialisation will iterate to create new nodes
until all new created nodes are terminals. A user definedmaximum depth is
used to restrict the initial individuals in the full and grow methods. While
randomly generating a GP program, all function nodes will be restricted
to choose terminals as their children if the depth of the program reaches
the maximum depth. The full method restricts all terminals in the same
depth, however, the grow method allows terminals in different depths.
The ramped half-and-half method has half of population created by the
full method and half created by the grow method.
Crossover, Mutation and Reproduction
GPusually uses both genetic operators crossover andmutation. Figure 2.10
gives an example of the crossover operation. Parents exchange their right
sub-tree (see Figure 2.10 (a)); namely the nodes and leaves in the dot line
rectangles will be exchanged. After the crossover operation, the two chil-
dren are shown in Figure 2.10 (b).
Figures 2.11 gives an example of the mutation operation. The parent
chooses a leaf in the dot line rectangle (see Figure 2.11 (a)), “x”, and the
leaf is replaced with a new sub-tree (see bold circle part in Figure 2.11 (b)).
The operator reproduction directly copies the selected individuals to the
next generation [97]. In general, elitism (the best performing individuals)
will be used so that the performance of the best individual does not de-
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(a) Parent (b) Child
Figure 2.11: Example for the mutation operation in GP.
crease.
Selection
Fitness-proportional selection and tournament selection are two common
approaches to selecting individuals to generate new individuals [11, 97,
151, 188]. Tournament selection is a popular way in GP [95, 97] and is used
in this thesis. In tournament selection, a set of individuals randomly cho-
sen from the population are compared with each other. The best of them
will be selected as parents for generating new individuals. Tournament
sizes can be used to adjust the selective pressure of tournament selection.
If a tournament size of one is used, the selection is equal to random selec-
tion.
Applications of Genetic Programming
GP only needs weak specific domain knowledge and has the ability to
create new programs. More than 8000 recorded uses of GP are covered
in [107]. The popular fields of applications using GP include symbolic
regression [159], classification [44], image and signal processing [100, 151],
and hardware design [96]. Details of many more applications using GP
are given in [96, 107, 151].
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Computer vision aims at duplicating the ability of human vision to
capture and understand images [173]. Image processing and image un-
derstanding is an important part of computer vision [7, 80]. Poli [150] em-
ployed GP for image analysis, such as image enhancement, feature detec-
tion, and image segmentation. GP also has been used to filter noise [148].
Object detection [100] and image classification [6, 195] are popular topics
in GP. The terminal sets for image processing usually use simple statistical
features, such as mean and variance in different regions and some con-
stants [195]. The function sets have the primitive mathematical functions,
such as “+”,“−”,“∗”, “/”, logical operations, such as “and”,“or”, and im-
age operators, such as a Gaussian filter, and morphological operators.
2.3 Related Work for Edge Detection with GP
GP has been used for feature construction [99, 135] and feature extrac-
tion [134, 198]. Features constructed by GP represent rich information and
improve classification accuracy [99, 135]. The purpose of feature extrac-
tion is to reduce redundancies in data and transform data into a reduced
representative set of features [198]. In image processing, there are a wide
range of applications using GP [6, 72, 151]. However, there has been only
a very limited number of works using GP for edge detection to date. The
existing methods for feature extraction in edge detection can be roughly
divided into two categories as follows.
Approximation Based on Desired Features
In order to obtain good edge features based on a one-dimensional step
edge response, Harris and Buxton [71] utilised GP to approximate responses
on one-dimensional edge signals and then employed the evolved pro-
grams (similar to the Gaussian gradient) to extract edge features based
on a fixed window.
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Different from designing one-dimensional signals, features similar to
existing edge features have also been evolved by GP. The target is to fit
the outputs of the existing feature extraction methods. GP was used to
effectively approximate the outputs from the Sobel detector [70, 74] and
the Canny detector [41].
Approximating existing edge detectors or desired signal responses can
be considered as regression problems. However, the desired outputs are
dependent on the human knowledge for understanding edge responses.
Features extracted based on desired outputs (edge responses) can only
represent the known (limited) edge information.
Classification of Pixels
Edge detection can be considered as a binary classification problem when
edge detectors discriminate each individual pixel as an edge point or a
non-edge point [150]. The outputs of edge detectors are usually evaluated
based on detection accuracy after thresholding.
The simplest way to construct edge detectors is based on raw pixels.
Pixels nearby a discriminated pixel are used as inputs to construct a low-
level edge detector. Zhang and Rockett [197] used 13×13windows as edge
patterns to extract effective features via multi-objective GP, with objectives
of Bayesian error, classification error and the number of nodes.
In order to find good edge detectors, existing image operators have
been used to construct GP edge detectors. In [183], morphological oper-
ators erosion and dilation were used as the terminal set and the evolved
detectors classified pixels as edge points or non-edge points. To detect
boundaries, some image operators were employed to effectively combine
a boundary detector by GP [84].
Also, GP has also been used to design detectors for some specific tasks.
In [62], a 64-bit digital circuit for detecting edges was evolved by GP based
on artificial images. In [19], programs were designed to find edge pixels in
one image. These programs start at a pixel and then “walk” to find edge
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points.
In summary, these evolved edge detectors (solved as approximation
problems) focused on different response magnitudes on edges, but the
edge detectors evolved from ground truth (solved as classification prob-
lems) focused mainly on detection accuracy. Generally, detection accu-
racy is based on desired outputs. Ground truth is easily obtained, but the
knowledge about edges and their responses magnitudes are often limited.
2.4 Image Datasets
This thesis focuses mainly on extracted edge features on natural images.
Synthetic images [46, 149], range images [160], and medical images [199]
are not addressed here. This section briefly reviews the large datasets used
in this thesis.
BSD Dataset
The Berkeley Segmentation dataset (BSD) image dataset is very popular
to test for edge detection [38], boundary detection [91] and image segmen-
tation [4]. The BSD consists of natural images (of size 481 × 321 pixels)
with ground truth provided. There are two versions of the BSD image
dataset: BSD 300 [123] and BSD 500 [4]. The BSD 500 extends the BSD
300, and the BSD 500 includes validation images in order to avoid over-
fitting training. Since the BSD 300 has been used as a benchmark image
dataset [38, 123, 155], so only the BSD 300 is used in this thesis. There are
200 images in the training dataset and 100 images in the test dataset. For
fairness of judgement of edges, the ground truth provided for every image
is combined from five to ten people as a graylevel image.
Figure 2.12 shows three example training images and their ground
truth. To present the human observations, brighter edges in the ground
truth mean that a larger number of people marked them. Edges with
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(a) 78004 (b) 23080 (c) 216053
Figure 2.12: Three example training images from BSD dataset and their
ground truth.
lower intensities (but not black), such as the edge in the background (mid-
dle right) of image 216053, mean that a smaller number of people marked
them. Pixels coloured black (grayscale level 0) mean that they are non-
edge points. Figure 2.13 shows three example test images from the BSD
test images. The test images in BSD dataset are different from the training
images and are used to test the generalisation ability of detectors trained
using the training set of images.
Since there are many images in the BSD dataset and there are redun-
dancies among these images, we extract a small training dataset from the
200 training images. The small training dataset contains the following 20
images: 42078, 106020, 68077, 23080, 216053, 61060, 41004, 113044, 134008,
161062, 163014, 189011, 207056, 236017, 249061, 253036, 271031, 299091,
311081, and 385028. The small training data is indicated by S20.
Note that the small image dataset S20 includes different edge informa-
tion and it is expected that S20 can be used to train good edge detectors.
Since using the full set of all training images (200) is heavily computa-
tional, S20 is used to reduce computational cost in GP. Also, S20 is used
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(a) 10087 (b) 3096 (c) 385039
Figure 2.13: Three example test images from BSD dataset and their ground
truth.
to check whether a small set of training images can be used to train edge
detectors which can detect edges on a large set of unseen images. Using
a minimal set of training images to effectively train classifiers is another
research direction [45] which is not addressed in this thesis.
Note that the BSD dataset is based on segmentation results, and is not
unique for true edges. Edge detection can be further manipulated for
boundary detection, and the results from edge detection affect the bound-
ary detection results. Wang, Ge and Liu [171] proposed evaluation for
edge detection through boundary detection. Note that edges among dif-
ferent texture areas exist in the BSD image dataset. This dataset is used to
find edges in textured and untextured images. In this thesis, the ground
truth of BSD images are employed as desired outputs for edges.
ETHZ Shape Classes Dataset
The ETHZ (Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, Zurich) shape classes
dataset is another well known object recognition dataset [39, 161], which
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(a) biker (b) road (c) black3
Figure 2.14: Three example images from ETHZ and their ground truth.
highlights the shape of objects in the segmentations. The image dataset
contains different sub datasets: apple logos, bottles, giraffes, mugs and
swans. The range of sizes of images in the dataset is large. Figure 2.14
shows three example images from ETHZ shape classes dataset. Figure 2.14
(a) presents image “biker” in the set of apple logos, (b) image “road” in the
set of giraffes, and (c) image “black3” in the set of swans.
This image dataset mainly includes true edges from the objects of in-
terest to an observer [39]. Different from the BSD dataset, in the ETHZ
dataset, edges are not marked based on segmentation results, so some
edges in the ETHZ dataset are not closed, such as single lines (whose end-
points are not connected).
The ETHZ dataset is not a priori split into training and testing sets of
images. In this thesis, the ETHZ dataset is only employed to test edge
detectors trained by the BSD image dataset.
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2.5 Chapter Summary
This chapter provided a brief literature review of background concepts
in edge detection and existing methods for extracting edge features. The
extraction methods mainly include differentiation, statistics, mathemati-
cal morphology, phase congruency and local energy, machine learning,
multiresolution, and combinations of local edge features. Also, the edge
detection techniques marking groups of pixels and adaptive neighbour-
hood processing were discussed. Methods using differentiation are fast at
extracting edge features but are affected by noise and textures. Some sta-
tistical techniques can extract edge features from textures but take heavy
computation. Mathematical morphology also has problems in extracting
features from textures boundaries. Methods using phase congruency and
local energy can extract edge features in some texture boundaries, but still
have problems of suppressing other textures. Multiresolution and com-
binations of local techniques can improve detection from single extracted
edge features, but how to combine and how to set parameters need to be
addressed.
The performance evaluation of edge detectors was mainly focused on
detection accuracy and localisation. There is neither theoretical basis nor
empirical evidence to prefer a specific performance indicator.
The background of EC and GP was briefly introduced. GP has been
widely applied in many different fields. The little existing work on edge
detection using GP indicates that more investigations on GP for edge de-
tection are required.
Finally, the main image datasets used in this thesis were described.
Part I
Low-level Edge Feature
Construction
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Chapter 3
New Search Operators for
Low-level Feature Construction
3.1 Introduction
This chapter mainly concerns edge feature extraction using very little prior
knowledge, i.e., only including training images and their ground truth.
The literature reviewed in the previous chapter has presented several fea-
ture extraction methods based on differentiation (Section 2.1.2 on page 21).
Differentiation has been popularly applied to edge detection [140]. Neigh-
bours of a discriminated pixel within a fixed area, such as a moving win-
dow, are utilised to extract edge features by differentiation. In general, a
large window is used to filter noise, but blurs edges; a small window is
used to find edge details, but is sensitive to noise. Therefore, the window
size is a trade-off between noise rejection and localisation accuracy [14,
140]. In order to address the problem of the window size, automatically
searching across neighbours is required. To avoid to usingwindows, search
operations need to be based on full individual images.
Since edge features are implicit, there are no generic approaches to ex-
tracting edge features from images. The intensity value of a single pixel
is not often sufficient to discriminate that pixel as an edge point or a non-
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edge point. To automatically search for neighbouring pixels to use for
constructing edge features, searching operations need to be designed for
edge detection.
First of all, to easily search across single pixels based on full images, a
search operator based on a single pixel should be designed. This search
operator is used to find neighbours to construct edge detectors.
However, existing methods based on single pixels find it difficult to
suppress textures [57, 140]. A filter for filtering noise or suppressing tex-
tures needs to consider a set of pixels in a local region [140]. Therefore,
the search operator with single pixels is not sufficient to suppress textures,
and a search operator based on a single block of pixels is required.
When considering a search operator using a single block of pixels,
manually setting the size of the block should be avoided. The search op-
erator is expected to have the ability to automatically select a suitable size
block. Also, how to specify a block of pixels for extracting edge features is
another issue. Normally, a single variable extracted from a set of pixels is
used for edge detection. Methods for transforming a set of pixels to a sin-
gle variable, such as using the mean of a set of pixels’ intensities as a single
variable, should be investigated. If search operators with a single block are
combined by a common operator, such as subtraction, the possible com-
binations are determined by the block size and the method for extracting
a single variable from a set of pixels. When many search operators with
a single block are combined to construct edge features, the number of the
possible combinations is large. It is possible that some combinations have
redundancies and some combinations poorly extract edge features.
3.1.1 Chapter Goal
The goal of this chapter is to investigate automatically searching pixels (in-
cluding a discriminated pixel itself and its neighbours) to construct low-
level edge detectors using GP. A GP system based on full images as input
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is proposed for automatic construction of low-level edge detectors. Rather
than manually determining neighbours in a window, different search op-
erators in this GP system are proposed to search neighbours for each dis-
criminated pixel based on full images. To initially investigate the combi-
nations of search operators with a single block of pixels, a search operator
with two blocks of pixels is also proposed. Specifically, the following re-
search objectives will be investigated.
• How to use GP to construct low-level edge detectors with full im-
ages, rather than using a moving window.
• Whether constructing search operators using a single block of pixels
is significantly better than using a single pixel only to construct edge
features.
• Whether constructing search operators using two blocks of pixels is
better than using a single block of pixels to evolve low-level edge
detectors.
• Whether the edge detectors evolved by GP are better than some ex-
isting common low-level edge detectors.
3.1.2 Chapter Organisation
In the remainder of this chapter, the second section introduces the GP sys-
tem using full images to construct edge detectors. The third section pro-
poses three different search operators for constructing edge features byGP.
The fourth section gives the experiment settings. The fifth section presents
the results of the experiments with discussions. The sixth section provides
further discussions. The last section draws a summary for this chapter.
3.2 GP System Based on Full Images
This section describes the proposed GP system based on full images.
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3.2.1 Sets of Terminals and Functions
This GP system uses a full image as a terminal. In general, constants are
helpful for constructing GP programs in many applications [97, 151]. Be-
sides the full image I , the terminal set contains random constants. The
range of random constants rnd is from −10 to 10 based on initial experi-
ments.
Three search operators and some common operators are utilised as
functions to construct edge detectors. Here, search operators are expected
to find neighbours of a discriminated pixel. Common operators are those
that are usually used in a wide variety of applications [44, 96, 97, 126, 151],
such as addition. For the function set, the common arithmetic opera-
tors include the addition (+), subtraction (−), multiplication (∗), division
(÷), absolute (abs), square (square) and square root (sqrt). In order to in-
vestigate the influence from discontinuous filters, the logical operators
IF and < are combined as IFLess(A,B,C,D) as a “common” operator.
IFLess(A,B,C,D) means that if A < B is true, the function will return
C, otherwise it will return D, where A, B, C and D are two-dimensional
matrices (as the same size of input image I). All functions work on each
element of a matrix, such as each pixel of the input image I . The +,−, ∗,
abs, square have their usual meanings. The square root function sqrt is
protected, which produces a result of 0 for negative inputs. Division ÷ is
also protected, producing a result of 1 for a 0 divisor.
Since neighbours must be found for constructing edge detectors, search
operators are necessary for the function set. In order to investigate the
influence on searching operations in evolved programs, different search
operators are introduced in the next section.
3.2.2 Fitness Function
The class labels for edge detection are only “edge point” or “non-edge
point”, and the main class is “edge point”. For the output of a GP pro-
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gram, 0 is employed as the threshold for discriminating a pixel as an edge
point (larger than 0) or a non-edge point (less than or equal to 0), and
all images use the intensities of pixels as integers from 0 to 255. Since
only low-level edge detectors are evolved in this chapter and search op-
erators are employed to find pixels to construct GP detectors, the output
is directly evaluated without special post-processing techniques, follow-
ing [131]. The fitness function employed is f0.5 (α = 0.5, see Equation (2.13)
on page 36). The fitness function f0.5 balances recall (Equation (2.7)) and
precision (Equation (2.6)) so that the evolved edge detectors are expected
to have ability to find as many edge points as possible and reduce the
number of wrongly marked edge points to as few as possible.
3.3 Search Operators
An original simple task in edge detection is to construct an edge detector
when only given some images and their ground truth. Since the intensity
value of a pixel is not sufficient to mark that pixel as an edge point or
a non-edge point, and an edge includes some local characteristics in an
image, the relationship between a pixel and its neighbours needs to be
found. In order to find neighbours and use them to establish a relationship
(neighbourhood) for discriminating a pixel as an edge point or a non-edge
point, search operators are employed.
Three search operators are employed for automatic extraction of edge
features in this GP system. These three search operators select a single
pixel, a single block of pixels and two blocks of pixels.
3.3.1 Searching a Single Pixel
In order to search neighbours, or these neighbours’ intermediate results,
for discriminating each pixel as an edge point or a non-edge point, a shift-
ing function sn,m is developed based on the four functions utilised in [150].
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Each function used in [150] shifts a two-dimensional matrix by one row or
one column. Function sn,m shifts its argument (a single two-dimensional
matrix input) by n columns and m rows. If n is positive, a right shifting
operation performs on the input, otherwise a left shifting operation per-
forms on its argument. If m is positive, the two-dimensional input shifts
down, otherwise shifts up. Its argument can come from image I or an
intermediate result of a subtree, sub(I), constructed by the GP system.
Note that if the two-dimensional input is rnd, rnd is considered as
a two-dimensional matrix with its elements being equal to a single ran-
dom constant. The shifting operation performs on the bits of rnd, and its
value is multiplied by 2n+m so that the GP system can generate a large
range of different constants. Here n and m are randomly selected from
{−2,−1, 0, 1, 2}. When a new shifting function sn,m is generated and its
argument is image I , each pixel or one of its neighbours in a 5×5window
has equal probability to be selected. If only using the four functions with
single pixel shifting in [150], the probability for selecting a pixel in the 5×5
window to construct edge detectors will be different.
For example, a left neighbour of a discriminated pixel, which is the
closest to the discriminated pixel in the left direction, has the same prob-
ability to be selected as a right neighbour (the closest pixel to the discrim-
inated pixel in the right direction). However, the closest pixel in the left
direction has obviously higher probability to be selected than the second
closest pixel in the same direction because the second closest pixel needs a
combination of two functions (two single pixel shifting operators). How-
ever, there are no proofs claiming that the second closest pixel is obviously
less importance than the closest pixel for constructing edge detectors. The
new search operator sn,m assumes that the all pixels in a window have
the same probability to be selected. Also, compared with the approach
in [150] in the view of representation of a GP tree, the new search operator
sn,m needs fewer nodes to find pixels that are not close to the discriminated
pixel.
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(a) before calling s−1,0 (b) after calling s−1,0
Figure 3.1: Example two-dimensional intensity matrix and its result after
calling s−1,0.
Figure 3.1 (a) shows an example of a small two-dimensional matrix (for
a ramp edge), and (b) is its result after calling a shifting function s−1,0. Us-
ing s−1,0, the intensities of the fixed pixels might be changed. Note that
the last column of the shifted result is filled by the nearest element in the
matrix. Via using shifting functions to implicitly search neighbours, neigh-
bours of each discriminated pixel can be combined for constructing edge
features with common operators.
It is possible for this GP system to generate some existing edge detec-
tors. For instance, the 2×2windowRobert detector (see Equation (3.3)) [57]
is represented by the GP edge detector GERobert, which is given by Equa-
tion (3.4). In order to employ the neighbours of each discriminated pixel
(including each discriminated pixel itself) used in the Robert detector, func-
tions s1,1, s1,0 and s0,1 are used to select the pixels around each discrimi-
nated pixel. Figure 3.2 presents a tree representation of the 2 × 2 window
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Figure 3.2: The 2 × 2 Robert detector constructed with GP. Nodes “√ ”
and ”SQ” are functions sqrt and square, respectively.
Robert filter based on full image I .
RRobert,x =
[
1 0
0 −1
]
⊛ I (3.1)
RRobert,y =
[
0 1
−1 0
]
⊛ I (3.2)
RRobert =
√
R2robert,x +R
2
robert,y (3.3)
GERobert =
√
(I − s−1,−1(I))2 + (s−1,0(I)− s0,−1(I))2 (3.4)
3.3.2 Searching Single Blocks
In general, it is a difficult task for GP to evolve a good edge detector using
only single pixels to remove influence of noise and textures. The edge
detector employs the intensity level of each single pixel, and it is sensitive
to the pixel intensities. For instance, a pixel, which is not an edge point and
is not affected by noise or texture, is easily marked as a non-edge point by
an edge detector, such as the Sobel edge detector [57]. After adding noise
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to the pixel, the edge detector might detect it as an edge point. In order
to suppress noise and textures, information for an edge from a local area
needs to be used. In general, a local area for indicating a pixel as an edge
point includes a set of its neighbours.
If only sn,m is used to filter noise and textures, filters as subtrees need
to be constructed, and then a program is constructed by these subtrees.
However, the sizes of GP trees including filters are normally very large. If
a large size tree is allowed in the GP system, the search space (tree size)
will be exponentially increased, which leads to an increase in the compu-
tational cost. For example, the size of a full binary tree from depth dp − 1
to dp is increased by O(2dp−1). Additionally, some existing filters cannot be
constructed by the simple GP system, such as a median filter [23].
To suppress textures and reject noise, existing work employs a set of
pixels. The dissimilarity of two blocks of pixels were indicated by statisti-
cal approaches [111] (see details in Section 2.1.2 on page 24). A surround
suppression technique utilised blocks of pixels’ intermediate results (gra-
dients) to remove some texture responses [66]. To simulate this idea, new
approaches to using a set of pixels or their intermediate results need to be
developed so that the GP system has some ability to search blocks of pixels
to reject noise and suppress textures.
A new search operator blockt,l,w,d is designed to find blocks of pixels to
extract edge features so that the GP system can effectively construct edge
detectors with some ability to filter noise and textures. The new search
operator blockt,l,w,d includes approaches (t) to transforming a block of pix-
els to a single variable (such as the mean of intensities of all pixels in the
block), the block size parameters l (the length of the block) and w (the
width of the block), and the directional position d (where the block is lo-
cated around a discriminated pixel). The argument of the search operator
is a two-dimensional matrix, which is image I or an intermediate result
from a subtree sub(I). Figures 3.3 (a) and (b) describe two examples for
the blocks of pixels specified by the search operator. Here, a block of pixels
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(a) Right (b) Up
Figure 3.3: Two example blocks of pixels specified by search operator
blockt,l,w,d.
(“bbbb”) is specified relative to the discriminated pixel (“c”). In Figure 3.3
(a), the parameters for the block are l = 4, w = 1 and d =“right”; and in
Figure 3.3 (b), the parameters for the block are l = 2, w = 2 and d =“up”.
The parameter t is used to transform a set of pixels to a single vari-
able. The purpose of using a block of pixels is to indicate some special
characteristics from the set. Mean and standard deviation are commonly
used to summarise a group of data. Therefore, mean (t = 0) and standard
deviation (t = 1) are employed in the search operator blockt,l,w,d.
The search operator blockt,l,w,d is used to find a set of pixels around a
discriminated pixel, and it has no ability to move to a new position. From
the comparison between sn,m and blockt,l,w,d, the latter only searches a lim-
ited area for constructing edge detectors. Without sn,m, the pixels only
found by the search operator blockt,l,w,d are dependent on its parameters
l, w and d. However, sn,m can search pixels which are far away from the
relevant discriminated pixel, and the ability to find pixels is dependent on
not only its parameters n andm, but also the maximum depth of a GP tree.
In contrast to the existing approaches to utilising blocks of pixels, the
search operator blockt,l,w,d provides four distinguished characteristics. Firstly,
an unfixed size block (used to find a set of pixels) is different from the com-
mon way using a fixed block [38, 123, 140]. It is possible that GP can find
a suitable size block to construct edge detectors, which decreases the com-
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Figure 3.4: Example of searching neighbours by blockt,l,w,d.
putational cost but does not affect the ability to detect edges. Secondly,
flexible positions to find a block of pixels are used after calling the search
operator sn,m. In a ramp edge or a stair edge (see details in Figure 2.2
on page 19), the closest neighbours might affect the detection results be-
cause of its discontinuity. Using a combination of sn,m and blockt,l,w,d, such
as blockt,l,w,d(sn,m(I)), possibly avoids this influence. Thirdly, different di-
rectional positions are used together to construct edge detectors so that
the directional calculation is avoided. Lastly, a flexible input in blockt,l,w,d
comes from original image I or an intermediate result after some process-
ing on image I (subtree). After calling a subtree sub(I) for filtering noise
or textures, blockt,l,w,d(sub(I))might help improve detection performance.
Figure 3.4 shows an example of searching blocks of pixels for discrim-
inating the centre pixel (blue) in four different directions. Here, the neigh-
bours with the same colour are in the same block. There are two major
areas with intensities 11 and 55 respectively. Three columns with intensi-
ties 20, 30 and 40 are the critical region between both major areas. From
existing methods, a comparison between the right block and the left block
or between the right block and the bottom block is easy to find the ramp
edge. For instance, the mean of pixel intensities from different blocks can
be compared. The difference of the means of pixel intensities in the left
block and the right block is 11∗4+20∗2
6
− 40+55∗3
4
=−37.25. Here, out of the
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right area is considered as the area with intensity 55. To discriminate the
right neighbour (at the sixth column), all blocks move right by a pixel,
and the right block has four ”55” (three in the figure and one being out
of the right area). The differences of the means for the right neighbours
(the sixth, seventh and eighth columns) are −34.67 (11∗2+20∗2+30∗2
6
− 55∗4
4
),
−25.00, and−13.33, respectively. The differences of themeans between the
left block and the up block for the pixel and its relative right neighbours
are −21.00, −27.17, −25.00 and −13.33, respectively. Since the means from
the left block and the up block are close, the relative response on the ramp
edge is thick.
In Figure 3.4, if only using sn,m, a high threshold 14 might be used to
detect the boundary between the seventh and sixth columns based on the
difference of two columns. The difference of the intensities between the
seventh and sixth columns (55 − 40) is 15. However, if the intensities of
the pixels at the last three columns are changed to 50 and the intensities of
the pixels at the first three columns are changed to 10, the responses from
the third columns to seventh columns are the same (30− 20=40− 30=50−
40= 10) if the difference of two columns is employed. Therefore, sn,m has
difficulty to find edges after some change in the intensities of these pixels.
3.3.3 Searching Double Blocks
While blockt,l,w,d can be used to search good edge features as discussed
previously, the search space is huge. In order to reduce the search space
of using blocks of pixels, two blocks with the same size are combined by
common operators, and a new search operator is developed for combining
two blocks of pixels. In edge detection, edge points are often located at
boundaries between “different” areas. The detection mainly focuses on
finding differences. Subtraction − and division ÷ are usually used for
indicating difference from numerics. Therefore, we employ − and ÷ in
the new search operator tbj,t,l,w,d1,d2 (j =‘−’ or j =‘÷’) using two blocks of
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(a) horizontal direction (b) vertical direction
Figure 3.5: Examples of using two blocks of pixels.
pixels. Equations (3.5) and (3.6) give the definition of the search operator
tbj,t,l,w,d1,d2 for j =‘−’ and j =‘÷’, respectively. Here, ε is a small positive
constant, d1 and d2 are different directions, and tb÷,t,l,w,d1,d2 requires that
blockt,l,w,d2 must be larger than or equal to 0.
tb−,t,l,w,d1,d2 = blockt,l,w,d1 − blockt,l,w,d2 (3.5)
tb÷,t,l,w,d1,d2 =
blockt,l,w,d1
blockt,l,w,d2 + ε
(3.6)
Figures 3.5 (a) and (b) show combinations of two blocks of pixels used
for tbj,t,l,w,d1,d2 . To discriminate the centre pixel, four combinations of two
blocks are listed in Figure 3.5. Here, the same colour blocks are used in
the same search operator tbj,t,l,w,d1,d2 . In this chapter, the combinations of
d1 and d2 are limited to the four different combinations: left up and right
up, left bottom and right bottom, left up and left bottom, and right up and
right bottom.
Using tbj,t,l,w,d1,d2 is approximately considered as a small subset of us-
ing blockt,l,w,d. The aims of proposing tbj,t,l,w,d1,d2 are reducing the space
for searching blocks of pixels and investigating which t in blockt,l,w,d ex-
ists with high frequency in evolved edge detectors. Note that tbj,t,l,w,d1,d2
is not randomly selected from combinations of blockt,l,w,d. There are two
elements of prior knowledge used in tbj,t,l,w,d1,d2 , namely the comparison
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(a) image 23080 (b) ground truth of image 23080
(c) sampled result (d) ground truth of the sampled result
Figure 3.6: Example training image 23080 and its sampled result of size
125× 125 pixels.
using difference and the approach (t) frequently used in the evolved edge
detectors when blockt,l,w,d is used. Additionally, when a random constant
rnd is used as an argument in blockt,l,w,d or tbj,t,l,w,d1,d2 , the return value is
the same as rnd.
3.4 Experiment Settings
This section describes an image dataset and the settings for the GP system.
3.4.1 Image Dataset
To evolve edge detectors, the BSD image dataset [123], including natural
images with ground truth provided, is chosen. To sample training im-
ages as the training data, the small training dataset S20 (see Section 2.4 on
page 46) is employed. For each image, a single subimage of size 125× 125
pixels is randomly extracted. Figure 3.6 shows training image 23080 and
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Table 3.1: Search operators in the function set.
name search operators
Sets {sn,m}
Sets,b {sn,m, blockt,l,w,d}
Sets,b,tb {sn,m, blockt,l,w,d, tbj,t,l,w,d1,d2}
Setb {blockt,l,w,d}
Settb {tbj,t,l,w,d1,d2}
Sets,tb {sn,m, tbj,t,l,w,d1,d2}
its randomly sampled subimage of size 125 × 125 pixels. The test dataset
is the 100 BSD full sized (481× 321) test images.
3.4.2 Sets of Terminals and Functions
In order to investigate the influence of the function set, different settings
are used to choose search operators for the GP system. To simplify the de-
scription using a function set and a terminal set, Table 3.1 shows different
settings for the search operators in the function set, and {+,−, ∗,÷, abs,
sqrt, square} are always kept in the function set. Note that all settings
in Table 3.1 have two situations, namely including IFLess and without
IFLess.
When a new function node is created, a function operator is randomly
selected from the function set. In order to increase the probabilities of
choosing operators sn,m, s0,1, s1,0, s0,−1 and s−1,0 are directly added into the
function set when sn,m is employed.
3.4.3 Parameter Settings
The parameter values for blockt,l,w,d are: t = 0 for the mean or t = 1 for the
standard deviation, l is from 3 to 7, w is from 1 to 7, and d is one of left,
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right, up or down direction. From the initial experiment results, standard
deviation has higher occurrences thanmean in the evolved edge detectors,
so only standard deviation is used in tbj,t,l,w,d1,d2 . The parameter values for
GP are: population size 800; maximum depth (of a program) 10; maxi-
mum generation 200; and probabilities for mutation 0.15, crossover 0.80
and elitism (replication) 0.05. These values are chosen based on common
settings and initial experiments. Each GP experiment for each setting is
repeated for 30 independent runs.
3.5 Results and Discussions
This section firstly gives the results without IFLess in the function set,
and then the results including IFLess in the function set. In order to com-
pare this GP system with the common method using a moving window,
a common system [197] uses all pixels in a 5 × 5 window as terminals,
and employs all functions in the proposed GP system, except for the three
search operators. Note that n andm in sn,m are from−2 to 2. Using a single
sn,m is equal to selecting a pixel from a 5× 5 window. Therefore, the 5× 5
window is chosen in the common system. The common system detects
edge points based on raw pixels, not full images. In the common system,
fixed neighbours are given as terminals. Like the Sobel edge detector, the
common system moves the window pixel by pixel to detect edge points.
Set5×5 is used to indicate the evolved edge detectors using the 5 × 5 win-
dow to detect pixels one by one.
3.5.1 Without IFLess
Overall Results
Table 3.2 gives the test performance of the means and standard deviations
of f0.5, the maximum f0.5 of the evolved edge detectors, and the means
and standard deviations of the test time on the 100 BSD test images. All
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Table 3.2: Test performance (mean ± standard deviation) of the GP edge
detectors without IFLess on the 100 BSD test images. Note that the time
is for testing one BSD image.
f0.5 maximum (f0.5) time (seconds)
Set5×5 0.2563± 0.0046 0.2619 0.0403± 0.0140
Sets 0.2632± 0.0098 0.2807 0.0213± 0.0093
Setb 0.2844± 0.0164 0.3210 0.6137± 0.2363
Settb 0.2774± 0.0158 0.3116 0.2414± 0.0826
Sets,b 0.2953± 0.0161 0.3170 0.2971± 0.1939
Sets,tb 0.2895± 0.0103 0.3063 0.1031± 0.0566
Sets,b,tb 0.2919± 0.0130 0.3148 0.2152± 0.1330
settings for search operators, except for Set5×5, come from Table 3.1. Here
the test time on each image is on a single machine with CPU 3.1 GHz
based on an implementation in C++. From Table 3.2, the highest mean of
f0.5 comes from the edge detectors evolved by GP using Sets,b (the search
operators sn,m and blockt,l,w,d). The commonmethod using the 5×5moving
window (Set5×5) has the lowest mean of f0.5. From the comparison of the
best evolved edge detector (maximum f0.5) from each setting, using the
search operator blockt,l,w,d (Setb) only has the best edge detector with f0.5 =
0.3210 in Table 3.2, which is increased by 23% (0.3210−0.2619
0.2619
), compared with
the best edge detector from Set5×5. The best edge detectors from GP using
search operators with a single block of pixels and/or two blocks of pixels
are higher than 0.3. However, the f0.5 values of the best evolved edge
detectors using single pixels are not higher than 0.3.
For the computational cost, the evolved edge detectors using single
pixels (less than 0.1 second) are much faster than the evolved edge de-
tectors including the search operators with blocks of pixels (their average
being longer than 0.1 second). Compared with the evolved edge detectors
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only using the search operator blockt,l,w,d (Setb), the evolved edge detectors
using the search operator tbj,t,l,w,d1,d2 obviously reduce the computational
cost of detecting images. The evolved edge detectors from Sets,b,tb take al-
most a third of the test time for the evolved edge detectors from Setb. The
evolved edge detectors from Sets,tb only take around 0.1 second. In Sets,tb,
18 of the 30 evolved edge detectors take obviously less than 0.1 second
to detect a BSD image. Therefore, the search operator using two blocks of
pixels effectively reduces the computational cost, compared to those using
a single block of pixels. Note that a GP edge detector executes from the
bottom up, which leads to redundancies existing in the calculations, such
as the same subtrees. This is a potential reason that the computational cost
in the evolved edge detectors using blocks of pixels is heavy.
The standard deviations in these evolved edge detectors using blocks
of pixels (on detecting time) are large. If using blockt,l,w,d, the detecting
time for evolved edge detectors is varied. For example, the standard devi-
ation from Setb is large, and the detecting times of the evolved edge detec-
tors are located in a wide range. Comparing Settb with Setb, the evolved
edge detectors using tbj,t,l,w,d1,d2 only is more stable than the evolved edge
detectors using blockt,l,w,d only. From the detecting times in Table 3.2, it is
found that combining blockt,l,w,d or tbj,t,l,w,d1,d2 with sn,m can improve the
stability of the test times. For example, Sets,b and Sets,tb obviously de-
crease the standard deviations on detecting a BSD image.
Note that the standard deviations of f0.5 in Table 3.2 are small, although
the test times are varied. Since using blockt,l,w,d is not stable for the de-
tecting cost, all evolved edge detectors using blockt,l,w,d cannot be consid-
ered as heavy computational cost detectors. In these experiments, some
evolved edge detectors using blockt,l,w,d take less than 0.1 second to detect
a BSD test image. For instance, one evolved edge detector from Sets,b with
f0.5 = 0.2894 only takes 0.04 seconds for detecting a BSD image.
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Table 3.3: Recall and precision of the GP edge detectors without IFLess
on the 100 BSD test images.
recall precision
Set5×5 0.4486± 0.0255 0.1797± 0.0056
Sets 0.4460± 0.0355 0.1872± 0.0087
Setb 0.4045± 0.0462 0.2226± 0.0253
Settb 0.3976± 0.0461 0.2165± 0.0238
Sets,b 0.4150± 0.0486 0.2320± 0.0227
Sets,tb 0.4156± 0.0331 0.2237± 0.0167
Sets,b,tb 0.4147± 0.0505 0.2283± 0.0213
Recall and Precision
The f0.5 values on the BSD test images are not high, because there is no
allowed offset distance from a predicted edge point to its true edge point
in f0.5. Therefore, the precision is not high. Table 3.3 gives the means of
recall and precision for these evolved edge detectors. From the table, the
means of precision of the evolved edge detectors using blocks of pixels are
higher than the evolved edge detectors using single pixels, but the former
decreases their recall. Compared to the evolved edge detectors from using
the moving window, the evolved edge detectors using the shifting func-
tion sn,m in Sets increase by 4.17% in precision, but only decrease by 0.58%
in recall. Note that the means of recall and precision are obtained from
the evolved edge detectors using different settings, and that the means of
f0.5 are not equal to the result of f0.5 combining the means of recall and
precision.
There is an interesting observation regarding all evolved edge detec-
tors with high recall and low precision. It is possible that the same f0.5
values might have high precision and low recall. Detection results with
high precision and low recall describes that only a few true edge points
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were detected, but false alarms are not many either. From the recall values
in Table 3.3, the largest difference in recall comes from Set5×5 and Settb
(0.0510). There is similar ability of finding true edge points for the evolved
edge detectors using single pixels or including blocks of pixels. The largest
difference in precision is between Set5×5 and Sets,b (0.0523). Although the
difference in precision for these evolved edge detectors is similar to the
difference in recall, the influence on detected images is different. Since
the number of true edge points is fixed, recall indicates the detected edges
against the true edges but precision indicates the ability for accurately pre-
dicting pixels as true edge points. A slight improvement in precision pos-
sibly makes more true non-edge points distinguished from predicted edge
points when precision is low. For the two extreme prediction results (all
pixels predicted as edge points or non-edge points), f0.5 is not the lowest
for all pixels predicted as edge points (recall is 1.0 and precision is the per-
centage of true edge points in all pixels). However, f0.5 is the lowest (0.0)
when all pixels are predicted as non-edge points. In the early evolution
stage, f0.5 might be very low in each program. Therefore, programs with
high recall survive more easily than the programs with low recall. The
evolved edge detectors can detect most edge points, and are not trapped
to only give responses on a few true edge points.
Statistical Comparisons
Figure 3.7 provides boxplots for the f0.5 values of the evolved edge de-
tectors from the different settings over the 30 replications. Here, the la-
bel of each box is the index of each setting. From these boxplots, most
of the evolved edge detectors using search operators are better than the
evolved edge detectors using the 5× 5moving window. Also, most of the
evolved edge detectors using blocks of pixels are better than the evolved
edge detectors using single pixels only. However, the range of the test
performances (f0.5) of the evolved edge detectors using blocks of pixels is
large, which means that the robustness of GP using the search operators
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Figure 3.7: Boxplots (f0.5) for evolved edge detectors using different set-
tings and without IFLess.
with blocks of pixels needs to be further improved. One evolved edge de-
tector from Sets,b (outlier) has the test performance of f0.5 = 0.2448, which
is worse than most of the edge detectors from Set5×5 and Sets. Compared
with the other settings using blocks of pixels, Sets,b,tb has shorter range of
f0.5 than Setb and Settb, and a better evolved result than Sets,b in the worst
case.
Table 3.4 gives p-values using two-sample t-tests for each pair of set-
tings. Here, the first group comes from the relevant setting in the first col-
umn and the second group comes from the relevant setting in the first row;
↓ indicates that the first group is significantly worse than second group;
and ↑ indicates that the first group is significantly better than the second
group when using the significance level 0.05. From the table, the evolved
edge detectors from Sets are significantly better than the evolved edge de-
tectors from Set5×5. It seems that this GP system using the search operator
sn,m is better than the common approach to using the 5 × 5 moving win-
dow. From the p-values of comparing Sets with the other settings (using
blocks of pixels) respectively, the evolved edge detectors using blocks of
pixels are significantly better than the evolved edge detectors using single
pixels only. When the search operator using two blocks of pixels is em-
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Table 3.4: Statistical p-values (two-samples t-tests) among constructed GP
edge detectors from Set5×5, Sets, Setb, Settb, Sets,b, Sets,tb, Sets,b,tb on the
100 BSD test images.
Sets Setb Settb Sets,b Sets,tb Sets,b,tb
Set5×5 0.0011 ↓ 0.0000 ↓ 0.0000 ↓ 0.0000 ↓ 0.0000 ↓ 0.0000 ↓
Sets 0.0000 ↓ 0.0001 ↓ 0.0000 ↓ 0.0000 ↓ 0.0000 ↓
Setb 0.1060 0.0141 ↓ 0.1639 0.0601
Settb 0.0001 ↓ 0.0011 ↓ 0.0004 ↓
Sets,b 0.1106 0.3865
Sets,tb 0.4404
ployed, the results from Settb are significantly worse than the results from
Sets,b, Sets,tb and Sets,b,tb; the comparisons between Sets,tb and Sets,b,tb and
between Sets,tb and Sets,b are not significantly different.
There is an interesting comparison between Setb and Settb, and the rel-
evant p-value from the two-sample t-test is 0.0601, which is very close to
the significance level 0.05. If a paired t-test for the comparison between
Setb and Settb is utilised, the relevant p-value is 0.03592, which indicates
that they are significantly different. Here, the assumption for the paired
t-test is that each difference (in the statistical test) of the results from Setb
and Settb has the same condition (choosing the same random seed); and a
two-sample t-test assumes that two groups are independent. From these
comparisons, it is shown that using tbj,t,l,w,d1,d2 alone is not good enough
to construct edge detectors.
From the comparison between Setb and Sets,b, the results from Setb is
significantly worse. It suggests that using the search operator blockt,l,w,d
only is not enough to construct good edge detectors. There is no signifi-
cant difference of f0.5 values between Settb and Setb, but the edge detectors
evolved from Setb are faster than the detectors evolved from Settb to de-
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tect edges. It is suggested that the search operator tbj,t,l,w,d1,d2 can improve
efficiency for constructing edge detectors, in terms of detection speed and
accuracy.
Apparently, combining the search operator using a single pixel and
the search operators using blocks of pixels improves the detection per-
formance (f0.5) for the evolved edge detectors. A reason is that blockt,l,w,d
and tbj,t,l,w,d1,d2 can search new pixels after combining them with sn,m. Via
using sn,m, intermediate results from blockt,l,w,d or tbj,t,l,w,d1,d2 for each dis-
criminated pixel and its neighbours can be further manipulated, which
makes it possible to improve detection accuracy.
To further confirm the comparisons in Tables 3.4, the number of the
evolved edge detectors from a setting better than another setting is anal-
ysed by a non-parametric statistical technique. The non-parametric sta-
tistical technique, namely the Kruskal-Wallis method [174] from an over-
all comparison, is employed. Table 3.5 reveals the test results using the
overall significance 0.05 and Holm’s method [75] for p-value adjustment.
The multiple statistical tests show that there is no significant difference
between Sets and Set5×5. From the overall comparison, there are no sig-
nificant differences between Setb and Sets,b, between Settb and Sets,tb, and
between Settb and Sets,b,tb. The results from Settb are significantly worse
than the result from Sets,b. However, in terms of the computational cost
for detecting images, the evolved edge detectors from Settb is not worse
than the evolved edge detectors from Sets,b.
To summarise, from the test performance comparison (f0.5 and the time
for detecting a BSD image), it seems that the search operator blockt,l,w,d
mainly works for detection accuracy improvement, but introduces heavy
computational cost. Using the search operators sn,m and blockt,l,w,d to-
gethermakes detection performance improve and computational cost lower
than using blockt,l,w,d only. When adding the knowledge found from the
evolved edge detectors in Sets,b to combine two blocks together as a new
search operator (namely tbj,t,l,w,d1,d2), the evolved edge detectors can fur-
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Table 3.5: Non-parametric statistical comparison (Kruskal-Wallis statis-
tic [174]) among constructed GP edge detectors from Set5×5, Sets, Setb,
Settb, Sets,b, Sets,tb, Sets,b,tb on the 100 BSD test images.
Sets Setb Settb Sets,b Sets,tb Sets,b,tb
Set5×5 − ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Sets ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
Setb − − − −
Settb ↓ − −
Sets,b − −
Sets,tb −
ther reduce the computational cost for detecting images, and keeps almost
the same detection performance (f0.5).
3.5.2 Using IFLess
Table 3.6 gives the test performances (f0.5 and test time) of GP edge de-
tectors using IFLess. Here, the p-value is obtained from a comparison
between the first group (the test performance f0.5 when using IFLess)
and the second group (the test performance f0.5 when not using IFLess).
Surprisingly, IFLess does not improve the test performance in each set-
ting. The evolved edge detectors from Sets,tb using IFLess is significantly
worse than the evolved edge detectors from Sets,tb without IFLess. From
the best evolved edge detector for each setting, the best evolved edge de-
tectors from Sets,b and Sets,b,tb are better than their best edge detectors
without IFLess. Both edge detectors using IFLess have higher f0.5 than
all edge detectors without IFLess. Function IFLess enlarges the search
space for constructing edge detectors, but it might increase the difficulty
of finding good edge detectors in the GP system.
One obvious difference between using and not using IFLess is the
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Table 3.6: Test performance (mean ± standard deviation) of GP edge de-
tectors using IFLess on the 100 BSD test images.
f0.5 maximum (f0.5) time (seconds) p-value
Set5×5 0.2546± 0.0049 0.2611 0.0998± 0.0639 0.1717
Sets 0.2604± 0.0084 0.2739 0.0438± 0.0212 0.2497
Setb 0.2884± 0.0174 0.3105 1.1263± 0.4270 0.3814
Settb 0.2750± 0.0167 0.3050 0.3163± 0.0948 0.5579
Sets,b 0.2980± 0.0133 0.3217 0.5382± 0.3485 0.4878
Sets,tb 0.2792± 0.0162 0.3025 0.1261± 0.0725 0.0055 ↓
Sets,b,tb 0.2970± 0.0163 0.3242 0.3568± 0.2293 0.2007
computational cost for the evolved edge detectors. Using IFLess increases
the time of detecting a BSD image. All evolved edge detectors using IFLess,
except for the settings including tbj,t,l,w,d1,d2 , almost take twice as much
time as the relevant evolved edge detectors without IFLess. A poten-
tial reason is that all branches (of IFLess) in the tree-based programs are
called because of the execution from the bottom up. If the GP programs
based on full images are transformed to programs based on moving win-
dows, the computational cost for a node IFLess does not decrease obvi-
ously. Function IFLess has four arguments (A, B, C and D), only one of
its arguments (C or D) does not need to be called, so it seems that using
IFLess has heavier computational cost than the arithmetic operators.
An interesting observation is that the values of test time in the settings
including tbj,t,l,w,d1,d2 do not increase too much (less than double) when
IFLess is used. In particular, the increased time for Sets,tb is very short.
It seems that IFLess has weaker influence on tbj,t,l,w,d1,d2 than the other
search operators, in terms of the computational cost. A potential reason
is that subtrees including tbj,t,l,w,d1,d2 with edge information might not be
good to extract edge features when they are only used as the first two
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arguments of IFLess.
Assuming that there are two different types of edges in one image, the
first two arguments in IFLess could perhaps be used to discriminate the
edge type for each pixel, and the last two arguments are two subtrees in-
dicating edge information. However, the search space for the four argu-
ments is too large, so it is very difficult to discover a subtree containing this
structure. When its first argument is always larger or smaller than the sec-
ond argument, such as IFLess(2, 3, C,D), IFLess only equals to the third
argument or the fourth argument. Therefore the influence from IFLess is
not obvious. Whether IFLess is helpful to construct edge detectors de-
pends on its ability to construct the four arguments including edge infor-
mation. If existing edge knowledge is employed in the four arguments,
the logical operator possibly works better for edge detector construction,
which will be investigated in Chapter 7.
3.5.3 Comparing with Existing Edge Detectors
In order to compare the evolved edge detectors with some existing edge
detectors, the Sobel edge detector and the Gaussian gradient are chosen
since they have been widely used [14, 57, 140]. The edge responses on
the BSD test images from the Sobel edge detector and the Gaussian gra-
dient are normalised to the range from 0 to 1. Different thresholds k
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(k = 1, . . . , 50) are used to find the maximum of f0.5. Here, the maximum
of f0.5 for the Sobel edge detector is 0.2337, and maximum of f0.5 for the
Gaussian gradient is 0.2643. The parameters for the Gaussian gradient are:
the window size with 7 × 7 and the scale with 1.0. The 7 × 7 window is
selected because its maximum of f0.5 is higher than the maximum value
from 5× 5 and 3 × 3 windows. The Sobel edge detector and the Gaussian
gradient are deterministic, so there is only one value for each detector.
Table 3.7 shows the comparisons among the evolved edge detectors
without IFLess, the Sobel edge detector, and the Gaussian gradient. Here,
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Table 3.7: Comparison (p-values using one-sample t-tests) among the
evolved edge detectors without IFLess, the Sobel edge detector, and the
Gaussian gradient.
Sobel Gaussian gradient
Set5×5 0.0000 ↑ 0.0000 ↓
Sets 0.0000 ↑ 0.4897
Sets,b 0.0000 ↑ 0.0000 ↑
Sets,b,tb 0.0000 ↑ 0.0001 ↑
Setb 0.0000 ↑ 0.0000 ↑
Settb 0.0000 ↑ 0.0000 ↑
one-sample t-tests are used to compare the results of the evolved edge de-
tectors without IF less (from each setting) with the result of the Sobel edge
detector or the Gaussian gradient. As can be seen, all GP evolved edge de-
tectors are significantly better than the Sobel edge detector. Compared
with the Gaussian gradient, the evolved edge detectors from Set5×5 are
significantly worse, the evolved edge detectors from Sets are not signifi-
cantly different, but the other GP evolved edge detectors using the search
operators are significantly better. Therefore, using search operators can
effectively evolve good edge detectors.
When a filter uses a window to perform convolution with images and
combines the convolution results from the horizontal and vertical direc-
tions, the test time for detecting a BSD image is 0.02 seconds using a 3× 3
window (the Sobel edge detector), 0.05 seconds for using a 5× 5 window,
and 0.07 seconds for using a 7× 7 window (the Gaussian gradient). From
Table 3.2, the GP evolved edge detectors using sn,m have similar detecting
time to the Sobel edge detector. The average time for the GP evolved edge
detectors from Set5×5 is slightly shorter than a filter with a 5 × 5 window.
When using single pixels to construct edge detectors, it seems that GP can
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Figure 3.8: Three example BSD test images and their ground truth (GT).
effectively reduce the computational cost of detecting images.
3.5.4 Example Detected Images
Using Single Pixels
Figure 3.8 shows three example images from the BSD test dataset. Here,
“GT” indicates the ground truth. These three images include different
edge information. Image 42049 has clear objects and its background has
slightly gradual change at the four corners. Image 69020 includes regu-
lar textures (grass and animal skin), a very low contrast area between the
background and the back of the animal, and noise in the background. Im-
age 385039 also includes textures, but the texture on the wall gives much
stronger responses than the grass texture.
Figure 3.9 shows the results of the three example images detected by
the Sobel edge detector and the Gaussian gradient. The binary edge results
detected by the Sobel edge detector are obtained by the threshold 0.1764
(f0.5 = 0.2337), and the Gaussian gradient uses the threshold 0.1961 (f0.5 =
0.2643) for the relevant binary detected edges. Both thresholds are selected
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Figure 3.9: Three example BSD test images detected by the Sobel edge
detector and the Gaussian Gradient (GG).
from the maximum f0.5 with
k
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From these three detected images, the Sobel edge detector finds most
of the true edge points, but it is strongly affected by the textures and noise,
such as the textures in images 69020 and 385039. The Gaussian gradient
filters some noise in images 69020 and 385039, such as their grass back-
ground. For image 69020, the Gaussian gradient has a higher precision
than the Sobel edge detector. The three example detected images show
that edge detectors directly using single pixels are good at detecting clear
boundaries (high contrast and few textures), but have problems to detect
edges affected by textures and noise.
Figure 3.10 shows the three images detected by the best GP evolved
edge detectors from Set5×5 and Sets. Similar to the Sobel edge detector,
the GP evolved edge detector from Sets finds most of true edge points in
the three images. The GP evolved edge detector is also affected by noise
and textures. However, compared with the results from the Sobel edge
detector, the edge detector from Sets reduces the influence of the textures
and noise in image 69020. Compared with the Gaussian gradient, the edge
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Set5×5
Sets
(a) 42049 (b) 69020 (c) 385039
Figure 3.10: Three example test images detected by the best edge detectors
from Set5×5 and Sets, respectively.
detector from Sets has slightly weaker ability to filter noise, such as the
background in image 385039. From the comparison between the edge de-
tectors from Set5×5 and Sets, the three detected images from Set5×5 have
more falsely predicted edge points, even for the edges of the clear object
(bird) in image 42049. There are more falsely predicted edge points in the
body of the bird (from Set5×5) than the detected result from Sets. An inter-
esting observation is that the detected edge at the top of the roof in image
385039 (top right) from the Sobel edge detector and the Gaussian gradient
is broken, but the GP evolved edge detectors from both Set5×5 and Sets
find the full edge.
Using Blocks of Pixels Only
Figure 3.11 gives the three example images detected by the best GP evolved
edge detectors from Setb and Settb, respectively. Obviously different from
the detection results of the edge detectors using single pixels only, the re-
sults from the two GP evolved edge detectors using blocks of pixels have
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Setb
Settb
(a) 42049 (b) 69020 (c) 385039
Figure 3.11: Three example test images detected by the best edge detectors
from Setb and Settb, respectively.
good suppression on textures. For image 42049, the two edge detectors
with blocks of pixels keep a similar performance to the edge detectors us-
ing single pixels. For image 69020, the textures are filtered out by the two
GP evolved edge detectors with blocks of pixels. For image 385039, the
evolved edge detector from Setb reduces the influence of the wall texture,
and the GP evolved edge detector from Settb almost suppresses the wall
texture. Therefore, using blocks of pixels can effectively work on texture
suppression.
However, there are two problems in the two GP evolved edge detec-
tors. The first problem is that some detected edges are broken. For in-
stance, the detected edges at the legs of the animal in image 69020 are bro-
ken. A potential reason is that the suppression of responses on textures is
so heavy that some responses on true edges are filtered. The other problem
is that abnormal detection occurs at some pixels. Taking the detected im-
age 42049 as an example, both evolved edge detectors have false positives
in the background. These false positives might be caused by the standard
deviation on blocks of pixels. Further processing can address these two
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Sets,b
Sets,tb
Sets,b,tb
(a) 42049 (b) 69020 (c) 385039
Figure 3.12: Three example test images detected by the best edge detectors
from Sets,b Sets,tb, and Sets,b,tb, respectively.
problems, such as linking edges, and removing stand-alone edges.
Additionally, the thick edges detected by the evolved edge detectors
can be thinned by normal thinning operators [106], so the thickness of the
detected edges is not addressed in this chapter.
Combinations of Search Operators
Figure 3.12 shows the three images detected by the best edge detectors
using single pixels and blocks of pixels (Sets,b, Sets,tb and Sets,b,tb). Similar
to the detected results from Setb and Settb, the detected results from the
combinations of the three search operators are not strongly affected by
textures. However, there are too many false positives existing in images
69020 and 385039, especially for the results from Sets,tb and Sets,b,tb. In
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terms of fewer false spots in the detected results from Sets,b than Sets,tb
and Sets,b,tb, the best edge detector from Sets,b is slightly better than the
best edge detectors from Sets,tb and Sets,b,tb.
It seems that all of the GP evolved edge detectors using blocks of pix-
els suppress textures, but at the same time have the problem of abnormally
detecting false positives. Compared with the edge detectors using single
pixels only, the edge detectors using blocks of pixels do not decrease ob-
viously in finding true edge points, but obviously remove lots of falsely
predicted edge points.
3.5.5 Summary
From the test performances (test time on a BSD test image and f0.5), there
are four interesting observations from the experiment results. Firstly, the
common GP method using a 5 × 5 moving window has higher f0.5 than
the Sobel edge detector. Secondly, the GP system using sn,m is better than
using the 5 × 5 moving window to evolve edge detectors, in terms of the
test time and f0.5. Thirdly, the GP system using the search operators based
on a single block of pixels is better than using sn,m only to evolve edge de-
tectors, in terms of f0.5. However, the GP evolved edge detectors from the
former including blocks of pixels take a longer time than the latter includ-
ing single pixels only to detect the BSD images. Lastly, the edge detectors
evolved by GP using the search operators based on double blocks of pix-
els are faster than the edge detectors evolved by GP using single blocks of
pixels to detect the images, while not decreasing the test performance f0.5.
3.6 Further Discussions
This section further discusses computational cost in this GP system using
different search operators, the influence of the maximum generation, and
the blocks actually used in the search operators. The analysis of the GP
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Table 3.8: Approximate means of training time (hours) for GP evolving
edge detectors.
without IFLess using IFLess
Set5×5 4 9
Sets 2 4
Setb 51 87
Settb 20 25
Sets,b 26 42
Sets,tb 9 12
Sets,b,tb 20 32
evolved edge detectors utilises basic statistical terms, such as counting oc-
currences, means and standard deviations. These terms are expected to
explain the behaviours of the GP evolved edge detectors so that there is
workload reduction in comparison with manually analysing the evolved
complicated programs.
3.6.1 Computational Cost
Training Time
Table 3.8 gives the means of training time (hours) of GP evolving edge
detectors with the 20 subimages based on 30 runs for each setting. When
IFLess is used, the GP system with Setb has a very heavy computational
cost, and the mean training time (87 hours) is much longer than the other
settings. For evolving edge detectors with single pixels, GP using Sets is
much faster than using Set5×5. After introducing tbj,t,l,w,d1,d2 , the computa-
tional cost for using blocks of pixels is obviously decreased, and it is not
strongly affected by the function IFLess.
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Table 3.9: Occurrences of the functions and terminals in the evolved edge
detectors without IFLess.
nodes Set5×5 Sets Setb Settb Sets,b Sets,tb Sets,b,tb
total
mean 127.4 80.4 113.4 134.1 63.8 84.1 66.1
s.d. 45.3 25.5 31.6 41.9 23.1 24.5 24.6
functions
mean 76.2 58.9 75.0 86.7 46.9 60.0 48.6
s.d. 27.8 18.9 20.0 26.6 16.3 17.7 16.4
sn,m
mean − 29.2 − − 18.2 24.6 19.6
s.d. − 10.0 − − 6.4 7.4 6.7
blockt,l,w,d
mean − − 21.0 − 8.4 − 5.2
s.d. − − 7.7 − 5.1 − 2.5
tbj,t,l,w,d1,d2
mean − − − 20.2 − 7.1 2.5
s.d. − − − 6.1 − 3.3 2.3
I
mean − 12.7 21.4 27.6 10.1 13.9 11.1
s.d. − 5.0 7.0 9.7 5.2 4.6 5.6
i
mean 31.6 − − − − − −
s.d. 12.2 − − − − − −
rnd
mean 19.6 8.9 17.0 19.8 6.9 10.2 6.4
s.d. 8.7 4.1 6.4 8.6 3.7 4.3 4.6
Occurrences of Functions and Terminals without IFLess
In order to further analyse the computational cost in the 30 evolved edge
detectors in each setting, the numbers of occurrences of the functions and
terminals existing in the evolved edge detectors are compared in different
settings.
Table 3.9 provides the means and standard deviations (s.d.) of the
number of the occurrences of the functions and terminals in the 30 evolved
edge detectors for each setting. Here i indicates a pixel in the 5 × 5 win-
dow, and it is only used in Set5×5; “−” indicates that the relevant function
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or terminal is not included in the function set or terminal set; and ”Total“
is the size of an evolved program. There are seven interesting observa-
tions. Firstly, there are many function nodes existing in the evolved edge
detectors from Set5×5, Setb and Settb. Secondly, there are small numbers of
functions in the evolved edge detectors from the settings including sn,m,
such as 46.9 ± 16.3 functions in the evolved edge detectors from Sets,b.
Thirdly, a smaller number of functions does not mean faster detecting re-
sponses. For instance, the evolved edge detectors from Sets,b take longer
than the evolved edge detectors from Sets and Sets,tb to detect images.
Fourthly, large numbers of terminals (image I or pixel i, and random con-
stants rnd) exist in the evolved edge detectors from Set5×5, Setb and Settb,
such as 27.6 ± 9.7 images I and 19.8 ± 8.6 random constants rnd in Settb.
Fifthly, the number of occurrences of the search operators using blockt,l,w,d
and/or tbj,t,l,w,d1,d2 is obviously decreased when sn,m is used. For example,
the average number of search operators using blocks of pixels is around
20 in Setb and Settb, and the average number of these operators is around
8 in Sets,b, Sets,tb and Sets,b,tb. Sixthly, the number of random constants
rnd in a setting with sn,m is smaller than its occurrence number in a setting
without sn,m. Lastly, a large number of the search operators sn,m exist in
the evolved edge detectors from Sets,b, Sets,tb and Sets,b,tb, being slightly
smaller than its number of occurrences in Sets.
From the comparisons among Sets, Sets,b, Sets,tb and Sets,b,tb, the num-
ber of function sn,m keeps in a small rangewhen sn,m is utilised to construct
edge detectors. It seems that sn,m is not strongly affected by the other two
search operators. Also, from the comparison of the number of occurrences
of functions in the evolved edge detectors using sn,m and without sn,m, it
suggests that sn,m is important to keep program size in a suitable range
and not too large.
The average size of an evolved edge detector from Set5×5 is much
larger than the average size of an evolved edge detector from Sets. The
ratio of the size of the evolved programs from Set5×5 (1.58) to Sets is close
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to the ratio of the mean of the time to detect a BSD image from Set5×5 to
Sets (1.89), which suggests that the program size complexity could be used
to indicate its computational complexity when the edge detectors only use
single pixels. However, when evolved edge detectors include the search
operators blockt,l,w,d and/or tbj,t,l,w,d1,d2 , the number of the functions in the
evolved edge detectors cannot indicate the computational cost for detect-
ing images. For example, the size of the evolved programs from Sets,tb is
84.1 ± 24.5, smaller than the size of the evolved programs from Sets,b,tb.
However, the mean of the test time from the former is shorter than the lat-
ter to detect a BSD image. The reason for the difference is that the block
size in each search operator blockt,l,w,d or tbj,t,l,w,d1,d2 might be different, and
the computational cost in these edge detectors mainly comes from the cal-
culations on blocks of pixels.
Note that the performance on computational cost is not strongly con-
nected to the performance on detection accuracy f0.5. An example evolved
edge detector from Sets,tb without IFLess has f0.5 = 0.2893, and only takes
0.04 seconds for detecting a BSD image. In the relevant program, the num-
ber of occurrences of tbj,t,l,w,d1,d2 is only three and the number of occur-
rences of sn,m is 17. The test performance f0.5 is close to the mean in Sets,tb,
and the numbers of occurrences of tbj,t,l,w,d1,d2 and sn,m in the example edge
detector are lower than the relevant means. It seems that the test perfor-
mance on complexity and detection accuracy (f0.5) of a program might not
be a trade-off when the program has several search operators. However,
if directly restricting a small number of search operators tbj,t,l,w,d1,d2 and
blockt,l,w,d, the difficulty for finding good edge detectors is increased. How
to find good edge detectors with low complexity is very challenging in the
GP system, and needs to be further investigated.
Occurrences of Functions and Terminals using IFLess
The numbers of occurrences of the functions and terminals existing in the
evolved edge detectors are given in Table 3.10 when the GP system em-
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Table 3.10: Occurrences of the functions and terminals in the evolved edge
detectors using IFLess.
nodes Set5×5 Sets Setb Settb Sets,b Sets,tb Sets,b,tb
total
mean 341.2 176.6 277.1 254.7 131.7 135.3 130.4
s.d. 223.2 80.7 131.9 101.7 55 68.5 54.5
functions
mean 178.1 116.4 157.4 140.8 88.5 87.2 88.0
s.d. 120.3 50.9 72.9 54.1 37.2 43.2 37.7
sn,m
mean − 55.00 − − 33.3 32.2 33.1
s.d. − 23.0 − − 16.4 17.7 17.5
blockt,l,w,d
mean − − 32.2 − 14.0 − 9.0
s.d. − − 9.7 − 8.5 − 5.3
tbj,t,l,w,d1,d2
mean − − − 27.5 − 10.2 4.2
s.d. − − − 8.1 − 6.3 4.5
IFLess
mean 21.5 7.3 16.5 16.1 5.2 5.9 5.3
s.d. 15.7 5.1 8.9 9.2 3.8 4.8 4.1
I
mean − 31.5 62.6 61.5 26.0 26.3 24.7
s.d. − 16.8 30.7 26.8 11.3 14.8 10.6
i
mean 86.6 − − − − − −
s.d. 54.6 − − − − − −
rnd
mean 76.5 28.8 57.0 52.3 17.3 21.8 17.7
s.d. 50.3 16.2 31.7 24.7 10.3 13.2 10.9
ploys function IFLess. The numbers of occurrences of functions and ter-
minals for the evolved edge detectors using IFLess are much larger than
those without using IFLess in each setting. From Table 3.2 and Table 3.6,
the computational cost for evolved edge detectors using IFLess are higher
than the evolved edge detectors without IFLess. From the number of oc-
currences of functions in the evolved edge detectors using IFLess, the
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high computational cost is shown for detecting images. Although the test
time cannot be indicated by the number of occurrences of the search op-
erators, the comparison between the same search operators in the same
setting still indicates approximate test times for detecting images.
An interesting observation is that there are a few IFLess functions
(around six) in the evolved edge detectors when the function set includes
sn,m. From Table 3.6, function IFLess does not improve the detection accu-
racy. It is possible that IFLess in all found edge detectors has very limited
contribution for constructing edge features, compared with function sn,m.
When each argument of IFLess including I is similar to a subtree with-
out IFLess, the approximately expected number of occurrences of termi-
nal I in the evolved edge detectors should be four times that of the evolved
edge detectors without IFLess. The number of occurrences of terminal I
or i between using IFLess (in Table 3.10) is raised to three times as against
without IFLess (in Table 3.9).
Another interesting observation is that the number of occurrences of
random constants rnd is steeply raised, but the number of occurrences of
tbj,t,l,w,d1,d2 is not increased too much. From the analysis of computational
cost, it is not a good suggestion to select IFLess in the function set.
3.6.2 Number of Generations
In order to check whether the evolved edge detectors are over-trained, the
best solutions from generation 120 in each setting are tested. Since the
best solutions at half of the maximum generation 200 might not be close
to the final solutions, a generation larger than the half, namely 120, is cho-
sen. Table 3.11 gives the test performance on the evolved edge detectors
without IFLess. The p-values are from the two-sample t-tests of the com-
parisons between the best solutions at generation 120 and generation 200
without IFLess. From these p-values, it is found that these best solutions
at generation 120 are not significantly different from the best solutions at
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Table 3.11: Test performance (mean ± standard deviation) of GP edge de-
tectors using the maximum generation 120 and without IFLess on the 100
BSD test images.
f0.5 maximum (f0.5) times (seconds) p-value
Set5×5 0.2554± 0.0055 0.2634 0.0383± 0.0125 0.4839
Sets 0.2597± 0.0145 0.2824 0.0218± 0.0090 0.2877
Setb 0.2781± 0.0167 0.3110 0.5297± 0.2274 0.1470
Settb 0.2752± 0.0148 0.2954 0.2040± 0.0772 0.2205
Sets,b 0.2963± 0.0159 0.3241 0.2795± 0.1590 0.8048
Sets,tb 0.2865± 0.0102 0.3033 0.0887± 0.0496 0.2715
Sets,b,tb 0.2881± 0.0130 0.3109 0.2364± 0.1506 0.2658
generation 200. Only Sets,b decreases the mean of f0.5 a bit for the best
solutions from generation 120 to 200. Compared with the maximum f0.5
of the evolved edge detectors at the generation 200 in each setting, the
maximum f0.5 at generation 120 (maximum) is very close.
An interesting observation here is the computational cost. Except for
Sets and Sets,b,tb, the means and standard deviations of the test times for
the evolved edge detectors (at generation 120) to detect BSD images are
smaller than the means and standard deviations of the test times for the
evolved edge detectors at generation 200. From the analysis of the occur-
rences of the functions, it seems that the program size for the best solutions
in all settings, except for Sets and Sets,b,tb, is increased while its fitness has
slight increase (being close to a fixed value).
Table 3.12 gives the numbers of occurrences of the functions and ter-
minals in the evolved edge detectors at generation 120. Comparing with
those numbers in Table 3.9, these numbers in Table 3.12 indicate the sim-
ilar change occurrences related to the test time for the best solutions be-
tween the generations 120 and 200. For example, the test times for Sets
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Table 3.12: Occurrences of the functions and terminals in the evolved edge
detectors without IFLess and maximum generation 120.
nodes Set5×5 Sets Setb Settb Sets,b Sets,tb Sets,b,tb
total
mean 122.5 81.9 100.6 119.1 61.0 76.3 67.8
s.d. 45.4 20.7 33.6 38.9 23.9 20.2 23.5
functions
mean 73.8 59.2 66.7 77.6 45.6 54.5 50.0
s.d. 28.3 14.7 21.3 25.4 17.5 14.3 16.4
sn,m
mean − 29.3 − − 19.3 22.5 18.3
s.d. − 7.7 − − 8.2 6.2 6.2
blockt,l,w,d
mean − − 18.6 − 7.8 − 5.5
s.d. − − 7.7 − 3.2 − 4.1
tbj,t,l,w,d1,d2
mean − − − 17.4 − 6.3 2.7
s.d. − − − 5.9 − 3.0 2.7
I
mean − 12.9 19.6 23.7 10.4 12.5 10.5
s.d. − 5.0 7.5 7.3 5.0 3.8 4.7
i
mean 29.5 − − − − − −
s.d. 10.8 − − − − − −
rnd
mean 19.2 8.9 14.3 17.8 5.0 9.1 7.6
s.d. 9.1 4.1 6.8 9.0 3.2 4.5 4.0
using the maximum generation 200 are very similar to the times for the
best solutions at generation 120, and the relevant numbers of occurrences
of the functions and terminals are very close in Table 3.9 and Table 3.12.
The number of the total functions in the best solutions at generation 200 is
58.9 ± 18.9, and the relevant number at generation 120 is 59.2 ± 14.7. The
test time on a BSD image for the best solutions at generation 200 is 0.0213±
0.0093, and the relevant test time at generation 120 is 0.0218 ± 0.0090. For
Set5×5, Setb, Settb, Sets,b and Sets,tb, there are fewer occurrences of the func-
tions and terminals in the best solutions at generation 120, compared with
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the relevant numbers at generation 200. Also, there are shorter test times
on a BSD image for the best solutions at generation 120, compared with
the best solutions at generation 200. Sets,b,tb has more occurrences of the
functions and terminals in the best solutions at generation 120 than gen-
eration 200, and longer test time on a BSD image. Therefore, analysis of
occurrences of the functions and the terminals shows that the program
size for the best solutions is increased in all settings, except for Sets and
Sets,b,tb.
From the comparisons of test performances on detection accuracy (f0.5)
and test time on a BSD image, there might be slight over-training in Sets,b.
However, the best evolved program grows in size when the current best
fitness is close to a constant in five of the seven settings. Also, all the
standard deviations of the test time in Table 3.12, except for Sets,b,tb, are
smaller than relevant standard deviations in Table 3.9. It seems that all
the best candidate solutions have similar computational cost when their
fitness values are very close to a convergent value. Since the best program
grows in size in the convergence stage or near to it, a restriction on the
program size is suggested to be integrated into the fitness evaluation. In
the convergence stage, the comparisons between the generations 120 and
200 show that the program size and the detection accuracy is not a trade-
off after several search operators exist in the program.
From the analysis of the different phenomena from the best solutions
at generations 120 and 200, it is not good to use the difference of the fitness
values of individuals to discriminate whether an individual is better than
others. A very slight improvement (detection accuracy) for the best solu-
tion might lead to a large increase of the program size. Obviously, the best
program at generation 120 is better than the best program at generation
200 for detecting images. However, how to evaluate individuals in the
late evolving stage is complicated. Statistical techniques might be helpful
to discriminate whether an individual is significantly better than others in
this stage.
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Clearly, Sets,b,tb is different from the other settings in the changes be-
tween generations 120 and 200. The number of the functions of the best
solutions in Sets,b,tb at generation 120 is slightly larger than the relevant
number at generation 200. Themain difference comes from the numbers of
function sn,m. It is possible that there are lots of similar combinations of the
three search operators (in terms of f0.5), but some combinations including
sn,m are slightly better than others. After several generations, more sn,m
are selected in the current best solution. Since the search operator sn,m is
faster than the other operators, the test time is not decreased obviously.
3.6.3 Blocks Used by Search Operators
The blocks used in the search operators blockt,l,w,d and tbj,t,l,w,d1,d2 are in-
vestigated from their shape and size, and transformation approach t.
Block Size
Figure 3.13 reveals that the total occurrences of combinations w × l in the
evolved edge detectors when IF less is not used. Since each search op-
erator tbj,t,l,w,d1,d2 includes two blocks with the same size, the number of
occurrences of blocks w × l from Settb is obviously larger than the others.
The largest number of occurrences (94) in Settb comes from 2 × 4, and it
is obviously larger than others. It seems that a very large block or a very
small block might not be a good selection in the search operator. In Setb,
the size with the highest occurrences (43) is 3 × 3, but some combinations
have more than 30 occurrences, such as 2× 3 and 4× 3.
From an overview, it is hard to find obviously interesting patterns from
these different block sizes. Using these occurrences and these block sizes,
the overall average sizes for these blocks used in the evolved edge detec-
tors from Setb, Setsb, Sets,b, Sets,tb and Sets,b,tb are 18.7 ± 14.1, 22.3 ± 13.3,
20.5 ± 13.1, 25.9 ± 14.8 and 22.0 ± 14.0, respectively. The expected size
from the original blocks based on uniform distribution (considered as the
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Figure 3.13: Occurrences of combinations (w× l in the evolved edge detec-
tors).
same occurrence for each block size) is 24.0 ± 15.1. Except for Sets,tb, the
estimated sample average size for using a block is slightly decreased. The
estimated sample mean (block size) in Sets,tb is slightly larger than the
original expected value. How strong the block size is to affect the detec-
tion performance needs further investigation.
The estimated sample mean (block size) in Sets,tb is larger than the oth-
ers, but the evolved edge detectors are faster than the latter. From Ta-
ble 3.9, the number of occurrences of random constants rnd is larger than
the numbers in Sets,b and Sets,b,tb. A potential reason is that tbj,t,l,w,d1,d2 has
a random constant rnd as its argument.
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Table 3.13: Total occurrences of approaches used in blocks (in the 30
evolved edge detectors without IFLess).
Setb Settb Sets,b Sets,tb Sets,b,tb
blockt,l,w,d
Mean 293 − 92 − 54
SD 336 − 159 − 102
tbj,t,l,w,d1,d2
Minus − 307 − 120 26
Division − 299 − 92 49
Approaches to Transforming a Set of Pixels to a Single Variable
Table 3.13 lists the occurrences of the approaches used in the search op-
erators blockt,l,w,d and tbj,t,l,w,d1,d2 . Here ”SD“ is the standard deviation of
the intensities of the pixels in a block. To distinguish, “s.d” is used for
the numbers of occurrences of the functions and terminals, “SD” is an ap-
proach to transforming a set of pixels to a single variable. It is found that
the standard deviation has obviously higher occurrences than the mean
in the search operator blockt,l,w,d. From the images detected by the evolved
edge detectors using blocks of pixels, a potential reason is that the different
areas, especially including textures, have different standard deviations.
However, it is hard to claim which combination method (subtraction
− or division ÷) is better to transform two blocks of pixels as a single
variable in edge feature extraction. From the total of the occurrences of
subtraction (453) and division (440) in Settb, Sets,tb and Sets,b,tb, it seems
that they might not have a major difference.
3.7 Chapter Summary
The goal of this chapter was to investigate the use of GP to construct
low-level edge detectors using the three search operators when the prior
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knowledge is ground truth only. Via using full images as input, the three
search operators are developed to search neighbours. The experiment on
the BSD image dataset showed that the goal was successfully achieved.
Section 3.2 proposed a general GP system for evolving edge detectors
based on full images. In order to find neighbourhoods for detecting pixels
as edge points or non-edge points, three search operators based on single
pixels and blocks of pixels in Section 3.3 were employed in the function
set.
The results of the experiments on the 100 BSD test images in Section 3.5
show that the evolved edge detectors using blocks of pixels are signifi-
cantly better than the evolved edge detectors using single pixels only, in
terms of detection accuracy. For the test time of detecting a BSD image, the
evolved edge detectors using single pixels are faster than the evolved edge
detectors using blocks of pixels. Besides, the evolved edge detectors using
the single pixel search operator on full images are faster than the evolved
edge detectors using a moving window. The detected images show that
the evolved edge detectors using blocks of pixels can suppress textures,
which is a main problem for the edge detectors with single pixels.
After proposing the search operator combining two blocks of pixels,
the computational cost for the evolved edge detectors was reduced, and
the detection accuracy did not decrease. Therefore, reducing the search
space on blocks of pixels is efficient to improve the performance of the
evolved detectors, in terms of the computational cost.
A discontinuous function IFLess (combining IF and <) has been em-
ployed in the function set, and it is found that the evolved program size
is increased obviously, but their detection accuracies are not improved. It
may be difficult for the GP system to use IFLess to find better edge de-
tectors than without IFLess because of the large search space existing in
using IFLess.
Also, the evolved edge detectors using single pixels have significantly
better detection accuracy than the Sobel edge detector, but is not signifi-
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cantly better than the Gaussian gradient. The evolved edge detectors us-
ing blocks of pixels have significantly better detection accuracy than the
Gaussian gradient.
From the analysis of the evolved edge detectors, the frequencies of oc-
currences of the functions and terminals are helpful to understand the
computational cost and find important factors from the search operators.
However, the analysis here is still simple, andmore work needs to be done
in the future. For example, it would be interesting to automatically sim-
plify evolved edge detectors and extract combinations of neighbours (in
order to find their neighbourhood).
The best solution has been investigated at two different generations.
The relationship between the size and fitness of the best program has been
discussed. When the best program does not have obvious improvement
of its fitness, a restriction on the program size is needed. Also, the crite-
rion for discriminating whether a program is better than another program
should consider statistical test techniques.
From the analysis of the block sizes used in the search operators in Sec-
tion 3.6, the search operator using two blocks of pixels has obvious high
occurrences for choosing two 2 × 4 blocks when only the search operator
is used in the GP system. From the distribution of the numbers of occur-
rences of the selected block sizes, it is difficult to find a suitable range of
the block size for constructing good edge detectors.
Since the fitness function f0.5 is based on all pixels across images, the
detection accuracy for each image is not clear. In the following chapter, the
evaluation on detected images from different views (pixels or images) will
be investigated. Also, different evaluation criteria apart from detection
accuracy and localisation will be looked into.
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Chapter 4
New Fitness Functions for
Low-level Feature Construction
4.1 Introduction
The fitness function in GP is very important in guiding the evolution of
edge detectors for natural images. F-measure [123] and FOM [152] (see
Section 2.1.4 on page 36) are two popular methods for evaluating the per-
formance of edge detectors, but there are very few reports in the literature
using the two methods from the pixel view and the image view. Here, a fit-
ness function from the pixel view evaluates the performance on detected
results based on all pixels across all different images, which only includes
a single stage. A fitness function from the image view is a two stage pro-
cess. In the first stage, the performance on each detected full image is
evaluated. The second stage combines the performance of detected full
images together using a function, such as the arithmetic mean.
F-measure mainly focuses on the accuracy of finding true edge points
(as a proportion of the total number of true edge points) and the accuracy
of predicting true edge points (in all numbers of predictions). Generally,
the evaluation comes from the pixel view. Performance on each full image
is not clear because there is no information on full images. Another prob-
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lem is that F-measure fails to present the similarity between ground truth
and predictions, such as a true boundary of one object and the detected
shapes.
When the tolerance distance (offset) from a predicted edge point to a
true edge point is allowed, matching predicted edge points to true edge
points is a typical assignment problem [60]. In the assignment problem, each
predicted edge point can only be assigned to a single true edge point and
vice versa, which is called one-to-one assignment. If a predicted edge point
cannot find a relative true edge point within the tolerance distance, the
predicted point is a false detection. The complexity of the best algorithm
for solving the assignment problem in the literature is O(NIlog(NI)) [60,
123], where NI is the problem size. For a single image i, NI is the num-
ber of all pixels. If the tolerance distance is considered in F-measure, the
computational cost of using F-measure as a fitness function in the training
stage will be very heavy.
In order to reduce the computational cost of matching predictions with
ground truth, relaxing the restriction of one-to-one assignment has been
used in FOM. FOM allows to match multiple predicted edge points to a
single true edge point. In FOM, a predicted edge point is matched to the
nearest true edge point, which has much lower computational cost than
one-to-one assignment. However, FOM has some drawbacks from type II
errors (false negatives, see Table 2.1 on page 35) [9]. FOM is seldom used
as an evaluation criterion in the learning stage, but it is still chosen for
comparing the performance of edge detectors [164]. A potential reason of
not using FOM in the learning stage is that a common learning algorithm
usually uses a set of sampled pixels to train edge detectors, and there is not
much information from full detected images. The proposed GP system in
the previous chapter is based on full images, so it is easy to consider infor-
mation from full training images. If the tolerance distance is considered
in the training stage, it is necessary to investigate the use of FOM and its
variants in the learning stage.
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In order to address drawbacks in FOM, type II errors should be consid-
ered in the fitness function so that there is a balance between type I errors
(false alarms) and type II errors. An existing modification of FOM [149]
focuses on the matching direction. This FOM variant only uses distances
from ground truth to predicted edges and includes a factor about false
(unmatched) edge points. The FOM variant was only used to test artificial
images. Whether it can be used for natural images needs to be validated.
Since it mainly addressed thematching direction from ground truth to pre-
dicted edge points, it might not be good at addressing the type I errors. It
is necessary to investigate both matching directions between predictions
and ground truth.
In addition to the evaluation view (from pixels or images) and the de-
tection localisation, the observations of a GP program need to be consid-
ered when they are transformed to soft edge maps. Here, observations
are the spread of GP program outputs. For instance, a program x + 2 has
observation 3 when x is equal to 1. If the program is used to discriminate
whether x is larger than −2, the answer is “yes” when its observation is
larger than the fixed threshold 0.
In the GP system, each pixel corresponds to an observation. Each in-
put image has a set of observations, which is the output of a GP edge
detector. When a fixed threshold is used to discriminate one pixel as an
edge point or a non-edge point, the distance from the observation to the
threshold is not considered. However, if most observations are very close
to the threshold and only a few of the observations are far away from the
threshold, they are not good for obtaining soft edge maps because the ob-
servations around the threshold belong to the same grayscale level if a
linear transformation is applied. In order to obtain good soft edge maps, a
transformation of the observations of GP edge detectors needs to be inves-
tigated. When a fitness function considers the distance from observations
to a fixed threshold, whether a binary edge map using different thresholds
on a transformation of the observations of a GP edge detector is changed
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sharply needs to be investigated. Also, whether the fixed threshold is the
best value for the evolved edge detectors discriminating pixels as edge
points should be investigated.
4.1.1 Chapter Goal
The goal of this chapter is to investigate fitness functions in GP for auto-
matically searching pixels to construct low-level edge detectors based on
different evaluation criteria. First of all, the evaluation criteria will be in-
vestigated from the pixel view and the image view. F-measure as detection
accuracy and FOM as localisation accuracy are employed. To evaluate the
performance of an edge detector, evaluation methods are developed from
the pixel view and the image view. Secondly, matching directions in FOM
will be investigated for performance improvement. Lastly, evaluation cri-
teria based on the spread of observations of evolved edge detectors around
a fixed threshold will be investigated so that good soft edge maps can be
obtained from the evolved edge detectors. Specifically, the following re-
search objectives will be investigated.
• Whether there are differences for the evaluation methods between
the pixel view and the image view.
• Which technique, the F-measure or FOM, is better to evaluate an
edge detector’s performance.
• Whether a combination of both matching directions in FOM can im-
prove detection performance.
• Whether the fitness functions based on spread of observations of
evolved edge detectors can be used to obtain better soft edge maps
than the fitness function without restriction on the spread.
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4.1.2 Chapter Organisation
In the remainder of this chapter, the second, third and fourth sections in-
vestigate fitness functions based on three different criteria. The second
section introduces evaluations from the pixel view and the image view.
The third section addresses the problem of matching directions between
predictions and ground truth used in evaluation. The fourth section pro-
poses evaluations based on the spread of observations of evolved edge
detectors around a fixed threshold. The fifth section gives the experiment
settings. The sixth section presents the experiment results with discus-
sions. The seventh section provides further discussions. The last section
gives a summary of this chapter.
4.2 Evaluations from Pixel and Image Views
To indicate the similarity between the edge maps detected by GP edge de-
tectors and the relevant ground truth, the fitness functions using detection
accuracy and localisation will be investigated in this section from the pixel
view and the image view. F-measure and FOM will be used to develop
new fitness functions.
4.2.1 F-measure
F-measure has been popularly applied to edge detection performance eval-
uation based on balancing recall and precision [39, 38, 53, 81, 123]. There-
fore, F-measure is employed to develop a fitness function in the GP sys-
tem. However, F-measure normally uses all pixels across all different im-
ages to do the evaluation; the accuracy of individual full images is not
clear from it. Thus, we investigate how to use F-measure to develop fit-
ness functions from both (pixel and image) views.
When the accuracies of detected images are indicated by F-measure, a
group of accuracies from each detected image can be indicated by different
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means, such as the arithmetic mean and geometric mean. Different means
present a summary (central tendency) for a group of numbers. In the im-
age view for F-measure, fi,0.5 (see Equation (4.1)) presents the detection
accuracy for image iwith f0.5, where recall Pri and precision Ppi are for all
pixels in image i. The arithmetic mean and geometric mean are chosen to
evaluate the detection accuracy from the image view. The fitness function
fFavg using the arithmetic mean is defined in Equation (4.2), where Nimg
is the number of individual full images. The geometric mean can indi-
cate some details for each image, and the fitness function fFgm using the
geometric mean is defined in Equation (4.3).
fi,0.5 =
2PriPpi
Pri + Ppi
(4.1)
fFavg =
1
Nimg
Nimg∑
i=1
fi,0.5 (4.2)
fFgm =

Nimg∏
i=1
fi,0.5


1
Nimg
(4.3)
Since fi,0.5 ranges from 0 to 1, fFgm is typically smaller than fFavg for
the same set of images. However, when the sum of all image fi,0.5 values
is fixed, fFavg fails to indicate any difference from these images. Suppose
there are four training images and three edge detectorsD1,D2 andD3 with
the same f0.5 value for them. The accuracies of detected images from D1,
D2 and D3 are shown in Figure 4.1. Here, the horizontal axis represents
images, the vertical axis represents fi,0.5 values, and image 4 has a larger
number of true edge points than images 1, 2, and 3. Although the de-
tectors D1, D2 and D3 have the same detection performance based on the
overall results of the four images, the detection performances of the three
detectors on each image are very different. If the performance is based on
the number of fi,0.5 values larger than constant fc, the detector D2 is bet-
ter than D1, which can be indicated by fFavg . If D2 has the same sum of
the four fi,0.5 values as D3, the detector D3 might have much higher gen-
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(a) Detector D1 (b) Detector D2 (c) Detector D3
Figure 4.1: Detection accuracies fi,0.5 values for four different images of
three detectors.
eral ability to detect edges than the detectorD2, which can be indicated by
fFgm , not fFavg .
A similar evaluation to fFavg and fFgm is the square root of sum of
squares fFqm , defined in Equation (4.4). To investigate the influence of
the square, a new fitness function fFqf is defined in Equation (4.5). fFqf is
based on the pixel view.
fFqm =
√√√√ 1
Nimg
Nimg∑
i=1
f 2i,0.5 (4.4)
fFqf =
2P 2r P
2
p
P 2r + P
2
p
(4.5)
In summary, f0.5 and fFqf describe the global detection performance
based on overall pixels across all images in the training set, but fFqm , fFavg
and fFgm summarise the detection performance with the accuracies of in-
dividual full images.
4.2.2 FOM
Since the potential drawbacks in FOM might not appear in the evalua-
tion of detection results, FOM is employed as a fitness function fFOM (see
Equation (2.14) on page 37) to check whether it is suitable for evolving
reasonable detectors for natural images.
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From the image view, several fitness functions with FOM are inves-
tigated. Here, fFOMi is the FOM of image i, and it is defined in Equa-
tion (4.6), where NTi is the number of true edge points in image i, NPi is
the number of predicted edge points in image i, SetPi is the set of predicted
edge points in image i, and αd and dt1 are the same as in fFOM .
fFOMi =
1
max{NTi, NPi}
∑
j∈SetPi
1
1 + αddt
2
1(j)
(4.6)
The fitness function using the arithmetic mean fFOMavg is defined in
Equation (4.7), the fitness function using the geometric mean ffFOMgm is
defined in Equation (4.8), and the fitness function using the square root of
sum of squares is defined in Equation (4.9).
fFOMavg =
1
Nimg
Nimg∑
i=1
fFOMi (4.7)
fFOMgm =

Nimg∏
i=1
fFOMi


1
Nimg
(4.8)
fFOMqm =
√√√√ 1
Nimg
Nimg∑
i=1
f 2FOMi (4.9)
4.3 Matching Directions in FOM
The standard FOM employs the matching direction from predictions to
ground truth, which is considered as a precision variant because of evaluat-
ing the accuracy of predictions. The precision variant requires the number
of predicted edge points to be close to the number of true edge points.
The matching direction from ground truth to predictions can be consid-
ered as a recall variant because of evaluating the ability to find true edge
points. The recall variant expects as many predictions as possible for a
high value, but the precision variant expects that good detection should
have predicted edge points not many more than true edge points.
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(a) both sides (c) one side
Figure 4.2: The same FOM value with different detection results.
FOM evaluates edge detectors in terms of detection localisation, but
there are some drawbacks [9]. For instance, Figure 4.2 shows two different
detected edge maps with the same FOM value. However the detected
result in Figure 4.2 (a) has overlap in only one true line and misses the top
line. We can see that FOMmay not reflect some type II errors.
To investigate the influence of both matching directions, an existing
FOM variant using the single matching direction from ground truth to
predictions is employed as a fitness function. Also, a proposed combina-
tion of both directions is utilised as a new fitness function.
4.3.1 Fitness Function with a Single Direction Matching
In order to improve the sensitivity to type II errors, a modification of FOM
will focus on the matching direction. An existing FOM variant only uses
distances from ground truth to predicted edges, and includes a factor
about false (unmatched) edge points [149]. This FOM variant was only
used to test artificial images in [149], but it is directly used as a new fitness
function (fFOM,gt) in this chapter to test natural images. fFOM,gt is defined
in Equation (4.10), where NFM is the number of false edge points, β is
a weight for penalising NFM , and dt2(i) is the distance from a true edge
point i to the nearest predicted edge point. Note that the matching direc-
tions in dt1 and dt2 are different. In [149], it was suggested that β be set to
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1. Here αd is a weight factor on the distance. In fFOM,gt, αd and β are used
to balance type I errors and type II errors, but the relationship between αd
and β is not clear. The second part in fFOM,gt is sensitive to β. When β is
large, the detection results will mainly focus on recall (the number of true
positives).
fFOM,gt =
(
1
NT
NT∑
i=1
1
1 + αddt22(i)
)(
1
1 + βNFM
NT
)
(4.10)
Fitness function fFOM,gt matches a true edge point to the nearest pre-
dicted (unmatched) edge point, then marks the nearest predicted edge
point as matched edge point. Each true edge point is only allowed to
match a predicted edge point. The predicted edge points left unmatched
are considered as false matching points. After the matching operation,
fFOM,gt finds unmatched predicted edge points. Therefore, fFOM,gt has
more calculation than the standard FOM.
4.3.2 A Proposed Combination of FOM and F-measure
A new FOM variant, inspired by the Hausdorff distance [79], is developed
here by taking into account both distances between the ground truth and
the predicted edges (both dt1(i) and dt2(i)). In order to fairly balance the
measurement between type I errors and type II errors, fFOM,α is designed
based on the balance between dt1(i) and dt2(i) with the weight factor α
used in F-measure. Function fFOM,α is defined by Equation (4.13), where,
fFOM,pre (see Equation (4.11)) and fFOM,rec (see Equation (4.12)) are preci-
sion and recall by considering both matching directions between predic-
tions and ground truth. Function fFOM,α considers both directions and
merges them together with the weight factor α.
fFOM,pre =
1
NT
NT∑
i=1
1
1 + αddt22(i)
(4.11)
fFOM,rec =
1
NP
NP∑
i=1
1
1 + αddt
2
1(i)
(4.12)
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fFOM,α =
fFOM,recfFOM,pre
αfFOM,rec + (1− α)fFOM,pre (4.13)
An existing FOM variant considered the errors from the differences of
both matching directions [9], and its definition fFOM,δ is given in Equa-
tion (4.14), where NI is the total number of pixels. Compared with fFOM,δ,
fFOM,α only considers the edge points (the true edge points and predicted
edge points) rather than all pixels of images, which means that the compu-
tational cost for fFOM,α is lower than fFOM,δ (using all pixels in an image)
because the number of (true and predicted) edge points in one image is
usually much lower than the total number of pixels in the image. Since
fFOM,δ includes both matching directions for each pixel, it is not good to
be used as a fitness function in a GP system because of its heavy compu-
tational cost.
fFOM,δ =
NI∑
j=0
((dt1(j)− dt2(j))2) (4.14)
4.3.3 Comparisons Among Different FOM Variants
Figure 4.3 gives three examples of different predictions against ground
truth. Figure 4.3 (a) is the ground truth including two lines, (b) “One
Edge“ only finds one edge with thick detection, (c) “Missing” misses two
true edge points, and (d) “Offset” has one pixel distance offset from the
detected result to the ground truth. As can be seen, the detected result
only including one line is worse than the detected result missing two true
edge points. If there is a tolerance for one pixel offset from predicted lines
to true lines, the detected result with one pixel offset is better than the de-
tected result only including one line. In general, it is hard to claim which
detected result in Figure 4.3 (c) or (d) is better. From the line topology,
Figure 4.3 (d) is better than Figure 4.3 (c). However, from the detection
accuracy, Figure 4.3 (c) is better. Due to the pros and cons, a good evalua-
tion function should not have very large difference between the situation
in Figure 4.3 (c) and (d).
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(a) Ground Truth (b) One Edge
(c) Missing (d) Offset
Figure 4.3: Three different example detected results in a 7× 7 window.
To compare different FOM variants, the factor αd is set to
1
9
and the
allowed offset is restricted in the range of the connected neighbour posi-
tion, namely in a 3×3window. The standard FOM and three FOM variants
(fFOM,gt, fFOM,α and fFOM,δ) are used to measure the three detected results.
Table 4.1 gives their evaluation values on the three predictions. Note that
the ranges of fFOM , fFOM,gt and fFOM,0.5 (fFOM,α with α = 0.5) are from
0 to 1, and higher values mean better detection results. Lower values in
fFOM,δ mean better detection results, and the minimum value 0.0 is for the
perfect matching.
For fFOM , the detected result with only one edge is higher than the de-
tected results with missing true edge points and one pixel distance offset,
which wrongly indicates the measurements of the three detected results.
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Table 4.1: Measurements for three example detected edges by fFOM ,
fFOM,gt, fFOM,α and fFOM,δ.
One Edge Missing Offset
fFOM 0.9500 0.6667 0.7500
fFOM,gt 0.4242 0.9667 0.9000
fFOM,0.5 0.7622 0.9831 0.9000
fFOM,δ 12.7136 0.0468 11.4500
Comparing the differences among the three detected results in terms of
fFOM , the difference between the result missing edge points and the re-
sults with one pixel distance offset is not large.
In terms of fFOM,gt, the result only including one edge has the lowest
value, and the difference between the result with missing edge points and
the result with one pixel distance offset is small, which means that fFOM,gt
suitably indicates the two detected results. In the early stage of evolution,
evolved edge detectors might not have good detection results. The de-
tected result only including one line has very low fFOM,gt, so it might not
be good to use fFOM,gt to select potentially good edge detectors in the early
stage.
Compared with fFOM,gt, the proposed combination fFOM,0.5 presents
similar evaluations on the results with missing edge points and offset.
However, fFOM,0.5 does not give a very low value for the detected result
only including one line. This is because fFOM,0.5 balances both matching
directions. The detected result only including one line has high precision
if the overlap is allowed. fFOM,0.5 shows the ability to select potentially
good edge detectors in the early evolving stage.
For fFOM,δ, the result with offset is measured with a too high error
value, which is close to the result only including one line. The similarity
between the ground truth and predicted edge points is required to be too
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high in terms of fFOM,δ. When all predicted edge points of a detected result
have offset from true edge points, the function fFOM,δ does not accept it
as a good detection. Taking into account the heavy computational cost
of fFOM,δ and not good offset tolerance, fFOM,δ is not used as a fitness
function in the GP system.
4.4 Observation Spread
In general, the observations of an evolved edge detector with threshold 0
are only considered for their signs (positives or negatives). Positive val-
ues are used to discriminate the relevant pixels as edge points. When the
observations are transformed to grayscale levels, images detected by the
evolved edge detector are described as soft edge maps.
Threshold techniques are used to filter non-edge points from a soft
edgemap. Figure 4.4 shows one detected image from the BSDdataset [123]
by the Sobel detector [57]. Figure 4.4(a) is the soft edge map based on the
grayscale level range from 0 to 255; (b), (c) and (d) are the corresponding
hard edge maps using the thresholds 1, 3 and 22 respectively. Figure 4.4(b)
includes noise. In Figure 4.4(d), the edge map removes some details of the
shapes of objects. Figure 4.4(c) includes the boundaries from the back-
ground and object shapes.
4.4.1 Transformation
The outputs of a GP edge detector usually only focus on the binary edge
map (B); and the distances from its observations (oi) to threshold cth are
not considered. Actually, it is possible that many observations are close
to cth, so B will change sharply when cth changes a little. When a linear
transformation LT (see Equation (4.15)) is used to obtain the soft edge
map slt from o, there might be problems with the grayscale levels for the
soft edge map slt and the separation of observations around cth. In LT ,
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(a) Soft (b) Hard edge map 1
(c) Hard edge map 2 (d) Hard edge map 3
Figure 4.4: Different edge maps for detected edges in a BSD test image by
the Sobel detector.
omin and omax are the minimum and maximum values in o. The range of
o (omax − omin) might be very large. Many pixels may be located in low
grayscale levels (oi ≪ omax) or high levels (oi ≫ omin), so that many pixels
marked as edge points or non-edge points with respect to cth could be
mapped into the same level.
slt = LT (o) =
o− omin
omax − omin (4.15)
Figure 4.5 gives two observation examples on the true edge points and
true non-edge points. Figure 4.5 (a) has larger range of observations than
Figure 4.5 (b). Most observations in Figures 4.5 (a) and (b) are very close to
threshold 0. Since Figure 4.5 (a) has a large spread, the transformation LT
possibly maps these observations into the same grayscale level. Also the
soft edge map transformed from Figure 4.5 (a) is sparse. Since Figure 4.5
(b) has a small spread, the observations around threshold 0 are easy tomap
to different grayscale levels. Due to the small range of the observations,
the soft edge map obtained from LT contains many grayscale levels.
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Figure 4.5: Different observation spreads for true edge points and non-
edge points.
When cth uses different values (from 0 to 1) to threshold LT (o) to ob-
tain different edge maps B, these edge maps are generally very different.
When cth is very low, B will have high recall and low precision. When cth
is high, B will have low recall and high precision. However, the redun-
dancy from high recall and low precision is too high so that the suitable
information is hard to find, and the confidence from low recall and high
precision is not enough to extract suitable edge features. Therefore, a de-
tection result with high recall and low precision, or low precision and high
recall, is not normally helpful to find edges, and it is not worth considering
for further processing.
To obtain good soft edge maps from a GP edge detector, an S-shaped
(see Equation (4.16)) nonlinear transformation NT is employed to trans-
form o so that the influence of the extrema of o are weakened. The benefit
of the transformation is that the change around cth is smooth, and these
observations around cth in a soft edge map could be separated to different
levels.
snt = NT (o) =
1
1 + e−o
(4.16)
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4.4.2 Fitness Function on Observation Spread
The standard F-measure is employed to evaluate GP edge detectors, and
α is set to 0.5, following [123]. Therefore F (f0.5) can be also described as
in Equation (4.17), where NTP is the total number of pixels on the edges
correctly detected, NT is the total number of pixels on the true edges and
NP is the number of pixels detected as edge points. More details about
these indications can be seen from Table 2.1 in Section 2.1.4 (on page 35).
F = f0.5 =
2NTP
NT +NP
(4.17)
Fitness Function using a Restriction of Short Distances and Large Range
A new fitness function based on F considers penalisation on short dis-
tances from oi to cth, e.g., when the distance from oi to cth is smaller than a
tolerance value cdt . A true predicted edge point requires that its observa-
tion is larger than cdt . Also, a prediction is considered as a predicted point
for a pixel when the distance from its observation to threshold cth is larger
than −cdt . The range of observations of an evolved edge detector must be
in the range from cdmin to cdmax. If an observation of an evolved edge de-
tector is not in the range, the evolved edge detector is heavily penalised.
The new fitness function fFd is shown in Equation (4.22). Here, NP,d (see
Equation. (4.20)) replaces the changed NP , andNP,d,i (see Equation. (4.18))
is used to modify the precision so that a penalty for oi around threshold
cth is added in fFd . Similar to NP,d, NTP,d (see Equation. (4.21)) is modified
for the true edge points.
NP,d,i =

1 if oi ≥ cth − cdt0 otherwise (4.18)
NTP,d,i =

1 if oi ≥ cth + cdt and ti 6= 00 otherwise (4.19)
NP,d =
∑
i
NP,d,i (4.20)
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NTP,d =
∑
i
NTP,d,i (4.21)
fFd =

0 if omax ≥ cdmax or omin ≤ cdmin2NTP,d
NT+NP,d
otherwise
(4.22)
Fitness Function Based on Distance Spread
A new fitness function, which considers all distances from NT (o) to cth,
is designed to keep NT (oi) as far away from cth as possible, and the new
fitness function fFs is shown in Equation (4.25), whereNP,s is the modified
NP , NP,s,i is for the pixel i, and ws,1, ws,2, ws,3 are positive weights. Here,
snt,i (see Equation (4.16), after the S-shaped transformation for the pixel
i) is directly included into the precision NP,s,i. The reason for using the
S-shaped transformation is that good detectors only focus on minimising
NP,s if the distance from oi to cth is directly used and the range of o is large.
NP,s,i =


1 + ws,1snt,i if NT (oi) > cth and ti = 0
ws,2snt,i if NT (oi) ≤ cth and ti 6= 0
ws,3+1
1+ws,3snt,i
if NT (oi) > cth and ti 6= 0
0 otherwise
(4.23)
NP,s =
∑
i
NP,s,i (4.24)
fFs =
2NTP
NT +NP,s
(4.25)
Fitness Function Based on AUC
When edge detection is considered as a binary classification problem, the
class labels (edge points and non-edge points) are unbalanced (expect many
more non-edge points than edge points in an image). The soft edge maps
fromGP detectors are evaluated by different threshold levels. The area un-
der the curve (AUC) based on multi-threshold techniques has been used
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for unbalanced binary classification performance evaluation [18]. There-
fore, a new fitness function based on AUC (used in [18]) is employed for
edge detection. The new fitness function fFcr is shown in Equation (4.26),
and it is based on the correlation ratio measure. Note that µ0 and µ1 are the
means of the observations from non-edge points (c = 0) and edge points
(c = 1), µ is the mean of all observations,
∑
i contains the all observations,
and Th(µ0, µ1) (see Equation (4.27)) is used to indicate whether the means
of two categories (edge points and non-edge points) are on different sides
of threshold 0.
fFcr =
1
2
√∑1
c=0(µc−µ)
2
∑
i(oi−µ)
2 +
Th(µ0,µ1)
2
(4.26)
Th(µ0, µ1) =

1 if µ0 ≤ 0 and µ1 > 00 otherwise (4.27)
4.5 Experiment Settings
This section describes the image datasets used in the experiments. Also,
the parameter settings of the experiments are given.
4.5.1 Image Datasets
To evaluate the evolved edge detectors, two image datasets including nat-
ural imageswith ground truth provided are chosen. The first image dataset
is the BSD dataset [123]. In order to check the generalisation ability of the
GP edge detectors, the ETHZ shape classes [47] are only used to test the
performances of the GP edge detectors evolved from the BSD dataset.
To sample training images as the training data, the small training dataset
S20 (see Section 2.4 on page 46) is employed. Given the computational
cost cedge for evaluating a GP edge detector on an image, the probability
for elitism Pelitism, the maximum generation Ngen and the population size
Npop, the computational cost in the training stage is approximately equal to
(1 − Pelitism)NgenNpopcedgeNimg. Generally, Pelitism, Ngen and Npop are set by
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Figure 4.6: Some example subimages from 20 training images in BSD and
the corresponding ground truth.
a reasonable range, so the computational cost is mainly dependent on the
number of images Nimg. If the original training image dataset is directly
used to evolve edge detectors, it is very expensive to evaluate a candidate
edge detector. Therefore, in order to obtain an efficient training dataset for
evolving GP edge detectors, Nimg images from the BSD training dataset
set are selected as training data. In [38], a subset of the 200 training im-
ages (1
6
of each of the first 100 images) was used to train edge detectors
and the test performance is similar to the highest reported performance of
the boundary detection in the literature. Therefore, a small subset of the
training images (S20 in Section 3.4) is used for the GP experiments and five
subimages are randomly sampled from each image with the condition of
containing edge points. The training dataset contains Nimg (= 20 × 5) im-
ages of size 51 × 51 pixels. Figure 4.6 shows some subimages randomly
sampled from the 20 training images.
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4.5.2 Sets of Terminals and Functions
Section 3.4 (page 66) provides different settings for evolving low-level
edge detectors. From the results of the experiments in Section 3.5, Sets and
Sets,b from Table 3.1 are employed in this chapter for the investigation of
the fitness functions (from the pixel view and the image view). The search
operators in Sets are based on a single pixel, and the search operators in
Sets,b are based on a single pixel or a single block of pixels. Sets is also
utilised to investigate the fitness functions based on localisation accuracy
and observation spread.
4.5.3 Fitness Functions
The fitness functions used in this chapter are based on the pixel view and
the image view, the matching direction in localisation, and the relation-
ship between observations and the fixed threshold used in the GP system.
These fitness functions are listed in Table 4.2. Here, dt1 is the matching
direction from predictions to ground truth, dt2 is the matching direction
from ground truth to predictions, and fFOM,0.5 is fFOM,α when α is set to
0.5. In “observation”, “free” indicates that the distance from an observa-
tion to the fixed threshold is not considered in the fitness function.
4.5.4 Parameter Settings
Figure 3.13 in Section 3.6.3 (on page 96) showed the difficulty of finding
suitable combinations of the block size in Sets,b. In order to decrease the
computational cost in the training stage, the range of the block width w
in blockt,l,w,d is changed to from 1 to 3. The training images are 100 sub-
images of 51 × 51 pixels, which is different from the 20 sub-images of
125 × 125 pixels in Section 3.4. The total pixels (260100) in the 100 sub-
images is smaller than the total pixels (312500) in the 20 sub-images. A
smaller population size 600 is used in this chapter, and the maximum
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Table 4.2: Fitness functions used in this chapter.
criterion method functions
view
pixel
F-measure F , fFqf
FOM fFOM
image
F-measure fFavg , fFgm , fFqm
FOM fFOMavg , fFOMgm , fFOMqm
localisation
dt1
FOM
fFOM
dt2 fFOM,gt
dt1 + dt2 fFOM,0.5
observation
free
F-measure
F
short distance fFd
distance spread fFs , fFcr
generation is increased to 250. Also, in order to find potentially good
edge detectors within the 250 generations, the probability for mutation
is increased to 0.35, and the probability for crossover is decreased to 0.60.
These values are chosen based on common settings and empirical search
via initial experiments.
4.6 Results and Discussions
This section firstly describes the results on evaluations from the pixel view
and the image view. Secondly, the comparison between F-measure and
FOM is provided. Thirdly, the test performance on the ETHZ image dataset
is used to compare evolved edge detectors with existing edge detectors.
Fourthly, the detected images from F-measure and FOM are visually de-
scribed. Fifthly, the results from the fitness functions on matching direc-
tions in FOM are presented. Sixthly, the results from the fitness functions
on observation spread are given.
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Table 4.3: Means and standard deviations of test performance F , fFavg and
fFgm values of GP edge detectors constructed by Sets using F variants for
the BSD 100 test images.
fitness function
test performance
F fFavg fFgm
F 0.2575± 0.0089 0.2731± 0.0100 0.2569± 0.0093
fFavg 0.2454± 0.0099 0.2631± 0.0099 0.2456± 0.0095
fFgm 0.2382± 0.0138 0.2558± 0.0145 0.2388± 0.0140
fFqf 0.2555± 0.0104 0.2685± 0.0113 0.2525± 0.0108
fFqm 0.2464± 0.0091 0.2643± 0.0100 0.2466± 0.0096
4.6.1 Evaluations on Pixel vs Image Views
Sets Based on F-measure
Table 4.3 gives the means and standard deviations of test performance F ,
fFavg and fFgm values of GP edge detectors from the fitness functions F ,
fFavg , fFgm , fFqf and fFqm with Sets for the BSD test image dataset. Since
the fitness functions are from the pixel view and the image view, the test
performance employs several fitness functions from both views as the per-
formance evaluation methods. The test performance evaluation methods
have F from the pixel view, and fFavg and fFgm from the image view. Com-
paring themeans of test performance F , fFavg and fFgm values of the results
evolved from the five fitness functions, the difference among these means
is not remarkable. The best results come from the fitness function F in
terms of the three test performance evaluation approaches F , fFavg and
fFgm .
In order to compare the differences in these results, a multiple com-
parison based on t-tests uses Holm’s method [75] for p-value adjustment,
and overall significance level 0.05. The comparison results are shown in
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Table 4.4: Comparisons among GP edge detectors constructed by Sets us-
ing F , fFavg , fFgm , fFqf and fFqm for the BSD 100 test images.
pair
test performance
F fFavg fFgm
(F , fFavg) ↑ ↑ ↑
(F , fFgm) ↑ ↑ ↑
(F , fFqf ) − − −
(F , fFqm) ↑ ↑ ↑
(fFavg , fFgm) − − −
(fFavg , fFqf ) ↓ − −
(fFavg , fFqm) − − −
(fFgm , fFqf ) ↓ ↓ ↓
(fFgm , fFqm) ↓ − −
(fFqf , fFqm) ↑ − −
Table 4.4. Here, “↑” indicates that the results from the first fitness function
are significantly better than the results from the second fitness function,
“↓” indicates that the first one is significantly worse than the second one,
and “−” indicates there is no significant difference between the two fitness
functions.
From the pairwise comparisons, there are several interesting observa-
tions. Firstly, the fitness functions from the pixel view (F and fFqf ) are sig-
nificantly better than the fitness functions from the image view when the
test performance evaluation method is based on overall pixels. Secondly,
the results from fitness function F are significantly better than the results
from all other fitness functions from the image view nomatter whether the
test performance evaluation method uses F , fFavg or fFgm . Thirdly, using
the fitness function with square (fFqf or fFqm) does not significantly affect
the results, e.g., F with fFqf (P
2
r and P
2
p ), and fFavg with fFqm (f
2
i ). Fourthly,
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Figure 4.7: Scatter plot for detection results fi,0.5 (mean of 30 GP edge de-
tector in each fitness function for each image) based on F with Sets.
fFgm has no significantly better results than the others.
Figure 4.7 (a) shows the correlation coefficients between F (the hori-
zontal axis) and the other fitness functions (the vertical axis) in Table 4.3
based on the average of fi values (30 GP edge detectors) of each image
in the BSD test dataset. Here, the horizontal axis indicates results from
the fitness function F , the numbers in the legend are the correlation coef-
ficients, and “slope= 1.0” indicates a line with slope 1.0. To clearly show
the relationship between the detection results from F and the other fitness
functions based on F-measure, Figures 4.7 (b)–(e) give the separate distri-
butions for the relevant detection results. From these figures, the detection
results from fFqf are very close to the results from F . Some results from
fFqm and fFavg are not so close to the results from F . One image has better
results by the edge detectors from fFgm than the edge detectors from F , but
for most of the 100 images, the results from fFgm are worse than the results
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Figure 4.8: Scatter plot for detection results fi,0.5 (all 30 GP edge detectors)
based on F with Sets.
from F , in terms of test performance fi.
Figure 4.8 (a) shows the correlation coefficients for the BSD test images
detected by all edge detectors from F and the other fitness functions based
on F . Figures 4.8 (b)–(e) present the separate distributions between F and
fFqf , F and fFqm , F and fFavg , and F and fFgm . Similar to the relevant
distributions based on average performance (see Figure 4.8), some of the
detection results from fFgm are obviously different from the results from
F .
Figure 4.9 (a) presents the test detection performance (fFOMi) distribu-
tions between the fitness function F and the other fitness functions (based
on F-measure). Figures 4.9 (b)–(e) give the separate distributions for these
fitness functions. Based on the evaluation using fFOMi on each test image,
it is easy to find that the detection performances on a few individual im-
ages from fFgm are better than the detection results from F , although fFgm
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Figure 4.9: Scatter plot for detection results fFOMi (all 30 GP edge detec-
tors) based on F with Sets.
is worse than F (the correlation coefficient 0.9369) from the image view of
all 100 test images.
Sets,b Based on F-measure
Table 4.5 gives the means and standard deviations of test performance F ,
fFavg and fFgm values of GP edge detectors from the fitness functions F ,
fFavg , fFgm , fFqf and fFqm with Sets,b for the BSD test image dataset. Sim-
ilar to Table 4.3, the difference among these means of the three test per-
formance methods from the five fitness functions are not large. The five
fitness functions also keep the same rank by the three test performance
evaluation approaches, compared with Table 4.3. It seems that the test
performance evaluations from the pixel view and the image view are sim-
ilar when the dataset is large. In addition, all the highest means of test
performance F , fFavg and fFgm values come from the fitness functions fFqf ,
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Table 4.5: Means and standard deviations of test performance F , fFavg and
fFgm values of GP edge detectors constructed by Sets,b using F variants for
the BSD 100 test images.
fitness function
test performance
F fFavg fFgm
F 0.2870± 0.0140 0.2994± 0.0105 0.2832± 0.0108
fFavg 0.2693± 0.0202 0.2868± 0.0168 0.2691± 0.0173
fFgm 0.2677± 0.0166 0.2828± 0.0138 0.2660± 0.0140
fFqf 0.2895± 0.0143 0.3002± 0.0127 0.2843± 0.0126
fFqm 0.2667± 0.0133 0.2863± 0.0112 0.2681± 0.0116
which is different from the highest means from the fitness function F in
Table 4.3.
Table 4.6 gives the multiple comparison results for the five fitness func-
tions. Different from the comparison results in Table 4.4, there are no dif-
ferent comparison results among the three test performance methods for
each pair in Table 4.6. The fitness functions on overall pixels are signifi-
cantly better than the fitness functions on individual images, and there are
no significant differences among the fitness functions fFavg , fFgm and fFqm .
Figure 4.10 gives the distributions of the average (30 replications in
each fitness function) of test performance fi,0.5 between F and fFqf , F and
fFqm , F and fFavg , and F and fFgm . The detection results from fFqm , fFavg
and fFgm have very close correlation coefficients with F . Only a few im-
ages have better detection results from the fitness functions based on in-
dividual images than the fitness functions based on overall pixels. The
correlation coefficient fFgm against F in Sets,b is increased, compared with
its value in Sets. When the search operator blockt,l,w,d is used to improve
testing performances, the difference of the detection result between F and
fFgm decreases.
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Table 4.6: Comparisons among GP edge detectors constructed by Sets,b
using F , fFavg , fFgm , fFqf and fFqm for the BSD 100 test images.
pair
test performance
F fFavg fFgm
(F, Favg) ↑ ↑ ↑
(F, Fgm) ↑ ↑ ↑
(F, Fqf ) − − −
(F, Fqm) ↑ ↑ ↑
(Favg, Fgm) − − −
(Favg , Fqf ) ↓ ↓ ↓
(Favg, Fqm) − − −
(Fgm, Fqf ) ↓ ↓ ↓
(Fgm, Fqm) − − −
(Fqf , Fqm) ↑ ↑ ↑
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Figure 4.10: Scatter plot for detection results fi,0.5 (mean of 30 GP edge
detectors) based on F with Sets,b.
Sets Based on FOM
Table 4.7 gives the means and standard deviations of test performance F ,
fFOM and fFOMavg values of the results from the fitness functions fFOM ,
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Table 4.7: Means and standard deviations of test performance F and fFOM
values of GP edge detectors constructed by Sets using FOM variants for
the BSD 100 test images.
fitness function
test performance
F fFOM fFOMavg
fFOM 0.2397± 0.0235 0.4447± 0.0181 0.4444± 0.0171
fFOMavg 0.2486± 0.0092 0.4200± 0.0093 0.4424± 0.0098
fFOMgm 0.2332± 0.0118 0.4021± 0.0158 0.4208± 0.0130
fFOMqm 0.2465± 0.0098 0.4196± 0.0086 0.4422± 0.0087
fFOMavg , fFOMgm and fFOMqm . Since fFgm and fFavg have the same indica-
tions for the performance evaluations in Table 4.3 and Table 4.5, fFOMgm
is not used for the test performance evaluation. To present the detection
accuracy, F is added in here. Similar to Table 4.3, the fitness function fFOM
is the best for evolving GP edge detectors in the four fitness functions, in
terms of fFOM and fFOMavg . The means of fFOMavg values from the four
fitness functions are closer than the means of fFOM values on the BSD test
images. Also, the test performance approaches for the fitness functions
fFOM , fFOMavg , fFOMqm and fFOMqm are the same rank in the evaluations
using fFOM and fFOMavg . However, the ranks by the test performance
evaluation approaches fFOM and fFOMavg are different from the rank by
the evaluation approach F . The highest fFOM is the results from the fit-
ness function fFOM itself, but the maximum of the average of F values
comes from the fitness function fFOMavg .
Table 4.8 gives themultiple comparison results for the four fitness func-
tions. From the test performance evaluation approach fFOM , the fitness
function fFOM is significantly better than the other three fitness functions.
However, if fFOMavg is used to evaluate edge detectors’ performance, the
standard FOM as the fitness function is only significantly better than the
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Table 4.8: Comparisons among GP edge detectors constructed by Sets us-
ing fFOM , fFOMavg , fFOMgm and fFOMqm for the BSD 100 test images.
pair
test performance
F fFOM fFOMavg
(fFOM , fFOMavg) − ↑ −
(fFOM , fFOMgm) − ↑ ↑
(fFOM , fFOMqm) − ↑ −
(fFOMavg , fFOMgm) ↑ ↑ ↑
(fFOMavg , fFOMqm) − − −
(fFOMgm ,fFOMqm) ↓ ↓ ↓
fitness function fFOMgm . This is different from the comparison results when
F-measure is used to evaluate the performance of edge detectors evolved
by the fitness functions based on F-measure from the pixel view and the
image view. Also, when the fitness functions based on FOM are used from
the pixel view and the image view and the test performance is based on
F , the standard FOM as the fitness function has no significantly different
results, compared with the fitness functions based on individual images.
Figure 4.11 gives the distributions based on fFOMi for all test images de-
tected by the fitness functions fFOMqm , fFOMavg , and fFOMgm , against the re-
sults from the fitness function fFOM . The correlation coefficients for these
fitness functions are lower than 0.9, however, the correlation coefficients
from the relevant fitness functions based on F in Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.9
are higher than 0.9. It seems that the fitness functions using FOM more
easily affect the detection results based on the pixel view and the image
view than F-measure.
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Figure 4.11: Scatter plot for detection results fFOMi (mean of 30 replica-
tions) based on fFOM with Sets.
Sets,b Based on FOM
Table 4.9 gives the means and standard deviations of test performance F ,
fFOM and fFOMavg values of the results from the fitness functions fFOM ,
fFOMavg , fFOMgm and fFOMqm . Different from Table 4.7, the rank (in terms
of fFOM ) for the four fitness functions is different with the evaluation using
fFOMavg . The best test performance fFOM is from the standard FOM as the
fitness function, but the maximum of the average of fFOMavg of the test
results comes from the fitness function fFOMavg . Similar to Table 4.7, the
maximum of the average of test performance F values of the test results is
from the fitness function fFOMavg .
Table 4.10 gives the multiple comparison results for the four fitness
functions. The only similarity of these comparisons to the former three
multiple comparisons (in Table 4.4, Table 4.6 and Table 4.8) is that the
fitness function based on overall pixels has the significantly best perfor-
mance when the fitness function itself is used as the test performance eval-
uation approach. The interesting observation in Table 4.10 is that there are
no significant differences for most of all pairs. When F or fFOMavg is used
as the test performance evaluation method, there are no significant differ-
ences among the four fitness functions.
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Table 4.9: Means and standard deviations of F and fFOM values of GP
edge detectors constructed by Sets,b using FOM variants for the BSD 100
test images.
fitness function
test performance
F fFOM fFOMavg
fFOM 0.2730± 0.0196 0.4949± 0.0314 0.4717± 0.0186
fFOMavg 0.2842± 0.0150 0.4649± 0.0238 0.4753± 0.0176
fFOMgm 0.2829± 0.0111 0.4667± 0.0198 0.4717± 0.0148
fFOMqm 0.2726± 0.0232 0.4475± 0.0327 0.4653± 0.0235
Table 4.10: Comparisons among GP edge detectors constructed by Sets,b
using fFOM , fFOMavg , fFOMgm and fFOMqm for the BSD 100 test images.
pair
test performance
F fFOM fFOMavg
(fFOM , fFOMavg) − ↑ −
(fFOM , fFOMgm) − ↑ −
(fFOM , fFOMqm) − ↑ −
(fFOMavg , fFOMgm) − − −
(fFOMavg , fFOMqm) − − −
(fFOMgm , fFOMqm) − − −
Figure 4.12 shows the distributions based on fFOMi for all test images
detected by the fitness functions fFOMqm , fFOMavg , and fFOMgm with Sets,b,
against the results from the fitness function fFOM . The correlation coeffi-
cients for fitness functions fFOMqm and fFOMavg with Sets,b decrease a bit,
compared with the relevant correlation coefficients for both fitness func-
tions with Sets. It seems that the difference of the detection results be-
tween fFOM and its variants becomes larger when the search operator
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Figure 4.12: Scatter plot for detection results fFOMi (mean of 30 replica-
tions) based on fFOM with Sets,b.
blockt,l,w,d is used to improve detection performances (using fFOM as the
measurement).
Summary
There are several interesting phenomena between the evaluations on over-
all pixels and individual full images. Firstly, the fitness function from the
pixel view has the best test performance when the test performance eval-
uation is based on the pixel view. Secondly, the test performance for the
fitness functions using F-measure does not show an obvious difference be-
tween the evaluations from the pixel view and the image view. Thirdly, the
test performance using fFOM is affected by the view (pixel or image). The
results indicate that F-measure as a fitness function is better for the evalu-
ation from the pixel view than from the image view. The relative influence
of FOM will be discussed in the next subsections.
4.6.2 Fitness Functions F vs FOM
To compare all GP edge detectors from different fitness functions with the
Sobel edge detector, the maximum values of F and fFOM of the results
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Table 4.11: Comparisons between GP edge detectors and the Sobel edge
detector, for the BSD 100 test images.
Sets (test performance) Sets,b (test performance)
Pair F fFavg fFOM fFOMavg F fFavg fFOM fFOMavg
(F ,Sobel) ↑ ↑ ↓ − ↑ ↑ − ↑
(fFavg ,Sobel) ↑ ↑ ↓ − ↑ ↑ ↓ ↑
(fFgm ,Sobel) − − ↓ ↓ ↑ ↑ ↓ −
(fFqm ,Sobel) ↑ ↑ ↓ − ↑ ↑ ↓ −
(fFqf ,Sobel) ↑ ↑ ↓ − ↑ ↑ − ↑
(fFOM ,Sobel) − − ↓ − ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑
(fFOMavg ,Sobel) ↑ ↑ ↓ − ↑ ↑ − ↑
(fFOMgm ,Sobel) − − ↓ ↓ ↑ ↑ − ↑
(fFOMqm ,Sobel) ↑ ↑ ↓ − ↑ ↑ − ↑
from the Sobel edge detector are obtained by 50 thresholds for the 100 BSD
test images. Here, the maximum F of the Sobel edge detector is 0.2337, its
maximum fFavg (using a fixed threshold for all test images) is 0.2478 , its
maximum fFOM is 0.4642 and its maximum fFOMavg is 0.4380. Table 4.11
gives the comparison results from Sets and Sets,b based on the test perfor-
mance F , fFavg , fFOM and fFOMavg .
From the test performance F , almost all GP evolved edge detectors
are significantly better than the Sobel edge detector, except for the edge
detectors from the fitness functions fFgm , fFOM and fFOMgm , using Sets. It
seems that the geometric mean is not a good fitness function for evaluating
trained edge detectors when the training data is large. In addition, all GP
evolved edge detectors from Sets,b are significantly better than the Sobel
edge detector, in terms of the test performance F and fFavg . It also shows
that blockt,l,w,d can efficiently construct edge detectors.
Based on the test performance fFOM , the Sobel edge detector outper-
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forms all of the edge detectors from Sets and some of the edge detectors
from Sets,b. Only the edge detectors from the fitness function fFOM with
Sets,b are significantly better than the Sobel edge detector. It seems that the
GP edge detectors do not perform well from the test performance fFOM
when the fitness function is based on F-measure.
From the test performance fFavg and fFOMavg , the comparison results in
Table 4.11 reveal that fFavg is similar to F , but fFOMavg is obviously different
from fFOM . The comparisons results for Sets based on test performance
fFOMavg show that all GP evolved edge detectors from these fitness func-
tions are not significantly different from the Sobel edge detector, except
for the edge detectors from the fitness functions fFgm and fFOMgm . The ge-
ometric mean as the fitness function has the worst detection results than
the Sobel edge detector, in terms of the test performance fFOM . All the
results from these fitness functions with Sets,b are significantly better than
the Sobel edge detector in terms of the test performance fFOMavg , except
for the results from the fitness functions fFgm and fFqm . It seems that the
evaluation approaches using FOM from the pixel view and the image view
are obviously different, but F-measure is not strongly affected by the view
from overall pixels or individual images.
Further, to investigate whether fFOM is fair to evaluate the test perfor-
mance, one-to-one assignment is employed to check the test performance.
In order to fairly compare F with fFOM , the results from the full set of the
terminals and functions Sets,b are evaluated by F after one-to-one assign-
ment. Table 4.12 gives the means and standard deviations of F values of
the GP edge detectors from the fitness functions F and fFOM . The maxi-
mum F based on the BSD test image dataset for the Sobel, Marr [122] and
Canny [28] edge detectors are 0.48, 0.50 and 0.58, respectively [4].
Table 4.13 gives the multiple comparisons for these edge detectors.
From the comparison results, the GP evolved edge detectors from the fit-
ness function F are significantly better than the edge detectors from the
fitness function fFOM . Even though the GP edge detectors from the fitness
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Table 4.12: Test performance F after using one-to-one assignment on the
GP edge detectors constructed by Sets,b with fitness function F or fFOM
for the BSD 100 test images.
fitness function
test performance F
mean standard deviation
F 0.5077 0.0156
fFOM 0.4882 0.0366
Table 4.13: Comparisons among GP edge detectors constructed by Sets,b,
the Sobel edge detector, the Marr edge detector [122] and the Canny edge
detector for BSD 100 test images after one-to-one assignment.
pair test performance F
(F ,fFOM ) ↑
(F ,Sobel) ↑
(F ,Marr) −
(F ,Canny) ↓
(fFOM ,Sobel) −
(fFOM ,Marr) −
(fFOM ,Canny) ↓
function F do not contain pre-processing and post-processing techniques,
they are significantly better than the Sobel andMarr edge detectors. When
fFOM is used, the evolved edge detectors are not significantly different
from the Sobel and Marr edge detectors. However, these GP edge detec-
tors are significantly worse than the Canny detector based on the evalua-
tion approach F after using one-to-one assignment. A potential reason is
that the Canny edge detector includes filtering noise, non-maximum sup-
pression and hysteresis thresholding techniques.
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Table 4.14: Test performance (F ) for detection results on the ETHZ dataset.
class Canny Berkeley CT GP (F ) GP(fFOM )
apple logos 0.05 0.15 0.21 0.20± 0.02 0.16± 0.03
bottles 0.11 0.28 0.29 0.19± 0.02 0.17± 0.03
giraffes 0.10 0.32 0.26 0.17± 0.01 0.16± 0.02
mugs 0.15 0.32 0.30 0.21± 0.01 0.18± 0.02
swans 0.10 0.27 0.38 0.17± 0.01 0.16± 0.02
Average 0.10 0.27 0.29 0.19 0.17
From the comparison result between F and fFOM , it is found that F is
significantly better than fFOM to evolve edge detectors for the BSD image
dataset.
4.6.3 Testing on the ETHZ Dataset
To check the generalisation ability of these GP edge detectors, the ETHZ
dataset is used as another set of test images. Table 4.14 gives the test
performances for the Canny and GP edge detectors evolved by the fit-
ness functions F and fFOM with Sets,b, and the boundary detectors Berke-
ley [123] and Component Tree (CT) [39]. Except for the results of the GP
edge detectors, all test results come from [39] (only giving F ). Here, “Av-
erage” indicates the average of F values for the five classes (apple logos,
etc.). From the average results, these GP edge detectors from F and fFOM
have higher means than the Canny edge detector, but these means are
lower than the two boundary detectors.
Table 4.15 gives the comparison results based on different classes in the
image dataset, where “F” indicates the edge detectors come from F , and
“fFOM” indicates the edge detectors come from fFOM . Firstly, the GP edge
detectors from F and fFOM are significantly better than the Canny edge
detector based on the test performance evaluation approach F . Secondly,
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Table 4.15: Comparisons among GP edge detectors constructed by Sets,b
from fitness functions F and fFOM , the Canny edge detector, the Berke-
ley and Component Tree (CT) boundary detectors for the ETHZ image
dataset.
pair apple logos bottles giraffes mugs swans
(F ,fFOM ) ↑ − − ↑ ↑
(F ,Canny) ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑
(F ,Berkeley) ↑ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
(F ,CT) ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
(fFOM ,Canny) ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑
(fFOM ,Berkeley) − ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
(fFOM ,CT) ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
F has three subimage datasets with significantly better detection results
than fFOM , and the other two have no significant difference. Therefore,
the edge detectors from the fitness function F are better than the edge
detectors from fFOM based on the test performance evaluation approach
F . Thirdly, although the GP edge detectors are low-level edge detectors,
they provide one good result (the apple logos) which is significantly better
than the Berkeley boundary detector. However, these GP edge detectors
are significantly worse than the CT boundary detector.
4.6.4 Example Detected Images From F and fFOM
Figure 4.13 shows three example detected BSD images by the best edge
detector from the fitness functions F (test performance F = 0.3131) and
fFOM (test performance F = 0.3078) with Sets,b. Most of the edges in the
three images are detected, so the GP edge detectors have very good ability
to find true edge points. Compared to the best edge detector from fFOM ,
the best edge detector from F finds more true edge points, e.g., the left
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fFOM
(a) 78004 (b) 101087 (c) 145086
Figure 4.13: Three example BSD images detected by the best edge detec-
tors from F and fFOM with Sets,b.
part of the boat in the image from the first column, the edges from the re-
flection in the water in the image from the middle column, and the middle
line at the right bottom of the image from the last column. Note that some
true edges detected by the edge detector from F , but missed by the edge
detector from fFOM , have low graylevels because these edges are only con-
sidered by a few human observers. Although the edge detector from F has
good ability to detect edges, it is more affected by some textures than the
edge detector from fFOM , e.g., the textures from the left bottom of the first
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Figure 4.14: Three example ETHZ images detected by the best edge detec-
tors from F and fFOM with Sets,b.
image, the middle of the second image, and the grass in the third image.
Figure 4.14 gives three example detected images from the ETHZdataset
by the two best edge detectors from F and fFOM . It shows the same char-
acteristics of detection results from the GP edge detectors in the three im-
ages, e.g., the edges in the water in image black3. The left of the road in
image road is found by the edge detector from F , but it is poorly detected
by the edge detector from fFOM . Also, noise in the three images more
heavily affect the edge detector from F than the edge detector from fFOM .
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Therefore, it seems that the edge detector from F has good ability to find
true edge points, but it is affected by some textures, and the edge detector
from fFOM has a good ability to suppress textures but misses some true
edge points.
To summarise, F is better than fFOM as the fitness function for evolv-
ing edge detectors based on the BSD test image dataset and the ETHZ
image dataset. When the tolerance distance from predictions to ground
truth is not allowed, the results on the ETHZ image dataset show that GP
edge detectors are better than the Canny edge detector. From the compar-
isons between the edge detectors evolved from fFOM and the Sobel edge
detector, and between the edge detectors evolved from fFOMavg and the
Sobel edge detector, fFOMavg is better than fFOM to evolve edge detectors,
in terms of the test performance F and fFOMavg .
4.6.5 Results on Matching Directions in FOM
Overall Results
Table 4.16 gives the test performance of the evolved edge detectors from
fFOM,gt and fFOM,0.5. Here, paired-sample t-tests with significance level
0.05 are used to compare the results from fFOM,gt or fFOM,0.5 with the re-
sults from the standard FOM. To evaluate the test performance of these
evolved edge detectors, the test approaches choose the standard FOM and
the average of FOM. Since only one matching direction is used in the eval-
uation functions, the detection accuracy is also evaluated by F .
In terms of the three test evaluation functions F , fFOM and fFOMavg , the
fitness function fFOM,gt has significantly worse performance than the stan-
dard FOM. However, the proposed fitness function fFOM,0.5 is significantly
better than the standard FOM, in terms of test performance F . When the
test performance uses fFOM or fFOM,avg, there is no significant difference
between fFOM,gt and the standard FOM. If comparing fFOM,0.5 with F ,
there is no significant difference, in terms of test performance F . How-
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Table 4.16: Test performance on different matching directions (compared
with standard FOM).
fitness function
test performance
F fFOM fFOMavg
fFOM,gt 0.1985± 0.0168 ↓ 0.3882± 0.0146 ↓ 0.3985± 0.1287 ↓
fFOM,0.5 0.2547± 0.0136 ↑ 0.4455± 0.0196 0.4517± 0.0124
ever, when fFOM or fFOMavg is used as the test approach, the detected re-
sults from fFOM,0.5 are significantly better than the detected results from F
when a paired t-test with significance level 0.05 is used. It seems that the
combination of F and FOM improves the detection performance.
Note that fFOM,gt uses thematching direction from ground truth to pre-
dictions. Although fFOM and fFOMavg use the matching direction from
predictions to ground truth, F balances recall and precision on detection
accuracy. From the three test approaches, it seems that fFOM,gt is signif-
icantly worse than the standard FOM for evolving edge detectors in this
experiment. A potential reason for fFOM,gt having bad test performance is
that the fFOM,gt finds it hard to select potentially good edge detectors in
the early training stage, as described in Section 4.3.3 (on page 111).
Detected Images
Figure 4.15 shows three example images detected by the best edge detector
from fFOM,gt and fFOM,0.5 respectively. The detected images from fFOM,gt
have thinner edges than the results of the other edge detectors from the
fitness functions using the standard F-measure or FOM. However, these
results are strongly affected by noise. The detected results indicate that
fFOM,gt restricts the matching from ground truth to predictions (only al-
lowing one ground truth edge point to match one predicted edge point) to
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Figure 4.15: Three example BSD test images detected by the best edge
detector from fFOM,gt and fFOM,0.5 with Sets, respectively.
obtain thin edges, but it is affected by noise because there is no matching
direction from predictions to ground truth.
The detected images from fFOM,0.5 are also affected by noise, but they
haveweaker influence from noise than the results from fFOM,gt. Figure 4.16
shows the three images detected by the best edge detector from F and
fFOM respectively. Comparing the visual results in Figure 4.16, some de-
tected edges from fFOM,0.5 (in Figure 4.15) are thinner than the relevant
detected edges from F and fFOM , such as the boundaries at the middle
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Figure 4.16: Three example BSD test images detected by the best edge
detector from F and fFOM with Sets, respectively.
of the person in image 101087. Similar to the evolved edge detector from
F , the textures strongly affect the edge detectors from fFOM and fFOM,0.5
to detect image 145086. The influence for the best edge detector from
fFOM,0.5 is weaker than the edge detectors from F and fFOM . In image
78004, the best edge detector from F misses some edges on the boat, but
the edge detector from fFOM,0.5 finds them. It seems that fFOM,0.5 can be
used to evolve edge detectors for finding edge details (the matching direc-
tion from ground truth to predictions) and reduce influence of noise and
textures (the matching direction from predictions to ground truth), and it
is better than F and fFOM to evolve edge detectors.
4.6.6 Results on Observation Spread
The evolved edge detectors from the fitness functions based on observa-
tion spread are investigated. Test performance using the fixed threshold
0, the linear transformation, the S-shaped transformation and a bandpass
transformation are presented and discussed.
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Table 4.17: Test performance (F and fFavg) on fixed threshold 0 for fitness
functions fFcr , fFd and fFs .
F p-value fFavg p-value
fFcr 0.2151± 0.0361 0.0000 ↓ 0.2230± 0.0401 0.0000 ↓
fFd 0.2502± 0.0174 0.0601 0.2649± 0.0200 0.0611
fFs 0.2541± 0.0163 0.3759 0.2684± 0.0178 0.2594
Fixed Threshold 0
Table 4.17 provides themeans and standard deviations of test performance
F and fFavg for the evolved edge detectors from fFcr , fFd and fFs . Since
the initial population are the same for the four fitness functions (F , fFcr ,
fFd and fFs), the differences of the pairs with the same initialisation are
employed. The p-values are from the paired-sample t-tests (comparing to
the test performance of the evolved edge detectors from F , see Table 4.3).
Although the correlation ratio indicates dispersion for binary targets [18],
the detection accuracy for the evolved edge detectors with threshold 0 is
significantly worse than the fitness function F . However, the two modi-
fied fitness functions fFd and fFs do not significantly reduce the test per-
formance F and fFavg . A reason is that fFcr mainly focuses on the disper-
sion of observations between edge points and non-edge points and the
dispersion of all observations. Fitness functions fFd and fFs require not
only the observations’ position, but also the detection accuracy F . From
the p-values 0.0601 and 0.3759, it seems that the restriction of the range
of observations of evolved edge detectors has stronger influence than the
S-shaped transformation for evolving edge detectors.
Figure 4.17 presents boxplots for the evolved edge detectors (with thresh-
old 0) from F , fFcr , fFd and fFs , in terms of test performance F and fFavg
respectively. From the localisation of F and fFavg values for these evolved
edge detectors, F , fFd and fFs are more stable than fFcr to evolve edge de-
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Figure 4.17: Boxplots for test performance F and fFavg of the evolved edge
detectors (with threshold 0 ) from fitness functions F , fFcr , fFd and fFs .
tectors with threshold 0 to obtain binary edge maps. The performance of
the evolved edge detectors from fFcr is not stable, and some have bad per-
formance (low values). A reason is that fFcr does not mainly work on the
accuracy when threshold 0 is used. Since fitness functions F , fFd and fFs
employ threshold 0, their test performance of using threshold 0 is stable.
The best edge detector (in terms of test performance F ) comes from fFd ,
but it is considered as an outlier in the 30 GP edge detectors. In terms of
test performance fFavg , the best edge detector also comes from fFd . fFd and
fFs have one result with very low test performance F and fFavg , which is
considered as an outlier in the 30 GP edge detectors. It is possible that the
restriction on observations might increase the difficulty of finding good
edge detectors.
Since the test performance of the evolved edge detectors from fFcr is
not normally distributed, a non-parametric statistic technique, the Kruskal-
Wallis method [174], is employed for the comparisons among these fit-
ness functions, in terms of the number of the results in the first group
being higher than the second group. The p-value adjustment uses Holm’s
method [75] and the overall significance level is 0.05. Table 4.18 gives the
statistical test results. Here, “−” indicates there is no significant difference.
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Table 4.18: Kruskal-Wallis statistic [174] of pairs ( test performance F and
fFavg) on the results of the GP edge detectors with threshold 0.
fFcr fFd fFs
F (↓, ↓) (−,−) (−,−)
fFcr (↑, ↑) (↑, ↑)
fFd (−,−)
In a pair (A,B), A indicates the evaluation using F , and B indicates the
evaluation using fFavg . The comparisons show that the results from fFcr
are significantly worse than the results from F , fFd and fFs . There are no
significant differences among the results from F , fFd and fFs .
In summary, from the comparisons in Figure 4.17 and Table 4.18, re-
strictions on the observations of evolved edge detectors using threshold
0 may not affect the performance on the detected binary edges. The cor-
relation ratio is not good to evolve edge detectors with threshold 0 for
obtaining binary edge maps on the BSD test image dataset.
Soft Edge Maps from Linear Transformation
With the purpose of evaluating the soft edge maps obtained from the
evolved edge detectors, different thresholds are used to obtain binary edge
maps and the performance for these evolved edge detectors are based on
the best binary edge maps. From the overall view, threshold cth is em-
ployed to discriminate pixels on the soft edge maps as edge points or non-
edge points. After using threshold cth on the soft edge maps of an edge
detector, the relevant binary edge maps are obtained. The performance
of the edge detector with threshold cth is Fcth (see Equation (4.28)). Here,
Prec,cth and Ppre,cth are the relevant recall and precision when using thresh-
old cth. Fmax (see Equation (4.29)) is considered as the test performance
evaluation method from the pixel view. Fmax,avg is considered as the test
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Table 4.19: Test performance Fmax,avg and Fmax of the GP evolved edge
detectors after using LT .
Fmax p-value Fmax,avg p-value
F 0.1867± 0.0619 0.0000 ↓ 0.1917± 0.0730 0.0000 ↓
fFcr 0.1830± 0.0392 0.0000 ↓ 0.1864± 0.0435 0.0000 ↓
fFd 0.1992± 0.0440 0.0000 ↓ 0.2101± 0.0473 0.0000 ↓
fFs 0.1481± 0.0552 0.0000 ↓ 0.1520± 0.0664 0.0000 ↓
performance evaluation method from the image view. Fmax,avg is defined
in Equation (4.30), where fFcth,avg is fFavg when threshold cth is used.
Fcth =
Prec,cthPpre,cth
αPrec,cth + (1− α)Ppre,cth
(4.28)
Fmax = max
cth=
k
51
,k=1,2,...,50
{Fcth} (4.29)
Fmax,avg = max
cth=
k
51
,k=1,2,...,50
{fFcth,avg} (4.30)
Table 4.19 gives the means and standard deviations of test performance
Fmax,avg and Fmax of the evolved edge detectors after using LT to obtain
soft edge maps. The p-value is from the paired-sample t-test between the
soft edge maps and the binary edge maps (threshold 0). Each GP edge de-
tector has a soft edge map and a binary edge map for each test image with
the same observations. The soft edge maps and the binary edge maps are
dependent. Therefore, the paired-sample t-tests are employed via using
the differences of the paired-samples (the soft edge maps and the binary
edge maps from the same observations).
For fitness function F (without considering observation spread), the
test performance Fmax,avg and Fmax values of the evolved edge detectors
after using LT have the largest standard deviations among the results
from the other fitness functions in Table 4.19. It indicates that their soft
edge maps from LT are very unstable. When the range of observations of
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evolved edge detectors are restricted, the evolved edge detectors improve
the robustness for the soft edge maps by using LT . The fitness function
fFs does not have good ability to evolve edge detectors for obtaining good
soft edge maps with LT . A potential reason is that fFs evaluates the obser-
vations of GP evolved edge detectors after the S-shaped transformation,
not from the raw space of the observations. From these p-values, the lin-
ear transformation LT cannot improve detection performance, and signif-
icantly decreases the test performance of the evolved edge detectors. A
reason is that LT makes some observations from both sides of threshold 0
map into the same grayscale level.
Figure 4.18 shows the boxplots for the GP edge detectors evolved from
F , fFcr , fFd and fFs , in terms of Fmax and Fmax,avg respectively. From the
test performance distributions, some edge detectors evolved from F have
very bad test performance, being close to 0, which means that the observa-
tions of those edge detectors around threshold 0 have failed to distinguish
edges after using LT . Some of the edge detectors evolved from fFs also
have very bad performance. The edge detectors evolved from fFcr and fFd
do not have very bad performance (being close to 0). Therefore, without
the restriction of the raw range of the observations of evolved edge detec-
tors, the soft edge maps transformed by LT might fail to distinguish edge
points and non-edge points.
To further investigate the number of results from one fitness function
better than the results from another fitness function, a non-parametric test
technique is employed. Table 4.20 gives the Kruskal-Wallis statistical test
results for the soft edge maps of the evolved edge detectors from the four
fitness functions after using LT . From the comparison results, the edge
detectors evolved from fFd have significantly better soft edge maps than
the edge detectors evolved from fFs when LT is utilised. Although a few
of the edge detectors evolved from F have very bad performance, there
are no significant differences among F , fFcr and fFd . It seems that the
restriction of the range of the observations of evolved edge detectors only
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Figure 4.18: Boxplots for Fmax and Fmax,avg of the GP evolved edge detec-
tors using fitness functions F , fFcr , fFd and fFs after using LT .
Table 4.20: Kruskal-Wallis statistic [174] of pairs (Fmax and Fmax,avg) on the
soft edge maps of the GP evolved edge detectors after using LT .
fFcr fFd fFs
F (−,−) (−,−) (↑,−)
fFcr (−,−) (−,−)
fFd (↑, ↑)
improve the robustness on test performance for obtaining soft edge maps
by LT , but cannot improve detection accuracy. When a fixed threshold is
used in the training stage, the fixed threshold might be used to obtain the
best test performance on test images.
Figure 4.19 plots precision and recall on different thresholds for the av-
erage, the best and the worst of the edge detectors evolved from F , fFcr , fFd
and fFs after using LT . From the average (30 replications) in Figure 4.19
(a), the edge detectors evolved from fFcr have the worst performance on
soft edge maps when LT is used. The edge detectors evolved from fFd
and fFs have slightly better precision on the soft edge maps than the edge
detectors evolved from F when they have the same recall.
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Figure 4.19: Precision and recall for the GP evolved edge detectors using
fitness functions F , fFcr , fFd and fFs after using LT .
Figure 4.19 (b) describes precision and recall on the soft edge maps of
the best edge detectors from the four fitness functions respectively. Fitness
function fFd has similar test performance to the fitness function F . In the
low recall area, the best edge detectors from fFd and F are slightly better
than the best edge detectors from fFcr and fFs . Over the whole range, these
four edge detectors have similar test performance on precision and recall.
Figure 4.19 (c) presents precision and recall on the soft edge maps of
the worst edge detectors from the four fitness functions respectively. The
recall values of the worst edge detectors from F and fFs at different thresh-
olds are close to 0, which means that only a few edge points are mapped
to soft edges when LT is used. Therefore, LT fails to map the observations
of the edge detectors from F and fFs to soft edges. Although the perfor-
mance of the evolved edge detectors from fFd and fFcr decreases, these
edge detectors can still obtain some soft edges.
Figure 4.20 visually gives the soft edge maps on image 78004 for the
best test performance (Fmax,avg) in the first row and the worst test perfor-
mance (Fmax,avg) in the second row from the evolved edge detectors. Note
that, the grayscales of the soft edge maps are not easy to read, they are in-
verted for easy reading, and the darkest pixel (graylevel 0) has the highest
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Figure 4.20: Example soft edge maps on image 78004 from the best (the
first row) and worst (the second row) edge detectors from F , fFcr , fFd and
fFs after using LT .
response. Comparing the soft edge maps from the first row, the evolved
edge detectors from F and fFd have higher contrast responses on object
boundaries than the edge detectors from fFcr and fFs . For the worse edge
detectors, the results from F and fFs only contain very few edge points.
The detected results from fFcr and fFd have very low contrast, and it is
hard to distinguish close graylevels in a normal print version. The de-
tected image from fFcr in the second row includes a few of edge points
and a large number of the non-edge points. The detected image from fFd
in the second row has close graylevels for most of the pixels.
To summarise, the linear transform LT is not good to transform the ob-
servations of the evolved edge detectors with fixed threshold 0. When the
range of observations are restricted in the training stage, the robustness of
the evolved edge detectors using LT to obtain soft edgemaps is improved.
Since a very large range of the observations of evolved edge detectors is
allowed in F and fFs , an evolved edge detector with a large and sparse
space for its observations has very bad performance on its soft edge maps
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Table 4.21: Test performance Fmax and Fmax,avg of the evolved edge detec-
tors after using NT .
Fmax p-value Fmax,avg p-value
F 0.2514± 0.03124 0.2428 0.2653± 0.0353 0.1800
fFcr 0.2181± 0.03633 0.5096 0.2261± 0.0407 0.5420
fFd 0.2503± 0.0174 0.0000 ↑ 0.2650± 0.0200 0.0000 ↑
fFs 0.2545± 0.0148 0.2809 0.2690± 0.0153 0.3029
by using LT .
Soft Edge Maps from S-shaped Transformation
Table 4.21 provides the test performance Fmax and Fmax,avg on the soft
edge maps by applying NT . Here, p-values are obtained from the paired-
sample t-tests. Different from using LT , the soft edge maps by using the S-
shaped transformation have similar or significantly better results than the
binary edge maps by using threshold 0. Although the means of Fmax and
Fmax,avg from fFd after using NT increase by 0.001, they are significantly
better than the relevant results with threshold 0 from the paired-sample
t-tests. This indicates that an evolved edge detector from fFd improves
the detection performance a bit after using NT , compared with the rel-
evant result with fixed threshold 0. Since fFs is based on the S-shaped
transformation of the observations of an evolved edge detector, the test
performance using NT is stable, and it is better than using LT .
Figure 4.21 shows the boxplots for Fmax and Fmax,avg of the evolved
edge detectors from fitness functions F , fFcr , fFd and fFs after using NT .
In contrast with Figure 4.18, using NT to obtain soft edge maps is more
stable than using LT . From an overall, the soft edge maps of the evolved
edge detectors from the fitness functions fFd and fFs are located in a small
range when NT is used. Since the S-shaped function allows a large and
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Figure 4.21: Boxplots for Fmax and Fmax,avg of the evolved edge detectors
using fitness functions F , fFcr , fFd and fFs after using NT .
sparse range of observations of evolved edge detectors, the transformation
NT does not decrease the performance. Only fFd using NT significantly
improves the detection performance than using threshold 0. However, the
improvement is too small.
For F , one edge detector has bad performance on its soft edge maps
after using NT . A reason is that the some observations might be mapped
to the same graylevel by using NT if they are very close to threshold 0
from both sides. The transformation NT can avoid the problem caused by
a large and sparse range of observations (see LT ), but has a problem to
distinguish observations around threshold 0. Since fFd and fFs have the
restriction on the position of the observations of evolved edge detectors,
being away from threshold 0, the test performance of the evolved edge
detectors is stable when NT is used.
Additionally, the test performance on the evolved edge detectors from
fFcr is not stable after using NT . It seems that the non-linear transforma-
tion affects the correlation ratio. Comparing the test performance between
using NT and using LT , the improvement on Fmax and Fmax,avg for fitness
function fFcr is obviously lower than the other three fitness functions.
In order to compare these results based on the ranking of all evolved
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Table 4.22: Kruskal-Wallis statistic [174] of pairs (Fmax,avg and Fmax) on the
soft edge maps of the GP evolved edge detectors after using NT .
fFcr fFd fFs
F (↑, ↑) (−,−) (−,−)
fFcr (↓, ↓) (↓, ↓)
fFd (−,−)
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Figure 4.22: Precision and recall of the evolved edge detectors using fitness
functions F , fFcr , fFd and fFs after using NT .
edge detectors, Table 4.22 provides the Kruskal-Wallis statistical results on
the soft edge maps after usingNT . It is found that the results from fFcr are
significantly worse than the results from the other three fitness functions.
There are no significant differences among the results from F , fFd and fFs .
It seems that the transformation NT works well on most of the evolved
edge detectors for obtaining good soft edge maps.
Figure 4.22 (a) reveals the average of the precision and recall values of
the evolved edge detectors from F , fFcr , fFd and fFs after using NT . Also,
the recall and precision values of the best and the worst edge detectors
from each fitness function are shown in Figures 4.22 (b) and (c).
Firstly, the results from fFcr in the range with not high recall are slightly
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irregularly located. Since the standard deviations (of all observations, ob-
servations for edge points and observations for non-edge points) are no-
linearly changed, the results from fFcr after using NT might change irreg-
ularly for different thresholds cth. Figure 4.22 (a) indicates that the results
from fFcr are worse than the results from the other three fitness functions.
Secondly, the results from fFd and fFs in Figure 4.22 (a) are located in a
small range. The results from fFs are better (higher recall) than the results
from F and fFd . The results from fFd are located in a very small range. A
reason for this phenomenon is that the observations of the evolved edge
detectors from fFd are restricted to be away from threshold 0. If using the
S-shaped transform to the raw observations, the observations are almost
all mapped to only a few graylevels.
Thirdly, the results from F in Figure 4.22 (a) are located in a wide range.
Compared with the results from fFd , the results from F have higher preci-
sion but lower recall, or higher recall but lower precision. Also, the results
of the best edge detector from F in Figure 4.22 (b) are located in a large
range. The best edge detectors from the other three fitness functions have
the recall and precision values within a very short range, which are ap-
proximately located in the range of the best edge detector from F .
Lastly, the worst edge detectors from F and fFcr obtain soft edge maps
with very bad performance by using NT . However, the worst edge detec-
tors from fFd and fFs have high recall and not very low precision on their
soft edge maps after using NT . From NT , it seems that the restrictions
on the distance from observations to the threshold reduces the overlap of
observations around threshold 0.
Figure 4.23 visually presents the soft edge maps on image 78004 de-
tected by the edge detector (using NT ) from F , fFcr , fFd and fFs , respec-
tively. The first row shows the results detected by the best edge detector
from each fitness function, and the second row shows the results detected
by the worst edge detector. Firstly, the results detected by the best edge
detector from F has lower contrast than the relevant results from the other
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Figure 4.23: Example soft edge maps on image 78004 after the best (the
first row) and worst (the second row) edge detectors using NT .
three fitness functions. In the detected image from F in the first row, most
of the non-edge points (not bright) are not mapped to very low grayscale,
which means that the relevant observations are not far away from thresh-
old 0. Secondly, the results detected by the worst edge detector from F
hardly distinguish edge points and non-edge points from the human view.
A reason for this visual result is that the observations close to threshold 0
are mapped to graylevels around 127. Thirdly, the results detected by the
worst edge detectors from fFd and fFs (in the second row) have better vi-
sual soft edge maps than the detected image in the second row from F .
It seems that the restriction on the distance from observations to thresh-
old 0 is effective to avoid the difficulty of distinguishing edge points and
non-edge points.
To summarise, NT can be effectively used to obtain soft edge maps for
the evolved edge detectors and the relevant performance is the same or
slightly better than the binary edge maps using threshold 0. Compared
with LT ,NT obviously increases the performance of transforming the ob-
servations of evolved edge detectors to soft edge maps.
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Soft Edge Maps from Bandpass Transformation
From the results transformed by LT and NT , observations with a large
and sparse space or being close to threshold 0 may not be good for ob-
taining soft edge maps when a continuous transformation is employed. In
order to address the problem, a discontinuous transformation is proposed
for obtaining soft edge maps. Based on the problems from mapping ob-
servations to soft edge maps, we propose a bandpass transformation [165]
for obtaining soft edge maps. Equation (4.31) defines the bandpass trans-
formation (BT ), where btmin, btmax, cbt− , cbt+ and cth are used to control the
band filter shape, and cbtw is used to control the response magnitude of
an observation. Note that this transformation utilises threshold cth. In this
chapter, cth inBT is fixed to 0. The range of this transformation is from 0 to
1. Parameters btmin and btmax are used to control the band width. Parame-
ters cbt− and cbt+ are used to adjust the difference between the observations
from the left and right sides of threshold cth. The image graylevel from 0
to 255 is separated into to sub-ranges for the observations on the left and
right sides of threshold cth. In this study, the bandpass width is approx-
imately considered twice that of the grayscales, namely cbtw is set to 510.
For the other parameters, cbt− is set to 240, cbt+ is set to 266, btmin is set to
−240, and btmax is set to 250.
sbt = BT (o) =


0.0 if o < cbtmin
cbt
−
+o
cbtw
if o ≤ cth and o ≥ cbtmin
cbt++o
cbtw
if o ≤ btmax and o ≥ cth
1.0 if o > cbtmax
(4.31)
Note that the bandpass transformation is not the same as a normal
band filter. Actually, it combines two band filters and a high filter [165].
There are different transformations in the two band filters and the high
filter. Since interesting observations mainly focus on the range from the
combination of the two band filters, it is still called a bandpass transfor-
mation.
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Table 4.23: Test performance Fmax and Fmax,avg of the GP evolved edge
detectors after using BT .
Fmax p-value Fmax,avg p-value
F 0.2601± 0.0085 0.0002 ↑ 0.2750± 0.0099 0.0002 ↑
fFcr 0.2204± 0.0352 0.0304 ↑ 0.2284± 0.0389 0.0459 ↑
fFd 0.2548± 0.0178 0.0000 ↑ 0.2687± 0.0203 0.0000 ↑
fFs 0.2560± 0.0144 0.0024 ↑ 0.2703± 0.0145 0.0237 ↑
Table 4.23 gives the test performance on soft edgemaps after the evolved
edge detectors employ NT . In contrast with the binary edge maps, all re-
sults on the soft edge maps are significantly better after using BT . How-
ever, the improvement is not obvious. It is possible that threshold 0 is the
best or almost close to the best threshold for the observations of evolved
edge detectors to obtain binary edge maps. After using BT , the bad per-
formance on soft edge maps for a few of the evolved edge detectors from
F is avoided.
Figure 4.24 gives the boxplots on Fmax and Fmax,avg values of these
evolved detectors. These boxplots in Figure 4.24 are similar to the relevant
boxplots in Figure 4.17. Therefore, the soft edge maps keep the similar dis-
tributions of the test performance on binary edge maps using threshold 0.
Table 4.24 reveals the statistics on the comparisons among the soft edge
maps for these evolved edge detectors using BT . The comparison results
are the same as the comparisons on binary edge maps by using threshold
0 (Table 4.18) and the comparisons on soft edge maps by using NT (Ta-
ble 4.22). Except for the linear transformation, the evolved edge detectors
from fFcr are significantly worse than the evolved edge detectors from F ,
fFd and fFs when threshold 0,NT orBT is used. Therefore, the correlation
ratio might be not good for evolving edge detectors.
Figure 4.25 shows the recall and precision values for the average, the
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Figure 4.24: Boxplots for Fmax,avg and Fmax of the evolved edge detectors
using fitness functions F , fFcr , fFd and fFs after using BT .
Table 4.24: Kruskal-Wallis statistic [174] of pairs (Fmax,avg and Fmax) on the
soft edge maps of the GP evolved edge detectors after using BT .
fFcr fFd fFs
F (↑, ↑) (−,−) (−,−)
fFcr (↓, ↓) (↓, ↓)
fFd (−,−)
best and the worst of the evolved edge detectors from the four fitness func-
tions respectively when BT is employed. Figure 4.25 (a) shows that fFcr
has the worst performances on the averages of recall and precision of the
evolved edge detectors at difference thresholds. The recall and precision
values of the evolved edge detectors from fFd and fFs are located in a range
with high recall and not low precision. For F , only one point (from a
threshold) is closely located in the range from fFd and fFs . For the other
thresholds, the average of the evolved edge detectors has high recall but
low precision, or high precision but low recall. Therefore, from the recall
and precision values, the evolved edge detectors from fFd and fFs are bet-
ter than the evolved edge detectors from F even though the transform BT
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Figure 4.25: Precision and recall of the evolved edge detectors using fitness
functions F , fFcr , fFd and fFs after using BT .
can separate both sides of observations around threshold 0.
Figure 4.25 (b) shows the recall and precision values of the best edge
detector from F , fFcr , fFd and fFs respectively. As can be seen, only one
point from F is close to the range from fFd and fFs . It is possible that the
bandpass width cbtw onlyworks on observations close to threshold 0, and a
large number of the observations of the evolved edge detector are mapped
around the graylevel 127. For the worst performance in Figure 4.25 (c), one
point from F has precision slightly lower than 0.16, which is better than
other evolved edge detectors, in terms of F .
Figure 4.26 provides example image 78004 for the relevant soft edge
maps after using BT . Since there is low contrast in the detected images
from F , it is hard to distinguish edges and non-edges in a print version.
Most pixels are mapped around graylevel 125. The other detected images
are similar to the relevant detected results in Figure 4.22.
To summarise, the transformation BT can obtain soft edge maps which
at least have the same test performance (F and fFavg) as the binary edge
maps from threshold 0. Also, from BT , the restriction on the range of
observations and the distance from observations to threshold 0 is helpful
to obtain rich responses on edge points.
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Figure 4.26: An example soft edge maps on image 78004 after the best (the
first row) and worst (the second row) edge detectors using BT .
4.7 Further Discussions
This section provides further discussions on the evaluation view, F-measure
and FOM, the thickness of detected edges, and parameters in the bandpass
transformation.
4.7.1 Pixel vs Image Views
When the test performance evaluation methods are used based on overall
pixels and individual images, two detection results with significant differ-
ence in the view of overall pixels are not significantly different in the view
of individual images. Therefore, a fitness function based on overall pix-
els is better than fitness functions based on individual images. However,
to compare two different edge detectors, a test performance evaluation
method based on individual images should be also considered because
the comparison in the pixel view may be different from the comparison in
the image view. From the comparison results, it suggests that two sets of
results from different fitness functions are likely to be significantly differ-
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ent in the pixel view if they are significantly different in the image view.
From the same view (overall pixels or individual images), the fitness
functions F and fFqf are not significantly different, but fitness functions
based on individual images reveal significantly different results, especially
for the evaluation using the geometric mean. The fitness functions fFgm
and fFOMgm do not give good test performance, compared with the other
fitness functions based on individual images. A potential reason is that the
training data is sufficient to cover most edge contents in the test images,
but some edge contents in the training data have low occurrences in the
test images so that these edge contents are learned and some normal edge
contents might reduce the influence on the learned edge detectors when
the geometric mean is used as the fitness function.
4.7.2 F-measure vs FOM
From the comparison results in Table 4.11, it is found that all GP edge
detectors evolved by the fitness functions based on F-measure, except for
fFgm with Sets, are significantly better than the Sobel edge detector based
on the evaluation F without a tolerance distance for predicted edge points.
However, most of these GP edge detectors are worse than the Sobel
edge detector in terms of fFOM . From the definition of fFOM , it is known
that fFOM is affected by the maximum value from NT and NP . Since NT is
much smaller than the number of the total pixels in all test images, FOM
will obtain high value if NP is also small. While NT is not much smaller
than the number of the total pixels in the training data because of the sam-
pling technique, the trained edge detectors with high fFOM will have a
high ratio of NP to the number of the total pixels in the training data. For
the test images, the edge detectors will keep the high ratio of NP to the
number of the total pixels in the test data; but NT is small, so that test
performance in terms of fFOM for the GP edge detectors is not good to
indicate detection results.
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Also, from the view of individual images, each image may not always
only chooseNTi orNPi as the maximum value so that FOM from the image
view fails to present the right evaluation, and it leads to some fFOMi being
larger than 1 if only using NTi or NPi . For example, fFOM only chooses the
sum of NTi . It is possible that NPi is larger than NTi in a detected image.
Since the minimum value between NTi and NPi in the image is chosen,
the relevant fFOMi is very likely larger than 1. Therefore, fFOMavg is more
reasonable than fFOM , and the test performance based on fFOMavg is much
closer to F than fFOM .
Regarding the drawbacks existing in fFOM , the comparison based on
fFOM and F after one-to-one assignment reveals that fFOM is not good to
measure the detection results from F and fFOM with Sets,b. The average
of fFOM of the test performance on the GP edge detectors from the fitness
function F with Sets,b is 0.4569, which is lower than the result from the
fitness function fFOM with Sets,b (0.4949). However, the evaluation based
on F after one-to-one assignment shows that the GP edge detectors from
F with Sets,b are significantly better than the GP edge detectors from fFOM
with Sets,b (in Table 4.13). Therefore, the evaluation based on F without
offset is still better than fFOM .
4.7.3 Thickness of Detected Edges
From the detected example images, the evolved edge detectors give thick
responses on edges, which requires a post-processing technique such as
non-maximum suppression [28] or a thinning operation [106]. A potential
reason for the thickness is that the ground truth for the training images
are combined from several human observations and some edges are more
than one pixel width. Another potential reason, for the fitness functions
based on F-measure, is that high recall exists in these edge detectors. An
offset from a predicted edge point to the relevant true edge point is not
allowed, which leads to low precision for most GP edge detectors. To
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obtain high fitness, GP edge detectors prefer choosing high recall in early
stages of evolution. The overlap for predicted edge points to a true edge
point is allowed in the fitness functions based on FOM, which is another
potential reason for thick responses from the GP edge detectors evolved
by these fitness functions.
4.7.4 Parameters in Bandpass Transformation
The three transform functions are employed to analyse observations of GP
evolved edge detectors. The transform BT has different parameters (see
Equation (4.31)) to control the band width. Figure 4.25 (a) shows most of
the observations of the evolved edge detectors are around threshold 0. In
order to increase the contrast for the relevant graylevels of the observa-
tions around threshold 0, the band width cbtrg is decreased to 100, cbt− is
set to 40, cbt+ is set to 60, btmin is set to −40, and btmax is set to 40.
The test performance (fFavg) is 0.2739±0.0099, which is not significantly
different from the results from cbtrg using 510. Figure 4.27 shows the recall
and precision values of average, the best and the worst of the evolved
edge detectors from F . From the results, smaller cbtrg makes the points
with too low precision or too low recall disappear. In contrast with Fig-
ure 4.25, some points with low precision are moved to a range with higher
precision.
Since the band width cbtrg becomes small, the contrast between the
grayslevels mapped from observations around threshod 0 becomes high.
Figure 4.28 shows the image 78004 detected by the best and worst edge
detectors. Clearly, the edge map from the worst edge detector can be seen
from the print version, but the edge map from the best edge detector de-
creases the contrast. Therefore, the parameter cbtrg should not be small. To
distinguish observations around threshold 0, the difference between cbt−
and cbt+ should be increased. From the change of parameters inBT , it also
suggests that the range of observations should be addressed in the fitness
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Figure 4.27: Scatter plots of recall and precision values of average, the best
and the worse of the evolved edge detectors from F using cbtrg = 100.
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Figure 4.28: An example soft edge maps on image 78004 after the best and
worst edge detectors using BT width cbtrg = 100.
function. Although the threshold is the best value or close to the value for
evolved edge detectors to discriminate pixels, the response magnitudes on
true edges might be not suitably distributed.
4.8 Chapter Summary
The goal of this chapter is to investigate different evaluation criteria for
evaluating low-level edge detectors evolved by GP. This investigation was
achieved by employing F-measure and FOM from the pixel view and the
image view, thematching directions in FOM, and observation spreadwhen
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F-measure is used for obtaining soft edge maps.
The results indicate that F-measure as a fitness function is better for
the evaluation based on overall pixels than individual images, but FOM is
better for evaluation based on individual images than overall pixels when
the training dataset is large. When the tolerance distance from a detected
edge point to a true edge point is not allowed, the ETHZ image dataset
shows that GP edge detectors are better than the Canny edge detector.
From the comparisons of the fitness functions based on overall pixels
and individual images, the geometric mean is not good to evaluate trained
edge detectors’ fitness when the image dataset is large. When the results
detected by the evolved edge detectors from different fitness functions are
not significantly different based on the evaluation from the image view,
they might be significantly different from the pixel view.
The optimal matching results for the edge detectors from the fitness
functions F and fFOM show that F is better than fFOM to evolve edge
detectors.
When evaluating both matching directions in FOM as a combination
using the F -measure, the detection results show improved detection accu-
racy in terms of fFOM . Compared with the results from F , the proposed
combination has better performance when the test performance evalua-
tion utilises fFOM and fFOMavg .
When soft edge maps from evolved edge detectors are considered, the
range of observations of evolved edge detectors should be addressed in
the fitness function. Three different transformations indicate that the ob-
servations with small range and far away from a fixed threshold are good
to obtain soft edge maps.
This chapter and Chapter 3 analysed how GP evolves edge detectors.
The search operators used in the GP system implicitly select pixels to con-
struct edge detectors. In order to further understand howGP evolves edge
detectors, the next chapter will investigate pixels selected by the GP sys-
tem.
Chapter 5
Pixels Implicitly Selected by GP
5.1 Introduction
Chapters 3 and 4 employed GP based on raw pixels from full images to
evolve low-level edge detectors. The search operators sn,m based on single
pixels implicitly search important pixels, which avoids manually setting a
window size for constructing edge detectors. The GP evolved edge detec-
tors show that sn,m is helpful to efficiently construct edge detectors with
fast detection speed. In order to understand how well evolved GP pro-
grams work for specific tasks, further investigation on the evolved pro-
grams is needed.
Comprehensibility is one of major setbacks of GP in many areas [44,
96, 97]. Researchers have tried to understand the programs evolved by
GP [6, 62, 71, 96]. GP (evolved) edge detectors are initially randomly gen-
erated, then automatically evolved by the evolutionary process guided by
the fitness evaluation. To truly understand the structure of evolved edge
detectors, very strong and wide expertise on edge detection is needed. It
is a very challenging task to analyse GP edge detectors. Since most of the
existing methods [57, 140] extract features based on explicitly given pix-
els, the analysis of pixels implicitly selected by GP helps us understand
whether GP automatically selects a compact but sufficiently rich set of pix-
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els to construct edge detectors.
There are two problems for analysing the pixels selected by GP. Firstly,
it is not clear which pixels GP will implicitly select to construct edge de-
tectors. From most of the existing edge detectors based on raw pixels,
the employed pixels around their discriminated pixel are usually sym-
metric [57, 140]. The localisation of pixels implicitly selected by GP is
unknown in advance and needs be investigated. Secondly, it is not clear
whether pixels selected by GP are better than the pixels from a fixed win-
dow to construct edge detectors, such as linear edge filters and second-
order edge filters. Here a linear edge filter is constructed by the sum of
pixel intensities with weights, and a second-order edge filter is constructed
by the sum of pixel intensities with weights and products of two pixel in-
tensities (all combinations) with weights. It is very desirable to conduct
investigation on the pixels selected by GP.
5.1.1 Chapter Goal
The goal of this chapter is to analyse which pixels are implicitly selected
by GP based on full images. Since the search operators used in Chap-
ter 3 work on pixels with very little prior knowledge, neighbourhoods for
discriminating pixels as edge points or non-edge points are investigated.
Specifically, the following research objectives will be investigated.
• What characteristics (e.g. relative pixel positions) exist in a set of raw
pixels selected by GP.
• Whether a set of raw pixels selected by the GP edge detectors is bet-
ter to construct linear and second-order filters than using all pixels
in a fixed window.
• Whether these estimated filters are better than common existing low-
level edge detectors, such as the Laplacian and Sobel edge detectors.
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• Whether the GP edge detectors are better than the above estimated
filters.
5.1.2 Chapter Organisation
In the remainder of this chapter, the second section investigates extract-
ing pixels from GP evolved low-level edge detectors and how to construct
linear and second-order edge filters. The third section describes the exper-
iment settings. The fourth section presents the results of the experiments
with discussions. The fifth section provides further discussions. The last
section draws a summary of this chapter.
5.2 Analysing Pixels Selected by GP
There are three steps for analysing pixels selected by GP. The first step is
to evolve edge detectors using GP. The second step is to extract pixels im-
plicitly selected by GP. The last step is to construct edge filters using only
the pixels extracted in the second step. Figure 5.1 shows the process flow
to find neighbours of a discriminated pixel. After analysing a full image
(terminal) and sn,m in the evolved edge detectors, a set of neighbours for
a discriminated pixel will be obtained. In the Neighbourhood part of Fig-
ure 5.1, empty cells in the 5 × 5 window are considered to be redundant
for constructing edge filters.
5.2.1 Settings for Evolving Edge Detectors
In order to quickly obtain evolved edge detectors, six images are selected
from the BSD training image dataset set. Figure 5.2 shows these images.
The six images are selected based on different edge content. It is consid-
ered that they are (reasonably) sufficient to evolve good edge detectors
based on the initial experiments in Chapter 4. In order to reduce the com-
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Figure 5.1: Process of finding pixels to construct edge filters.
putational cost, five different subimages of size 41 × 41 from each image
are randomly sampled as training subimages.
The terminal and function sets used are the setting Sets in Table 3.1
(on page 67); namely only the search operator sn,m with a single pixel is
used for searching neighbours. The experiment settings are the same as
the settings used in Section 3.4 (on page 66), except for the population
size. Since the training data is small, a smaller popular size (500) is used
for evolving edge detectors. We use 30 independent runs to generate 30
(GP evolved) edge detectors.
5.2.2 Methods for Extracting Pixels
Directly Extracting Pixels
The search operator sn,m implicitly finds the neighbours in GP evolved
edge detectors. The three neighbours used in GERobert (see Equation (3.4)
on page 60) can be expressed by s−1,−1(I), s−1,0(I) and s0,−1(I). Based on
sn,m and image I , the selected pixels can be found. Figure 5.3 shows the
pixels existing in the 30 GP edge detectors with at least 15 occurrences. The
window presents pixels (neighbours) selected around the centre (discrim-
inated) pixel from sn,m. The number of occurrences of the selected neigh-
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Figure 5.2: Six training images from BSD dataset.
bours are calculated based on the final terminal I . If a pixel only exists in
a few GP edge detectors, it will be considered as giving limited contribu-
tion for detecting edges. The threshold for the pixel occurrences in these
edge detectors is chosen a half of 30 (runs), namely at least 15. Note that
a pixel might have several occurrences in a single GP edge detector. All
pixels with at least 15 occurrences are located in the 5 × 5 window. Pixels
with less than 15 occurrences are not shown, and a few pixels are located
outside of the 5 × 5 window. Considering the centre pixel is the original
position (j = (0, 0)), a two-dimensional position index (j) in the window
contains the horizontal direction (right for the positive) and the vertical di-
rection (down for the positive). The greatest number of occurrences (47) is
from the discriminated pixel (j = (0, 0)), and the second greatest number
of occurrences (36) is from the right neighbour (j = (1, 0)). The average
number of occurrences of the discriminated pixel itself in the 30 GP edge
detectors is more than 1.5 in each evolved detector.
Another interesting observation is that the pixels with high occurrences
are diagonal pairs, such as (1, 0) with (0, 1), (2, 0) with (0, 2), (0,−1) with
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Figure 5.3: Neighbours (at least 15 occurrences) selected from 30 GP edge
detectors. Note that numbers are the frequency of occurrences of the
neighbours.
(−1, 0), (1, 1) with (−1,−1). Diagonal pairs have been investigated by ap-
plying diagonal derivatives for constructing edge features in our previous
work [52] which shows that the edge features from the diagonal deriva-
tives are better than the edge features from the horizontal and vertical
derivatives, in terms of detection accuracy. Setnb1 will now be used to in-
dicate the nine particular pixels in Figure 5.3 (including the discriminated
pixel itself).
Extracting Pixels based on Orientations
Taking into account the similarity in the pixels around the same direction,
amerging operation is proposed here to reduce the number of selected pix-
els and find a more rich set of pixels around a discriminated pixel in these
GP edge detectors. In a function node of a tree-based program, the pixels
selected from a subtree will be merged together if they are in the same di-
rection. For instance, (1, 1) and (1, 0) are considered as the same direction
(the direction only based on n or m from sn,m, here n is chosen), and only
(1, 1) or (1, 0) is a selected pixel. Figure 5.4 shows a simple example tree
to extract neighbours by using this merging operation. In s1,0(I) + s1,1(I),
the node +merges {(1, 0)} from s1,0(I) and {(1, 1)} from s1,1(I) to {(1, 0)}.
The root node− has {(1, 2), (2, 1)} as the positions for the relevant selected
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Figure 5.4: Example of the merging operation on a simple GP tree.
neighbours. This merging operation is not equal to the simple combina-
tion of the final selected pixels, because it is based on function nodes, not
final terminals.
Figure 5.5 gives the selected pixels with at least 15 occurrences. Firstly,
there are only 6 pixels selected. The number of selected pixels is less than
the number of pixels in Setnb1. Secondly, the number of selected pixels
adjacent to the discriminated pixel is only 3, and these pixels are not con-
nected to each other. Thirdly, two selected pixels in the positions (2, 3)
and (3, 2) are not located in the 5 × 5 window. Lastly, these pixels have
no diagonal pairs, compared with Setnb1. Using this merging operation,
the selected pixels are scattered within a local area. Setnb2 will now be
employed to indicate these six particular pixels in Figure 5.5.
5.2.3 Filters Constructed from Selected Pixels
To analyse the pixels selected from the GP edge detectors, a technique is
required to use these pixels to construct edge detectors to validate whether
the set of the selected pixels is good for edge detection. Filter techniques
are popular for extracting edge features when fast response speed in real-
time applications is required. To analyse a set of pixels selected from GP,
linear and non-linear (second-order) filters are built using only these se-
lected pixels to perform edge detection. These filters are expected to allow
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Figure 5.5: Pixels (at least 15 occurrences) selected from 30 GP edge detec-
tors with a merging operation. Note that numbers are the occurrences for
the neighbours.
only one pass over the images so that they give responses as fast as possi-
ble and no extended memory is required, which is good for processing a
sequence of images and in hardware design (considering limited memory
and data buses) for the implementation of a filter with fast response speed.
Linear Filter
The linear filter LF is defined in Equation (5.1), where i is a discriminated
pixel from image I , Setnb is the used neighbours (including i), ij is the
pixel intensity (of neighbour j), βj is the coefficient (weight) for ij , which
needs to be optimised, and b is the intercept, being similar to a threshold
value. Note that j is a two-dimensional position index for these pixels in
Equation (5.1), and b can be considered as β0. For example, j = (0,−1)
indicates the left neighbour of the discriminated pixel i.
LF (i) =
∑
j∈Setnb
βjij + b (5.1)
A linear filter in [2] includes βj for the pixels in the 3 × 3 window
(Setnb = {(0, 0), (−1, 0), (−1,−1), (0,−1), (1,−1), (1, 0), (1, 1), (0, 1), (−1, 1)}).
The sum of βj must be 0 in the filter, and bmust be 0. The threshold for the
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filter needs to be solved by an adaptive algorithm, which takes some com-
putational cost. In addition, the training image is only based on a binary
image. However, images used in Equation (5.1) are based on grayscale
levels, being more complicated than binary images. In order to rapidly
detect edges in this chapter, the fixed threshold 0 is used for LF (i), dis-
criminating i as an edge point when LF (i) > 0.
Second-order Filter
With regard to approximating other existing edge detectors, a second-
order filter SF is defined in Equation (5.2), where
∑
j,l∈Setnb
indicates all
combinations of neighbours ij and il for discriminated pixel i, and βj,l is
the coefficient for the combined factor ijil. Since ijil is equal to ilij , they
are considered as only one combination and only βj,l is used for ilij and
ijil. Based on the limitation of only one pass over an image, the existing
edge detectors, such as the Sobel detector can be expressed by the equation
without using a square root.
SF (i) =
∑
j∈Setnb
βjij +
∑
j,l∈Setnb
βj,lijil + b (5.2)
Parameter Estimation
A hybrid Particle Swarm Optimisation with Differential Evolution algo-
rithm (PSO-DE) has shown strong ability to find global optima for non-
linear optimisation problems [51, 54]. Therefore, PSO-DE is employed to
estimate the parameters in the linear and second-order filters, The detec-
tion accuracy based on F is used as the objective function, so the esti-
mated parameters are based on maximising the value of F . The details
of this algorithm is beyond the scope of the objectives, and can be seen
from [51, 54].
The objective function F only uses the response sign (edge points or
non-edge points) of a filter, and cannot indicate the response magnitudes.
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When the parameters βj or βj,l change by a small amount, F might not be
changed. To clearly indicate the changes of the estimated parameters, a
correlation ratio variant from [18], fFcr (see Equation (4.27) on page 119) is
employed as a new objective function.
5.3 Experiment Settings
This section describes which pixels are used to construct edge filters.
5.3.1 Pixels Used to Construct Filters
From Equations (5.1) and (5.2), different sets of pixels (Setnb) are used to
construct edge filters. The pixels from 3 × 3 and 5 × 5 windows are used
to compare with the pixels selected from GP. Note that two types of sets
of pixels are used to optimise the linear and second-order filters. The first
utilises a fixed area, such as the 3×3 and 5×5windows. The other utilises
a set of pixels which might be scattered around a discriminated pixel, and
these pixels are selected by the GP edge detectors with high occurrences.
5.3.2 Baselines for the Comparisons
The Laplacian and Sobel edge detectors are selected as the baselines from
the existing edge detectors. There are two reasons to only choose these
two edge detectors. Firstly, the two detectors are popular low-level edge
detectors and do not use pre-processing and post-processing [152]. Since
pre-processing and post-processing techniques can be routinely and ef-
fectively applied to the outputs of both edge detectors, this chapter only
focuses on the outputs themselves. The other low-level edge feature ex-
traction methods, such as the Canny detector, can be considered as a com-
bination of methods for extracting edge features and techniques for pre-
processing and post-processing. A Canny detector can be approximated
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by the combination of a Gaussian filter (pre-processing), a Sobel detector
(feature extraction), and a non-maximum suppression (post-processing) [28].
Here, the GP edge detectors and estimated filters can use the non-maximum
suppression technique as well. Secondly, the investigation is on low-level
edge detectors constructed by raw pixels. For fair comparison, only edge
detectors constructed by raw pixels are selected. The Laplacian edge de-
tector is a linear filter based on raw pixels, and the Sobel edge detector can
be approximated as a second-order edge detector based on raw pixels. To
validate the choice of a compact but rich set of pixels selected by GP, the
linear and second-order filters are employed. Therefore, these estimated
filters based on the selected pixels are fairly compared with existing linear
and second-order filters.
The selected pixels from GP edge detectors are different from the pixels
used in the Laplacian and Sobel edge detectors. In order to check whether
the pixels extracted from GP edge detectors are good to construct edge
detectors, the pixels in the 3 × 3 and 5 × 5 windows are used to construct
filters with the same approach. The filters based on the 3 × 3 and 5 × 5
windows are also used as baselines for the comparisons in this chapter.
5.4 Results and Discussions
This section provides the results from GP and estimated filters with dis-
cussions.
5.4.1 Images Detected by GP
Figure 5.6 gives four example detected binary images from the best GP
edge detector, and the Sobel and Laplacian edge detectors with the best
threshold value for each detector (based on the maximum F ). The four
example images come from the BSD test image dataset. These four im-
ages have different edge content such as a high contrast object in image
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(a) 45096 (b) 106024 (c) 253055 (d) 299086
Figure 5.6: Four example test images from BSD dataset detected by the
best GP, Sobel and Laplacian (“Lap”) edge detectors.
106024 and low contrast areas in image 299086. The threshold of the Sobel
detector for the maximum F is 0.1765, and is 0.03922 for the Laplacian de-
tector. From Figure 5.6, the Laplacian detector is sensitive to noise and has
poor ability to find edges of the right part in image 45096. Compared with
the Sobel detector, the GP edge detector has similar detection results for
the four images, but the GP edge detector has better ability to detect dis-
tinct edges, e.g., the edges in the right part in the image 45096 and image
106024. For image 253055, the edges of the clouds are not clear and most
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observers do not mark them as edges. The GP edge detector matches most
of the observations, and does not give responses on the boundaries of the
clouds. However, the GP edge detector fails to detect the right and bottom
boundaries of the pyramid in image 299086 because the edges are not dis-
tinct. The Sobel edge detector has slightly better detection for these edges
than the GP edge detector, but is affected by the sand texture noise. From
the results, GP has good ability to find edges from the clear discontinu-
ities, and suppresses the noise but possibly lost edges that are difficult to
distinguish.
5.4.2 Optimised Linear Filters
Table 5.1 gives the averages and standard deviations of F values of the
linear filters constructed by all pixels in 3 × 3 and 5 × 5 windows, Setnb1
(Figure 5.3) and Setnb2 (Figure 5.5) based on Equation (5.1) with objective
functions F and fFCR . Here each setting for Setnb is used to indicate the rel-
evant filters. Figure 5.7 shows the performance of these linear filters using
the means and standard deviations of their F values. Note that the train-
ing data (randomly sampled from the six images) is not the same in the 30
runs, so the difference for the estimated parameters still exists. From Ta-
ble 5.1 and Figure 5.7, the test performance F for the parameters of these
linear filters estimated by the objective function F is better than the objec-
tive function fFCR , but the linear filters estimated by fFCR have more stable
performances than the filters estimated by F .
Table 5.2 gives the comparisons of the test performance F among the
estimated linear filters, the GP edge detectors and the Laplacian and Sobel
edge detectors based on multiple one-sample t-tests with overall signifi-
cance level 0.05 and p-value adjustment using Holm’s method [75] over
all comparisons. Here, “↓” indicates that the edge detector from the first
column is significantly worse than the edge detector from the first row,
“↑” for the significantly worse indication (the first column to the first row),
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Table 5.1: Test performance (F ) on 100 BSD test images for linear filters
estimated by PSO based on objective functions F and fFCR .
Detector F fFCR
3× 3 0.1786± 0.0029 0.1611± 0.0002
5× 5 0.2022± 0.0025 0.1685± 0.0001
Setnb1 0.1952± 0.0045 0.1743± 0.0002
Setnb2 0.1797± 0.0016 0.1631± 0.0001
3x3 5x5 Set1 Set20.16
0.17
0.18
0.19
0.2
0.21
0.22
Linear Filter
F
 
 
F
FCR
Figure 5.7: Test performance (F ) averaged over the 100 BSD test images
for linear filters estimated by PSO-DE based on objective functions F and
fFCR .
and “−” for no significant difference. In each pair, the first comparison is
based on the objective function F , and the second is based on the objective
function fFCR . The comparisons between the GP edge detectors and exist-
ing edge detectors have been addressed in Chapters 3 and 4, this chapter
mainly focuses on comparisons among the estimated filters.
There are six interesting comparisons from Table 5.2. Firstly, all esti-
mated linear filters are significantly better than the 3 × 3 Laplacian edge
detector. It seems that linear filters optimised by the hybrid PSO-DE based
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Table 5.2: Comparisons (F, fFCR) among linear filters, GP edge detectors
(only from fitness function F ), the Laplacian detector, and the Sobel detec-
tor.
5× 5 Setnb1 Setnb2 GP Laplacian Sobel
3× 3 (↓, ↓) (↓, ↓) (−,−) (↓, ↓) (↑, ↑) (↓, ↓)
5× 5 (↑, ↓) (↑, ↑) (↓, ↓) (↑, ↑) (↓, ↓)
Setnb1 (↑, ↑) (↓, ↓) (↑, ↑) (↓, ↓)
Setnb2 (↓, ↓) (↑, ↑) (↓, ↓)
on ground truth are better to detect edges than the Laplacian edge detec-
tor, in terms of test performance F . Secondly, the linear filters based on the
5×5window have the best detection performance based on the average of
F values for the 100 test images in the four estimated linear filters with the
objective function F , but the linear filters constructed by Setnb1 have very
close test performance to the 5 × 5 window linear filters according to the
averages of F values in Table 5.1. Thirdly, all the estimated linear filters by
the objective function fFCR have close test performance, but the linear fil-
ters constructed by Setnb1 are significantly better than the other estimated
linear filters. Fourthly, the estimated linear filters cannot compete with the
Sobel and GP edge detectors. In general, the GP edge detectors are non-
linear, so it seems that the non-linear edge detectors are better than the
linear edge detectors. Fifthly, the estimated linear filters from Setnb1 have
better test performance than the estimated linear filters from Setnb2. Fi-
nally, the edge detectors constructed by Setnb1 are significantly better than
the estimated 3× 3 window linear edge detectors, and there are no signif-
icant differences between the linear edge detectors constructed by Setnb2
and the estimated 3 × 3 window linear edge detectors. Although Setnb1
and Setnb2 are not as good as the estimated 5 × 5 window edge detectors
by the objective function F , these estimated linear edge detectors show
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Table 5.3: Test performance (F ) on 100 BSD test images for second-order
filters estimated by PSO based on F and fFCR .
Detector F fFCR
3× 3 0.2265± 0.0050 0.2204± 0.0028
5× 5 0.2387± 0.0151 0.2380± 0.0025
Setnb1 0.2390± 0.0073 0.2340± 0.0033
Setnb2 0.2501± 0.0031 0.2401± 0.0015
3x3 5x5 Set1 Set2
0.22
0.23
0.24
0.25
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F
 
 
F
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Figure 5.8: Test performance (F ) averaged over the 100 BSD test images
for second-order filters estimated by PSO-DE based on F and fFCR .
that the pixels selected by GP contain rich information for constructing
edge features based on the overall comparisons.
Optimised Second-order Filters
Table 5.3 gives themeans and standard deviations of test performance F of
the second-order filters constructed by all pixels in 3×3 and 5×5windows,
Setnb1 and Setnb2 based on Equation (5.2) with objective functions F and
fFCR . Figure 5.8 shows the error-bars of these second-order filters based on
the test performance using F . Different from the estimated linear filters,
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Table 5.4: Comparisons (F, fFCR) among second-order filters, GP edge de-
tectors (only from fitness function F ), the Laplacian detector, and the Sobel
detector.
5× 5 Setnb1 Setnb2 GP Laplacian Sobel
3× 3 (↓, ↓) (↓, ↓) (↓, ↓) (↓, ↓) (↑, ↑) (−, ↓)
5× 5 (−,−) (↓, ↓) (↓, ↓) (↑, ↑) (−,−)
Setnb1 (↓, ↓) (↓, ↓) (↑, ↑) (−,−)
Setnb2 (−, ↓) (↑, ↑) (↑, ↑)
these second-order filters estimated by the objective functions F and fFCR
have close test performance (the average of values F ). The second-order
filters constructed with all pixels in Setnb2 have the highest average of F
values. However, the standard deviations of the test performance of the
second-order filters are higher than the linear filters.
Table 5.4 gives the comparisons of the test performance F among the
estimated second-order filters, the GP edge detectors, and the Laplacian
and Sobel edge detectors. There are several interesting comparisons in Ta-
ble 5.4: firstly, the estimated second-order filters constructed with Setnb2
have the best test performance among the estimated second-order filters
with the objective function F or fFCR ; secondly, the estimated second-order
filters constructed with Setnb1 can compete with the Sobel edge detector;
thirdly, the estimated second-order filters constructed with Setnb2 based
on the objective function F or fFCR are significantly better than the Sobel
detector and the estimated 5×5window second-order filters; fourthly, the
estimated second-order filters constructed with Setnb1 or Setnb2 are signif-
icantly better than the estimated 3 × 3 window second-order filters; and
lastly, the estimated second-order filters with Setnb2 based on the objective
function F can compete with the GP edge detectors.
From the comparisons, it seems that the pixels selected by GP with
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high occurrences are compact but rich for constructing low-level edge de-
tectors. Although the estimated 5 × 5 window second-order filters are
significantly better the estimated 3 × 3 window second-order filters, the
estimated second-order filters with Setnb1 can compete with the estimated
5 × 5 window second-order filters. Since Setnb1 is included in the 5 × 5
window, it shows that there are redundancies existing in that area for con-
structing edge detectors. The number of pixels in Setnb1 is the same as the
number of pixels in the 3 × 3 window. It seems that pixels in Setnb1 are
better than the pixels in 3× 3window for constructing edge detectors. Al-
though the number of pixels in Setnb2 is less than the number of pixels in
the other filters, the estimated second-order edge detectors based on Setnb2
outperform the others, except for the GP edge detectors. Therefore, if the
redundancy in the same direction is considered, the pixels selected by GP
are more efficient and richer for constructing second-order filters than the
pixels in Setnb1. In addition, these pixels in Setnb2 are not all located in the
5× 5window.
5.4.3 Estimated Parameters for a Second-Order Filter
Since the second-order filters have similar test performance F to the GP
evolved edge detectors, a second-order filter is given as an example. To
present the best second-order filter constructed by Setnb2 with F , the ij
indices (j for pixel positions) in Equation (5.2) have Setnb = {(−2,−1),
(−1,−1), (0, 1), (1,−1), (2, 3), (3, 2)}. The estimated parameters (βj by the
position order of neighbours in the Setnb) with four-decimal-point preci-
sion are shown in the second row of Table 5.5. The estimated parameters
of the combined factors (βj,l by the position order in the Equation (5.2))
are shown from the third row to last row of Table 5.5. The overall test
performance F is 0.2574.
Figure 5.9 shows the four corresponding detected images. These de-
tected images are similar to the results detected by the GP edge detector
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Table 5.5: Estimated parameters for an example second-order filter.
(−2,−1) (−1,−1) (0, 1) (1,−1) (2, 3) (3, 2)
−3.5443 −3.0891 −4.8875 −18.1688 −4.0319 −18.5054
(−2,−1) −2.5557
(−1,−1) 20.0000 −3.9357
(0, 1) −4.2809 1.4129 −5.8742
(1,−1) −3.6624 0.9682 −9.7323 −9.9464
(2, 3) 5.1471 13.1088 −7.9164 −7.4543 −9.7803
(3, 2) 11.6844 −9.9062 6.3426 13.1130 1.7990 0.2317
(a) 45096 (b) 106024 (c) 253055 (d) 299086
Figure 5.9: Four example detected images by a second-order filter con-
structed with Setnb2.
and the Sobel edge detector (see Figure 5.6). However, compared with the
Sobel edge detector, the second-order filter here finds more edge points in
images 45096 and 106024. For image 253055, the second-order filter does
not give responses on the boundaries of the clouds, which is the same as
the GP edge detector. For image 299086, the second-order filter detects
some part of the edge of the right boundary of the pyramid, and rejects
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more noise than the Sobel edge detector.
5.5 Further Discussions
This section discusses interesting phenomena occurring in this experiment,
mainly focusing on the selected neighbours used to construct low-level
edge detectors.
5.5.1 Objective Functions F and fFCR
Robustness
To estimate the parameters of a linear or second-order filter, PSO-DE is
employed. The work in reference [54] shows that this method is effec-
tive. However, the standard deviations of the test performance for all
estimated filters from the objective function F are higher than the stan-
dard deviations of the test performance for the filters from the objective
function fFCR . The reason is that F is only based on the sign of the re-
sponse. A slight change of a parameter in the filter affects the response
magnitudes, but the sign of the response still stays the same. Therefore,
the same F value in the training stage allows different values for the esti-
mated parameters of a linear or second-order filter. A change of estimated
parameters for a filter based on fFCR brings a difference in fFCR because
fFCR contains the information of the response magnitudes of the filter. The
final solutions for these estimated parameters are almost the same.
Accuracy
From the test performance F of the estimated linear and second-order fil-
ters in Figures 5.7 and 5.8, the fitness function F is better than fFCR . Since
fFCR indicates linear dispersion [48], when the two classes are difficult to
separate by a threshold, fFCR prefers the responsemagnitudes with a small
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range, but loses some accuracy. However, when the filter has some abil-
ity to distinguish edge points from non-edge points, the accuracy in fFCR
becomes very important. That is why the second-order filters estimated
by fFCR have similar detection performance to the second-order filters es-
timated by F .
In summary, F is good for estimating the continuous parameters if only
the detection accuracy is considered. However, fFCR has more robust per-
formance, and it can be used for estimating the parameters of a second-
order filter, but it is not good at estimating the parameters of a linear filter
due to low accuracy.
5.5.2 Linear and Second-order Filters
The estimated second-order filters are better than the estimated linear fil-
ters, but are more complicated. The estimated linear filters are better than
the Laplacian edge detector, but are worse than the Sobel edge detector. A
potential reason is that the linear relationship is not sufficient to suppress
noise in the natural images. Another reason is that the estimated filters
use a fixed threshold 0, but the performance for the Sobel edge detector is
the maximum F on the test images from a set of thresholds after normal-
ising the detection results. If the Sobel edge detector directly uses a fixed
threshold based on training images, without normalising, the performance
might decrease a bit. The best 5×5window linear filter and the best linear
filter constructed with all pixels in Setnb1 still have test performance close
to the Sobel edge detector.
5.5.3 Number of Pixels Used to Construct Edge Detectors
The performance of the estimated filters has no obvious relationship with
the size of the set of pixels for constructing them. Although the estimated
5 × 5 window filters are better than the estimated 3 × 3 window filters
based on the construction of a linear filter or a second-order filter, the fil-
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ters constructed by all pixels in Setnb2 are significantly better than the 3×3
window filters based on the linear construction or the second-order con-
struction. A 3 × 3 window filter contains nine pixels, but a filter using
Setnb2 only has six pixels.
Only considering the estimated linear filters, a set of pixels with a large
size is good to construct linear filters, but there might be some relation-
ships among these pixels. The estimated 5 × 5 window linear filters have
25 pixels and have the best test performance. However, the filters con-
structed with all pixels in Setnb1 are better than the 3 × 3 window linear
filters. Since Setnb1 contains pixels (with diagonal pairs) from the 5 × 5
window, the linear filters constructed with Setnb1 are better than the linear
filters constructed with Setnb2, and they are close to the 5× 5window con-
structed linear filters. Although Setnb2 contains valuable pixels, the linear
relationship among the pixels is not good to detect pixels as edge points
or non-edge points. Therefore, when extracting neighbours Setnb from GP
edge detectors to construct linear edge detectors, the redundancy in a di-
rection (not using the merging operation) should be kept.
Since a second-order filter has a stronger ability to disperse (split) two
classes than a linear filter, the constructed second-order filters have better
test performance. The 5 × 5 window second-order filters are better than
the 3×3window second-order filters, which indicates that all pixels in the
5× 5window are better to construct edge filters than all pixels in the 3× 3
window. The second-order filters constructed with Setnb2 are better than
the 5 × 5 window second-order filters, which indicates the pixels from
Setnb2 are richer to construct edge detectors than the pixels in the 5 × 5
window. From the results based on Setnb1 and Setnb2, a filter constructed
with Setnb2 contains fewer pixels, but provides better test performances.
This suggests that the directional redundancy in the pixels for constructing
second-order filters can be removed. In addition, two pixels in Setnb2 are
not located in the 5 × 5 window; it seems that the pixels slightly further
away are also helpful for discriminating pixels.
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Figure 5.10: The convergence for the estimated second-order filters with
fitness function F in the training stage.
The number of the parameters in a second-order filter is now analysed
to determine whether it affects the final solution. For a second-order filter,
the number of parameters is nx+
nx(nx+1)
2
, where nx is the number of pixels
to construct the filter, and the intercept b is not considered. Therefore, a 3×
3 window second-order filter has 54 estimated parameters, 299 estimated
parameters for a 5×5window second-order filter, 54 estimated parameters
for a second-order filter with Setnb1, and 27 estimated parameters for a
second-order filter with Setnb2. Figure 5.10 shows the convergence for the
four estimated second-order filters with the fitness function F . Here, the
vertical axis is the average of F values of the best solutions (30 replications)
in each generation. From Figure 5.10, the values of the objective functions
from the these estimated filters converge to a constant or are very close to a
constant. Since the hybrid PSO-DE has good ability to find good solutions,
the number of these estimated parameters does not strongly affect the final
solution. However, in the training stage, the estimated filters with Setnb1
are slightly better than Setnb2. Whether there is over-fitting existing in the
estimated filters with Setnb1 will be further work.
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In summary, based on two different strategies to select pixels from GP
edge detectors to construct low-level edge features, Setnb1 and Setnb2 in-
dicate that GP automatically selects compact but rich sets of pixels for the
edge detector construction. If the limited ability of dispersion for a lin-
ear filter is considered, pixels in the GP edge detectors should be directly
chosen to construct linear edge features. To construct more complicated
edge detectors based on raw pixels, the redundancy in the same direction
should be removed and pixels with a limited distance are possibly useful
to construct edge detectors. Therefore, it is suggested that the pixels in the
GP edge detectors used to construct complicated filters should be chosen
after using the proposed merging operation.
5.5.4 Pixels Selected by GP
Since the merging operation is employed at the function nodes, two dif-
ferent sn,m functions with the same direction in a subtree will be merged
as one. In each function node, its children are considered as “terminals”,
which is very different from the selection based on the real terminal (image
I). In the merging operation, a “terminal” is not only I , but also a subtree
containing sn,m is also considered as “terminal”. This is why Setnb1 and
Setnb2 are different. The result for merging the Setnb1 is not equal to Setnb2.
Setnb1 is only dependent on the original terminal I , but Setnb2 is related
to the function nodes and the original terminal I . After the merging op-
erations, only a few pixels are selected and all these pixels are based on
different directions or distances to the discriminated pixels. Therefore, the
set of pixels is rich and has few redundancies. It is a potential reason that
Setnb2 only including six pixels can construct very good edge filters. These
second-order filters from Setnb2 are better than the estimated 5×5window
second-order filters, and can compete with the GP edge detectors.
A direct merging operation based on Setnb1 is not investigated because
the set of pixels after the merging operation is approximated as a subset of
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Setnb1.
5.5.5 Computational Cost
The training time for evolving GP edge detectors is around 720 seconds on
a single machine with CPU 3.1 GHz. The times for estimating the param-
eters of a linear filter in each run are around 30 seconds for Setnb1 and the
3× 3window, 19 seconds for Setnb2, and 84 seconds for the 5× 5 window.
The times for estimating the parameters of a second-order filter in each
run are around 450 seconds for Setnb1 and the 3 × 3 window, 204 seconds
for Setnb2, and 2230 seconds for the 5 × 5 window. When a 5 × 5 window
second-order filter is optimised, the time for the parameter estimation is
much longer than evolving a GP edge detector. Since the number of pa-
rameters in the estimated 5 × 5 window second-order filter is large, there
is heavy computational cost for estimating a second-order filter using all
pixels from the window. Therefore, effectively selecting pixels to construct
filters can rapidly reduce computational cost in the training stage. The
testing time for the GP edge detectors, and the estimated filters using pix-
els in Setnb1 and Setnb2, are less than 0.05 seconds, which usually satisfies
a real-time application, such as detections on videos (generally requiring
the detection speed less than 0.1 second).
5.6 Chapter Summary
The goal of this chapter was to investigate pixels implicitly selected by
GP. The selected neighbours for discriminating pixels as edge points or
non-edge points were extracted from GP low-level edge detectors. Two
suitable sets of pixels were used to construct low-level edge detectors.
From the analysis of the pixels existing in the evolved edge detectors,
rich pixels were selected from these GP edge detectors and were used to
construct linear and second-order filters. The comparisons of the test per-
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formance on these filters, the Laplacian and Sobel edge detectors, and the
3×3 and 5×5window filters, show that the set of pixels obtained from GP
with high occurrences has a small size, and it is very effective to construct
low-level edge detectors.
Two different strategies were used to search for a suitable set of pixels
from the GP edge detectors to construct edge filters. When the pixels are
directly searched from the terminal I based on the sn,m function, the set
of pixels obviously contains diagonal pairs, which contains rich informa-
tion for finding edges. When the redundancy from the same direction is
removed and the pixels are selected by a merging operation based on sn,m
function, the set of pixels has a smaller size necessarily and the pixels in
the set around the discriminated pixel are not connected. The test perfor-
mance on the second-order filters using these pixels shows the set of pixels
is very rich and effective to construct edge detectors.
The objective function based on the F-measure method gives good so-
lutions for the estimated filters, although it is not continuous for the esti-
mated parameters of a filter. The continuous objective function based on
correlation ratio has very good stability for the optimal filters, but low
performance for optimising linear filters. This suggests that the objec-
tive function should choose the correlation ratio to optimise a complicated
(non-linear) filter if the stability requirement is very strict, otherwise, the
F-measure method should always be a good choice, compared with corre-
lation ratio.
This chapter and Chapters 3 and 4 investigate how to evolve low-level
edge detectors with very little prior domain knowledge from edge detec-
tion. When special domain knowledge, such as the Gaussian-based tech-
nique, is given, how to employ the Gaussian-based technique for develop-
ing edge detection will be addressed in the following chapter.
Part II
Gaussian-based Edge Feature
Construction
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Chapter 6
Gaussian-based Feature
Construction
6.1 Introduction
In the previous three chapters, the search operators have been designed
to automatically construct edge detectors when only training images and
their ground truth are given, where very little prior knowledge is pro-
vided. Since Gaussian filters are widely used for edge detection [14, 140],
Gaussian-based edge detection is considered as the prior domain knowl-
edge in this chapter. How to effectively utilise this knowledge will be
addressed in this chapter.
Different Gaussian-based approaches have been investigated based on
a single Gaussian filter, such as Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG) [122] and
Canny edge detectors [28], or multiple Gaussian filters, such as multi-
scale edge detection [140] and surround suppression (SS) [66]. Techniques
based on multiple Gaussian filters can improve detection accuracy [140].
However, there are problems in Gaussian-based approaches. Firstly,
it is difficult to manually set the parameters (scales) of Gaussian filters.
Gaussian filters at different scales are often combined to detect edges. In
multi-scale edge detection [14, 170], the scales of Gaussian filters and the
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window size affect the detection performance, but the literature does not
address how to effectively tune parameters of Gaussian filters. The win-
dow size problem (blurring edges in a large window and noise influence
in a small window) still exists in Gaussian-based edge detection. It is desir-
able to develop automatic techniques for setting parameters of Gaussian
filters.
Secondly, it is not clear how to effectively combine Gaussian filters.
When multi-scale Gaussian filters are combined in a fixed order, the de-
tection performance is often dominated by the first processed Gaussian
filter. SS combines different filters without any fixed order to improve
detection accuracy [65, 66]. In SS, an operation, called inhibition, is used
to suppress texture responses. In general, the response from a Difference
of Gaussians (DoG) [14] is used in the inhibited term, and the response
on the gradient of a Gaussian filter is the inhibited context. In SS, Ga-
bor filters are usually used [66]. Since a two-dimensional Gabor filter is
the product of a Gaussian kernel function and a sinusoidal function, and
Gaussian filters can replace Gabor filters in SS, SS can still be considered
as a kind of Gaussian-based edge detection. The main benefit of SS is to
filter noise caused by textures [140]. From SS, effectively combining Gaus-
sian filters can improve detection performance. However, it is difficult to
reduce the influence on irregular textures by SS. Therefore, it is desirable
to investigate new ways of effectively combining Gaussian filters.
6.1.1 Chapter Goal
The goal of this chapter is to investigate how to effectively use prior Gaussian-
based knowledge in GP for edge detection. Some Gaussian-based filters
are utilised by GP to construct Gaussian-based edge detectors for per-
formance improvement. A function is proposed for combining different
Gaussian filters. Since the Gaussian-based techniques are given as prior
knowledge, this investigation mainly focuses on how to effectively and
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efficiently evolve Gaussian-based edge detectors.
GP is a time-consuming algorithm to evolve programs when a large
image dataset is used for training. In order to reduce the computational
cost from a full-image dataset in the training phase, an initial investiga-
tion on the relationship between the detection performance and training
images is conducted. Specifically, the following research objectives will be
investigated.
• Whether GP can effectively evolve good Gaussian-based programs
to extract edge features.
• Whether a small set of images can be used to train good Gaussian-
based programs.
• Whether using different types of Gaussian filters is better than us-
ing a single type of Gaussian filter only to evolve Gaussian-based
programs.
6.1.2 Chapter Organisation
In the remainder of this chapter, the second section proposes a GP system
to construct Gaussian-based edge detectors. The third section gives the
experiment settings. The fourth section presents the results of the exper-
iments with discussions. The fifth section provides further discussions.
The last section draws a summary of this chapter.
6.2 Gaussian-based GP System
The proposed Gaussian-based GP system is introduced in this section. In
this GP system, the parameters of Gaussian filters and the operations be-
tween different Gaussian filters will be automatically generated.
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6.2.1 Terminals Based on Gaussian Models
To rapidly find a Gaussian-based edge detector, the terminal set in the
proposed GP system includes three types of Gaussian filters: the Gaussian
gradient, LoG, and DoG. The Gaussian gradient filter dgσ(u, v) is shown
in Equation (6.1), where σ is the scale parameter, and (u, v) is an offset
(horizontal and vertical directions) from each discriminated pixel. The
LoG filter ddgσ(u, v) is defined in Equation (6.2). The DoG filter dogσ(u, v)
is shown in Equation (6.3).
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(6.2)
dogσ(u, v) = gσ(u, v)− g2σ(u, v) (6.3)
The terminal set also includes random constants rnd (real numbers) in
the range from −10 to 10 based on initial experiments. In this terminal set,
the scales σ (real numbers) of all Gaussian filters are randomly generated
in the continuous range from 1 to 5. Let the large scale in the DoG be
double the small one, so the scale range of all Gaussian filters is from 1 to
10. Therefore, the coarsest scale (from 2 to 10) covers the range from 3 to 6
as suggested in [16] so that it is possible to find more Gaussian filters.
6.2.2 Function Set
In the multi-scale edge detection technique, it is quite complex to use a
function to describe the operation for detecting edges from a coarse solu-
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tion to a fine solution or from a fine solution to a coarse solution. However,
SS uses an operation to easily present a combination of different Gaussian
filters to detect edges [66]. Therefore, the operation is used here to con-
struct new Gaussian-based edge detectors.
Since Gaussian filters in the terminal set can be considered as edge de-
tectors, a simple function set, namely {+,−, ∗,÷,C} is chosen. Here, ÷
is protected division, producing a result of 1 for a 0 divisor; and C is a
combination function from SS, which takes two arguments. Let f1(x, y)
and f2(x, y) be image intensities or outputs from subtrees for a pixel with
position (x, y), f1(x, y)Cf2(x, y) represents the operation of the combina-
tion function. There are two steps in f1(x, y)Cf2(x, y). In the first step,
for each pixel, the first argument f1(x, y) provides the neighbours of the
pixel with position (x, y) in a local 7 × 7 window. The second argument
f2(x, y) provides the values of the relative neighbours (in the 7×7window)
transformed by Equations (6.4) and (6.5). Here, u and v (u′ and v′) are hori-
zontal and vertical offsets, and
∑
u′,v′ is the sum of positiveN(u
′, v′, f(x, y))
based on the 7 × 7 window. Note that normN(u, v, f(x, y)) will be 0 if∑
u′,v′ is equal to 0. In the second step, convolution of the values (7 ×
7 window) from f1(x, y) and f2(x, y) is performed to return a value for
f1(x, y)Cf2(x, y).
positiveN(u, v, f(x, y)) = max{f(x+ u, v + y), 0} (6.4)
normN(u, v, f(x, y)) =
positiveN(u, v, f(x, y))∑
u′,v′ positiveN(u
′, v′, f(x, y))
(6.5)
An existing surround suppression technique [66] can be expressed by
the Gaussian-based GP system asGGSS in Equation (6.6), where σ1 and σ2
are scaling parameters, dgσ1 and dogσ2 are the results after applying Gaus-
sian filters dgσ1 and dogσ2 to an image, and A and B are constants. For a
pixel, dgσ1Cdogσ2 returns the convolution of dgσ1 with normN(u, v, dogσ2)
in the 7×7window. If a pixel is located in a flat area (such as within which
the responses dogσ2 of its neighbours are 0), the operation dgσ1Cdogσ2 will
return 0 and GGSS only depends on dgσ1 and B. For a texture pixel with
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a non-zero response, its neighbours have similar responses or edge re-
sponses. In the 7×7window, the number of edge points typically is small,
the influence from the edge responses is not obvious. The return value
of dgσ1Cdogσ2 is almost the same as the dgσ1 value of the pixel. Therefore,
GGSS will suppress the responses from textures. When a pixel is on a true
edge and its neighbours have texture responses, most of the neighbours
normally have weaker responses dgσ1 than the pixel. Therefore, the return
value of dgσ1Cdogσ2 is obviously lower than the response dgσ1 . GGSS has
slightly lower response contrast than dgσ1 .
GGSS = dgσ1 −A ∗ dgσ1Cdogσ2 −B (6.6)
6.2.3 Fitness Function
The F-measure is a time consuming evaluation system if a limited off-
set distance for detected pixels to true edge points is allowed. This is
because one-to-one assignment operation (a predicted true edge point is
only allowed to match a single true edge point) is required [123]. Fitness
functions based on FOM were investigated in Section 4.2 (on page 105).
FOM as a fitness function can evolve low-level edge detectors, and fFOMavg
(see Equation (4.7) on page 108) has similar detection performance to F-
measure. Therefore, in order to allow an offset in training results, fFOMavg
is utilised as the fitness function in this Gaussian-based GP system.
6.3 Experiment Settings
The BSD image dataset is employed for training Gaussian-based edge de-
tectors. Any Gaussian filter in the terminal set can be used to detect edges,
therefore a new GP edge detector including Gaussian filters is expected to
have (better) ability to perform edge detection. Since the fixed threshold
0 is used for all GP edge detectors, several images are employed to check
whether a GP edge detector (with threshold 0) can effectively detect true
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edge points. If one image is poorly detected, the GP edge detector usually
poorly performs detection on other images. It is possible that a large num-
ber of images as training data is not necessarily required. When a small set
of images is chosen as training data, how many images are required and
how to choose images as training data are investigated as follows.
6.3.1 Training Data
To investigate the minimum number of training images required by GP,
different sets of images are used as the training data. The first setting of
the training data is to only employ one full image. Each of the six images in
Figure 6.1 is selected as the training data respectively. These six images are
selected based on different edge information, such as the single object in
image 42078, irregular textures in image 106020 and many edges in image
23080. In terms of their evolved edge detectors’ performance F , the six
images will be divided into three levels, namely the worst, middle and
best levels.
Secondly, in order to improve performance of the edge detectors evolved
by a single training image, two images from the six images are selected to
combine as the training data. It is possible that the training images in the
best level are sufficient to train edge detectors, and the performance im-
provement mainly focuses on the edge detectors evolved from the worst
and middle levels. The combinations of two images mainly come from
the worst and middle levels. There are 15 combinations in total, but only
four combinations are chosen. The four combinations are a combination
of two images from the worst level, two combinations of one image from
the worst level and one image from the middle level, a combination of one
image from the middle level and one image from the best level. Chapter 3
used S20 to train good low-level edge detectors, so it is considered that S20
is good enough to train GP Gaussian-based edge detectors. In Figure 6.1,
all images, except for image 23025, are included in the 20 images from
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(a)42078 (b)106020 (c)23025
(d)68077 (e) 23080 (f)216053
Figure 6.1: Six example training images from the BSD dataset and their
ground truth.
S20. The reason to select image 23025 is that different edge information,
such as the boundary between the girl and the background with different
graylevels, exists in the image. Image 23025 is used to compare with S20
for training GP edge detectors.
Chapter 4 (on page 119) sampled 5 subimages (of size 51 × 51 pixels)
from each original image (of size 481 × 321 pixels) in S20 as the training
data. To use the original images (not their subimages) as training images
and reduce the computational cost during the training stage, two different
sampling techniques based on original images as the training data are pro-
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posed here. The first technique is to randomly select one image as the eval-
uation data at each generation; and the second technique is to randomly
select a set of images as the training data at each generation. In the second
technique, at the beginning, the number of the training images is a small
numberMmin, and after every gperiod generations, the number is increased
by 1. When the number of images is equal toMmax, the number of training
images will return to a fixed value Mrestart. It is possible that Mmin train-
ing images can distinguish the detection performance of initialised edge
detectors. After some generations, these training images may not be good
enough to distinguish edge detectors’ performance, so more images are re-
quired for evaluating evolved edge detectors. WhenMmax training images
are used, some evolved edge detectors might be obviously better than the
others in the population. Again, Mmin training images could distinguish
the detection performance of these edge detectors.
Note that Srnd now will indicate the first sampling technique based on
the 20 full images S20, Sada now will indicate the second sampling tech-
nique based on S20, and Ssub now will indicate the subimages sampling
technique in Chapter 4. S20 represents the whole 20 images as the training
data.
6.3.2 Parameter Settings
The parameter values for GP are: population size 500; maximum gener-
ations 200; maximum depth (of a program) 7; and probabilities for mu-
tation 0.15, crossover 0.80 and elitism (reproduction) 0.05. For the sam-
pling technique Sada, Mrestart = Mmin = 4, Mmax = 8, and gperiod = 10
are used. These values are chosen based on common settings and initial
experiments. There are 30 independent runs for each experiment.
The test performance evaluation is directly based on the binary outputs
of GP edge detectors using the fixed threshold 0, without non-maximum
suppression post-processing. All GP edge detectors are tested on the same
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100 BSD test images. To measure the performance of GP edge detectors,
the F-measure is used in the testing phase. The test performance is evalu-
ated by the system used in [123]. In the evaluation system [123], a simple
thinning operator [106] is employed on the predicted results, then recall
and precision are calculated after finishing one-to-one assignment [32, 60].
The test performance F (f0.5, see Equation 4.17) is calculated over all pixels
of the 100 BSD test images. Here, an offset from a predicted edge point to
a true edge point (within 3 pixel distance) is allowed in the test evaluation
system.
6.4 Results and Discussions
The test results are separated into three parts: single images, two im-
ages, and a set of images. Since there are multiple comparisons among
different small training datasets, a multiple comparison based on one-
way ANOVA is employed to compare multiple results in this chapter, and
Holm’s method [75] is used for p-value adjustment with overall signifi-
cance level of 0.05.
6.4.1 A Single Image as Training Data
Table 6.1 shows the means and standard deviations of F , and means of re-
all and precision of GP Gaussian-based edge detectors evolved by each
single image from the six images. As can be seen, the evolved detec-
tors from images 42078 and 106020 have low performance on the 100 BSD
test images, however the evolved detectors from images 23025 and 23080
present good detection performance (compared with the Sobel edge de-
tector with F = 0.48 [123]). An interesting observation is that the low per-
forming edge detectors have low recall. The average recall of the evolved
edge detectors from image 42078 or 106020 is lower than 0.5. Most of the
edge detectors from the six images have precision around 0.5.
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Table 6.1: Test performance F values and means of recall and precision of
GP Gaussian-based edge detectors from each of the six images as training
data respectively.
Image F (Mean ± Standard Deviation) Recall Precision
42078 0.4072± 0.0500 0.3213 0.5741
106020 0.4353± 0.0342 0.4634 0.4158
23025 0.5402± 0.0077 0.5851 0.5029
68077 0.5006± 0.0220 0.5431 0.4812
23080 0.5267± 0.0128 0.5913 0.4767
216053 0.5146± 0.0139 0.5130 0.5205
Table 6.2: One-way ANOVA (row vs column) for GP Gaussian-based edge
detectors from the six images as training data respectively.
106020 23025 68077 23080 216053
42078 ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
106020 ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
23025 ↑ − ↑
68077 ↓ −
23080 ↑
Table 6.2 gives a statistical comparison between all edge detectors evolved
by the six images respectively. Note that all comparisons are based on F
values in this chapter. For a pairwise comparison, the first group is from
a setting in the first column, and the second group is from a setting in the
first row. Here, ↑ indicates that the first group is significantly better than
the second group; and ↓ indicates that the first group is significantly worse
than the second group; otherwise, − indicates no significant difference be-
tween the first and second groups. Since there are no direction influences
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on the comparison of two groups, some redundant comparison results are
removed from the table. From the comparison results, the six groups of
results can be divided into three sets. The first set is the worst performing
edge detectors, namely the edge detectors from images 42078 and 106020
which are significantly worse than the edge detectors from the other four
images. The second set is the middle level for the edge detectors from im-
ages 68077 and 216053. These edge detectors are significantly better than
the worst edge detectors from the images 42078 and 106020, but signifi-
cantly worse than the edge detectors from images 23025 and 23080. The
third set is the best level for these edge detectors from images 23025 and
23080. In each level, there are no significant differences between the edge
detectors from different images, except for the worst level.
Images 42078 and 10602 only contain a single object, and the contrast
between the object and the background is high. The edge information in
the two images is not rich. For images 68077 and 216043, the edge infor-
mation from the two images are richer than the edge information from
images 42078 and 106028. The two images in the middle level contain
different objects and different graylevel gaps between different regions.
Images 23025 and 23080 contain the richest edge information, compared
with the other four images. In image 23080, there is rich edge information
from the building and the person. In image 23025, the edges at the bound-
ary of the person are different, such as the person’s boundary between the
body and the wall and between the leg and the step, and the boundary
of the basket. It seems that images including different edges are good to
evolve GP Gaussian-based edge detectors.
6.4.2 Two Images as Training Data
From Table 6.1, it is known that image 42078 obtains the lowest perfor-
mance of the evolved edge detectors, therefore, image 42078 is mainly
used to combine with other images as training data. Four new training
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Table 6.3: Test performance F values and means of recall and precision of
GP edge detectors from two images as training data respectively.
Pair F (Mean ± Standard Deviation) Recall Precision
C1 0.5349± 0.0213 0.6112 0.4869
C2 0.5328± 0.0117 0.6087 0.4753
C3 0.5028± 0.0181 0.4651 0.5512
C4 0.5011± 0.0205 0.4622 0.5540
datasets are used, and they are training data C1 including images 42078
and 68077, C2 including images 23080 and 216053, C3 including images
42078 and 216053, and C4 including images 42078 and 106020.
Table 6.3 gives the means of F , recall and precision values of the GP
Gaussian-based edge detectors evolved by training datasets C1, C2, C3
and C4. First of all, from the table, the means of F values of the evolved
edge detectors from all training data with two images are higher than 0.5.
Although images 42078 and 106020 get the worst performance when they
are individually used to train edge detectors, the combination of the two
images C4 obtains good performance. Secondly, two images as the train-
ing data can obtain high recall, such as C1 and C2. However, the evolved
edge detectors from C3 and C4 have low recall, but high precision.
Table 6.4 gives a comparison between each training data using two im-
ages and each training data using a single image. Firstly, from the com-
parisons among all results from all single image training data and each
training data with two images, the evolved edge detectors from C4 are sig-
nificantly better than the evolved edge detectors from images 42078 and
106020 when they are individually used to train edge detectors respec-
tively. Secondly, the training data using an image from the worst level (of
a single image as the training data) and an image from the middle level,
namely C1 and C3, obtain results which are significantly better than the
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Table 6.4: One-way ANOVA (row vs column) for GP edge detectors from
two images and single image as training data.
42078 106020 23025 68077 23080 216053
C1 ↑ ↑ − ↑ − −
C2 ↑ ↑ − ↑ − −
C3 ↑ ↑ ↓ − ↓ −
C4 ↑ ↑ ↓ − ↓ −
Srnd ↑ ↑ − ↑ − −
results from the worst level, but not significantly different from the results
from the middle level. Thirdly, the training data using an image from
the best level and an image from the middle level, namely C2, obtains
the results which are significantly better than the results from the worst
level and the middle level. Fourthly, the evolved edge detectors from all
four training datasets using two images are significantly better than the
two worst level images as training data respectively. From these compar-
isons, it seems that the combination of two images as training data can
improve the performance of evolved detectors. When an image is ran-
domly selected as training data, the evolved edge detectors might have
low performance. If two images are randomly chosen as training data,
the evolved edge detectors at least do not have too low performance, com-
paredwith the evolved edge detectors from a single image as training data
in the worst level.
Additionally, each combination of two images as the training data, ex-
cept for C3, has significantly better results than both images from each
set as training data respectively. C3 consists of one image from the worst
level and one image from the middle level, but the evolved edge detectors
from C3 are not significantly different from the evolved edge detectors
from the image in the middle level. For a single image as training data,
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Table 6.5: One-way ANOVA (row vs column) for GP edge detectors from
two images as training data respectively.
C2 C3 C4
C1 − ↑ ↑
C2 ↑ ↑
C3 −
the comparison between Srnd and a single fixed image will be discussed in
Section 6.4.3.
Table 6.5 shows the comparisons among the different combinations
based on two images. From the table, it reveals that the evolved edge de-
tectors from the combinations C1 and C2 are significantly better than the
evolved edge detectors from the combinations C3 and C4. There are no
significant differences between C1 and C2, and between C3 and C4. The
combinations with one image from the worst level and one image from
the middle level might have the similar performance to the combination
with both images from the middle level, and might be the same as the
combination with both images from the worst level as well.
Comparing the details of the four combinations of two images from
the six images in Figure 6.1, some interesting observations on edge char-
acteristics in these images are found. Firstly, in C1, although image 42078
only has a very obvious object, the graylevels of the boat and hill in im-
age 68077 are close to the graylevels of background. Secondly, in C3, most
of the graylevels of the building and person can be clearly distinguished
from the background, which is similar to the difference between the object
and background in image 42078. Lastly, high contrast exists in two images
42078 and 106020 (C4), but the edges at two different regions in image
106020 are totally different from the edges existing in image 42078, which
enriches edge information in C4. From the different combinations of two
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Table 6.6: F values and means of recall and precision of GP edge detectors
from sampling techniques on 20 images.
Training F (Mean ± Standard Deviation) Recall Precision
Ssub 0.4940± 0.0260 0.8403 0.3517
Srnd 0.5279± 0.0383 0.6989 0.4485
Sada 0.5521± 0.0290 0.6716 0.4869
S20 0.5628± 0.0131 0.6681 0.4893
images, it seems that a combination with different edge information can
improve the evolved edge detectors’ performances.
6.4.3 Sampling
Table 6.6 gives the test results from the different sampling techniques and
the training data using all 20 images. Comparing with the training data
using a single image and using two images, it is found that recalls of the
evolved edge detectors from different sampling techniques or 20 images
are very high. Although Ssub has the highest recall average in the table,
its precision average is the lowest. The lowest average of F values for
evolved edge detectors is from Ssub. The highest average of F values for
evolved edge detectors is from S20, and the mean of F values of the edge
detectors from Sada is close to the mean of F values of the edge detectors
from S20.
Table 6.7 presents the comparison results among Ssub, Srnd, Sada and S20.
The evolved edge detectors from the sampling technique using subimages
Ssub are significantly worse than the sampling techniques using original
full images.
Although the evolved edge detectors from Srnd are significantly worse
than the evolved edge detectors from Sada and S20, the difference between
the mean of F values from the sampling technique Srnd and that of S20
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Table 6.7: One-way ANOVA (row vs column) for GP Gaussian-based edge
detectors from sampling techniques on 20 images.
Srnd Sada S20
Ssub ↓ ↓ ↓
Srnd ↓ ↓
Sada −
is less than 0.04. Therefore, even though only one image is randomly se-
lected as evaluation data at each generation, the varying training data can
still lead to good edge detectors, compared with the training data using all
20 images. Also, from Table 6.4, the evolved edge detectors from Srnd are
significantly better than the evolved edge detectors from images 42078,
106020 and 68077, but not significantly different from the evolved edge
detectors from the other three images in the table. It shows that a random
image at a generation as the evaluation data is generally better than a fixed
image in the whole evolution process as the evaluation data.
Comparedwith Ssub and Srnd, Sada obtains evolved edge detectors which
are significantly better. The increasing number of images selected at each
generation possibly makes GP select good Gaussian-based edge detector
candidates at each generation. Since there are no significant differences
between the evolved edge detectors from Sada and S20, the sampling tech-
nique with varying images in a set is efficient to train edge detectors which
have similar performance to the edge detectors evolved by all images in
the set. Since the number of training images is from four to eight, the av-
erage number of training images in all generations is six. From the test
performance for the edge detectors evolved by Sada, it seems that only us-
ing several training images from a set can train edge detectors performing
similarly to the edge detectors evolved by all images in the set. This sam-
pling technique considerably reduces the computational cost over using
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the 20 images, while maintaining a similar performance.
6.4.4 GP Edge Detectors vs Existing Gaussian-based Edge
Detectors
In order to validate the performance of GP Gaussian-based edge detectors,
the Gaussian gradient (GG) and the surround suppression (SS expressed
by GGSS) are selected as existing Gaussian-based edge detectors to com-
pare with the evolved edge detectors. There is only the feature extrac-
tion stage in GG and SS, so the non-maximum suppression and hysteresis
threshold techniques are not used. From the outputs of GG and SS, differ-
ent thresholds are used to choose the maximum F on the BSD test images
as test performance for GG and SS, and Fmax is employed for their test
performance. Based on 52 different thresholds k
52
(k = 0, 1, · · · , 51), it is
found that the Fmax for GG is 0.5153, and SS is 0.5381. Note that the edge
responses from GG and SS are mapped to the range from 0 to 1. Here
σ ∈ {1.0, 2.0, 5.0} is used to choose the best Fmax for GG, and for the sup-
pression based on the DoG in SS, the best test performance is chosen from
the three sets of the σ pairs (1.0, 2.0), (1.0, 3.0) and (0.8, 3.0). Note that
σ = 1.0 is a very common setting [14], and the other values are used for
different detection results. The evolved Gaussian-based edge detectors are
rotation invariant, so only the invariant version of surround suppression
is chosen, and different directions are not considered.
Table 6.8 shows the comparisons among GG, SS, image 23025, C1, Sada
and S20. Here, the highest mean of F values is chosen from training data
using a single image, two images, one of the three sampling techniques
(Ssub, Srnd and Sada), and the 20 images. From the table, only a single Gaus-
sian filter (GG) has the lowest performance in these compared results. In
general, the evolved Gaussian-based edge detectors include several Gaus-
sian filters, and SS contains three Gaussian filters. The evolved edge de-
tectors from image 23025 and C1 have no significant differences from SS,
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Table 6.8: One-way ANOVA (row vs column) comparing F values from
some GP edge detectors with Fmax values from Gaussian gradients (GG)
and surround suppression (SS) on the BSD test images.
SS 23025 C1 Sada S20
GG ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
SS − − ↓ ↓
23025 − − ↓
C1 − ↓ ↓
Sada −
but the evolved edge detectors from Sada and S20 are significantly better
than SS.
In general, only using a single image as the training data is not suffi-
cient to train edge detectors. However, the evolved edge detectors from
the single training image 23025 are not worse than the other results in Ta-
ble 6.8, except for the results from S20. It seems that it is possible to use a
single image as training data to evolve good edge detectors as long as it
includes rich enough edge information.
The small set C1 is included in S20, and the evolved edge detectors are
significantly better than GG and SS, but these edge detectors from C1 are
significantly worse than the evolved edge detectors from Sada and S20. It
seems that two images as training data can be used to evolve good edge
detectors. Also, using a set of images including the two images is better
than using the two images to train Gaussian-based edge detectors, even
when the evaluation data at each generation does not use all images in the
set (the number of selected images is more than 3).
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GG
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42049 69020 87046 175032 385039
Figure 6.2: Five example detected BSD test images by Gaussian gradient
(GG) and surround suppression (SS).
6.4.5 Detected Images from the Best GP Edge Detectors
Figure 6.2 shows five example images from the BSD test image dataset
and their ground truth (GT). Also, the detected results from GG and SS
are shown in Figure 6.2. The results detected by GG and SS are based on
their own best threshold in the overall view of the BSD 100 test images.
The best threshold means that F is maximum when the threshold from
the set of thresholds ( k
52
) is used. The overall best thresholds for GG and
SS are 0.2793 and 0.0392, respectively. These selected images in Figure 6.2
have different textures, and their edges are not easily detected by a normal
Gaussian filter, except for image 42049, when the task is very easy.
To visually compare the detected images, Figure 6.3 shows these four
images detected by the best evolved edge detector from image 23025 (F =
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Ssub
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S20
42049 69020 87046 175032 385039
Figure 6.3: Five example BSD test images detected by the GP Gaussian-
based edge detectors.
0.5531), C1 (F = 0.5699), Ssub (F = 0.5607), Srnd (F = 0.5750), Sada (F =
0.5998) and S20 (F = 0.5879).
Firstly, from the detected results for image 42049, all edge detectors
give a good detection result. Only noise from the branch slightly affects
the Gaussian-based edge detectors from image 23025, Ssub, Sada and S20 to
perform detection. From the detected results on the 100 BSD test images, it
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seems that evolved Gaussian-based edge detectors can perform detection
well on simple (non-texture) images.
Secondly, the detected results on the other four different images with
textures show the different performance on these edge detectors. For the
four images, GG is strongly affected by the different textures in these im-
ages. SS can reduce the influence from textures, but is still affected by
some textures, such as the irregular background in image 175032 (sticks
being out of order) and the heavy texture on the wall in image 385039.
Also, SS fails to detect edges in low contrast, such as the body of the object
in image 69020.
From the detected results by the evolved Gaussian-based edge detec-
tors, the best edge detector from Ssub detects most of the edges, but it is
strongly affected by textures, compared with the other evolved edge de-
tectors. The best evolved edge detector from image 23025 detects images
69020 and 385039 with very slight influence from textures, but it is still
hard to detect the top boundary of the object in image 69020. For image
175032, it is strongly affected by the irregular background, compared the
detection from C1, Srnd, Sada and S20. The best evolved edge detector from
C1 has similar detection for image 69020 to the edge detector from im-
age 23025, but it has stronger influence from the wall in image 386039 and
weaker influence from the irregular background in image 175032, com-
pared with the latter. The best edge detector from Sada is not affected by
the animal skin texture in image 87046, whereas the other edge detectors
are heavily affected by it. Note that some of the evolved Gaussian-based
edge detectors have clear responses on the boundaries among the stones
in the background, but are not as affected by the skin texture as GG and
SS. Also, the edge detector from Sada has good detection results for the
other images. Based on the BSD test images, the edge detector from Sada is
the best edge detector among all evolved Gaussian-based edge detectors
in Figure 6.3. From the visually detected images, the GP Gaussian-based
edge detectors have good ability to suppress textures.
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Figure 6.4: One example GP Gaussian-based edge detector.
6.4.6 Example Evolved GP Gaussian-based Edge Detector
In order to directly present a GP Gaussian-based edge detector, an evolved
program is selected from using the image 23025, which is shown in Fig-
ure 6.4, where “C” is combination function C. Equation (6.7) describes
this GP Gaussian-based edge detector GGP .
GGP =dog1.53 ∗ dg4.55 − ddg1.97 ∗ ddg4.08 − 9.90−
2ddg1.06Cddg1.75C
ddg4.08+dg2.90
1.86ddg4.09
−
ddg1.90
dg4.47
+ddg4.08
dg4.47
5.87 + dg2.90 − ddg1.45Cddg1.97 (6.7)
From this equation, it can be seen that the evolved solution includes
different combinations of Gaussian filters, namely multiplication, divi-
sion, convolution and difference of different combinations. From the pa-
rameter σ, GGP includes both fine and coarse solutions for detecting im-
ages. Also, this solution includes the three types of Gaussian filters from
the terminal set. It seems that the combination of using the three types
of Gaussian filters is good to detect edges, rather than using only one
alone. Note that C can be used to suppress texture gradients. For ex-
ample, ”dg2.90 − ddg1.45Cddg1.97” is similar to the suppression technique.
The division might be potentially used to suppress noise, and the differ-
ence of different combinations and the multiplication possibly enhance the
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response from the true edges. However, the edge detector is very compli-
cated; further experiments and analyses are required in the future.
6.5 Further Discussions
This section discusses the computational cost, the training images, thick-
ness of detected edges existing in GP Gaussian-based edge detectors, and
contributions of Gaussian filters, and the combination function C.
6.5.1 Computational Cost
The time for a GP run evolving a Gaussian-based edge detector with 200
generations is around 4.5 days on a single machine with CPU 3.1GHz
when S20 (20 images) is used as the training data. So this is a time-consuming
algorithm, but this can be sped up by using a computational grid. There
are two reasons for the heavy computational cost. Firstly, the maximum
tree depth for the GP Gaussian-based programs is seven, so it is possible
that a GP program includes more than ten Gaussian filters. In the train-
ing stage, the weights of a Gaussian filter in a new program need to be
calculated. The time for calculating responses on all Gaussian filters in a
program will take most of the execution time. Secondly, the training data
has 3088020 (20× 481× 321) pixels, and a GP program needs to take some
time to discriminate all pixels.
However, the training time for only using a single image as the train-
ing data is around five and half hours in a run. When the training data
uses two images, the training time for each run is about 11 hours. For the
sampling techniques, the training time for using Srnd as the training data
is very close to the training time for using a single image as the training
data. It costs about 33 hours to use Sada to evolve a GP Gaussian-based
edge detector. The sampling technique Sada reduces more than two thirds
of the training time cost in S20. Therefore, efficiently selecting images can
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remarkably reduce the computational cost in the GP system, while main-
taining good performance.
All GP evolved edge detectors only take less than half a second to de-
tect a BSD image (in the test stage). The depth of the solution in Figure 6.4
is seven (the maximum depth), and the solution includes 17 Gaussian fil-
ters and three function operators C, which makes the solution detect one
BSD image in slightly longer than 0.1 second. However, simplification
of the evolved detector can make this detection time even shorter. From
Equation (6.7), the Gaussian filters ddg1.06 and dg4.47 can be only calculated
once, not twice in the tree-based program in Figure 6.4. It is possible to re-
place ddg1.97, ddg1.75 and ddg1.45 with an approximate LoG. Also, ddg4.08 and
ddg4.09 might be replaced by another approximate LoG. How to automat-
ically and efficiently simplify evolved GP Gaussian-based edge detectors
would be investigated in the future. In addition, a restriction on the num-
ber of Gaussian filters in a GP edge detector needs to be investigated so
that an evolved GP edge detector can perform edge detection less than 0.1
second.
6.5.2 Training Images
In general, training data only using a single image is not sufficient to select
good edge detector candidates. However, most GP Gaussian-based edge
detectors have distinguished detection performance on some of single im-
ages [14, 140]. When a new edge detector is generated from the special
terminal set and function set, the detector is expected to have some ability
to detect edges if it contains Gaussian filters from the terminal set, since all
Gaussian filters in the terminal set have some ability to detect edges. When
the terminals of a detector do not include any Gaussian filters, namely its
terminals only include random constants rnd, its output will be a constant.
This detector fails to detect edges and its fitness is so low that it could not
survive in the next generation. Therefore, almost all individuals at each
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generation have some ability to detect edges.
However, a GP edge detector including Gaussian filters might not have
good detection on the test images. A reason is that only the fixed threshold
0 is used for all GP Gaussian-based edge detectors here. Note that the
detected results from a GP edge detector are binary. If the observations
of a GP program are larger than a designed threshold (0), the relevant
pixels are discriminated as edge points. It is possible that the threshold
0 is not good for a new GP edge detector to discriminate pixels, and the
optimal threshold (according to Fmax) for the observations is not close to
0. A suitable threshold is required for the observations. Here, a suitable
threshold means that the performance on the binary edge maps based on
the threshold is close to the performance on the best detected results of the
observations.
Figure 6.5 shows the detection performance on image 42078, image
106020, and C4 from GG. Here, the horizontal axis indicates thresholds,
and the vertical axis indicates the performance on F . To indicate the range
of F , “d1” is the position for the performance with Fmax − 0.1 (left) , and
“d2” for Fmax − 0.1 (right). Considering the standard deviation σF of F
values, “f1” is the position for Fmax − σF (left), and “f2” for Fmax − σF
(right). For image 42078, if accepting the difference between F and Fmax
less than 0.1, a suitable set of thresholds is from “d1” to “d2” according of
its F curve. If a suitable set of thresholds is considered as the relevant F
values larger than a fixed constant, such as 0.3, the range of the suitable
thresholds for image 42078 is larger than the range of the suitable thresh-
olds for image 106020. However, some thresholds with F larger than 0.3
in image 42078 make F for image 106020 very low, such as the threshold
0.6. Therefore, a threshold is suitable for one detected image, but might be
not suitable for another detected image. The combination of images 42078
and 106020 (C4) reduces the range of the thresholds with F larger than 0.3,
and the suitable range is accepted for each image (with F larger than 0.3 ).
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Figure 6.5: Detection performance on images 42078 and 106020, and C4
from Gaussian gradients (GG).
The space Thi = {k|Fi,k > Fconstant} can be employed to describe a suit-
able set of thresholds with F larger than a constant Fconstant on detected
result i, where, k is a threshold, and Fi,k is F on detected result i when
threshold k is used. The threshold k directly works on the observations.
For the combination Cij of two detected results i and j, the space becomes
ThCij = {k|FCij ,k > Fconstant}. In general, ThCij is similar to the inter-
section {k|Fi,k > Fconstant, Fj,k > Fconstant} (becoming narrower after the
combination), but ThCij is not totally equal to their intersection, in terms
of the space.
From the GP system, the fitness of a GP candidate (edge detector) is
mainly determined by the candidate’s structure and its threshold used
to make edge points. If Thi of the candidate does not include the fixed
threshold 0, its fitness is low even though it has good binary detection re-
sults from another threshold (not equal to 0). Therefore, Thi of a candidate
is much more important than the candidate’s structure in the GP system.
The GP system firstly might choose the candidates whose Thi includes 0.
When an image is used as the training data, Thi of a candidate is ex-
pected to include 0. However, the position of 0 in Thi can be different.
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When the training images only have clear objects (with high contrast), the
range of Thi of the candidate for detecting the training image is usually
large. The threshold 0 of the candidate easily locates at one end of Thi on
the training image so that the threshold 0 is not in the range of Thi on the
test images. However, when the range of Thi of the candidate is narrow
for a training image, Thi on the test images includes 0 with high proba-
bilities. This is a reason that the images with high contrast objects are not
good to evolve GP edge detectors. Since ThCij of a candidate is normally
similar to the intersection {k|Fi,k > Fconstant, Fj,k > Fconstant}, the combina-
tion of two images as the training data makes 0 locate in a narrow ThCij ,
which makes the candidate more accurate on detecting test images.
For the random sampling of one image from a set of images as the
training data, at each generation, the training image might be different,
and the intersection of suitable thresholds at least is narrower than the
range of the suitable set of thresholds from one image in the set of im-
ages. Therefore, a good candidate should have a suitable set of thresholds
for different images, and should not poorly perform detection for all im-
ages. In a generation, a poor detection result of the current image will
make a candidate with good ability to detect other images be removed
from the current population. That is why randomly sampling one image
as the training data has the potential to find good Gaussian-based edge
detectors, but is not very good from the overall view.
When varying images from a set of images are used as training data, a
candidate with poor detection performance on one image, but good detec-
tion performance on the others, can still survive in the current population.
Therefore, the evaluation system considers the overall performance. Since
several images are randomly chosen to do the evaluation at each genera-
tion, the suitable set of thresholds ThSada = {k|FSada,k > Fconstant} of a GP
edge detector is similar to the intersection
⋂
i Thi (i ∈ Sada). The range of
ThSada becomes narrow, and it is approximately close to the set of ThS20 for
all images.
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From Thi of an edge detector, a hypothesis is that a small set of im-
ages sampled from the totalM images can indicate the performance of the
edge detector. However, how to design formulae based on Thi to select
images is not clear, and needs to be further investigated. If we can es-
tablish a relationship between Thi on each image and the whole dataset,
this relationship might help predict the difference from the trained edge
detectors with one image and the whole dataset. Also, it helps us to fur-
ther understand edge detection from the edge response view. The further
investigation of Thi will be done in the future work.
6.5.3 Thickness of Detected Edges
The edges detected by the GP edge detectors (see Figure 6.2) often have
thick responses on edges. A potential reason is that large scale Gaussian
filters exist in the GP edge detectors. For instance, Equation (6.7) includes
ddg4.08, ddg4.09 and dg4.47. Another potential reason is that the ground truth
images in the training data (see Figure 6.1) are combinedwith different ob-
servations, so the width of a true edge is possibly more than one pixel. The
overlap in prediction for a true edge point is allowed to have more than
one response in the fitness function fFOMavg . Figure 6.6 shows two exam-
ple detected images from Sada in Figure 6.2 simply thinned by a thinning
operation [106]. Non-maximum suppression [28] could easily be used to
thin the detection results, which is not the focus of this thesis.
6.5.4 Contributions on Different Gaussian Filters
Influence of using different types of Gaussian filters is now investigated.
In order to check whether using different types of Gaussian filters is better
than using a single type of Gaussian filter only, the terminal set now only
chooses a single type of filter to evolve programs. The combination func-
tion C might influence the performance of evolved edge detectors, so C is
removed from the function set. The influence of Cwill be discussed in the
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Before Thinning After Thinning
Figure 6.6: Two example images detected by a Gaussian-based edge de-
tector before and after thinning operations [106].
next subsection. Since image 23025 can be used to obtain good evolved
edge detectors, the single image is employed as the training data for anal-
ysis of using different types of filters to evolve edge detectors.
Table 6.9 shows the results from only using dgσ, dogσ and ddgσ respec-
tively. Here, the best evolved edge detector (Max) and the worst evolved
edge detector (Min) for using each single type of filter are given. The p-
values are obtained by the two-sample t-tests between the relevant results
and the results using all functions when only image 23025 is used as the
training data.
From the tests (p-values), only using a single type of filter is not suffi-
cient to evolve good edge detectors. All of the results from using a single
type of filter obviously decrease the test performance, and they are signif-
icantly worse than using the three types of filters. Therefore, only combin-
ing the same type of Gaussian filter is not as good as combining different
types of Gaussian filters for extracting edge features, which is similar to
the surround suppression technique using different types of filters to im-
prove detection performance.
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Table 6.9: Results (F values) of evolved edge detectors from single type of
filter without combination function C (with training image 23025) on the
BSD test images.
Setting Mean ± Standard Deviation Max Min p-value
dgσ 0.5258± 0.0029 0.5308 0.5206 0.0000 ↓
dogσ 0.5004± 0.0074 0.5208 0.4809 0.0000 ↓
ddgσ 0.4921± 0.0046 0.5004 0.4823 0.0000 ↓
Table 6.10: One-way ANOVA (row vs column) comparisons (F ) among
single Gaussian filters used in GP on the BSD test images.
dogσ ddgσ
dgσ ↑ ↑
dogσ ↑
Table 6.10 reveals the comparison among the results from the three
types of filters. It is interesting that the results from only using dogσ are
significantly better than the results from only using ddgσ, although dogσ is
considered as approximation of ddgσ [14]. A potential reason is that each
dogσ filter includes two different Gaussian filters, but a ddgσ filter only uses
a single Gaussian filter. After combining filters with different parameters,
the responses from the combination of dogσ are richer than the responses
from the combination of ddgσ. Therefore, it is possible to obtain better re-
sults from only using dogσ than only using ddgσ.
Also, the results from using dgσ filters are significantly better than the
results from using dogσ and ddgσ, respectively. The mean of F values from
using dgσ filters is 0.0144 less than the mean of F values from using all
functions in the GP system (see Table 6.1) when image 23025 is used as
training data. It seems that the image Gaussian gradient is important for
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Table 6.11: Results (F values) of evolved edge detectors by using single
filters and combination function C (with training image 23025) on the BSD
test images.
Setting Mean ± Standard Deviation Max Min p-value
{dgσ,C} 0.5156± 0.0135 0.5379 0.4789 0.0002 ↓
{dogσ,C} 0.4856± 0.0334 0.5355 0.4203 0.0247 ↓
{ddgσ,C} 0.4786± 0.0376 0.5387 0.3512 0.0592
extracting edge features. However, only combining dgσ filters is not suffi-
cient to improve detection performance. From the comparison among the
three types of filters, it seems that dogσ and ddgσ help dgσ to improve de-
tection performance. In surround suppression, the major responses come
from the image gradient. The GP Gaussian-based edge detectors also
show similar behaviour.
6.5.5 Combination Function C
The combination function C is not used for the experiments in Table 6.9.
It is possible that the difference between using a single type of filter and
the results using the three types of filters are affected by the function C. In
order to investigate the influence from function C, the function is added
into each single type of filter to evolve edge detectors. Table 6.11 shows the
results for the three single types of filters after using function C. Here the
p-values are obtained by the two-sample t-tests between without function
C and using function C. It is surprising that using function C makes test
performances decreased for dgσ and dogσ.
There are some interesting observations in Table 6.11. Firstly, using
each type of filter combined with function C decreases the detection per-
formance of the evolved edge detectors, in terms of the mean of F val-
ues. Secondly, the standard deviations of the evolved edge detectors be-
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come larger after using function C. This indicates that the performance of
evolved edge detectors becomes less stable. Thirdly, from the comparisons
of the best edge detectors and the worst edge detectors in each type of filter
with and without function C, the range of the performance of the evolved
edge detectors after using function C becomes large. The best evolved
edge detector from each setting with function C has higher F value than
the best edge detector without function C. However, the worst edge de-
tector from each setting in Table 6.11 is obviously worse than the worst
edge detector from the relevant setting in Table 6.9. In particular, there
is very obvious influence on ddgσ after using function C, in terms of the
performance on the best and worst evolved edge detectors. There is no
significant difference between the results from using and without func-
tion C when only ddgσ is used. However, the relevant worst evolved edge
detector (in {ddgσ,C}) has very low F , and the relevant best evolved edge
detector has higher F than the best evolved edge detector from ddgσ in
Table 6.9.
From the three interesting observations, the function C certainly influ-
ences the evolved edge detectors. It seems that using C might increase
the ability to find good edge detectors from an overview. However, after
adding function C in the function set, the worst evolved edge detector in
each setting becomes worse. There are at least two possible reasons for
this phenomenon. The first one is that good combinations of a single type
of filter and function C are very hard to find. The other potential reason is
that overfitting occurs when only a single type of filter and function C are
employed in the GP system.
In addition, the best edge detector for each setting in Table 6.11 has
lower F than the mean of the evolved edge detectors from Table 6.1 when
image 23025 is used as the training data. It also shows that using a single
type of filter is not good to evolve Gaussian-based edge detectors.
Table 6.12 gives the comparisons among only using a single type of
filter with function C. It also shows that the Gaussian gradient is better
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Table 6.12: One-way ANOVA (row vs column) comparisons (F ) among
single Gaussian filters used in GP (including function C) on the BSD test
images.
{dogσ,C} {ddgσ,C}
{dgσ,C} ↑ ↑
{dogσ,C} −
than the Gaussian second-order derivative to extract edge features. When
adding function C in the function set, there is no significant difference
between only using dogσ and only using ddgσ.
6.6 Chapter Summary
The goal of this chapter was to investigate evolving Gaussian-based edge
detectors using GP. From the different training data, the goal was success-
fully achieved by using a proposed Gaussian-based GP system to evolve
edge detectors. The training data firstly employed a single image (six im-
ages as six different training datasets). Four combinations of two images
as the training data were applied as well. After analysing the performance
on these datasets (single images and the combinations), two random sam-
pling techniques (randomly choosing one image at each generation and
randomly choosing several images at each generation) were effectively
used for evolving edge detectors.
A small number of full images performs better for evolving Gaussian-
based edge detectors than a set of subimages. Some of the single images
or combinations of two images as training data were used to train edge
detectors which are better than the Gaussian gradient, and similar to the
surround suppression technique. From the results, a single image with
rich edge information could be used to evolve good edge detectors.
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The evolved edge detectors from the sampling technique (randomly
selecting several images from a set of images at each generation) do not
have significant differences in the detection performance, compared with
the evolved edge detectors from all images in the set. The evolved edge de-
tectors from the sampling technique are significantly better than the Gaus-
sian gradient and surround suppression on the BSD test image dataset.
From the investigation on each type of filter for constructing Gaussian-
based edge detectors, the Gaussian gradient should be the main filter in
a combination. However, taking into account performance improvement,
different types of Gaussian filters should be utilised together.
The combination function C cannot improve detection performance
when only combining a single type of Gaussian filter. In order to obtain
edge detectors with good generalisation ability, the combination function
C should choose different types of Gaussian filters as its inputs.
The Gaussian-based edge detection technique as the prior domain knowl-
edge about edges was developed by GP. In the following chapters, GP
will be used to address how to use multiple techniques as given domain
knowledge for development of edge detection.
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Part III
Composite Edge Feature
Construction
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Chapter 7
Distribution-based Feature
Construction
7.1 Introduction
The previous chapter investigated using the Gaussian-based technique
to evolve edge detectors by GP. However, a single feature is typically
not sufficient to fully identify the edges in an image, and multiple fea-
tures are useful to improve detection performance [140]. For instance, fea-
tures extracted from image gradients are not good to detect texture edges
[14, 123, 140]. Since different features have their own advantages [140], a
combination of features possibly brings the advantages of each basic fea-
ture together.
There are two ways of combining a set of features for edge detection.
The first way combines different edge detectors as composite features based
on a fixed model, such as a logistic regression model [123] or the combi-
nation of voting consensus as ground truth from a set of features [46]. The
second way finds edge points with responses on different parameters in a
method, such as multi-scale approaches [14, 139]. From these methods, us-
ing a set of features can improve detection performance [14, 123, 139, 140].
However, combining too many features together does not mean that the
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performance is better than the combination of a few features. For exam-
ple, the performance of Boosted Edge Learning using approximately 50000
features for natural images is only close to a contour detector proposed
in [123] with nine local features [38]. How to efficiently and effectively
combine features still needs to be investigated.
When GP is utilised to construct features, these composite features are
usually evaluated based on accuracy or dispersion [44, 135]. In a binary
classification problem, a composite feature should have good performance
as its discrimination threshold is varied. The Receiver Operating Char-
acteristic (ROC) [67] has been used to evaluate features based on differ-
ent thresholds [18]. Also, the Gaussian distribution has been employed
for feature performance evaluation [18, 195]. From the application of us-
ing the Gaussian distribution, the distribution of the observations of a GP
program is very important in feature construction. In general, a compos-
ite feature does not directly indicate probabilities for different categories
(class labels of the target). If the distribution of the observations of a GP
program is estimated, the probability for each category is easy to be ob-
tained. Chapter 4 addressed the problem of transforming observations of
GP programs to soft edgemaps. It might not be good to directly use obser-
vations of GP programs to represent edge responses. Using the probability
for each category in edge detection is expected to more suitably represent
edge responses.
When a feature is constructed for edge detection, it should indicate
different responses on different areas, such as subjective edges, being de-
pendent on the contents of interest to people, and clear boundaries. Here,
subjective edges mean that they might be considered as edges by a few
people, and clear boundaries mean that they are considered as edges by
most people. The contrast between areas around clear boundaries is usu-
ally high. Figure 7.1 shows an image from the BSD image dataset [123] and
its ground truth. The boundary indicated by “1” is clear, but the boundary
indicated by “2” is considered as a true (subjective) edge by a few people
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Figure 7.1: One example image with different responses on different
edges.
only.
In the probabilistic view, pixels on a clear boundary should have high
probabilities to be classified as edge points. The probability for a pixel
to be classified as an edge point is expected to describe different edge in-
formation. The probabilistic binary approach to the distribution of the
observations of an evolved program has been investigated for binary clas-
sification [167] . In our initial work, the feature constructed by GP with
the Gaussian distribution shows the detected edge maps with high con-
trast, but they are not good to describe suitable responses on different
edges. Suitable (rich) responses mean that responses on clear boundaries
are high, responses on non-edge points are very weak, and responses on
subjective edges are neither high nor weak. Suitable responses enrich the
description of true edges. How to construct edge features with rich re-
sponses on edges needs to be investigated.
7.1.1 Chapter Goal
The goal of this chapter is to develop a GP system with estimated dis-
tribution to construct composite features for representing different edge
responses. The main research focuses on the distribution of the observa-
tions of GP programs for constructing features to indicate rich responses
in edge detection. A GP system is proposed to construct invariant features
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at first, and then it is extended to construct variant features. Here, invari-
ant features mean that they are not affected by image rotation. The image
gradient and histogram gradient [123] are popularly used to train learning
contour detectors, so they are used as basic features. In order to enrich the
set of features for edge detection, a measure of image quality [156] is also
used as a basic invariant feature. Based on these three basic features, com-
posite features will be constructed automatically by GP. Different from di-
rectly using the observations of GP programs, the composite features come
from the probabilities for the class “edge point” and the class “non-edge
point” after estimating the distribution of the observations of GP programs
for each class. Since the distribution of the observations of a GP program
is unknown, it would be time-consuming to find the relevant distribution.
In this chapter, a prior distribution is assumed for all GP programs before
performing estimations. Specifically, we investigate the following research
objectives.
• Whether the features constructed by GPwith distribution estimation
can improve the detection performance, compared with each basic
invariant feature alone.
• Which relationship between probability and observations of GP pro-
grams (a linear relationship or a non-linear relationship for distri-
bution estimation) is better to construct composite features, in terms
of quantitative evaluation (with the F-measure [123]) and qualitative
evaluation (from human observations on rich responses).
• Which estimation technique, employing the probability density func-
tion (PDF) or the cumulative distribution function (CDF), is better to
estimate probabilities for edge points and non-edge points to con-
struct composite features, in terms of quantitative evaluation and
qualitative evaluation.
• Whether the features constructed by GPwith distribution estimation
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are better than the combinations from a Bayesian model [40] (non-
linear combination) and a linear Support Vector Machine (SVM) [27]
(linear combination).
• Whether evolved programs can be reasonably interpreted.
7.1.2 Chapter Organisation
In the remainder of this chapter, the second section introduces the back-
ground of invariant edge features. The third section proposes a GP system
using different known edge features to construct composite features. The
forth section gives the experiment settings. The fifth section presents the
results of the experiments with discussions. The sixth section extends the
GP system from the invariant feature construction to variant feature con-
struction when only considering horizontal edges as the major class in a
binary classification problem. The seventh section provides further dis-
cussions. The last section draws a summary of this chapter.
7.2 Background of Invariant Features
In a general system to evaluate a feature in edge detection, different thresh-
olds are used to obtain binary edge maps based on the feature, and then
final edge maps after post-processing techniques are measured by an eval-
uation method, such as the F-measure [123]. In general, post-processing
techniques, such as the surround suppression [66] and non-maximum sup-
pression [28] techniques, linking approaches, and thinning operations [106],
can usefully follow most feature extraction approaches [115]. Although
the performance evaluation usually focuses on final edge maps, the eval-
uation of the features without using suppression and linking techniques in
edge detection is also important [131].
Feature extraction mainly works on local features for the sake of sim-
plicity and ease of implementation. Local features mainly come from gra-
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dient computation, such as image derivatives [28, 66] or local histogram
derivatives [123]. The image derivatives based on different directions have
been widely applied to different edge detectors [140], such as in the popu-
lar Canny edge detector [28]. For instance, to detect a horizontal edge, the
derivative of the vertical direction is calculated via using a set of neigh-
bours around a discriminated pixel. The derivative of a Gaussian filter
extracted for a horizontal edge is described in Equation (7.1). Here, σ is
the scale parameter for the Gaussian filter, and (u, v) is the position of a
point relative to a center (discriminated) pixel. After convolution (⊛) of
image I(x, y)with the derivative gdθ(u, v) (using θ = 0
◦, 90◦) is performed,
the image Gaussian filter derivatives Tgd,θ are obtained (see Equation (7.3)).
The invariant Gaussian gradient Tgg is a combination of the horizontal and
vertical direction image derivatives, and it is given in Equation (7.4).
gd0◦(u, v) = − v
2πσ4
exp
(
−u
2 + v2
2σ2
)
(7.1)
gd90◦(u, v) = − v
2πσ4
exp
(
−u
2 + v2
2σ2
)
(7.2)
Tgd,θ(x, y) = gdθ(u, v)⊛ I(x, y) (7.3)
Tgg(x, y) =
√
T 2gd,0◦(x, y) + T
2
gd,90◦(x, y) (7.4)
Image histograms have been used in image processing, and local image
histogram gradients have shown good performance for detecting edges [123].
A histogram is a visual impression of the distribution of data. In general,
two sets of pixels from two different objects or textures have different his-
tograms. For a pixel (x, y), two groups of pixels from its neighbours can
be obtained after separating them by a line in the direction θ. To gener-
ate histograms from the two groups, all graylevels from the two groups
are binned into different bins. The total number of bins used in this chap-
ter is 32. Here, lθ,i and rθ,i are used to indicate the number occurrences
for the neighbours located in the bin i from the two groups, respectively.
The local image histogram is extracted by comparing the difference of lθ,i
and rθ,i. The local histogram derivative in the direction θ is defined in
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Equation (7.5). Here, lθ,i and rθ,i describe the distributions of two sets of
pixels separated by the boundary with direction θ, so the local histogram
derivative is different from the image Gaussian derivative, especially for
the low-contrast areas.
hdθ(x, y) =
1
2
∑ (lθ,i − rθ,i)2
lθ,i + rθ,i
(7.5)
Note that hdθ(x, y) ≥ 0. The local histogram gradient Thg using all pos-
sible directions θ is defined in Equation (7.6). Here, the local histogram
gradient Thg is combined with the histogram derivatives from two direc-
tions as one invariant feature. Different from Tgg (constructed from the
horizontal and vertical directions), Thg is constructed from θ = 45
◦, 135◦
so that different directional responses are used. A reason for only us-
ing the two directions is that our previous work [52] shows that the di-
agonal derivatives are better than the horizontal and vertical derivatives
for detecting edges. For the test image dataset in the BSD dataset [123],
the performance of Thg with θ = 45
◦, 135◦ is almost the same as Thg with
θ = 0◦, 45◦, 90◦, 135◦.
Thg =
∑
θ
hdθ(x, y) (7.6)
The normalised standard deviation has been used for image quality
evaluation [156], but it is seldom used as a feature for edge detection in
the literature. The local normalised standard deviation is utilised in here.
It is extracted based on a small window as a local invariant feature. The
local normalised standard deviation Tsd is defined in Equation (7.7), where
Mean(x, y) and SD(x, y) are the mean and standard deviation of the pixel
intensities in a local area around (x, y), respectively.
Tsd(x, y) =
SD(x, y)
Mean(x, y)
(7.7)
From our initial investigation, the three basic features are good at de-
tecting clear boundaries. However, the local features from derivatives
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Figure 7.2: Detected image based on Gaussian gradients Tgg, histogram
gradients Thg and normalised standard deviations Tsd.
include high responses on non-edge points which are affected by noise
or textures, and the responses on some subjective edges and textures are
hard to distinguish. For instance, Figure 7.2 shows the features of an im-
age from the BSD image dataset with Tgg, Thg and Tsd. Four different areas
are marked with four ellipses. Area 1 includes a clear boundary between
an object in the background and the sky. Areas 2 and 3 include subjective
edges. Area 2 has a boundary between two similar background objects,
and area 3 includes the boundary between the reflection of an object and
the water. Area 4 has a water wave texture, and there are no edge points.
From the three basic features, their responses on the clear boundary in
area 1 are suitably indicated (higher than the other responses). For the
subjective edges, Tgg and Tsd have a problem to distinguish responses on
the boundary in area 2 and the responses on the textures from one object.
Tgg and Tsd have suitable responses on the edge in area 3, which are lower
than the responses on the clear boundary in area 1 and higher than the re-
sponses on most non-edge points. Although Thg gives suitable responses
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on area 2, it wrongly gives responses on the water wave in area 4 so that
these responses are higher than the responses on subjective edges in area 3.
The surround suppression technique can reduce texture responses on area
2 from the image gradient Tgg [66]. Therefore, further feature manipula-
tion on these local features can improve detection performance. However,
how to indicate suitable responses on different types of edges and remove
responses on non-edge points needs to be addressed.
7.3 Distribution-basedGPSystem for Feature Con-
struction
The GP system using distribution to construct composite features is de-
scribed in this section. The observations of GP programs for edge points
and non-edge points are used to fit given distributions (using PDFs or
CDFs) to indicate edge responses.
7.3.1 Terminal Set
In order to construct composite features, basic features are used as termi-
nals. Invariant features are employed for invariant feature construction.
Note that only grayscale images are used. Three features are chosen in
the terminal set of the proposed GP system. The three features are the
image Gaussian filter gradient Tgg, the normalised standard deviation Tsd,
and the histogram gradient Thg. Since the three features have their own
characteristics (see Figure 7.2), it is possible to construct new features for
improving detection performance. Note that the basic features are not nor-
malised. Random constants rnd in the range from −100 to 100 are chosen
in the GP system.
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7.3.2 Primitive Functions
The function set contains the four arithmetic operators {+,−, ∗,÷} and
three logical operators {IF,<,>}. Here, ÷ is protected division, produc-
ing a result of 1 for a 0 divisor. IF contains three arguments, the first one
is a boolean. IF will return the second argument (a real number) when
the first is true, otherwise will return the third argument (a real number).
It is possible that a feature is better than another feature for some edges,
but worse for other edges. Based on the logical operators, two features are
combined together, and GP will automatically choose partial responses
(suitably indicating some edge information) from one feature. That is why
the logical operators are used.
7.3.3 Composite Features
From a survey of using GP for classification [44], it is very important to
estimate the distribution of the observations o of a program for feature
construction in classification. Bayesian error rate (the lowest possible er-
ror rate for a given class of classifier) is a common way to estimate the
effectiveness of constructed features [177, 196]. Also, the minimum dis-
tance from observations of evolved programs to a class position (such as
its mean) has been used for classification [76]. These approaches using
estimation of observations of programs are helpful to find good compos-
ite features, but since these features themselves directly use observations
of programs, the relationship between a composite feature and the target
(such as ground truth in edge detection) is not clear.
In general, if an observation of an evolved program is larger than a
threshold, the relevant pixel is discriminated as an edge point. How-
ever, in the proposed GP system, the observation is used to indicate the
probability for the pixel to be discriminated as the class edge point or the
class non-edge point, rather than directly using the observation to classify
the relevant pixel. The probability for each class is calculated based on a
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known distribution model. A distribution is estimated by using the sam-
ple mean and standard deviation of observations of evolved programs for
edge points and non-edge points. The probabilities for edge points and
non-edge points are used to construct a composite feature. Therefore, the
composite feature is based on probability estimation, which more clearly
indicates the relationship between the feature and the target (edge points
or non-edge points).
When most observations are around a threshold and a few observa-
tions are far away from the threshold, it is difficult to describe rich edge
responses on different areas. Generally, a clear boundary (high contrast) in
an image is easy to be detected. The probability for discriminating a pixel
on the boundary as an edge point should be high. Therefore, the proba-
bilities of a pixel belonging to the class edge point and the class non-edge
point are utilised here to indicate edge responses. To obtain both prob-
abilities, the distribution of the observations of an evolved program for
each class is estimated. After estimating both distributions, both probabil-
ities from the estimated distributions are expected to construct single edge
features which clearly indicate edge responses on different areas.
For the estimated distribution from PDFs and CDFs, two equations are
proposed combining the probabilities for edge points and non-edge points
as edge responses. The first equation for constructing a composite feature
is based on a known distribution model from PDFs, which is described
in Equation (7.8). Here, p+(o, µˆ+, σˆ+) (abbreviated as p+(o)) is the prob-
ability density for edge points based on the known distribution model,
p−(o, µˆ−, σˆ−) (abbreviated as p−(o)) is the probability density for non-edge
points, µˆ+ and σˆ+ are the sample mean and standard deviation for edge
points, µˆ− and σˆ− are the sample mean and standard deviation for non-
edge points, P+ is the prior probability for edge points, and P− is the prior
probability for non-edge points. Note that the prior probabilities for edge
points and non-edge points are considered to be equal (P+ = P− = 0.5)
since we will use balanced training data (by sampling techniques). After
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simplifying GPpdf(o), their probability densities are used to indicate the
posterior probabilities for discriminating pixels as edge points and non-
edge points. A composite feature using GPpdf(o) is based on Bayesian in-
version [40]. More details about Bayesian techniques will be addressed in
the next chapter.
GPpdf(o) =
p+(o, µˆ+, σˆ+)P+∑
k=+,− pk(o, µˆk, σˆk)Pk
=
p+(o, µˆ+, σˆ+)
p+(o, µˆ+, σˆ+) + p−(o, µˆ−, σˆ−)
(7.8)
Since the construction is based on p+(o) and p−(o), when the values
of observations of a program are close to the means of relevant classes
(edge points and non-edge points), the program is considered as a good
candidate to construct composite features. When the probability of the
observation of a GP program for the relevant pixel as an edge point is
higher and the probability for considering as a non-edge point is lower,
the pixel should have a stronger response from the composite feature. For
a pixel with lower probability for an edge point and higher probability
for a non-edge point, the composite feature has a weaker response. For
an uncertain area, the composite feature gives a response which is neither
strong nor weak. Therefore, the composite feature based on Equation (7.8)
directly gives a clear response for a pixel as an edge point or a non-edge
point.
However, when threshold techniques are used to discriminate pixels
with a composite feature based on Equation (7.8), the probability of a pixel
considered as the class edge point is not high when its output from the rel-
evant program is far away from the mean of the class edge point. If the
pixel is directly discriminated based on the observation of the program
(suppose σˆ+ = σˆ−), it will be clearly considered as an edge point (shorter
distance to µˆ+ than µˆ−) or non-edge point (longer distance to µˆ+ than µˆ−).
In order to give a suitable probability for this pixel, the second way is pro-
posed to employ CDFs. CDFs indicate a suitable range of responses on
edge points and non-edge points, rather than expecting that all observa-
tions are around two fixed positions.
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Figure 7.3: Probabilities for edge points and non-edge points on the obser-
vations of an example edge detector.
Note that a composite feature using Equation (7.8) has a problem of
thick responses based on our initial experiment. In order to address the
problem, the composite feature using CDFs is defined in Equation (7.9).
Here P+(o) is the estimated probability from the CDF fitted to the obser-
vations (considered as a known distribution for edge points), and P−(o) is
the estimated probability for non-edge points. When a composite feature
is indicated by Equation (7.9), a pixel with the observation of the relevant
program (with σˆ+ = σˆ−) far away from µˆ+ and µˆ− has very high probabil-
ity for an edge point (shorter distance to µˆ+ than µˆ−) or a non-edge point
(longer distance to µˆ+ than µˆ−). When an observation has P+(o) < P−(o),
its relative pixel is directly considered as a non-edge point and the re-
sponse is represented by 0.
GPcdf(o) =

0 if P+(o) < P−(o)P+(o)− P−(o) otherwise (7.9)
Figure 7.3 show the probabilities for edge points and non-edge points
on the observations of an example GP edge detector (with Gaussian distri-
butions, µ− = −3.5, µ+ = 3.5, σ− = 2, and σ+ = 3). Note that the direction
of CDF curves for edge points and non-edge points are opposite, so P−(o)
is the difference of 1 and the fitted probability from the observations. A
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pixel with an observation “A” (close to 14 in the horizontal axis) is not
strongly considered as an edge point when the PDFs are used to estimate
the observation “A”. In fact, the pixel should be considered as an edge
point with a high probability. If the CDFs are employed to estimate “A”,
it is easy to discriminate the pixel as an edge point. Also, the overlap be-
tween both classes from their CDFs is smaller than the overlap from their
PDFs. A composite feature from PDF estimation using Equation (7.8) has
a problem when the construction equation is replaced by Equation (7.9).
For instance, “A” in Figure 7.3 (a) has no response when PDF estimation
uses Equation (7.9).
Note that the estimation based on PDFs and CDFs is not limited to a
distribution which can only be estimated by its mean and standard devia-
tions. Other distributions could be employed in this GP system as well.
7.3.4 Fitness Function
In the training stage, when p+(o) > p−(o) or P+(o) > P−(o), the pixel with
o is predicted as an edge point (+), otherwise as a non-edge point (−). The
fitness function is based on evolved composite features, following the sug-
gestion of directly evaluating features from [131]. The aim of new features
constructed by GP is that they should detect as many true edge points
as possible. Recall prec (see Equation (2.7) on page 35) is the number of
pixels on the edges correctly detected as a proportion of the total number
of pixels on the edges, so it is a very important indicator. However, only
considering recall is not sufficient to evaluate constructed features because
high recall might bring low accuracy for non-edge points. Specificity pspe
(see Equation (2.8) on page 35) is the number of pixels not on the edges
correctly detected as a proportion of the total number of pixels not on the
edges. Therefore, specificity pspe is also considered in the fitness function.
The fitness function Fit is defined in Equation (7.10) in the training phase.
Fit =
2precpspe
prec + pspe
(7.10)
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7.4 Experiment Design
To investigate the distribution of observations of GP programs, a piece-
wise linear relationship and a non-linear relationship are selected for both
PDFs and CDFs. The selected known distribution for PDFs with a linear
relationship is not the same as the selected known distribution for CDFs
with a linear relationship.
7.4.1 Training Data
Since the BSD training image dataset [123] includes 200 images, using all
pixels and the relevant basic features will lead to a heavy computational
cost. For simplicity, image pixels with the same number of edge points and
non-edge points are sampled as the training data. Approximately 250 edge
points and 250 non-edge points are randomly sampled from each training
image. Therefore, the training data includes approximately 100000 cases.
7.4.2 Estimated Distribution
The Gaussian distribution is commonly employed for evaluating observa-
tions of evolved programs [44]. Therefore, it is chosen as the non-linear
relationship for distribution estimation in this chapter. In the Gaussian
distribution (see Equation (7.11), where j = + or −), the aim of good ob-
servations is that the observations are as close to the relevant means as
possible.
gj(o, µˆj, σˆj) =
1
σˆj
√
2π
exp
(
−(o− µˆj)
2
2σˆ2j
)
(7.11)
Similar to the Gaussian distribution, the second PDF is based on dis-
tance from an observation to µˆj , and it is defined by tj(o, µˆj, σˆj) in Equa-
tion (7.12). Note that tj(o, µˆj, σˆj) is transformed to the range from 0 to
1. Different from gj(o, µˆj, σˆj), the probability for an observation discrim-
inated as the class edge point or the class non-edge point is linearly de-
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creased when its position is away from µˆj . This distribution is a sym-
metric triangular distribution. In a triangular distribution, the half range
for observations (symmetric distribution) should be
√
6σˆ. However, 3σˆ
is employed in this chapter so that a wider range of observations can be
accepted to give responses than using
√
6σˆ.
tj(o, µˆj, σˆj) =

0 if |o− µˆj| > 3σˆj1− |o−µˆj |
3σˆj
otherwise
(7.12)
Also, the Gaussian distribution is considered as one known distribu-
tion for estimating CDFs, and its CDF is estimated for P−(o) and P+(o). In
the estimation using CDFs of the Gaussian distribution of observations of
a GP program, a pixel has higher probability to be an edge point when its
relevant observation (greater than µˆ+) is farther away from the position
µˆ+ of the program for edge points. In the estimation using CDFs, the long
distance from an observation to the position µˆ+ or µˆ− makes the relevant
pixel clear to be considered as an edge point or a non-edge point. How-
ever, in the PDF estimation, good programs should have observations be-
ing close to the position µˆ+ or µˆ−. Therefore, the restriction of the range of
the observations using CDF are looser than using PDF.
The CDF of the Gaussian distribution is defined in Equation (7.13).
Normj(o, µˆj, σˆj) is estimated based on the normal distribution model with
µˆj and σˆj .
erf(x) =
1√
π
∫ x
0
exp
(−t2)dt
Φ(o) =
1
2
(1 + erf(
o√
2
))
Normj(o, µˆj, σˆj) = Φ
(
o− µˆj
σˆj
)
(7.13)
Besides the CDF of the Gaussian distribution, the CDF of a uniform dis-
tribution (affine function) is employed, and it is defined in Equation (7.14).
Since the CDF of the triangular distribution has a non-linear (quadratic)
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relationship between the probability and observations, which is similar to
the CDF of the Gaussian distribution (being non-linear), we choose the
uniform distribution in the GP system, rather than using the CDF of tri-
angular distribution. It is assumed that observations o are uniformly dis-
tributed in the range from µˆj − 3σˆj to µˆj + 3σˆj .
Unifj(o, µˆj, σˆj) =


0 if o < µˆj − 3σˆj
o−µˆj+3σˆj
6σˆj
if |o− µˆj| < 3σˆj
1 otherwise
(7.14)
In summary, GPpdf (o) has gj(o, µˆj, σˆj) (non-linear) and tj(o, µˆj, σˆj) (lin-
ear) for pj(o), andGPcdf(o) hasNormj(o, µˆj, σˆj) (non-linear) andUnifj(o, µˆj, σˆj)
(linear) for Pj(o) in this chapter.
7.4.3 Parameter Settings
The window sizes for Tgg, Tsd and Thg are 7 × 7, 3 × 3 and 13 × 13, re-
spectively. It is assumed that Tgg uses the 7 × 7 window to mainly detect
local edge details, Tsd uses the 3×3window to find changes in a very small
area, and Thg uses the 13×13window to find difference between two areas.
It is possible that Tgg has strong responses on textures. Thg, using a large
window, is expected to reduce influence from textures. The parameter val-
ues for GP are: population size 200; maximum generations 200; maximum
depth (of a program) 7; and probabilities for mutation 0.15, crossover 0.80
and reproduction 0.05. These values are chosen based on common settings
and initial experiments [140]. There are 30 independent runs for each ex-
periment.
7.4.4 Test Performance
The evaluation is directly based on one feature, without special post-processing
techniques, such as non-maximum suppression. To measure the perfor-
mance of these features constructed byGP, the F-measure (see Equation (2.13))
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is used in the testing phase [38, 123]. In the F-measure evaluation system,
pixels are discriminated as edge points when their values of the evalu-
ated feature are larger than a threshold. The predicted edges are simply
thinned by the thinning operator [123]. After obtaining thinned predic-
tion, an optimal matching operator will be used to match the prediction
and the ground truth. Here, α is also set to 0.5 based on a common set-
ting [38, 123]. The previous chapter used a fixed threshold 0 for perfor-
mance evaluation. In this chapter, all constructed features are evaluated by
multiple thresholds. Using different threshold values k
52
(k = 0, 1, ..., 51), a
maximum Fmax = max{Fk}will be considered as the measurement for the
feature, where Fk is the F value when the threshold value
k
52
is used.
For fair comparison, the Fmax values of the three basic features (Tgg,
Tsd, Thg) also are given without special post-processing techniques, such
as non-maximum suppression, so their values are different from the final
performance evaluation in [123]. In the feature performance evaluation,
the Sobel edge detector is the same result as the final detection result eval-
uated in [123], because the Sobel edge detector does not contain special
post-processing techniques.
7.5 Results and Discussions
This section describes the results from the composite features constructed
by GP, conducts comparisons among the GP constructed features and ex-
isting combination techniques, provides visual detected results, and inter-
prets a GP evolved program.
7.5.1 PDF and CDF
Training Results
Figure 7.4 shows the histograms of observations o of four GP programs
from the four settings: GPPDF,Norm (estimation using PDFs of the Gaus-
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Figure 7.4: Histograms of observations of a GP program from each set-
ting (GPPDF,Norm, GPPDF,Tria, GPCDF,Norm andGPCDF,Unif ) on the training
data.
sian distribution), GPPDF,Tria (estimation using PDFs of the triangular dis-
tribution), GPCDF,Norm (estimation using CDFs of the Gaussian distribu-
tion), and GPCDF,Unif (estimation using CDFs of the uniform distribution)
on the training data. Since the ranges of observations of the GP program
from GPPDF,Tria are very large for true edge points and very narrow for
true non-edge points, only the main area is shown, and the other area
(not shown, less than one percentage of all areas) is from true edge points.
From the training data, GP with PDFs does not have good estimation on
the observations of GP programs. It is interesting that most of the observa-
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Table 7.1: Comparison of means and (±) standard deviations Fmax values
among constructed features by GP with PDF and CDF for the BSD test
images.
Fmax
GPPDF,Norm 0.5728± 0.0292
GPPDF,Tria 0.5478± 0.0475 ↓
GPCDF,Norm 0.5790± 0.0218
GPCDF,Unif 0.5785± 0.0186
tions in each class are located one side of their sample means when PDFs
are used. From CDFs, the observations of GP programs in each class are
close to the estimated curves. Since one edge feature is used to discrim-
inate a pixel as an edge point based on a threshold, namely its value is
larger than the threshold (a range), not close to the threshold (a point or
a short area), the estimated distribution using PDFs is different from the
actual distribution of observations of GP programs. However, CDFs are
based on a range (less than a threshold), which makes the estimated dis-
tributions close to the actual distribution of observations.
Test Performance
In order to investigate the test performance on the evolved composite
features based on the estimation using PDFs and CDFs, Table 7.1 gives
the means and standard deviations of Fmax of GPPDF,Norm, GPPDF,Tria,
GPCDF,Norm, and GPCDF,Unif . Here, ↓ indicates the results from GPPDF,Tria
are significantly worse than the others based on one-way ANOVA test
with overall significance level 0.05 and p-value adjustment using Holm’s
method [75] over all comparisons. From these comparisons, the PDF es-
timated as the triangular distribution is not very good to construct com-
posite features. However, the CDF based on the uniform distribution has
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Figure 7.5: Fmax values from GPPDF,Norm, GPPDF,Tria, GPCDF,Norm and
GPCDF,Unif on the 100 BSD test images.
non-significantly different results, compared with the estimation based on
the Gaussian distribution (with PDF or CDF).
Figure 7.5 shows the details for the 30 composite features (30 inde-
pendent runs) fromGPPDF,Norm (“PDF(Norm)”), GPPDF,Tria(“PDF(Tria)”),
GPCDF,Norm (“CDF(Norm)”) andGPCDF,Unif (“CDF(Unif)”). From the box-
plots, the composite features from GPPDF,Tria have a larger range of Fmax
values than the others. It seems that the PDF estimated as the triangular
distribution is not stable to construct good features. Comparing the CDFs
with the PDFs, the Fmax values of most of the composite features based on
CDFs crowd together, which indicates the CDFs are more robust than the
PDFs to use to construct composite features.
Comparing the results in Table 7.1 and Figure 7.5, it seems that the
observations of a good evolved edge detector should crowd around a po-
sition for each class when the PDF is estimated as the Gaussian distribu-
tion, or should stand far away from a threshold for each class when the
CDF estimation is used. When observations for each class (edge point or
non-edge point) are uniformly distributed over in a range, the estimated
probability might not be good to construct features. A potential reason for
the behaviour of the test performance of GPPDF,Tria is that the estimated
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Table 7.2: Comparison of Fmax values among constructed features by
GP with PDF (Gaussian distribution), image Gaussian gradients Tgg, nor-
malised standard deviations Tsd, histogram gradients Thg, Sobel edge de-
tector, a Bayesian model [40], and SVM [27] for the BSD test images.
Fmax
GPPDF,Norm 0.5728± 0.0292
Tgg 0.5153
Tsd 0.4968
Thg 0.5434
Sobel 0.4832
Bayesian 0.5302
SVM 0.5681± 0.0033
distributions for edge points and non-edge points have a large overlap.
The range of observations for each class on test images might be large so
that some observations of an evolved program are located in the overlap
area, although the observations from the training data might be separated
very well. How to improve the bad features (with low Fmax value) from
the PDF estimated as the triangular distribution will be addressed in Sec-
tion 7.7.3.
7.5.2 GPPDF,Norm vs Existing Methods
Table 7.2 gives the mean and standard deviation of Fmax values from the
30 features constructed by GPPDF,Norm, and Fmax values from Tgg, Tsd, Thg,
the Sobel edge detector, a simple Bayesian model based on the general
multivariate normal density [40], and a linear Support Vector Machine
(SVM) [27]. The parameters of the linear SVM are optimised by a hybrid
Partial SwarmOptimisation with Differential Evolution algorithm (HPSO-
DE) [54].
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Table 7.3: Statistical p-values (t-tests) for the comparisons among GP based
on PDFs and CDFs, SVM and the Bayesian model for the BSD test images.
SVM Bayesian
GPPDF,Norm 0.3820 0.0000 ↑
GPPDF,Tria 0.0276 ↓ 0.0561
GPCDF,Norm 0.0130 ↑ 0.0000 ↑
GPCDF,Unif 0.0062 ↑ 0.0000 ↑
SVM 0.0000 ↑
The training time for each composite feature constructed byGPPDF,Norm
is around 3 hours on a single machine with CPU 3.1 GHz based on an im-
plementation in C++, but the test time is only several milliseconds after
loading the basic features into the memory. The test results show that the
features constructed by GP effectively improve the detection performance,
compared with the three basic features. From the comparisons between
GP and the linear SVM, and between GP and the Bayesian model, the
composite features from GP with GPPDF,Norm have similar performance
(Fmax) to the combinations from the linear SVM, and are better than the
Bayesian model. Therefore, it can be seen that GPPDF,Norm is effective for
automatic construction of invariant features.
7.5.3 ComparisonAmongGP, SVMand the BayesianModel
Since the calculation in the training stage for GP usingGPPDF orGPCDF is
almost the same, the training times for these different settings are not re-
markably different. Table 7.3 gives p-values from t-tests between the detec-
tion results fromGP (GPPDF,Norm,GPPDF,Tria,GPCDF,Norm andGPCDF,Unif ,
respectively) and the linear SVM, between GP (GPPDF,Norm, GPPDF,Tria,
GPCDF,Norm and GPCDF,Unif , respectively) and the Bayesian model, and
between the linear SVM and the Bayesian model. From the table, the p-
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values from the constructed features with the two known PDFs are higher
than constructed features with the two CDFs, in terms of the combinations
from the linear SVM. From these p-values, the features constructed by GP
with the estimated CDFs are significantly better than the linear SVM and
Bayesian model with significance level 0.05, using Holm’s method [75]
for p-value adjustment, if only comparing among GPCDF,Norm GPCDF,Unif
and the linear SVM, or among GPCDF,Norm GPCDF,Unif and the Bayesian
model. Note that GPPDF,Tria is significantly worse than the linear SVM.
It seems that the estimation based on CDFs is effective to construct fea-
tures for edge detection, which is better than the linear SVM and Bayesian
model. Overall, CDF is better than PDF to construct features.
7.5.4 Non-parametric Statistics on the Results fromGP, SVM
and the Bayesian Model
Since the Fmax values fromGPPDF,Tria are not normally distributed, Mann-
Whitney-Wilcoxon tests [102] are employed to compare the features con-
structed by GP with the combinations from the linear SVM and the Bayes-
ian model. Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon tests are employed to check whether
the number of the features from GP is significantly larger than the com-
binations from SVM and the Bayesian model. Table 7.4 gives p-values for
the comparisons between GP and the linear SVM, and between GP and
the Bayesian model. From the table, all the results from the features con-
structed by GP, except forGPPDF,Tria, are significantly better than the com-
binations from the linear SVM. All results from GP are significantly better
than the combination from the Bayesian model. There are no significant
differences between the results from GPPDF,Tria and the linear SVM.
In order to compare results among constructed features by GP and the
combinations from the linear SVM, the Kruskal-Wallis test [174] is em-
ployed, with Holm’s method for p-value adjustment with overall signifi-
cance level 0.05. Since the Bayesian model is clearly worse than GP and
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Table 7.4: Statistical p-values (with Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon tests [102])
for the comparisons among GP based on PDFs and CDFs, SVM and the
Bayesian model for the BSD test images.
SVM Bayesian
GPPDF,Norm 0.0009 ↑ 0.0000 ↑
GPPDF,Tria 0.3422 0.0039 ↑
GPCDF,Norm 0.0000 ↑ 0.0000 ↑
GPCDF,Unif 0.0062 ↑ 0.0000 ↑
SVM 0.0000 ↑
Table 7.5: Kruskal-Wallis statistic [174] of Fmax values among constructed
features by GP with PDFs and CDFs on the BSD test images.
GPPDF,Tria GPCDF,Norm GPCDF,Unif SVM
GPPDF,Norm ↑ − − ↑
GPPDF,Tria ↓ − −
GPCDF,Norm − ↑
GPCDF,Unif ↑
SVM in terms of Fmax on the test images, only the linear SVM is compared
here. In Table 7.5, a comparison for two groups of Fmax values comes from
the relevant indication in the first column (the first group) and the rele-
vant indication in the first row (the second group). Here, “↑” indicates
that the results from the first group is significantly better than the results
from the second group, “↓” indicates that the results from the first group
is significantly worse than the results from the second group, and “−” for
no significant difference. From the compared statistical results, all features
from GP, except for GPPDF,Tria, are significantly better than the combina-
tions from the linear SVM.
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Figure 7.6: Recall and precision of the best composite features from
GPPDF,Norm,GPPDF,Tria,GPCDF,Norm,GPCDF,Unif and SVM, and the Bayes-
ian Model on the 100 BSD Test Images.
From the non-parametric tests, the features constructed by GP with
CDFs are significantly better than the combinations of the linear SVM and
the Bayesian method. Although there are no significant differences be-
tween the results from GPPDF,Norm and the results from GP using CDFs
(GPCDF,Norm andGPCDF,Unif ), GP using CDFs improves the detection per-
formance on the natural images, in terms of the comparisons with the lin-
ear SVM.
7.5.5 Recall and Precision for Best Evolved Programs
Figure 7.6 reveals the recall and precision values of the best composite
features from GPPDF,Norm, GPPDF,Tria, GPCDF,Norm, GPCDF,Norm and SVM,
and the simple Bayesian model. Here, “@” is the position for Fmax in
each curve. From an overall view of these curves, the composite features
constructed by GP are better than the combinations from the linear SVM
and the Bayesian model. The curves of the best composite features con-
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structed by GPCDF,Norm and GPCDF,Unif almost overlap, and the curves
for GPPDF,Norm and GPPDF,Tria are close to the curves for GPCDF,Norm and
GPCDF,Unif . The interesting phenomenon is that the estimation using a
fixed position for each class (in PDFs of the Gaussian distribution) have a
narrower range for the recall and precision values than the estimation us-
ing a wide range (such as CDFs). In the Bayesian method andGPPDF,Norm,
the positions from the observations of a program or basic features are
strongly related to a fixed position for each class, and good dispersion
makes the observations for a class very close to the relevant mean of the
class. Since the position for basic features is multiple dimensional, the
range of recall and precision values are narrower than the range from the
best feature constructed by GPPDF,Norm.
7.5.6 Qualitative Evaluation on Detected Images
Figure 7.7 visually shows the detection results for four example images
from Tgg, Tsd, Thg. As can be seen, Tgg findsmost of the true edge points but
is affected by textures in the four images. Tsd has good responses on the
clear boundaries of objects, but is also affected by textures. Thg suppresses
the influence of textures and noise, but has too stronger responses on the
discontinuous background, such as the water wave in image 101087.
Figure 7.8 visually shows the detection results for the same four ex-
ample images from GPPDF,Norm, GPPDF,Tria, GPCDF,Norm, GPCDF,Unif , the
Bayesian model, and the linear SVM. For the features constructed by GP,
there are several interesting observations. Firstly, GPPDF,Norm gives ob-
vious responses on most of the true edge points, but still has responses
on some textures, such as the wall texture in image 385039. Note that
the responses on the wall are lower than the responses on the boundary
of the wall, although the responses on the wall have high magnitudes.
Secondly, GPPDF,Tria gives responses for almost all pixels in the four im-
ages. Since the estimation is based on the PDF of the triangular distri-
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Figure 7.7: Four example images detected by Tgg, Tsd, Thg.
bution, the non-edge points still have very low responses. However, the
contrast of the responses between edge points and non-edge points are
high. The responses from GPPDF,Tria are much richer than the responses
from GPPDF,Norm. Thirdly, GPCDF,Norm and GPCDF,Unif almost give the
same detection results, which have clearly rich responses on subjective
true edge points. For example, the boundary of the reflection in the water
from image 101087 only marked by a few observers has lower responses
in the best composite features from GPCDF,Norm and GPCDF,Unif than the
other responses on the clear boundaries in the image. For the non-edge
points, both composite features have very weak or no responses.
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Figure 7.8: Four example images detected by GPPDF,Norm, GPPDF,Tria,
GPCDF,Norm, GPCDF,Unif , the Bayesian model, and the linear SVM.
The composite feature from the Bayesian model presents similar detec-
tion characteristics (high responses onmost true edge points) toGPPDF,Norm.
However, the composite feature does not totally suppress the high re-
sponses on discontinuous changes in background, which come from Thg,
such as the responses on the water wave in image 101087. The combi-
nation from the linear SVM has similar characteristics (wide range of re-
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sponses on most true edge points) to GPCDF,Norm and GPCDF,Unif . How-
ever, the high responses on non-edge points from Thg are not suppressed
very well. For example, the responses on the discontinuous area from the
water in image 101087 are similar to the responses on the subjective true
edge points from the boundary of the reflection.
In summary, GPCDF,Norm and GPCDF,Unif effectively construct features
via removing high responses on non-edge points and giving rich responses
on different edge points. The best features constructed by GP based on the
known distribution models are better than the combinations from the lin-
ear SVM and the Bayesian model.
7.5.7 Example Evolved Program
In order to analyse evolved programs, Equation (7.15) presents an evolved
program with Fmax = 0.6009 for its constructed feature. Here, CFPDF,Norm
indicates an evolved program from GPPDF,Norm, and A > B?L : R is equal
to “If A > B then L else R”. The evolved program has µˆ− = −11.31,
µˆ+ = −5.3, σˆ− = 26.26, and σˆ+ = 27.84. This program is complicated,
and it includes six small parts. From these small parts, we can find several
interesting expressions.
CFPDF,Norm =
cf1+cf2
cf3cf4+cf6
(7.15)
cf1 = 15272.87TsdThg + (Tsd > Thg?39.66 : 80.19) (7.16)
cf2 = 95.23− (61.23TggTsd + 39.67)(39.67− 0.76Tsd ) (7.17)
cf3 = 18.66Tgg > Thg?80.19TggThg : 80.19Tsd (7.18)
cf4 =18.66Tgg > 39.67Tsd?156.64 : (81.53− 80.19Thg) (7.19)
cf5 = Thg < Tgg?(Thg − 94.03) : 55.55Thg (7.20)
cf6 = cf5 < 23.86?95.12 : (18.66Thg + 80.19− Tgg) (7.21)
Firstly, the logical operators IF , > and < are used to combine differ-
ent basic features or constant values to construct the composite feature,
such as (Tsd > Thg?39.66 : 80.19) in cf1 (see Equation (7.16)). It seems
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that the three operations are important for constructing composite fea-
tures. A potential reason is that the logical operations can help the pro-
gram to automatically select parts of basic features, which accurately in-
dicate responses on edge points or non-edge points. Based on different
comparisons, partial ranges of the basic features or combinations of basic
features are considered as factors to help classify pixels. Secondly, mul-
tiplication might be used to enhance the responses on edge points [12],
such as TsdThg in cf1 and 80.19TggThg in cf3 (see Equation (7.18)). Lastly,
the division possibly performs a comparison between two sub-programs
(cf1 + cf2 and cf3cf4 + cf6). The two sub-programs might be used to con-
struct sub-features to improve detection performance. However, division
in here is complicated, which would be investigated in future.
Additionally, the expressions which include the three logical operators
are different. Firstly, two basic features are directly compared in cf1. A
constant value will be obtained after the comparison. Secondly, basic fea-
tures are zoomed before a comparison, such as 18.66Tgg in cf3. Since the
response magnitudes for edge points from basic features are different, it
is possible to use a zoom operation to transform the response magnitudes
from the two basic features to the same range so that the comparison is
more reasonable. In cf3, a scale factor is applied to Tgg, and then Tgg is com-
pared with Thg. When the high responses on true edge points are given,
80.19TggThg is chosen; when the low responses on non-edge points occur,
80.19Tsd is chosen. From the sub-expression cf3, high responses on non-
edge points from Thg are suppressed. In cf4, Tgg and Tsd are zoomed, and
then their transformations are compared. From the characteristics of Tgg
and Tsd, when the condition 18.66Tgg > 39.67Tsd is true, the relevant pix-
els might belong to noise or textures. The reason is that Tgg has strong
responses and Tsd has weak responses in this condition (pixels as noise or
textures). When Tsd has low values, most of the relevant pixels are from
background. When Tgg has high values, most of the relevant pixels are
from boundaries, but also could be textures. In cf4, the logical operation
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might suppress textures and noise; since a large number will be obtained
if the condition is true, and a small number will be given for a false con-
dition. Note that cf4 is in the denominator part and the basic features are
normalised from 0 to 1. Equation (7.20) (cf5) also helps to suppress the
high responses on non-edge points from Thg.
7.6 Variant Feature Construction
To extend this GP system to construct variant edge features, only edge in-
formation from horizontal directional edges (the direction of edges, not
the horizontal derivative) are extracted to train GP programs, and these
evolved GP programs give suitable responses on horizontal directional
edges. Different from training data used for invariant feature construc-
tion, the training data only contains partial edge information (namely the
horizontal edges, not all true edges in images) from desired outputs.
7.6.1 Training Data on Horizontal Edges
In order to obtain responses on horizontal edges from basic features, the
Gaussian gradient and histogram gradient are given only from the hor-
izontal edges. The image Gaussian derivative Tgd,0◦ (see Equation (7.3))
and histogram derivative Thd,0◦ (see Equation (7.5)) are utilised. Since Tsd
(see Equation (7.7)) is invariant, the third basic variant feature Tf,0◦ is from
an F-test at the horizontal direction (0◦). For each pixel, a horizontal line,
located at the middle of a local (7× 7) window, splits all pixels in the win-
dow into two groups. The F-test is employed to indicate the difference
between the two groups.
For simplicity, image pixels are sampled with the same ratio of edge
points and non-edge points as the training data. The horizontal edge
points based on three straight connected edge points in the horizontal
direction are marked as positive labels, and the others are negative la-
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bels. Approximately 125 horizontal edge points, 125 non-horizontal edge
points and 250 non-edge points are randomly sampled from each train-
ing image. Therefore, the training data includes approximately 100, 000
((125+125+250) ∗ 200 images) cases and the three features at the horizon-
tal direction. The window size for Tgd,0◦ , Tf,0◦ and Thd,0◦ is 7× 7.
Therefore, the terminal set for constructing variant features used Tgd,0◦ ,
Tf,0◦ and Thd,0◦ to replace Tgg, Tsd and Thg. The other settings in the terminal
and function sets stay the same as the settings for constructing invariant
features. For distribution estimation, only GPpdf,Norm is selected. Since
GPpdf,Norm has high contrast responses between edge points and non-edge
points, the fitness function directly utilises the overall accuracy (see Equa-
tion (2.5) on page 35).
For the population size, it is increased to 500 because only training pro-
grams on horizontal edges is more difficult than training programs on all
edge points. Here, an evolved program is required to only give strong
responses on horizontal edges. Also, the maximum depth is increased to
8. The other settings are keep the same as the construction of invariant
features.
7.6.2 Results From Variant GP Programs
Overall Results
Table 7.6 presents the mean and standard deviation of Fmax values of the
results from the combination (square root of sum of squares) of 30 features
constructed by GP and their rotated versions TGP,90◦ , and Fmax values from
Tgd, Tf , Thd. Here, an evolved program detects an image rotated by 90
◦,
and then the result is rotated back as TGP,90◦ . Also, an estimated Bayes-
ian model (using multivariate normal density to combine the three basic
features and Equation (7.8)) [40] based on the sampling dataset is used to
extract features at 0◦ for the test images when Tgd,0◦ , Tf,0◦ , Thd,0◦ are con-
sidered as independent variables. Tf combines Tf,0◦ and Tf,90◦ (vertical
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Table 7.6: Comparison of Fmax values among constructed features by GP,
image Gaussian derivatives Tgd, F-tests Tf , histogram derivatives Thd, and
a Bayesian model for the 100 BSD test images.
Fmax
GP 0.5776± 0.0015
Tgd 0.4737
Tf 0.5489
Thd 0.542
Bayesian 0.5274
direction). The combination method for Tgd, Tf and Thd chooses the maxi-
mum response on the horizontal and vertical directions. The training time
for each constructed feature is around 11 hours (CPU 3.1 GHz), but the
testing time is very short (several milliseconds). Note that the three basic
features are pre-calculated and ready to use for testing.
The results from GP are significantly better than the others based on
the one sample t-test with significance level 0.05. The test results show that
the variant features constructed by GP significantly improve the detection
performance based on the combination in the horizontal and vertical di-
rections. However, the combination of the three features by the Bayesian
model does not improve the detection performance. Only using the hor-
izontal response information to estimate a Bayesian model, the estimated
model has worse detection results than the results from Tf and Thd. There-
fore, we can see that GP is effective for automatic construction of variant
features, only using one directional edge information.
From Table 7.6, the standard deviation of the detection results from GP
is very low. Therefore, the evolved variant features have good stability to
perform edge feature extraction, although they are trained based only on
the horizontal edge information.
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Figure 7.9: Details for recall and precision of Tgd, Tf , Thd and GP (average).
Comparison among GP, Tgd, Tf and Thd
Figure 7.9 shows the details for recall and precision with different thresh-
old levels. Here, “@” is the position for the Fmax. Compared with the
detection from Tgd, Tf and Thd, the curve for the averages of recall and pre-
cision of the detection results from GP is obviously better than the three
basic curves from Tgd, Tf and Thd. Therefore, the recall vs precision curves
also show that GP can construct good variant features from fixed direc-
tional edge information. Based on Equation (7.8) (TGP,θ), the 30 features
constructed by GP do not consider responses with low probabilities for
discriminating pixels as edge points (p+ is not larger than p−), which is a
reason that the curve for GP is short (only showing the points with both
precision and recall higher than 0.5).
7.6.3 Detected Images
Figure 7.10 visually presents some detection results from GP, Tgd, Tf , Thd
and the estimated Bayesian model, where “GT” is ground truth. The four
example images presented from the BSD test images include very different
content. Firstly, it is found that the detected results from Tgd are affected
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Figure 7.10: Four example detected images based on the different variant
features.
by noise and textures, such as the responses on the wall texture in image
385039. Secondly, most of the detected results from Tf are correct, but
some have weak responses on edges in low contrast areas, such as the
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boundaries of the objects in images 62090 and 106024. Thirdly, histogram
derivatives Thd have stronger responses on edges in low contrast areas, but
overreact to tiny discontinuities (because of overweighting discontinuities
from local histograms), such as the water wave in image 101087.
The variant feature constructed by the Bayesian model improves re-
sponses on edges in low contrast areas, such as the boundary of the object
in image 69020, but still has problems existing in the basic features, such
as the responses on the walls in image 385039. However, the detected re-
sults from GP present very good detection performance on these images.
The constructed feature enhances responses on edges in low contrast ar-
eas, such as the boundary of the object in image 69020. Also it suppresses
noise and textures, such as the background in image 69020. From these
detected images, the feature constructed by GP has the advantages from
the basic features, and avoids some disadvantages from them. Therefore,
these examples confirm the effectiveness of the GP method.
7.7 Further Discussions
This section discusses edge responses indicated by distribution estima-
tion and a fixed threshold, how to suppress wrong responses from basic
features, influence on the range of observations of evolved edge detectors,
thickness of edges from GP edge detectors, and the construction equations
GPpdf and GPcdf .
7.7.1 Fixed Threshold vs Estimated Distribution
Note that the composite features are constructed based on a known distri-
bution. If a fixed threshold is used to directly discriminate the observations
of a program, the test performance (F ) with threshold 0 for the detected
binary edge maps on the BSD test images is 0.4774 ± 0.0085, which is sig-
nificantly worse than the test performance on the features constructed by
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the estimated distribution with the PDFs and CDFs. The averages of recall
and precision with threshold 0 are 0.9013 and 0.3248, respectively. When
the soft edge maps are normalised from the observations of the evolved
programs, some of edge maps have very bad performance because the
range of the relevant observations is sparse and huge. Therefore, the per-
formance for their soft edge maps (lower than the performance on the bi-
nary edge maps) are not given.
Figure 7.11 shows two example images detected by the best evolved
program directly using the fixed threshold (to discriminate pixels). From
the detection results, the detected edges are very thick and the detection
results are affected by noise and textures. A reason for the low perfor-
mance of the evolved programs directly using threshold 0 is that there
are no strict restrictions on the distribution of their observations. Since
observations are only required to be larger or less than a threshold, the
difference from the responses on different edge points and noise is hard to
distinguish. The detected results have high recall and low precision. Note
that Fmax combines recall and precision, but Fit combines recall and speci-
ficity, which is a potential reason that GP with Fit and threshold 0 fails to
construct good binary features. However, since the training data is bal-
anced, the influence from the combinations of different indications should
not be heavy. Martin, Fowlkes and Malik [123] indicated that an edge is
one-dimensional, but the number of true non-edge points will grow as N2
when the number of true edge points grows as N for an N × N area. It is
possible that the specificity is not suitable to be used to combine with recall
as a fitness function for evolving binary composite features when the test
measure technique employs a (balanced) combination of recall and preci-
sion. Further investigation on this phenomenon will be conducted in the
future.
When the distribution of the observations of an evolved program is
used, the soft edge maps based on the probability of pixels belonging to
edge points or non-edge points are easily obtained. The constructed fea-
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Figure 7.11: Two example images detected by an evolved program directly
using threshold 0 to classify pixels.
tures based on distribution of estimation are from 0 to 1, so it is avoided
that the observations of an evolved program have a huge and sparse range.
When a known distribution requires observations to be as close to a
position as possible, the soft edge maps based on the estimation have very
high contrast between the edge points and non-edge points. This suggests
that the PDF of the Gaussian distribution should be chosen if a desired
composite feature for edge detection is required to have high contrast be-
tween edge points and non-edge points. Also, a distribution whose ob-
servations in each class crowd together could be used to obtain similar
performance (the high contrast). However, a constructed feature based on
the PDF of the Gaussian distribution may not indicate different responses
on subjective edge points. In order to obtain rich responses on subjective
edge points, a distribution with observations locating around a position
(in a wide range) is suggested as an estimated PDF. The experiment re-
sult from the PDF of the triangular distribution shows the characteristic of
rich responses. However, since a wide range is used, the overlap problem
from both estimated PDFs (the classes edge point and non-edge point) ex-
ists, which needs to be addressed in the future. A distribution model from
generalized normal distributions might be helpful to construct features
with strong responses on clear boundaries, suitable responses on subjec-
tive edges and very weak responses on non-edge points.
Another way to obtain rich edge responses is to use a CDF to estimate
the distribution of observations for each class. Since observations are al-
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lowed to lay over a very wide range, the Gaussian and uniform distribu-
tions can give high responses on clear boundaries between different areas.
The experiment results suggest that constructed features based on CDFs
might not be remarkably affected by the type of a continuous distribution
model. From the subjective characteristic of edge detection, features con-
structed by GP should choose CDFs to do distribution estimation, rather
than choosing PDFs.
7.7.2 Suppression of Wrong Responses
In order to improve detection performance, the combinations of the basic
features decrease high responses on non-edge points. From the analysis
of the evolved program CFPDF,Norm in Section 7.5.7 (on page 264), a gen-
eral approach to suppress wrong responses is found. The first step is to
search for wrong responses from one local feature or multiple features. In
order to find wrong responses, a comparison between different basic fea-
tures is performed. If the characteristics of these basic features are known,
responses on edge points, noise or textures will be easily found, such as
a comparison between Thg and Tgg (cf3, see Equation (7.18)). The second
step is to keep accurate responses on one basic feature or a combination
of basic features, and suppress the found wrong responses. To suppress
the wrong responses, different methods can be used, such as replacing the
high wrong response magnitudes with a low value, or choosing responses
from another basic feature or a combination of basic features. Whether
this method is effective to improve detection performance will be further
investigated in the future.
In general, a suppression technique mainly focuses on one major fea-
ture, such as Tgg in the surround suppression [66]. However, the analysis
of the evolved program CFPDF,Norm suggests that different combinations
of basic features might be better to improve detection performance than a
single feature. In order to check the difference from suppression on a sin-
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gle major feature and a combination of basic features manipulated by the
approach found from the evolved program, a further investigation will be
conducted in the future.
7.7.3 Influence of the Range of Observations of Programs
A few constructed features from GPPDF,Tria have very bad performance.
Via analysing the distributions of the observations of the evolved pro-
grams fromGPPDF,Tria, it is found that these features are from the evolved
programs with large σˆ− and σˆ+. Since the observations in a large and
sparse range are not good to construct edge features [56], a large range of
observations should be avoided in evolved features. In order to improve
the bad features estimated based on the PDF, a restriction on the range
of the observations of programs is proposed, and a new fitness function
is defined in Equation (7.23). In the new fitness function FitRS , the re-
striction term RS (see Equation (7.22)) requires the sum of squares of the
standard deviations σˆ+ and σˆ− to be less than the space range parameter
varmax. Also, the observations of an evolved program are required so that
µˆ+ should be larger than µˆ−. Here, varmax is set to 50.
RS(µ+, µ−, σ+, σ−) =

1 if µˆ+ > µˆ− and σˆ
2
+ + σˆ
2
− < varmax
0 otherwise
(7.22)
FitRS =
rs
r+s
+ 1
2
RS(µˆ+, µˆ−, σˆ+, σˆ−) (7.23)
After using the restriction termRS, the test performance (Fmax) ofGPPDF,Tria
is 0.5719± 0.0262 (mean ± standard deviation), which is significantly bet-
ter than the results without using RS, according to a two-sample t-test
with significance level 0.05. After using RS, the mean is increased and the
standard deviation becomes smaller. Therefore, when GPPDF,Tria is em-
ployed to construct features, the restriction on the range of observations
of evolved programs is recommended.
The best evolved program fromGPPDF,Tria without usingRS has µˆ− =
−0.07, σˆ− = 126.19, µˆ+ = 31.65, and σˆ+ = 8952.88. The best evolved
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program from GPPDF,Tria using RS has µˆ− = 0.02, σˆ− = 0.01, µˆ+ = 0.03,
and σˆ+ = 0.01. From their estimated means and standard deviations, the
overlap is reduced after using the restriction term RS. The term RS is
effective to avoid the problem of the range of observations being sparse
and huge.
Figure 7.12 shows two example images detected by the best features
from GPPDF,Tria with fitness functions Fit and FitRS . The detected results
from fitness function FitRS have thick responses on edges from the hu-
man view. The reason is that p+(o) from the evolved program with FitRS
slightly decreases when a discriminated pixel on a true edge moves to a
position nearby the true edge. Since the restriction term RS limits the
range of the observations of an evolved program, the change of the obser-
vation from a pixel on a true edge point to a pixel nearby the true edge
is not obvious. The grayscale levels for representing these responses are
high, so the detected edges look thick, although their grayscale levels are
different.
The detected images from the fitness function FitRS have weaker re-
sponses on non-edge points than the detection results from the fitness
function Fit. When the observations of an evolved program have a small
range, the overlap for both classes is not large.
However, even though the ranges of observations of some evolved pro-
grams with CDFs are large (such as σˆ− of one evolved program larger than
1012), the performance of GPCDF,Norm and GPCDF,Unif are very robust. It
seems that the range of the observations of evolved programs with CDFs
does not obviously affect the test performance (Fmax). A reason is that the
overlap in CDFs is smaller than PDFs when the same estimated parame-
ters are used, and an observation far away from their means is distinguish-
able to give very high probability for one class and very low probability
for the other. Therefore, from the robustness view, CDF, rather than PDF,
is suggested for feature construction in GP.
Note that GPPDF,Tria still has the problem of the range of observations
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Figure 7.12: Two example images detected by evolved programs from
GPPDF,Tria with fitness functions Fit and FitRS .
after replacing 3σ in Equation (7.12) (on page 250) with
√
6σ. The test per-
formance using
√
6σ and without the restriction is 0.5363 ± 0.1245, which
is lower than GPPDF,Tria using 3σ.
7.7.4 Thickness of Edges
The detected edges from GPPDF,Norm are thick. A potential reason is that
the pixels nearby the true edge points have a vector value of the three basic
features which are close to the estimated µˆ+ (of the three basic features).
The probability for marking these pixels as edge points is high, and it is
very close to the probability for the pixels on the true edges. From the
256 graylevels, they are distinguished hardly from human observations,
so the detected edges look very thick. However, GPPDF,Tria, GPCDF,Norm
and GPCDF,Unif estimate the probability for a pixel as an edge point in a
suitably wide range, which makes the responses on pixels nearby edges
and pixels on edges distinguishable.
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7.7.5 Construction Equations GPpdf and GPcdf
GPpdf employs a density function and Bayesian inversion to construct edge
features, butGPcdf directly employs a fitted CDF to construct edge feature.
Whether Equations GPpdf and GPcdf can be replaced by each other needs
to be investigated. In order to compare Equations GPpdf and GPcdf , GPpdf
is applied to the estimation using CDFs andGPcdf is applied to the estima-
tion using PDFs.
The construction equation using PDFs (GPpdf , see Equation (7.8)) is dif-
ferent from the equation using CDFs (GPcdf , see Equation (7.9)). The differ-
ence of the probability of the class edge point (p+(o)) and the probability
of the class non-edge point p−(o) is not suitably used in the estimation
with PDFs. From Figure 7.3 (a), the difference of both probabilities for an
observation at the position “A” is almost to 0, so it wrongly describes a
response on a true edge point. When GPcdf is used to indicate responses
for the estimated PDFs, some constructed features based on the normal
distribution will have no responses on true edge points. Although some
observations have p+(o) slightly larger than p−(o), the difference of p+(o)
and p−(o)might be mapped to 0 in the 256 grayscale levels range, such as
“A”. The probabilities for edge points and non-edge points are not very
close in the estimated triangular distributions. The performance for using
GPcdf in GP with the triangular distributions also decreases, but it is not
very obvious. The test performance of GPPDF,Norm (replacing GPpdf with
GPcdf ) is 0.5069±0.1390, and the test performance ofGPPDF,Tria (replacing
GPpdf with GPcdf ) is 0.5302 ± 0.0913. Clearly, the standard deviation from
GPPDF,Norm become larger after using the difference of p+(o) and p−(o),
and the performance is decreased obviously. However, the performance
of GPPDF,Tria after replacing GPpdf with GPcdf is not decreased sharply.
This suggests that for an estimated distribution, including all observations
crowding in a centre point, it is not good to use the difference of the prob-
abilities for the two classes to describe edge responses.
When GPpdf is employed to construct feature by GP with CDF estima-
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tion, the performance for GP using the Gaussian distribution is 0.5787 ±
0.0216, which is slightly lower than GPCDF,Norm using GPcdf . The per-
formance for GP using CDFs of the uniform distribution and GPpdf is
0.5719± 0.02593, which is slightly lower than GPCDF,Unif using GPcdf .
Although the results from GP with CDF estimation and GPpdf have no
significant difference from the results from GP with the same estimation
and GPcdf , the detected images from the subjective view are different. Fig-
ure 7.13 shows two example detected images from GP with CDF estima-
tion and GPpdf . From the visual results, the responses on edges are thick.
It is found that GP using GPpdf has the problem of thick responses. From
the probabilistic description, pixels nearby a true edge have high proba-
bilities to be described as edge points and not very low probabilities to
be described as non-edge points. Pixels on the edges have slightly higher
probabilities to be described as edge points than these pixels nearby the
true edge, and have lower probabilities to be described as non-edge points
than the latter. UsingGPpdf , the response values from the pixels nearby the
true edge are similar to the response values from pixels on the edges. If us-
ing difference of the probabilities for describing edge points and non-edge
points, the pixels nearby the true edge reduce their responses, compared
to the pixels on the true edge. Therefore, GPcdf indicates edge responses
which are thinner than the responses from GPpdf . Also, the rich responses
on different edges are not obviously described in these detected image
from GP with CDF and GPpdf .
To summarise, the construction equations affect the test performance
of the features constructed by GP with the estimation from the PDFs of
the triangular distribution, but they do not affect the test performance of
the features constructed by GP with the estimation from the CDFs of the
Gaussian distribution or the uniform distribution, in terms of Fmax. How-
ever, from the subjective view, it is suggested that the difference of the
probabilities for describing edge points and non-edge points should be
chosen when CDF estimation is utilised.
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Figure 7.13: Two example detected images from GP with CDF and GPpdf .
7.8 Chapter Summary
The goal of this chapter was to investigate the distribution of the obser-
vations of a GP program to construct edge features for edge detection.
Via using a piecewise linear relationship and a non-linear relationship for
PDFs and CDFs to estimate the observations of the evolved programs, the
composite invariant features were constructed by GP. A benchmark image
dataset (the BSD image dataset) was employed for this study. Also, the ex-
tension from constructing invariant edge features to variant edge features
has been investigated.
The experiment results show that the invariant (or variant) features
constructed by GP are better than the three basic features, i.e., the image
Gaussian gradient (or derivative), the local normalised standard deviation
(or the feature extracted by the F-test technique), and the image local his-
togram gradient (or derivative). The constructed features from GP com-
bine some advantages from the three basic features, and appear to reduce
their disadvantages. The features constructed by GP based on the estima-
tion using CDFs (of the Gaussian distribution and the uniform distribu-
tion) are better than the combinations from the Bayesian model using the
general multivariate normal density and the linear SVM. The experiment
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results show that GP has some ability to find a way of efficiently com-
bining different features together and describe rich responses on different
edges.
From the experiment results, the constructed features from the estima-
tion on the PDF with a linear relationship (the triangular distribution) is
worse than the estimation on the PDF with a non-linear relationship (the
Gaussian distribution), and the estimations on the CDFs with a relation-
ship function (the uniform distribution) and a non-linear relationship (the
Gaussian distribution). From the visually detection results, it is suggested
that the CDFs (of the Gaussian distribution and the uniform distribution)
are better than the PDFs (of the Gaussian distribution and the triangular
distribution) to obtain rich responses on boundaries between different ar-
eas and good accuracy on non-edge points. Besides, GPcdf is better than
GPpdf to represent rich and thin edge responses, but GPcdf failed to repre-
sent edge responses of the features constructed by GP using PDFs.
Also, an evolved program was reasonably explained. From the analy-
sis of the evolved program, the approach found from the evolved program
appears to suppress wrong responses on non-edge points.
In addition, the range of observations of the programs evolved by GP
using the PDF of triangular distribution might decrease the detection per-
formance when the range is large. A evolved program with a small range
of observations should be preferred.
This chapter focused on investigating how to combine basic features.
The combination operators (functions) are standard and without prior do-
main knowledge. In the next chapter, combination techniques using some
prior domain knowledge will be developed by GP for the performance
improvement in automatic feature construction.
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Chapter 8
High-level Feature Construction
8.1 Introduction
Chapter 7 shows that GP has successfully been applied to feature con-
struction by combining basic features and estimating the distribution of
the observations of evolved programs. The basic edge features come from
different prior domain knowledge (the Gaussian gradient Tgg, normalised
standard deviation Tsd, and histogram gradient Thg). The constructed GP
edge features were significantly better than the combination from the sim-
ple Bayesianmodel using a general multivariate normal density [40]. How
to improve the performance of the combination from the Bayesian model
should be investigated.
Frommachine learning [40], different methods, such as Bayesian-based
techniques, can be applied for combining basic features. Bayesian-based
techniques have been widely applied to classification [82]. Since these
techniques are based on applying Bayes’ theorem [40], human experts
can understand the structures of the models used in the Bayesian-based
techniques. However, there are still existing issues in the Bayesian-based
techniques, such as how to effectively select features and design suitable
structures [82]. It is therefore desirable to develop a GP system to automat-
ically select features and design structures for performance improvement
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of a Bayesian-based technique.
8.1.1 Chapter Goal
The goal of this chapter is to investigate automatic high-level feature con-
struction for edge detection using GP and Bayes’ theorem. Here, a high-
level feature means that it is constructed based on some basic features and
combination techniques with prior domain knowledge. In order to build
up a Bayesian-based GP system, the simple Bayesian model using a gen-
eral multivariate normal density is employed here. The simple Bayesian
model is proposed as a function and/or a terminal to construct different
Bayesian-based programs. Specifically, the following research objectives
will be investigated.
• Whether the evolved Bayesian-based programs are better than the
simple Bayesian model for constructing edge features.
• Whether there are differences between using all basic features and
randomly selecting a set of features in a Bayesian-based function.
• Whether using the simple Bayesian model as a terminal can achieve
better performance than using the Bayesian model as a function.
• Whether the evolved Bayesian-based programs can be reasonably
interpreted.
8.1.2 Chapter Organisation
In the remainder of this chapter, the second section proposes the Bayesian-
based GP system to construct high-level features. The third section gives
the experiment settings. The fourth section presents the results of the ex-
periments with discussions. The fifth section provides further discussions.
The last section draws a summary of this chapter.
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8.2 Bayesian-based GP System
In order to employ existing techniques to combine basic features into com-
posite features, functions or terminals based on existing techniques are de-
signed in the proposed GP system. The function set includes functions im-
plementing a Bayesian model and general algebraic operators. The termi-
nal set includes not only basic features, but also a simple Bayesian model.
8.2.1 Bayesian-based Function and Terminal
Edge detection is considered here as a binary classification problem. Let
j = 0 be the class non-edge point, j = 1 be the class edge point, and x be
a d-component vector-valued random variable. Pj is the prior probability
for the class non-edge point or edge point. Let px|j be the state-conditional
probability density function for x (given j = 0 or 1 being the true state).
The posterior probability pj|x can be estimated from px|j by Bayesian inver-
sion (Equation (8.1)) [40]. Here the conditional probability density func-
tion px|j is estimated by the general multivariate normal density (see Equa-
tion (8.2)), where, µˆj is the d-component sample mean vector for class j, Σˆj
is the d-by-d sample covariance matrix, |Σˆj| is its determinant and Σˆ−1j is
its inverse, and (x− µˆj)T is the transpose of x− µˆj . Note that |Σˆj|might be
0. To avoid this situation, each diagonal element in Σˆj has a tiny tolerance
value ǫ = 1.0e− 12 added to it.
pj|x =
px|jPj∑1
k=0 px|kPk
(8.1)
px|j =
1
(2π)
d
2 |Σˆj | 12
exp
(
−1
2
(x− µˆj)T Σˆ−1j (x− µˆj)
)
(8.2)
In order to improve the performance of the standard Bayesian model,
a Bayesian-based function is defined in Equation (8.3). Here, s is the func-
tion argument, and x is one of the possible combinations from the basic
features Tgg, Tsd, and Thg. The function argument s is one basic feature or a
subtree. Since the class edge point is the major class in edge detection, the
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output is a one-dimensional variable based on the posterior probability of
the class edge point. In edge detection, multiple outputs are not necessary,
but the function can support multiple outputs, which is a potential future
application to multiple classification problems.
b1|x(s) =
p1|x,s∑1
j=0 pj|x,s
(8.3)
The range of the output for the function b1|x(s) is from 0 to 1, and a
composite feature from the simple Bayesianmodel [40] can be described as
b1|x1(Thg), where x1 = {Tgg, Tsd}. Note that the argument s of the Bayesian-
based function b1|x can be the output of another b1|x, such as b1|x(b1|x(s)).
Therefore, the Bayesian-based function has three behaviours: (1) se-
lecting basic features; (2) combining basic features and s (possibly as an
intermediate combination); and (3) giving edge responses after estimating
the relevant multivariate normal density.
In order to check whether the simple Bayesian model as a terminal
is good to combine basic edge features, b1|x1(Thg) is also considered as a
terminal. Here xbayes indicates b1|x1(Thg) used as a terminal. Since xbayes
combines different basic edge features, the GP system allows a tree only
consisting of a single terminal, e.g., xbayes (the simple Bayesian model) as
a complete program.
General Algebraic Operators
In order to enrich the evolved Bayesian-based programs, ordinary alge-
braic operators need to be added into the function set for constructing
composite features. However, the constructed composite features are ex-
pected to represent soft edge maps. A sparse and large range of the values
of a constructed feature is not suitable to represent soft edge maps. In
Chapter 4, this problem has been addressed. Also, in Chapter 7, directly
using observations of evolved programs with normal algebraic operators
was found to not be good to construct soft edge maps. The transformation
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by a function used in the Bayesian-based GP system requires the mapped
values to be located in a suitable range. In general, a feature, which is
used to represent soft edge maps, is normalised from 0 to 1. In the simple
Bayesian model, the output of a Bayesian-based function or xbayes is from
0 to 1. Therefore, it is useful if all operations in the Bayesian-based GP
system are required to map their inputs into the same space.
For linear operations, two general algebraic operators {⊕,⊖} are added
into the function set. The operation of ⊕ is defined in Equation (8.4), and
the operation of ⊖ is defined in Equation (8.5). Here, sa and sb are the
arguments of the operators ⊕ and ⊖, and the operator ⊖ is the absolute
value of difference of sa and sb. The ranges of sa and sb are from 0 to 1, so
the range of the outputs of both operators is also from 0 to 1.
sa ⊕ sb = sa + sb
2
(8.4)
sa ⊖ sb = |sa − sb| (8.5)
Non-linear general algebraic operators could be used in the function
set. Since this chapter only focuses on the Bayesian model, the application
of using different general algebraic operators will be investigated in the
future work.
8.2.2 The Other Terminals
The basic features are considered as terminals and they are normalised
from 0 to 1. Note that random constants are not included in the terminal
set because a Bayesian-based program estimates the relevant multivari-
ate density to construct a composite feature, rather than directly using its
observations as a feature. Also, the outputs for all operations in the GP
system are located in the range from 0 to 1. The operator ⊕ will auto-
matically adjust the scales for its input (such as Equation (8.4)) so that its
output is still located in the range from 0 to 1.
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8.2.3 Fitness Function
From the set of terminals and functions, the range of outputs of a pro-
gram is from 0 to 1, which is directly considered as the value of a compos-
ite feature. The aim of the new constructed features is to detect as many
true edge points as possible, so the fitness function Fit (see Equation (8.6),
more details on page 248) is used in here. Recall prec and specificity pspe are
calculated when a threshold is used to discriminate outputs of a program
as edge points or non-edge points.
Fit =
2precpspe
prec + pspe
(8.6)
Since there are no random constants in the terminal set and the range
of observations of evolved programs is restricted from 0 to 1, multiple
thresholds are used to find the maximum of Fit. Here, only three thresh-
olds are employed to find the maximum value of Fit as the fitness for the
relevant program, aiming at evolving programs with high contrast edge
responses. The three thresholds are 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75. In order to check
whether three thresholds are enough for evaluating evolved programs, 30
thresholds ( i
31
, i = 1, 2, . . . , 30) are also used to find maximum Fit. To
distinguish the two different settings on Fit, Fitt=3 indicates Fit with the
three thresholds, and Fitt=30 indicates Fitwith the 30 thresholds.
8.3 Experiment Settings
The training dataset is the same as in Section 7.4.1 (page 249). Here, xall
indicates that all basic features (Tgg, Tsd and Thg) are used in the terminal
set. Also, b1|xall indicates that the Bayesian-based function always includes
all basic features, and b1|x indicates that the Bayesian-based function ran-
domly selects one of all combinations of the basic features. In order to
investigate the influence of different terminals and functions, different set-
tings for the terminal and function sets are listed in Table 8.1.
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Table 8.1: Settings for terminals and functions in the Bayesian-based GP
system.
Setting Terminals Functions
Bayesian
Function
Setbf,rand {x} {b1|x,⊕,⊖}
Setbf,all {x} {b1|xall,⊕,⊖}
Bayesian
Terminal
Setbt {x, xbayes} {⊕,⊖}
Setbt,all {x, xbayes} {b1|xall,⊕,⊖}
Setbt,rand {x, xbayes} {b1|x,⊕,⊖}
Full Set Setfull {x, xbayes} {b1|x, b1|xall,⊕,⊖}
Firstly, the Bayesian-based functions are investigated. Setting Setbf,rand
automatically selects basic features to construct composite features. Set-
ting Setbf,all restricts that all basic features must be included in a Bayesian-
based function. The purpose for different settings on Bayesian-based func-
tions is to find the difference between a large space (using b1|x to include
possible combinations of basic features) and a narrow space (must use
all basic features) for feature construction. Secondly, three settings Setbt,
Setbt,all and Setbt,rand are used to investigate the relationship between the
terminal xbayes and the functions b1|x and b1|xall . Lastly, a full set of termi-
nals and functions is given in setting Setfull.
The parameter values for GP are: population size 50; maximum gen-
erations 50; maximum depth (of a program) 5, probabilities for mutation
0.15, crossover 0.80 and elitism (reproduction) 0.05. These values are cho-
sen based on common settings and initial experiments [53]. Note that a
Bayesian-based program has some ability to combine the basic features af-
ter estimating sample means and standard distributions in the program. A
larger population and a larger number of generations are not necessarily
required.
Each experiment is repeated 30 independent runs. The test perfor-
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mance employs Fmax (see Section 7.4.4 on page 251).
8.4 Results and Discussions
This section provides experiment results with discussions. The results
from Fitt=3 will be given, then the results are compared with existing
techniques. A comparison between Fitt=3 (three thresholds) and Fitt=30
(30 thresholds) will be conducted. After showing detected images from
Fitt=3 and Fitt=30, an example evolved Bayesian-based program will be
interpreted.
8.4.1 Overall Results From Fitt=3
Table 8.2 gives themeans, standard deviations (s.d.), themaximum (“Max”),
and the minimum (“Min”) of Fmax values of the evolved programs for the
six settings when fitness function Fitt=3 is used. The “t-test” column re-
ports the p-values obtained from the comparisons between the relevant
results (first column as the first group) and the results from Setbf,rand (as
the second group) by using two-sample t-tests; and “MWW” reports the
p-values obtained from the comparisons between the relevant results and
the results from Setbf,rand by using Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon tests [102].
From an overall view, setting Setbf,rand has the highest mean and the
maximum Fmax. It seems that setting Setbf,rand has the best test perfor-
mance on the BSD test images. In regards of the p-values from the t-tests,
the results from Setbf,rand are significantly better than the results from
the other settings, except for Setfull. From the Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon
tests, the results from Setbf,rand are also significantly better than the re-
sults from Setbf,all, Setbt and Setbt,all. Since only settings Setbf,rand, Setfull
and Setbt,rand include b1|x, it seems that b1|x is important to construct high-
level features for performance improvement when fitness function Fitt=3
is used.
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Table 8.2: Test performance Fmax for the six settings using fitness function
Fitt=3 on the BSD test image dataset.
Setting Mean ± s.d. Max Min t-test MWW
Setbf,rand 0.5591± 0.0150 0.5847 0.5199
Setbf,all 0.5423± 0.0053 0.5504 0.5349 0.0000 ↓ 0.0000 ↓
Setbt 0.5391± 0.0000 0.5391 0.5391 0.0000 ↓ 0.0000 ↓
Setbt,all 0.5381± 0.0137 0.5664 0.5102 0.0000 ↓ 0.0000 ↓
Setbt,rand 0.5513± 0.0107 0.5733 0.5277 0.0278 ↓ 0.0543
Setfull 0.5513± 0.0181 0.5841 0.5102 0.0798 0.0603
bf,rand bf,all bt bt,all bt,rand full
0.51
0.52
0.53
0.54
0.55
0.56
0.57
0.58
Figure 8.1: Boxplots for the Fmax values of the results (30 replications) from
the six settings using fitness function Fitt=3 on the 100 BSD test images.
Figure 8.1 reveals the Fmax values of the results from the six settings us-
ing Fitt=3. Here the box labels are the indices of the six settings, and each
box represents the relevant setting. From these boxplots, the results from
Setbt are the same. From Figure 8.1 and Table 8.2, a few evolved programs
from settings Setbf,rand, Setbt,all and Setfull have very bad test performance,
and their Fmax values are less than 0.52. From an overall view, all settings,
expect for Setbt, have at least half of their evolved programs with Fmax val-
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ues larger than 0.54. From Table 7.2 in Section 7.5.2 (page 256), the highest
Fmax among the three basic features is 0.5434. Table 7.2 also showed a
simple Bayesian method with Fmax = 0.5302, which is obviously lower
than most of the evolved programs from the six settings here, except for
Setbt. Therefore, GP can effectively evolve Bayesian-based programs to
improve detection performance when fitness function Fit only uses the
three thresholds to find the maximum value.
Bayesian-based Function
From the comparison between Setbf,rand (including b1|x) and Setbf,all (in-
cluding b1|xall), the latter is significantly worse. If using Fitt=3, the Bayes-
ian program including all three basic features is not good to find good
Bayesian-based programs. From the boxplots in Figure 8.1, the test per-
formances of the evolved programs from Setbf,all are located in a nar-
row range. However, the test performance of the evolved programs from
Setbf,rand spreads over a larger range. A reason is that function b1|xall al-
ways includes the three basic features. After estimating an evolved pro-
gram including b1|xall , the test performance is strongly affected by the com-
bination of three basic features (as a Bayesian model). Note that fitness
function Fitt=3 only uses three thresholds to find the maximum value, and
a Bayesian model with three basic features has high contrast responses for
edge points. However, function b1|x randomly selects basic features, it is
possible that only one basic feature is selected and the evolved program
has high test performance. Since the combination of three basic features
using b1|x are varied and the evolved programs from using b1|xall always in-
clude all basic features, an evolved program from using function b1|x may
have lower Fmax than the evolved programs from using function b1|xall .
From the minimum value of test performance Fmax in Table 8.2 and Fig-
ure 8.1, a bad evolved program exists in setting Setbf,rand, but there are no
outliers in setting Setbf,all.
Therefore, when Fit only uses the three thresholds to find the max-
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imum value as the fitness of an evolved program, the evolved program
with b1|xall is strongly connected to the combination of all basic features
and the test performance is located in a stable range; but evolved pro-
grams with b1|x have flexible structures to combine basic features, which
brings good test performance on some evolved programs in most cases, at
the same time, leads to bad test performance on a few evolved programs.
Bayesian-based Terminal
When xbayes is added into the terminal set, all evolved programs from Setbt
using Fitt=3 are equal to the single node tree xbayes. It seems that Fitt=3
could not find any better combination from xbayes and the three basic fea-
tures without using Bayesian-based functions, compared with xbayes. Note
that the test performance Fmax on xbayes is a bit higher than the simple
Bayesian model in Table 7.2 in Section 7.5.2. The change is caused by
xbayes adding tolerance ǫ in Σˆj .
After adding Bayesian-based functions, the results from Setbt,all are
similar to the results from Setbf,all, and the results from Setbt,rand are simi-
lar to the results from Setbf,rand. It is surprising that there are two evolved
programs from Setbf,all with Fmax values less than 0.52. In Setbf,all, b1|xall
and xbayes include the three basic features, but there are still two programs
with bad test performance. From the boxplots in Figure 8.1, the terminal
xbayes might be not good for constructing high-level features when fitness
function Fitt=3 is used. This suggests that directly combining the simple
Bayesian model with all basic features might be not good for performance
improvement.
Combination
When all functions and terminals are added into the GP system, namely
using Setfull, the results from Setfull are not significantly different from
the results from Setbf,rand. It seems that adding xbayes and b1|xall in setting
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Table 8.3: Comparison between the results from Setbf,rand using Fitt=3,
image Gaussian gradients Tgg, normalised standard deviations Tsd, his-
togram gradients Thg, Sobel edge detector and the simple Bayesian termi-
nal xbayes on the 100 BSD test images.
Fmax p-value
Setbf,rand 0.5591± 0.0150
Tgg 0.5153 0.000 ↓
Tsd 0.4968 0.000 ↓
Thg 0.5434 0.000 ↓
Sobel 0.4832 0.000 ↓
xbayes 0.5391 0.000 ↓
Setbf,rand does not affect the evolved programs when Fitt=3 is used. Al-
though the search space for candidate solutions from Setfull is larger than
the space from Setbf,rand, GP can still effectively discover good programs
to construct high-level features.
8.4.2 Setbf,rand using Fitt=3 vs Existing Techniques
Table 8.3 presents the comparisons between the results from Setbf,rand us-
ing Fitt=3 and the results from Tgg, Tsd, Thg, the Sobel edge detector, and
xbayes. The p-values are obtained from the comparison between the rele-
vant results (first row as the first group) and the results from Setbf,rand us-
ing Fitt=3 (as the second group) when one-sample t-tests are used. In addi-
tional, the 95% confidence interval (based on the t-test) for the evolved pro-
grams from Setbf,rand is (0.5533, 0.5648). These results show that the fea-
tures constructed by GP significantly improve the detection performance.
However, the Fmax value from xbayes is lower than the basic feature Thg, so
it seems that the simple combination does not improve the detection per-
formance (Fmax). Therefore, GP is effective for automatic construction of
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Figure 8.2: Fmax values for the features constructed by the evolved 30 pro-
grams from GP using Setbf,rand and Fitt=3.
new features, and improves the performance of using the Bayesian model
to combine basic edge features for edge detection.
In order to check the details of the performance on all evolved pro-
grams, Figure 8.2 gives the relevantFmax values for all 30 evolved Bayesian-
based programs from Setbf,rand with Fitt=3. Most of the evolved Bayesian-
based programs have higher Fmax than the best basic feature Thg, andmost
of the evolved programs obtain good performance. However, the con-
structed features from three evolved programs are worse than Thg (with
Fmax). The lowest Fmax value of the constructed feature from the worst
evolved program is only 0.52. How to improve the performance on the
worst evolved program will be a future work.
Recall and Precision of an Evolved Program
Figure 8.3 shows different values of recall and precision for Tgg, Tsd, Thg,
xbayes, and a program evolved by GP (with Fmax = 0.5847). Here, “@” is
the position for the Fmax. From the different thresholds, it is clear that the
evolved program has higher precision than the others when recall is not
too low. For Tgg, recall is high but precision is too low, and precision is
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Figure 8.3: Recall and precision for Tgg, Tsd, Thg, xbayes, and an evolved
program.
high but recall is too low.
One interesting observation from Figure 8.3 is that xbayes has a narrow
range for recall and precision. A reason for this phenomenon is that the
Bayesian Equation (8.1) gives very low probabilities for most non-edge
points and very high probabilities for most edge points. Therefore, the
change of the threshold does not strongly affect the detection performance.
Compared with the basic features, xbayes and the evolved program have
very high recall values for many thresholds. It seems that the composite
features from the Bayesian model can easily discriminate pixels as edge
points or non-edge points with a set of thresholds. This is similar to the
characteristics of edge responses (high contrast) on the composite features
constructed by using Gaussian distribution estimation. Whether the mul-
tivariate density using other distributions can be used to obtain rich edge
responses will be investigated in the future.
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Table 8.4: Test performance Fmax for the six settings using Fitt=30 on the
BSD test image dataset.
Setting Mean ± s.d. Max Min t-test MWW Fitt=3
Setbf,rand 0.5754± 0.0134 0.5968 0.5509 0.0000 ↑
Setbf,all 0.5707± 0.0104 0.5927 0.5531 0.1397 0.0726 0.0000 ↑
Setbt 0.5706± 0.0198 0.5966 0.5087 0.2824 0.2697 0.0000 ↑
Setbt,all 0.5706± 0.0166 0.5950 0.5250 0.2278 0.4705 0.0000 ↑
Setbt,rand 0.5656± 0.0230 0.5946 0.4998 0.0518 0.1290 0.0053 ↑
Setfull 0.5684± 0.0159 0.5939 0.5087 0.0743 0.2697 0.0006 ↑
8.4.3 Fitness Functions Fitt=3 vs Fitt=30
Table 8.4 gives the means, standard deviations, maximum and minimum
of Fmax values for the six settings using Fitt=30. Here, “t-test” indicates
p-values obtained from the comparisons between the relevant results (set-
ting in the first column as the first group) and the results from Setbf,rand us-
ing two-sample t-tests, MWW indicates p-values from their comparisons
with the Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon tests, and “Fitt=3” indicates p-values
obtained from the comparisons between the results from Fitt=30 and Fitt=3
(using the same setting) with paired-sample t-tests. The paired-sample t-
tests are used for the comparisons between Fitt=30 and Fitt=3 because of
the same initial population.
There are some interesting observations from Table 8.4. Firstly, the test
results from Fitt=30 are significantly better than the results from Fitt=3.
It seems that the evaluation based on three thresholds is not good to find
good features (in terms of Fmax), although Bayesian-based functions or ter-
minals give high contrast responses. A potential reason is that Bayesian-
based outputs are a combination of basic features with the two general
algebraic operators. Since combining the three basic features needs mul-
tiple thresholds to find the maximum Fit values, a program, including
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the combination of Bayesian-based subtrees and subtrees constructed by
basic features and the two general algebraic operators, might give rich re-
sponses on edge points and non-edge points. After using 30 thresholds to
find the maximum of Fit as fitness for evolved programs, subtrees con-
structed by basic features and the two general algebraic operators might
strongly affect the fitness of the relevant program.
Secondly, when Fitt=30 is used, there are no significant differences be-
tween the results from Setbf,rand and the other settings. Using multiple
thresholds is easier to find a threshold which is closer to the optimal thresh-
old for Fit. Some evolved programs evaluated by Fitt=3 are not good, but
they have good binary outputs by another threshold, not including in the
thresholds used in Fitt=3. Since Fitt=30 is more reasonable than Fitt=3 to
evaluate programs’ fitness, all settings have good results. From the t-tests
and the Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon tests, there is no influence from using
the Bayesian-based node in the function set or the terminal set. The way of
selecting the full set of basic features or randomly selecting basic features
does not obviously affect the test performance of the evolved problems.
Thirdly, the maximum Fmax in each setting is increased. It seems that
the ability to find good programs to construct high-level features is im-
proved after using Fitt=30.
Lastly, the worst evolved programs from settings Setbf,rand and Setbf,all
are improved obviously when Fitt=30 replacesFitt=3, but theworst evolved
programs from settings Setbt, Setbt,rand and Setfull become even worse, in
terms of Fmax. It is interesting that multiple thresholds do not improve
the test performance of the worst evolved programs for the three settings.
From each setting including xbayes, the worst test performance from their
results is lower than the test performance on each of the basic features.
Therefore, the simple Bayesian model with all basic features might be not
good to use as a terminal, and it is suggested that the Bayesian combina-
tion technique should only be used as a function to combine basic features.
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Image 376043 Ground Truth Tgg Thg
Tsd xbayes Fitt=3 Fitt=30
Image 296007 Ground Truth Tgg Thg
Tsd xbayes Fitt=3 Fitt=30
Figure 8.4: Two example images detected by Tgg, Thg, Tsd, xbayes, and the
best evolved programs from GP with Setbf,rand using Fitt=3 and Fitt=30.
8.4.4 Detected Images
Figure 8.4 shows two example detected images from the three basic fea-
tures, and the best evolved programs from Fitt=3 and Fitt=30 with setting
Setbf,rand. From the detected images, the detected images by xbayes and the
evolved programs have obviously strong responses on true edge points,
which is similar to Thg. The strong responses on non-edge points from
Thg are mostly suppressed by xbayes and the evolved programs. However,
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some non-edge points with high responses from Thg still have high re-
sponses in xbayes. Comparing the responses from Tsd and Tgg, most of the
non-edge points with high responses from Thg in these two images are ob-
viously decreased in the GP evolved programs. Therefore, the Bayesian-
based GP system effectively constructs new composite features.
From the visual results detected by the program from Fitt=3, the strong
responses on non-edge points from discontinuous background areas (such
as Thg) are decreased. Comparing with visual results from Fitt=3, the re-
sponses on these non-edge points are further decreased in the two im-
ages detected by the evolved program from Fitt=30. However, the weak
responses on non-edge points from the background in the two detected
images from Fitt=30 are increased a bit. Since these increased responses
are still obviously weaker than the responses on edge points, the influ-
ence can be neglected. Also, from the subjective view, the detected images
from Fitt=30 is thinner than the detected images from Fitt=3. These obser-
vations suggest that the multiple thresholds in Fit can improve the ability
of finding better programs to construct features.
Figure 8.5 shows the image 69020 detected by the best evolved pro-
gram from Setbf,rand with Fitt=3 and the combination xbayes. As can be
seen, the detected image by the best evolved program from GP is im-
proved in areas 1 and 2. Also, the responses on edge points are obviously
higher than the non-edge points. Most of the true non-edge points have
very weak responses (very dark) for this image, which is the same as the
detection result from xbayes. Although xbayes decreases responses on most
of the non-edge points, it wrongly strengthens responses on a few non-
edge points.
8.4.5 Example Evolved Bayesian-based Program
The best evolved Bayesian-based GP program from Setbf,rand with Fitt=3 is
described by Equation (8.7), whereBGbayes1 indicates an evolved Bayesian-
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Figure 8.5: Image 69020 detected by an evolved program from Setbf,rand
with Fitt=3 and the combination xbayes.
based program, and subscript indices 0, 1 and 2 represent the basic fea-
tures Tgg, Tsd and Thg (in bx, abbreviated from b1|x), respectively. Function
b0,1(Tgg) is used to construct a model with the multivariate including Tgg
and Tsd. Note that the proposed function accepts redundant variables,
such as x = {Tgg, Tgg}. From the first part b0,1,2( b0,1(b0,1(Tgg))), the formula
aims at finding true edge points detected by Tgg and then constructing a
feature with three basic variables. Since Tgg has high recall, this first part
should be good at finding true edge points. The second part b2(b2(b2(Thg)))
only includes the basic feature Thg. After repeating estimation on true edge
points (using the second part), the responses for those non-edge points
with high responses in Thg should be decreased. Since the output of the
Bayesian-based function is based on the class edge point, the accuracy
(precision) for the constructed feature should not be too low. Generally,
the responses on clear boundaries (easily detected) are accurately given.
Therefore, the second part possibly focuses on the boundary detection.
BGbayes1 = b0,1,2(b0,1(b0,1(Tgg)))⊕ b2(b2(b2(Thg))) (8.7)
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376043
296007
First Second BGbayes1
Figure 8.6: Two example images detected by two parts of the best evolved
method from GP.
In order to visually present the characteristics from the two parts, Fig-
ure 8.6 shows two example images detected by the two parts of the best
evolved method. “First” means the images detected by the first part b0,1,2(
b0,1(b0,1(Tgg))), and “Second” for the second part b2(b2(b2(Thg))). From the
two example detected images, the second part appears to be better than
the first part to detect true edge points. Since the first part focuses on
finding edge points (possibly with low precision), the combination of both
parts gives high responses on boundaries and low responses on non-edge
points. The test performances (Fmax) on the first part and second part for
the 100 BSD test images are 0.5231 and 0.5436, and the complete BGbayes1
has Fmax = 0.5847. Compared with Thg, the second part does not improve
the Fmax value, but it decreases response magnitudes for non-edge points.
Iteratively estimating a single feature might be helpful to improve detec-
tion performance, which is a future work.
In order to further check the performance of both parts, Figure 8.7 re-
veals the details of recall and precision for the two parts of the evolved
programs. From the curves, it is found that the recall and precision values
of the second part are almost located on the curve of Thg. Different from
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Figure 8.7: Recall and precision for an evolved program, its two parts and
Thg.
Thg, the recall and precision values of the second part of the evolved pro-
gram crowd in an area (with not too low recall and not too low precision).
From the view of the performance based on different thresholds, repeat-
ing estimation of a single variable with its estimated outputs transforms
the variable values into a suitable range which is not strongly affected by
the change of a threshold. Although neither the first part nor the second
part is better than Thg, the program combining the two parts is clearly sig-
nificantly better.
8.5 Further Discussions
This section discusses the influence of the general algebraic operators,
computational cost for the settings, and convergence of the GP system.
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8.5.1 Influence of General Algebraic Operators
The results from Fitt=3 and Fitt=30 (in Tables 8.2 and 8.4) show that mul-
tiple thresholds obviously affect the test performance of the evolved pro-
grams. When Setbt and Fitt=3 are used, the GP system only finds xbayes as
the final solution. However, when Setbt and Fitt=30 are used, the evolved
programs are significantly better the results from Setbt with Fitt=3.
Since Fitt=3 mainly focuses on selecting programs with high contrast
edge responses, the two general algebraic operators do not work well on
combinations of basic features. If the terminal set only includes x and
the function set only includes the two general algebraic operators, the test
performance (Fmax) for using Fitt=3 is 0.5459 ± 0.0087. From the evolved
programs, it is found that 25 of the 30 evolved programs are equal to Thg.
Therefore, it is hard to find a good combination of basic features when
Fitt=3 is used. This suggests that combining basic features with the two
general algebraic operators might not be good to construct composite fea-
tures with high contrast edge responses.
When Fitt=30 is used to evolve programs, the terminal set only includes
x, and the function set only includes the two general algebraic operators,
the test performance (Fmax) is 0.5714 ± 0.0125. As can be seen, only using
the two operators can also obtain good composite features. The test perfor-
mance on Setbt with Fitt=30 is very close to the test performance without
using xbayes. In order to check whether the evolved programs from Setbt
with Fitt=30 include any xbayes, the evolved programs are simplified. From
the simplification, the number of the evolved programs without xbayes is
only nine out of 30 (less than one third). Therefore, xbayes is still helpful to
construct good composite features. Equation (8.8) gives an evolved pro-
gram BGbayes2 (Fmax = 0.5941) from Setbt with Fitt=30, where
3
8
and 5
8
are
scale parameters after simplification. The evolved program BGbayes2 in-
cludes xbayes, Thg and Tgg.
BGbayes2 =
3Tgg
8
⊕ 5Thg
8
⊕ [(Thg ⊖ Tgg)⊖ (xbayes ⊕ Thg)] (8.8)
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(a) 376043 (b) 296007
Figure 8.8: Two example images detected by two evolved programs from
Setbt using Fitt=30.
Figure 8.8 shows two example images detected by BGbayes2 , and an
evolved program without xbayes ( from Setbt using Fitt=30, and Fmax =
0.5940). Comparing the visual results, the red circled areas (marked as
number 1) in the two images detected by the evolved program without
xbayes have lower edge responses than the relevant results from BGbayes2 .
A reason is that the responses on composite features combined by the
general algebraic operators are dependent on the responses in the basic
features, but Bayesian-based programs increase the edge response con-
trast. Since the technique only using general algebraic operators is dif-
ferent from the Bayesian-based technique, further investigation on both
techniques in the GP system will be conducted in the future.
8.5.2 Computational Cost
Table 8.5 gives the training time (mean ± standard deviations in seconds)
for evolving programs by using the six settings respectively. Here, the
p-value is obtained from the comparison between the results from Fitt=3
and Fitt=30 in each setting by using a paired-sample t-test because of the
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Table 8.5: Training time (means ± standard deviations in seconds) from
Fitt=3 and Fitt=30 using the six settings.
Setting Fitt=3 Fitt=30 p-value
Setbf,rand 190.9207± 61.6907 19.8340± 13.6920 0.0000 ↓
Setbf,all 73.6683± 10.6519 14.9423± 12.3262 0.0000 ↓
Setbt 47.2473± 11.3341 73.2913± 47.6183 0.0131 ↑
Setbt,all 314.3730± 74.1631 53.6197± 46.0516 0.0000 ↓
Setbt,rand 111.5797± 16.8419 63.4163± 41.6157 0.0000 ↓
Setfull 167.5110± 38.1950 43.1970± 38.7859 0.0000 ↓
same initial population. Note that ↓means that the training time of using
Fitt=3 is significantly longer than the training time of using Fitt=30, and
↑ means that the training from the former is significantly shorter than the
latter. All experiments are run on single machines with CPU 3.1 GHz at
the full speed state (the initial CPU speed is 1.6 GHz for the power saving
feature). Note that the value for Fitt=3 or Fitt=30 is calculated after only
visiting the training data once, so the calculation cost on Fitt=3 and Fitt=30
is very close when evaluating the same program.
From an overall view, the training time for each setting is quite short.
The test time for detecting an image can be ignored (several milliseconds)
because all basic features are loaded into the memory before executing a
program.
From the table, the training time of using Fitt=3 is significantly longer
than the training time of using Fitt=30 in each setting, except for Setbt.
Since subtrees including the two general algebraic operators might be im-
portant to construct a good program, the number of Bayesian-based func-
tions might be reduced in the evolved good programs from Fitt=30. Note
that an algebraic operator has less computational cost than a Bayesian-
based function. Since a Bayesian-based function needs to calculate the
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Figure 8.9: Means of the best fitness at each generation in each setting.
sample means and standard deviations of its input, the training cost from
Fitt=3 is higher than the training cost from Fitt=30, except for Setbt. Since
the evolved programs from Setbt only do not include Bayesian-based func-
tions, the training time of using Fitt=30 in Setbt is longer than the training
time of using Fitt=3 in Setbt. Also there is another reason for using Fitt=30
being longer than using Fitt=3 for Setbt, that is, Fitt=3 in Setbt only finds
xbayes as final solutions; but Fitt=30 in Setbt needs to find good subtrees con-
structed by the two general algebraic operators, which takes some compu-
tational cost.
8.5.3 Convergence
Since the population size and maximum generation are very small in the
settings, it is worth investigating the convergence of this Bayesian-based
GP system. Figure 8.9 reveals that the average best fitness at each gener-
ation in the six settings when Fitt=3 or Fitt=30 is used. From Figure 8.9
(a), since Setbt only finds xbayes as the final solutions, the best fitness value
stays horizontal. The other settings almost reach constant values after gen-
eration 40 when Fitt=3 is used. For Fitt=30 (see Figure 8.9 (b)), all set-
tings are approximately convergent to constant values after generation 30.
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Setbf,rand and Setbf,all increase a bit in fitness after generation 43. There-
fore, Figures 8.9 (a) and (b) indicate that the GP system is convergent or
very closely convergent at generation 50.
8.6 Chapter Summary
The goal of this chapter was to investigate automatic high-level feature
construction for edge detection using GP and Bayes’ theorem. The Bayes-
ian technique was employed to combine basic features via using a general
multivariate normal density. The goal was successfully achieved by evolv-
ing Bayesian-based programs with Bayesian-based functions and termi-
nals, and two general algebraic operators.
From the results, firstly, the evolved Bayesian-based programs are bet-
ter than the simple Bayesian model directly using the multivariate normal
density, and also have high contrast edge responses. Secondly, when the
fitness function only uses three thresholds to search programs with high
contrast edge responses, the Bayesian-based function with randomly se-
lected basic features is better than the function using the full set of basic
features. However, when the fitness function uses 30 thresholds, there are
no significant differences in terms of the test performance Fmax. Thirdly,
in order to obtain better high contrast edge responses on a composite fea-
tures, using the general multivariate normal density as a function is better
than using it as a terminal to evolve programs. Lastly, further analysis of
the best evolved program reveals that iteratively estimating a single fea-
ture may help to improve detection performance.
Chapter 9
Conclusions and Future Work
The overall goal of this thesis was to investigate GP for automatic edge fea-
ture extraction using different amounts of existing knowledge from very
little (only using raw pixel intensities and ground truth) to more advanced
domain knowledge such as Gaussian filters. This goal was achieved by de-
veloping a number of new methods in GP to evolve edge detectors to ex-
tract edge features. These newmethods were evaluated by applying GP to
an image benchmark dataset with a large numbers of images (200 training
images and 100 test images) for edge detection. The test performance of
the evolved programs were improved from low-level feature construction
to high-level feature construction.
The rest of this chapter summarises the research objectives achieved
by this thesis and the main conclusions from Chapters 3–8, and provides
discussions for future research.
9.1 Achieved Objectives
This thesis has achieved the six research objectives in Section 1.2 (on page 6).
• This thesis developed a GP method to automatically select neigh-
bours to construct low-level edge features in Chapter 3. A search
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operator with single pixels and two search operators with blocks of
pixels were designed to automatically extract effective edge features.
When only full images and their ground truth are given (without any
other prior domain knowledge), the GP system evolved edge detec-
tors that are better than the Sobel and Laplacian edge detectors.
• This thesis developed several new fitness functions in GP to con-
struct low-level edge features in Chapter 4. The investigation on
new fitness functions has been conducted by employing F-measure
and FOM from both the pixel view and the image view. Also, a new
fitness function combined both matching directions (predictions and
ground truth) in FOM to effectively improve the performance of the
evolved edge detectors. The two new fitness functions, restricting
the distance from the used fixed threshold to observations, effec-
tively obtained good soft edge maps of evolved edge detectors.
• This thesis analysed pixels implicitly selected by GP and validated
that actual pixels selected by GP are rich to construct edge filters in
Chapter 5. A merge operation was proposed to extract a set of rich
neighbours from GP edge detectors. These extracted neighbours are
better than all neighbours in 3 × 3 and 5 × 5 windows to construct
second-order edge filters.
• This thesis developed aGP system to evolve effective Gaussian-based
edge detectors in Chapter 6. Manually combining Gaussian filters
and tuning the Gaussian filter parameters were avoided in the GP
system. A sampling technique (adaptively selecting a small num-
ber of training images in each generation) was proposed to evolve
Gaussian-based edge detectors. Experiments show that GP evolved
Gaussian-based edge detectors are better than the Gaussian gradient
and the surround suppression techniques.
• This thesis proposed a new GP system for composite feature con-
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struction with estimated distribution to represent different responses
on edges in Chapter 7. The GP system using cumulative distribution
functions (CDFs) to construct edge features performed better than
the GP system using probability density functions (PDFs). Experi-
ments show that the evolved features can reasonably indicate correct
responses on different edges.
• This thesis proposed a new GP system to evolve high-level edge fea-
tures in Chapter 8. A simple Bayesian model was employed as a
function (in the function set) to evolve programs to construct com-
posite features. Experiments show that the evolved programs per-
formed better than the simple Bayesian model to obtain composite
features.
9.2 Main Conclusions
The main conclusions for the six research objectives in Section 1.2 are
drawn in this section.
9.2.1 Low-level Edge Feature Construction
Search Operators for Feature Construction
Chapter 3 investigated three search operators (finding a single pixel, a sin-
gle block of pixels and two blocks of pixels) to construct low-level edge de-
tectors. When only full training images and their ground truth are given,
GP can use the three search operators to evolve good low-level edge de-
tectors for detecting edges in natural images. These three search operators
based on full images avoided manually setting the window size. The goal
of automatically searching pixels to construct low-level edge detectors was
successfully achieved via using the three search operators in GP.
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When the search operator with a single block of pixels was used to
evolve edge detectors, the detection accuracy was higher than using the
search operator with single pixels only. The detected images showed that
the evolved edge detectors from using the search operator with a single
block of pixels have some ability to suppress textures. However, the com-
putational cost of the evolved edge detectors is increased.
When the search operator with two blocks of pixels was added into
the function set, the detection accuracy of the evolved edge detectors did
not have significant change. However, the evolved edge detectors (after
adding the search operator with two blocks of pixels) were much faster
than the edge detectors evolved by GP using the search operator with a
single block of pixels to detect edges.
The edge detectors evolved byGP using the search operator with single
pixels outperformed the Laplacian and Sobel edge detectors. Compared
with the edge detectors evolved by GP using a moving 5× 5 window, the
edge detectors evolved by GP using the search operator with single pixels
had an obviously faster speed to detect edges (only half of the test time of
the edge detectors evolved by GP using the 5 × 5 window). The evolved
edge detectors using blocks of pixels had significantly better detection ac-
curacy than the Gaussian gradient.
The search operator with single pixels has low computational cost for
evolved edge detectors, but does not suppress textures. The search opera-
tor with a single block of pixels is helpful to suppress textures, but brings
heavy computational cost for evolved edge detectors. The search oper-
ator with two blocks of pixels is helpful to suppress textures, and does
not bring heavy computational cost for evolved edge detectors. Using the
search operator with single pixels in GP is suggested for evolving effec-
tive low-level edge detectors with fast detecting speed when textures in
images do not strongly affect extracted edges. If texture suppression is
needed, the search operator with two blocks of pixels is suggested.
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Fitness Functions for Feature Construction
Chapter 4 investigated fitness functions in GP for evolving low-level edge
detectors. The goal of investigating fitness functions in GP for constructing
low-level edge detectors was successfully achieved by proposing a num-
ber of new fitness functions based on different evaluation criteria.
To investigate the influence of the evaluation from the pixel view and
the image view, F-measure and FOM as fitness functions from the pixel
and the image views have been investigated. A fitness function from the
pixel view only contains one step, evaluating all pixels across all different
images. A fitness function from the image view contains two steps, getting
a measurement for each image and summarising the measurements of all
images. The experiment results indicate that F-measure is better to train
programs from the pixel view than from the image view. On the other
hand, FOM is suggested for the evaluation from the image view using the
arithmetic mean.
To investigate the difference between F-measure and FOM as fitness
functions to train edge detectors, the results from F-measure and FOM
were compared in terms of the detection accuracy after using one-to-one
assignment (only allowing one predicted edge point to match one true
edge point if possible, and vice versa). The experiment results show that
F-measure is better to train edge detectors than FOM.
To investigate thematching directions (between predictions and ground
truth) in FOM, a proposed FOM variant combined both matching direc-
tions and F-measure. The experiment results show that the combination
of both matching directions in FOM is better to train edge detectors than
the standard FOM and the standard F-measure.
To investigate soft edge maps transformed from observations of the
evolved edge detectors, fitness functions based on spread of observations
of evolved edge detectors were proposed. The results show that a pro-
posed fitness function using restriction of a short distance from observa-
tions to threshold 0 (based on F-measure) is better than F-measure to ob-
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tain soft edge maps. Another proposed fitness function with restriction on
observation spread after using the non-linear transformation on observa-
tions is better to obtain soft edge maps of the evolved edge detectors than
the fitness function using F-measure or the correlation ratio of observa-
tions.
In addition, the evolved edge detectors from the BSD image dataset
were applied to the ETHZ image dataset. For the ETHZ image dataset, the
results from the fitness functions with F-measure and FOM are better than
the Canny edge detector, in terms of detection accuracy.
Analysis of Pixels Selected by GP
The goal of analysing low-level edge detectors evolved by GP was suc-
cessfully achieved in Chapter 5 via investigating constructing edge filters
using only the pixels extracted from GP evolved edge detectors.
Two sets of pixels selected from GP edge detectors have been used to
construct good edge filters. Via applying the proposed merge operation,
a rich but compact set of neighbours was efficient and effective for con-
structing second-order filters. These were not significantly different from
the GP edge detectors but were significantly better than the Sobel edge de-
tector. This indicates that valuable information can be extracted from the
evolved programs.
9.2.2 Gaussian-based Edge Feature Construction
The goal of investigating ways of evolving effective Gaussian-based edge
detectors was achieved in Chapter 6 via employing three different types of
Gaussian filters as terminals and a proposed function C to combine Gaus-
sian filters in GP. The three types of Gaussian filters are Difference of Gaus-
sians, the Gaussian gradient, and the Gaussian second-order derivative.
The experiment results show that the effective Gaussian-based edge
detectors evolved by GP are significantly better than the Gaussian gra-
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dient and the surround suppression techniques. Automatically evolving
Gaussian-based programs by GP avoids manually combining Gaussian
filters and tuning parameters of Gaussian filters.
The experiment results also show that a small number of full images
can be used to train effective Gaussian-based edge detectors. An adaptive
sampling technique (randomly selecting a small set of images in 20 im-
ages) was developed to train Gaussian-based edge detectors. These edge
detectors are not significantly different from the evolved results from us-
ing the whole set of 20 images. A suitable space for Gaussian-based candi-
date edge detectors was introduced for explaining why the random and
adaptive sampling technique worked well on evolving Gaussian-based
edge detectors.
The three types of Gaussian filters have been analysed. The experi-
ment results show that a good combination should choose different types
of Gaussian filters rather than choosing a single type of Gaussian filter
only.
In addition, an evolved example edge detector was interpreted. We
find that a subtree, similar to the surround suppression technique, is in-
cluded in the evolved program. It seems that GP can further develop
Gaussian-based techniques.
9.2.3 Composite Edge Feature Construction
Distribution-based Feature Construction
When a set of basic features from different feature extraction methods was
given, GP was used to construct composite features for performance im-
provement in Chapter 7. The goal of investigating automatic construction
of composite edge features was achieved by using an estimated distribu-
tion to construct composite features. Basic invariant features (the image
gradient, the normalised standard deviation and the histogram gradient)
have been employed to construct composite invariant features.
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The composite features constructed by GP using the Gaussian distri-
bution are significantly better than the three basic features. From visually
detected images, the features constructed by GP with the Gaussian distri-
bution increase response contrast on edge points and suppress textures on
non-edge points. The constructed features from GP combine some advan-
tages from the three basic features, and appear to reduce their disadvan-
tages.
From the results, the estimation using the PDF with the linear relation-
ship (triangular distribution) for feature construction is worse than the
estimation on the PDF with the non-linear relationship (Gaussian distri-
bution). There are no significant differences between the estimation on
the CDFs with the linear relationship (uniform distribution) and with the
non-linear relationship (Gaussian distribution).
The experiment results show that the composite features constructed
by GP with CDFs (linear and non-linear distribution) are significantly bet-
ter than the composite features from GP using PDFs with the linear distri-
bution (triangular distribution), but are not significantly different from the
features constructed by GP using the non-linear PDFs (Gaussian distribu-
tion), in terms of detection accuracy. From the visually detected images,
the composite features constructed by GP using CDFs are rich to indicate
responses on subjective edges (marked by only a few people). From a
quantitative view, CDF is better than PDF to be used for composite feature
construction in GP.
The features constructed by GP using CDFs (of Gaussian distribution
and uniform distribution) are better than the combinations from the Bayes-
ian model using the general multivariate normal density and the linear
SVM, in terms of detection accuracy (quantitative view) and rich responses
on subjective edge points (qualitative view). The results show that GP has
some ability to find a way of efficiently combining different features to-
gether and describe rich responses on different edges.
Also, an evolved program was reasonably explained. From the analy-
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sis of the evolved program, the approach found from the evolved feature
appears to suppress wrong responses on non-edge points. It suggests that
GP has potential to find new technique algorithms to further develop edge
detection methods.
The GP system has been successfully applied to construct variant fea-
tures using the horizontal edge information only as the training data. The
constructed horizontal edge features have stable performance on detecting
edges.
High-level Feature Construction
A simple Bayesian technique using the general multivariate normal den-
sity has been developed for the proposed GP system in Chapter 8. The
goal of investigating automatic high-level feature construction was achieved
by applying this GP system to construct high-level features. Bayesian-
based programs are constructed by Bayesian-based functions, Bayesian-
based terminals, basic features (as terminals), and two general algebraic
operators.
The experiment results show that the Bayesian-based programs evolved
by GP using the Bayesian-based function (randomly selecting basic fea-
tures) are significantly better than the combination of the simple Bayesian
model directly using the multivariate normal density (on the basic fea-
tures), and the three basic features. Similar to the simple Bayesian model,
the features constructed by the Bayesian-based programs had high con-
trast edge responses.
When the fitness function used in GP was based on three thresholds,
the Bayesian-based function including all basic features was worse than
the function randomly selecting basic features to construct high-level fea-
tures by GP. However, when the fitness function was based on 30 thresh-
olds, there were no significant differences between the function using all
basic features and randomly selecting basic features.
When the fitness function was based on three thresholds and Bayesian-
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based terminals were used, the evolved programswere significantly worse
than the programs evolved byGP using the Bayesian-based function. How-
ever, when 30 thresholds were used in the fitness function, there are no dif-
ferences between the evolved programs with the Bayesian-based terminal
and the Bayesian-based functions, in terms of detection accuracy.
An evolved program was interpreted. Further analysis of the evolved
program reveals that iteratively estimating a single feature may help im-
prove detection performance.
9.3 Limitations
When the training data is based on full images, the Gaussian-based GP
system will take a long time to evolve edge detectors. Each run for us-
ing the 20 training images in Section 6.5.1 took around 4.5 days. When an
evolved program is used to extract edge features, the evaluation is based
on features, not the final binary thinned edgemaps. If a thinning operation
is included in the training stage, the computational cost will be increased.
Also, if one-to-one assignment is considered, the computational cost will
increase hugely. Therefore, the heavy computational cost (in training) is
a problem for the Gaussian-based GP system. Even for low-level feature
construction, the GP system will have very heavy computational cost if
including post-processing techniques and one-to-one assignment for the
evaluation in training. Note that the test time (applying the evolved GP
detectors to unseen images for edge detection) is quite short, and not sig-
nificantly different from the existing techniques. These proposed tech-
niques are suitable for problems/tasks that do not mind the long offline
training but have a high demand of test accuracy (and a short test time).
They are not suitable for real-time problems that requires fast online train-
ing.
In order to address the heavy computational cost problem, one easy
solution is to use parallel computing to decrease the computational cost
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on a single machine. Also, in the Gaussian-based GP system, the param-
eters of each Gaussian filter in a program need to be calculated when the
program detects images. A solution is to use approximate parameters for
these filters. Therefore, before evolving programs, all results from a set
of fixed filters are calculated, and they are kept in the memory during the
evolving stage. However, a large enough memory is required.
Since the ground truth used in this thesis are not final thinned binary
edge maps, the thickness problem exists in the evolved program. How-
ever, the thick edges from GP edge detectors can be easily thinned by
a simple thinning operation [106]. Section 6.5.3 (on page 225) showed
example detected images thinned by the thinning operation. Also, non-
maximum suppression will be helpful to reduce the thickness of edge re-
sponses [28, 140].
9.4 Future Work
This section highlights some recommended areas of future work.
1. Combining Evolved Low-level Features
This thesis only focuses on edge feature extraction. When the evolved
edge detectors are used to extract edge features, how to efficiently
and effectively combine these evolved edge detectors to further im-
prove detection performance is a challenge.
2. Multi-objective Optimisation
In Chapter 3, the size of the best program is increased after some
generations, but the fitness value is only slightly improved. When
evolving edge detectors, the detection accuracy and detection time
are important for real time applications. Therefore, both the size of
an evolved program and its detection accuracy should be addressed
in the future.
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3. Analysis of Evolved Programs
From the analysis of low-level edge detectors, a rich but compact set
of pixels is good to construct second-order edge filters. The evolved
programs possibly contain implicit new knowledge (such as new
structures after simplifying the programs). Extracting new knowl-
edge is a challenge. It is worth investigating building blocks in evolved
programs to further understand the edge detection problem.
4. Gaussian-based GP system
The GP system only employs three types of Gaussian filters to con-
struct Gaussian-based edge detectors. In order to improve detection
performance, it is worth adding more Gaussian-based filters into the
terminal set. The existing transformation-based techniques, such as
Gabor filters [85], are expected to be combined for detection perfor-
mance improvement.
5. Estimated Distribution
When an estimated distribution is applied to construct composite
edge features, features with high contrast edge responses can be ob-
tained from GP using PDFs of the Gaussian distribution, and rich
edge features can be obtained from GP using CDFs or PDFs of the
triangular distribution. However, the training information on true
edge points are not fully used. A sampled pixel is simply consid-
ered as an edge point or a non-edge point. From the ground truth,
the number of people marking a pixel as an edge point is different.
When a weight is used to describe how possible it is to consider a
pixel as a true edge point, whether the weight can be added into es-
timated distribution for performance improvement (in terms of the
quantitative and qualitative views) needs to be investigated.
6. High-level Feature Construction
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The simple Bayesian model and the two general algebraic operators
are used in the Bayesian-based GP system for constructing edge fea-
tures. The fitness function using three thresholds was used to con-
struct edge features with high contrast edge responses. However,
using three thresholds for the fitness evaluation is not as good as us-
ing 30 thresholds to evolve composite features, in terms of detection
accuracy. Since the Bayesian model is simple, more functions based
on Bayesian inference techniques need to be developed for perfor-
mance improvement.
7. Generalisation
It is possible that GP has the potential work on edge detection with
colour images. This thesis only focuses on the grayscale images, the
colour information are not considered. However, colours contain
more edge information than grayscale levels [123]. If colour infor-
mation is applied to the GP system, the test performance would be
expected to be improved. In the GP system, colour information will
increase the number of terminals, or evolved edge detectors from dif-
ferent colour information will be combined together. For example, in
the RGB system, the terminal individual image will be divided into
three terminals: red channel, green channel and blue channel. It is
easy to extend the GP system for evolving programs to detect colour
images. Also, it is suggested that GP with distribution could work
on feature construction. This thesis utilises GP with estimated distri-
bution to construct composite features for edge detection. Since the
estimated distribution is based on observations of programs, the GP
system can be easily extended to construct features for other classi-
fication problems. Finally, the GP system might have the potential
to work on different tasks (such as face detection and objective de-
tection) when ground truth for edges is changed to desired outputs
(faces or objects).
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